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ABSTRACT 

The primary subject of this dissertation is mental illness and performance of the 

hysterical symptom as they were investigated by the Swedish choreographer Mats Ek 

(Giselle, 1982), Tanztheater (from 1975-1979), and Second Wave Feminism. Historically, 

the examination begins in the nineteenth century, with the staging of madness in the 

romantic ballet Giselle (1841), and medical showings at Salpêtrière (1870s). The 

historical sites point to the interweaving of medical and dance cultures, and to a tendency 

towards pathologization of idiosyncratic movement expression within nineteenth century 

discourses on heredity, degeneration, and female health. To historically probe the ways in 

which twentieth century concert dance commented on pathologization of femininity, 

female performative labor, and expressive movement, the examination extends to: the fin-

de-siècle café-concert scene; psychoanalytic sessions of 1890s, in which dancing played a 

role in both diagnosis and treatment; Nijinsky’s dance modernism as seen in Le Sacre du 

Printemps (1913); the anti-psychiatry within the post-1st World War Surrealism, and the 

post-2nd World War psychologically inflected choreographies by Antony Tudor, Martha 

Graham, Donya Feuer and Paul Sanasardo. The performance sites are investigated in 

relationship to the concepts of the unconscious, trauma, hysteria, hystericization, 

symptom, and expression. The dissertation proposes that late nineteenth century hysteria 

gained emancipatory meanings in the theoretical work of twentieth century dance 

scholarship, feminism, cultural criticism, and Freudian-Lacanian psychoanalysis. On the 

side of practice, Tanztheater participated in reclaiming hysteria. The Rite of Spring 

(1975), Bluebeard (1977), Café Müller (1978), and Arien (1979) explored traumatic 
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memory, and male/female relationships in context of the post-2nd World War 

consumerist culture. I examine Pina Bausch’s and Mats Ek’s choreographies in dialogue 

with the contemporary theory to show that dance spectatorship can bring about an 

understanding of how the residues of political and personal past shape the experiences of 

the present. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In this dissertation I discuss dance performances which invite a historically and 

psychoanalytically informed reading of how uneven power relationships historically 

informed scenes between health authorities and patients, psychosomatic expression that 

arose within these scenes, and creative dance labor which responded to pathologization. I 

examine the mad scene from the 1841 Giselle; medical demonstrations of hysterical fits 

that took place at Salpêtrière in the 1870s and 1880s; dance modernism in Vaslav 

Nijinsky’s Rite of Spring (1913); Antony Tudor’s psychological ballets (1930s-1950s); 

Martha Graham’s Voyage (1953); Donya Feuer and Paul Sanasardo’s investigations of 

everyday life and madness (1955-1964); hystericization in Pina Bausch’s choreography 

set to Igor Stravinsky’s score for Rite of Spring (1975); three later Tanztheater 

choreographies, which address gender violence, memory, and the meeting of incongruent 

realities — Bluebeard (1977) Café Müller (1978), and Arien (1979) — and Mats Ek’s re-

working of Giselle from 1982. Although spanning from the late nineteenth century to the 

last decades of the twentieth, these performances all take on the task of approaching the 

unconscious in an embodied way. These sites directly or implicitly touch upon hysteria as 

an expression of repressed drives, a diagnostic category from psychiatry that can instigate 

a corporeal resistance, and a metaphor for enigmatic femininity. 

“Dance, like theater, provides the missing content of the form of psychoanalytic 

insight,” writes Mark Franko.1 By staging a traumatic relationship between a mother and 

son from the Oedipus myth (Night Journey, 1948) Martha Graham, whom Bausch saw as 

one of major influences on her artistic development, re-created choreographically the 
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unconscious fears and desires. Although, Pina Bausch’s and Mats Ek’s works from the 

1970s and 1980s are informed by an approach to embodied expression from dance 

modernism, they nevertheless shift the focus from the individual psyche to the hidden 

dynamics in relationships. This development within choreography in many ways 

corresponds to how psychoanalytic theory approached somatic disturbances by linking 

them to primary relationships, language, and law. 

Sigmund Freud and Joseph Breuer developed the key concept of psychoanalysis 

— the unconscious — through their work with the psychosomatic symptoms of hysteria 

(Studies on Hysteria, 1895). In order to understand how hysteria — of all the nervous 

illnesses the one closest to dance and theater — triggered a tremendous amount of 

creative investment in twentieth century performance, literature, and feminist thought, it 

is crucial to remember that both Salpêtrière’s neurology and Freud’s and Breuer’s early 

psychoanalysis saw hysteria as the embodiment of and entry point into the unconscious. 

To show how hysteria gave visible and visceral expression to the concept of the 

unconscious, this dissertation investigates psychiatric confinement, hysteria as a popular 

malady, hystericization, and performativity of symptom2 within dance-theatre.  The 

confinement links hysterical resistance and hyper expressivity to enclosed spaces. This 

aspect is directly addressed in Ek’s choreography for Act Two of Giselle (1982), which 

he stages in an asylum, rather than in a graveyard in the woods, as in the original 

romantic libretto. Reclaimed by second-wave feminism, modern hysteria originated in the 

psychiatric culture, where in the late nineteenth century at Pitié de la Salpêtrière, a 

women’s hospital in Paris, it became the paradigm of feminine nervous disorders. 

Second-wave feminism (1960s-1980s) saw in the hysterical fit a way of expressively 
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communicating the contested history of women’s pathologization and confinement. The 

medical struggle to defend and justify the hysterical diagnosis started with a biological 

model in which female anatomy and hereditary factors played a key role. This model was 

replaced with one which centered on the nervous system, and consequently focused on 

moods, emotions, and psychosomatic excesses. From there, psychoanalysis took over 

hysteria by paying special attention to patients’ expressive symptom and embodied 

memories.  

Referring back to hysteria’s contested history in view of gender politics, Elaine 

Showalter (1997) emphasizes that “hysteria is dialogic.” It involves fashioning a 

relationship between the needs of patients and “the decisions of doctors.” Showalter 

proposes finding a way of understanding hysteria that “allows more space for the 

mysteries of human emotions.”3 This invitation to find space for feelings and reactions 

that exceed rational comprehension finds theatrical expression in Tanztheater’s 

choreographic re-imagining of hysterical symptoms within gendered scenes. 

Hystericization — a conceptualization Mark Franko (2007) offers in reference to the 

choreographic structuring of hysterical scenes in Bausch’s Rite of Spring4 — allows for a 

deeper understanding of how Tanztheater and its progenitors transformed a symptom of 

female nervous illness. 

In this dissertation, the staged symptom is closely related to artistic expression; 

that is, the dissertation traces how an artistic intent transforms symptoms into an 

embodied language, revealing repressed areas of social discourses. As a visible sign of 

deviation from a health norm, symptom played a crucial part in the late nineteenth 

century medical field. Surrealism, Lacanian psychoanalysis, popular fin-de-siècle dance, 
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and most pertinently Tanztheater re-imagine psychiatric symptom by endowing it with a 

poetic meaning (in hysteria the body itself becomes a metaphor). As a poetic trope it 

designates a social turbulence. 

While the hysteric is the epitome of female madness, the schizophrenic 

personifies the artistic predicament. Sander Gilman (1985) points out that the twentieth 

century avant-garde used madness as an identity through which it could “comment on the 

true nature of society.”5 In particular : “The schizophrenic becomes a device, used in 

much the same way as other exotics have been traditionally used to present a critique of 

society.”6 Gilman suggests that mad and foreign (exoticized) behaviors point to what 

normative society keeps repressed: mainly, carnal desire and expressive freedom. Of the 

dance modernists, Vaslav Nijinsky had to undergo treatment for schizophrenia and was 

incarcerated, against his will, for the rest of his life. Post factum, his art became an object 

of psychological investigation; that is, his choreography was compared to known 

symptoms of mental illness. In order to eliminate the effect of the historical 

pathologization of Nijinsky, it is important to examine his choreography as both artistic 

expression and the basis on which attributes such as madness, primitivism, and genius 

were ascribed to him. Mark Franko points out that Nijinsky’s Rite of Spring 

communicated through the “moving body’s presence (expression).”7 That is, 

choreography’s powerful impact relied on the raw physicality of the body. Although 

concerned with the psyche, the early twentieth-century psychoanalysis, like Nijinsky’s 

modernist choreography, opened up the question of the body in discourses on primitive 

otherness by emphasizing repression of sexual drive in the civilized society.  In the early 

twentieth century, psychoanalysis and dance modernism shared an interest in bodily 
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expression. As the seat of hidden urges, the body seemed to hold the key to repression. 

The examination of repressed memories, dreams, associations, substitutions, images, and 

psychosomatic gestures within psychoanalysis started with the goals of finding a personal 

cure and gradual social transformation. Thus, I posit the work of the psychoanalytic 

pioneer Sigmund Freud8 on the brink of twentieth century and of his successors later in 

the twentieth century — Jacques Lacan, Jean Laplanche, and feminist psychoanalysis 

from the 1970s-1990s — as pertinent to socio-historically informed spectatorship of 

dance performances.  

The Swedish choreographer Mats Ek and the German choreographer Pina Bausch 

created works which allowed the viewers to reflect on pathologized psychosomatic 

phenomena. These are choreographed in way that exposes emotionally charged instances 

from the history of modern patriarchy. Notably, both European choreographers studied 

and danced with the American-born choreographer and filmmaker Donya Feuer. 

Pertinently, the latter explored artist’s madness in her The Nijinsky Films: A Life and 

Requiem for a Dancer (1975). This film about the legendary performer and 

choreographer’s insanity, uses repetition — a choreographic device, which is also 

prominent in Bausch’s staging of troubled psychic states. The film demonstrates how, 

when taken out of the context of staging a ballet spectacle, the repetition of a virtuosic 

dance step signifies the dancer’s trauma. Similarly, Bausch and Ek invite the viewers to 

examine the somatic gestures and psychosexual drives as if under a magnifying glass. By 

exposing the body’s instinctual drives, the choreographers address the problematic of 

violence, madness, and unprocessed memory. In particular, Mats Ek’s Giselle emphasizes 

sexual desire in the context of the threat of psychiatric incarceration. The choreography 
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opens up problematic of psychiatric containment of women for expressing their sexuality 

outside of wedlock. An eccentric peasant girl, Giselle; her controlling, low-class suitor, 

Hilarion; and a high-class tourist, Albrecht, transgress the laws of a low-class community, 

which for socio-economic survival depends on agricultural production and biological 

reproduction.9 Pina Bausch’s works from the 1970s (Rite of Spring, Bluebeard, Café 

Müller, and Arien) like second-wave feminism, return to hysteria, and to its 

psychosomatic symptoms as occurrences which contain tools for addressing gender-

related problems. Bausch’s choreographic works expose individuals’ problems as 

interrelational by revealing hidden aspects of human interactions in response to explicit 

social rules. My main objective in analyzing Ek’s and Bausch’s choreographic works and 

their antecedents is to point out the role dance plays in uncovering repressed areas of 

human experience and to underscore choreography’s critical relationship to the 

pathologization of the unconventional expression and aesthetics.  

Methodology 

The methodology for writing this dissertation was three folded. The first aspect had to do 

with the cultural memories that asked for additional, in most cases interdisciplinary, 

scholarly research. In order to grasp resonances and critical potentials of the late 

nineteenth and twentieth century performances and discourses involving dance and 

hysteria, I searched for kinetic residues, images, ideas, theories, and events that preceded 

or happened simultaneously with the two main research foci of my dissertation: fin-de-

siècle hysteria in medicine and theatres, and post-Second World War dance-theater. In 

practice this meant finding performance studies’ and medical literature on hysteria, 

examining the early stages of psychoanalysis and psychiatry together with their Second 
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Wave feminist critical applications, and researching post-World War One surrealist 

experimentations with psychiatric symptoms.  

The second aspect involved close analysis of the chosen performance events. I 

needed to familiarize myself both with the formal aspects of choreography — positioning 

of the bodies, spatial relationships, levels of movement intensity, and with psychological 

meanings that were not apparent at the first sight. For this second aspect, I watched 

multiple times the recordings of performances, examined medical photography, read 

contemporary performance criticism and, when possible, attended live performance 

events. 

The third aspect consisted of finding political events that are historically or 

conceptually related to hysteria and hystericization, and tracing the socio-economic 

conditions of actual performances. For this third aspect, I searched for historical accounts, 

scientific and philosophical theories from given eras, scholarly studies of political and 

social phenomena, and newspaper articles addressing everyday aspects of political life in 

a given culture. My intention in choosing the three folded methodology was to uncover 

multiple levels on which psychosomatic expression relates to historical events and 

dominant social beliefs. 

Chapter Overview 

Each of the chapters of the dissertation examines specific dance works in view of a 

related politico-theoretical problematic: female madness and gender inequality; historical 

analysis of labor relationships and trauma; normality, artistic expression, and differing 

readings of symptom in psychiatry and psychoanalysis; and the role of the unconscious in 
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attending to residues of violence in post-Second World War society. The chapters open 

up questions revolving around the relationship between the study of dance and 

psychoanalysis. The examinations of dance works and questions that these works pose 

serve to bring attention to how exposures of repressed traumatic memory together with 

intentional artistic expression, and conscious acts of witnessing can engender a form of 

political insight. 

Chapter 1, “Social Criticism and the Transformation of Mental Illness in Mats 

Ek’s Giselle,” centers on the 1982 re-working of Giselle (1841). By close analysis of the 

1982 re-imagining in relationship to its historical romantic precedent, the chapter 

proposes a view of mental illness which de-emphasizes the individual’s pathology and 

brings attention to social circumstances, repressed sexuality, and inequality between 

genders and classes. On the one hand, Giselle’s physically uninhibited dancing passion 

recalls the writings of Jacques Lacan,10 Julia Kristeva,11 and Elisabeth Bronfen12 which 

examine desire, abjection, and the question of female hysteria. On the other, the 

choreographic structure of the 1982 Giselle and the writings of Juliet Mitchell,13 Slavoj 

Žižek,14 and Jacques Rancière15 engage the problematic of social and aesthetic 

(in)equality. The themes of illicit sexual attraction and incarceration in a mental 

institution are merged into the movement dynamics of the main protagonists. I propose 

that an insight into these dynamics opens up two avenues for social transformation. The 

first is a view of mental illness as a product of social processes. The second is the de-

pathologization of femininity and sexuality in performance. This chapter asks several 

questions: How is it that Ek decided to restage Act Two of Giselle in a mental hospital? 
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What does this say about the historical relation between dance and mental illness? Why is 

this a contemporary issue in the 1980s? 

Chapter 2, “Hysteria, Trauma, and Dance Labor,” aims to show that the 

pathological labeling that dance received in the nineteenth century in medical and social 

discourses gives it the impetus to resist and transform the normative ideals of femininity. 

This resistance occurs through both paid performance labor and the unremunerated labor 

that engaged the unconscious impulses and instigated transgression of the hierarchies of 

civilized, patriarchal society. The chapter traces the narrative construction of the mad 

scene in Giselle in the context of labor relationships in the Paris Opéra in the 1840s; the 

highly theatrical medical showings at Salpêtrière (1870s-1890s), which featured 

hysterical patients of the founder of French neurology, Jean-Martin Charcot, in the newly 

built amphitheater; fin-de-siècle café concert culture dance, which mimicked 

psychiatrically diagnosed pathological behaviors , and the evocation of trauma held in the 

body by Viennese psychoanalysts (1890s). The chapter proposes that these somewhat 

culturally intertwined practices reveal and activate intersections between psychosomatic 

experiences, prevailing cultural discourses, and institutions where performance labor took 

place. Chapter 2 asks the following questions: Given the preponderance of references to 

pathology in dance history going back to ancient times, what is different about the 

nineteenth century in the context of romantic ballet, popular culture, and psychoanalysis? 

What are the dance forms and sites of display in the nineteenth century that facilitate the 

entrance of the medical gaze into the dance field? How do interpretation and diagnosis 

become intertwined, and how can we gauge this relationship?  
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Chapter 3, “Expression and Symptom,” examines the relationship between artistic 

expression and hysterical symptom. The chapter traces the development of corporeal 

expression in performance in connection with expression theory from literary criticism. 

Nijinsky’s Rite of Spring (1913) presents a reference point for how embodied expression 

in dance modernism challenged cultural preconceptions about what dance can convey, 

because it showed power of movement beyond narrative.  In regard to the symptom, the 

emphasis of the chapter is threefold: the difference between the medical and the 

psychoanalytic symptom, the impact of psychoanalysis on the notion of symptom, and 

intentional integration of the symptomatic expression into dance performances which 

displayed elements of surrealist aesthetics (e.g. Graham’s Letter to the World, 1941, and 

few decades later Tanztheater, 1970s-1980s). On the one hand, this chapter points out the 

distinguishing characteristics of artistic expression that separate it from both symptoms of 

disease and social pathology. On the other hand, the chapter shows that dance 

modernism’s engagement with hypnotically induced trance-like states, and movement 

idiosyncrasy challenged normative ideas in both psychology and traditional aesthetics. 

Based on Mark Franko’s concept of hystericization, which introduces the setting up of 

gendered scenes in Pina Bausch’s Rite of Spring (1975), I propose that the psychoanalytic 

perspective, when freed of its early reliance on the interpretation of symbols, allows 

spectators to reflect on how hysterical femininity is triggered through social ritual. The 

structure provided by Bausch’s choreography allows for the hysterical symptom to 

become available for the audience’s reflection. This chapter proposes two questions: 

Given the imbrication of dance and pathology, how is it possible to distinguish between 

expression and symptom in Tanztheater? What role does social criticism, as enacted in 
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choreographic performance, play in this imbrication, which presents itself as 

compellingly symptomatic?  

Chapter 4, “The Influence of Psychoanalysis on the Creation and Interpretation of 

Contemporary European Dance,” is about how Pina Bausch engaged the psychoanalytic 

concept of the unconscious in the historical context of post-Second World war society. 

On the one hand, the chapter turns to Bausch’s dance lineage and dance works identified 

today as Tanztheater. For this purpose, the chapter underscores connections between 

Bausch’s dance theater of the 1970s and earlier investigations of the psyche in dance: 

Antony Tudor’s psychological ballets, Martha Graham’s psychodramatic modern dance, 

and Studio for Dance’s engagement with madness in everyday life. On the other, the 

chapter points out the link between Bausch’s experiences as a German artist who studied 

in New York City and the recent German political past. For this aspect, I refer to Eric 

Santner’s writing on film and war trauma in post-Second World War Germany (1990). 

The chapter proposes that by evoking specific personal relationships and difficult 

encounters, Bausch addresses the collective trauma of post-Nazism. The choreographies 

which I analyze, Bluebeard (1977), Café Müller (1978), and Arien (1979), present an 

entry point into the unconscious as seen in traumatic encounters. These relationships 

imply effects of power and psychotic violence on middle-class subjects in a consumerist 

society. Chapter 4 asks two questions: How is it that Pina Bausch tends to be considered 

the choreographer who most strikingly inherited the history of dance and pathology and 

moved it into an area of critical scrutiny in performance? And what is Bausch’s lineage in 

terms of this problematic, which shows that beyond her use of psychoanalytic 

methodology, her work is also designed as a social critique?  
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Literature Review 

The primary documentation for this dissertation consists of youtube videos of the works 

by  Mats Ek, Vaslav Nijinsky, Pina, Bausch, Anthony Tudor, romantic ballet Giselle, 

medical iconography from nineteenth century,  paintings from the art history depicting 

saints and believers in the state of rupture, writing of early psychoanalysis and 

contemporary art work of  surrealists,  published interview with the choreographers, and 

journal articles written in response to specific performances and related political events.16 

Since the dissertation revolves around the relationship between dance that engages  the 

unconscious and political awareness within spectatorship, recent critical theory played a 

major role. That is, critical theory was crucial for historically and theoretically informed 

interpretation of original materials from the dance field,17  visual arts,18 and early 

psychiatric and psychoanalytic literature.19 My main critical sources are the recent 

writings from the fields of dance and performance scholarship. The concepts and 

theoretico-historical accounts from the dance field concern the following areas: 

resonances between dance and hysteria, the feminist criticism of patriarchal readings of 

femininity, the relationship between dance and trauma, psychoanalysis and choreography, 

embodied expression in dance modernism, and social and labor relationships within the 

history of the dance field. The works I cite in the dissertation bridge the critical 

understanding of the body in culture and performance analysis of specific choreographies. 

The writings I point out in the introduction are especially pertinent for the themes 

discussed, because they demonstrate a strong feminist impulse in dance studies. In Dance 

Pathologies: Performance, Poetics, Medicine (1998), Felicia McCarren offers a profound 

historical insight into the relationship between dance and pathology in the context of 
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nineteenth-century literary culture and popularized medical discourses on dance, gender, 

sexuality, and heredity. McCarren elucidates the meanings of hysterical chorea in fin-de-

siècle culture, emphasizes the difficult labor conditions for romantic Opéra dancers, and 

points out a psychoanalytic dimension in the performative work of Loie Fuller. In Dances 

of the Self in Heinrich von Kleist, E.T.A. Hoffmann and Heinrich Heine (2006), Lucia 

Ruprecht addresses the aesthetic of femininity in romantic ballet and describes trauma 

linked to the ballet body. Ruprecht shows that “symptomatic expression” depicted in the 

romantic literature challenges the neoclassical, visual ideal for a dancer: “Deconstructing 

myths of beauty and perfection, it recreates physical performances in ways that were not 

intended by the politics of the dominant aesthetic canons.”20 This observation points to 

the ways in which the late twentieth-century dance also challenged the “dominant 

aesthetic canon” of its era (the post-Second World War) when working in tandem with 

the modern literary imagination. This resonance between choreography and literary 

imagination is explicit in the ballets of Antony Tudor (1930s-1950s). In “Medical Studies: 

The Relationship Between Hysteria and Dance,” in Performing Femininity: Dance and 

Literature in German Modernism (2009), Alexandra Kolb examines Austro-German 

dance in the beginning of the twentieth century, with a focus on how the role of the 

female dancer was constructed within the medical culture. The example of trance 

performances by the dream dancer Madeleine Guipet shows how the performer’s non-

professional background and status as a married woman provoked exceptional interest in 

her hyper-expressive dancing and sensitivity to hypnotic suggestion.21 In Dancing 

Modernism/Performing Politics (1995) and Martha Graham in Love and War: The Life 

in the Work (2012), Mark Franko offers insights into dance modernism, the political 
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meaning of modernist expression, and the psychoanalytic dimension of the work of 

Martha Graham in the political context of postwar American society. Franko’s “Bausch 

and the Symptom” (2007) opens the question of “psychoanalytically informed writing on 

dance.” This article’s investigation of the hysterical symptom and hystericization through 

structuring of the hysterical scenes in Tanztheater presents a major reference point for the 

analysis of Bausch’s work in view of evoking “hysteria in a contemporary sense.”22 The 

article places Bausch’s strategy for rendering choreographic structure symptomatic in the 

context of the second-wave feminists’ re-thinking of gender difference in light of 

revisiting hysteria and  finding in it liberating potentials for emancipation. The article 

engages Freudian psychoanalytic theory, but turns its attention away from the 

interpretation of symbols and towards scenes.23 Since Bausch danced with Donya Feuer 

and Paul Sanasardo from 1959 to 1960, questions related to alienation in consumerist 

society and the expression of madness that these New York choreographers engaged with, 

and that Franko (2005) situated historically and theoretically in Excursion for Miracles: 

Paul Sanasardo, Donya Feuer, and Studio for Dance (1955-1964), present a historical 

introduction to the discussion of Bausch’s choreography from 1977 to 1979. In “Dance 

and the History of Hysteria” in Corporealities: Dancing Knowledge, Culture, and Power 

(1996), Peggy Phelan focuses on the correspondences between choreography and Freud’s 

psychoanalysis; they both “give the body the system of time.”24 This means that since the 

body has historically been posited in mainstream culture as unconscious, instinctive, and 

uncontrolled, early psychoanalysis was revolutionary in regard to the body, as it did not 

attempt to restrain hysterics’ psychosomatic symptoms. Rather, psychoanalysis proposed 

ways of paying attention to bodily expression, and it linked expression to the hysteric’s 
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conscious volition. Pertinently, Phelan proposes that dance and psychoanalysis “would do 

well to join in a conversation about the body’s time.”25 The beginnings of this 

conversation between psychoanalysis and professional dance can be traced back to 

Vaslav Nijinsky’s choreographic modernism and the treatment of his mental health in the 

early twentieth century. Two studies, by Lynn Garafola (1989) and Hanna Järvinen 

(2014), reveal the complex intertwinements between the reception of Nijinsky’s 1913 

choreography for Igor Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring and dance modernism. In “The 

Vanguard Poetic of Vaslav Nijinsky” in Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes, Garafola discusses 

Nijinsky’s creative process and innovative aesthetics. Apropos of the alleged primitivism 

of his choreography Garafola writes that it “reflected a state of mind; defining 

psychological rather than physical fact, it posited a mysterious, impenetrable Other.”26 So 

what was received at the time as an example of primitivism was related to phantasy about 

the cultural other rather than movement itself. In Dancing Genius: The Stardom of Vaslav 

Nijinsky, Järvinen writes: “In the infallible light of hindsight, Nijinsky’s insanity ascribed 

all inconsistencies in the public image to the madness of the historical person.”27 Järvinen 

focuses on the cultural construction of Nijinsky’s fame and madness. The artistic 

expression (in this case choreography, drawings, and writings in Nijinsky’s diaries) 

appeared in contemporary documentation as support for diagnosing a personal psychiatric 

disorder. Both Garafola’s and Järvinen’s studies reveal ideological and cultural constructs 

underlying Nijinsky’s artistry and psychiatric diagnosis. In Judson Dance Theater: 

Performative Traces (2006) and Bodies, Spectacle, Sexualities: The Male Dancer (2007), 

Ramsay Burt opens up the problems of social alienation and gender construction in 

regard to both Nijinsky’s dancing and the role of men in Bausch’s Rite of Spring.  
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The literature from the fields of feminism, critical and literary studies, anti-

psychiatry, and Lacanian psychoanalysis informs recent critical scholarship on Pina 

Bausch. In Pina Bausch and the Wuppertal Dance Theater: The Aesthetics of Repetition 

and Transformation (2001), Ciane Fernandes writes on the correspondences between 

Pina Bausch’s choreographic process and psychoanalytic strategies. In her analysis of 

Bausch’s process and performances, Fernandes addresses repression, spectatorship, and 

the medicalization of embodied experiences. Fernandes posits the importance of an 

alternative dance aesthetics in subverting the dominant modes of social control, which 

separate corporeal practices from cultural discourse. Her interdisciplinary study takes 

Tanztheater as its starting point and discusses it in view of the critical theory of Michel 

Foucault and psychoanalytic work of Jacques Lacan. In this dissertation, I refer to 

twentieth-century critical writing outside the dance field in order to examine dominant 

fictions and discourses that have shaped social beliefs in the aftermath of Second World 

War. In regard to analysis of dance examples, twentieth-century critical theory allows for 

bridging the act of viewing dance performance with understanding of how classed and 

gendered identities are constructed in a society that is both bureaucratized and dominated 

by visual information. For the question of the relationship between prohibitions placed on 

the body and mental illness that this dissertation raises, especially relevant is the work on 

psychiatric power by the philosopher Michel Foucault. His writing on madness and 

mental illness attests to the effects of the bureaucratization of psychiatric knowledge on 

the relationship between the body and the medical gaze. As the example of the late 

nineteenth-century treatment of hysteria at Salpêtrière shows, even when the field of 

psychiatry was attempting to improve diagnosis and classification of disorders, 
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practitioners were caught between having to provide empirical proof that they were 

justified in continuing the treatment of patients and having to rationalize their changing 

methods. In his lectures on psychiatric power (1973-1974),28 Foucault spells out a 

paradox within the professional field of psychiatry: “Fundamentally, the whole of modern 

psychiatry is permeated by antipsychiatry, if by that we understand everything that calls 

into question the role of the psychiatrist previously given responsibility for producing the 

truth of illness within the hospital space.”29 The first important modern anti-psychiatric 

measure arose within the field of psychiatry, without threatening the survival of the 

psychiatric institution. It involved “depsychiatrization”30 through excluding theatricality 

from the psychiatric hospital. This denial of theatricality included the pacification of 

patients, the cessation of hysterical scenes, the development of psychiatric surgery, and a 

search for more efficient therapies.31 According to Foucault, the second measure opposed 

the first. It amplified the power of medical authority and introduced private 

consultation.32 As Foucault points out, psychoanalysis participated in this form of 

“depsychiatrization.” The analysand could disclose the most intimate and socially 

unacceptable thoughts, phantasies, and feelings during a psychoanalytic session. This 

aspect of psychoanalysis was revolutionary for the early twentieth century. However, 

Foucault emphasized that psychoanalysis, although critical of mainstream psychiatry, still 

exercised power over patients’ minds by imposing the reality of interpretation on the 

patient.33 Although a psychoanalyst from a Freudian lineage with psychiatric training, 

Jacques Lacan was highly critical of treatment based on the use of diagnosis using the 

psychiatric distinction between normality and pathology. Instead, Lacan placed emphasis 

on the structure of the unconscious. He argued that the unconscious is structured like a 
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language, which offered a new slant on the Freudian model, which revolved around 

libidinal energy and desire. Lacan re-conceptualized the phallus,34 name-of-the-father,35 

and the symbolic36 in view of a philosophical understanding of the subject in relationship 

to structures that constitute reality,37 and he addressed the perils of biologism38 in 

analysis. Within psychoanalytic treatment, Lacan recognized the tendency to insist on 

anatomical difference between genders. The question of pathologization of bodily 

experiences which stand outside known biological laws and are instead moved by a 

symbolic order and phantasies are also pertinent to critical dance spectatorship. Ciane 

Fernandes points out:  

According to Lacan, body image is formed by successive internalization 
of specific outside images, beginning in early childhood. The construction 
of this “body map” does not depend upon biological laws, but on parental 
signification and fantasies about the body. The body image is a repetition 
of the environmental or social familial mapping in the person’s psyche and 
physical organs.… Through repetition, Bausch exposes dance theater’s 
symbolic nature, and explores the body map acquired through repetition 
from childhood to adolescence.39 
 

Not unlike Lacan’s psychoanalysis, Bausch’s choreography explores phantasies and the 

social laws that structure them. Bausch creates situations that expose the ways in which 

the “familial mappings” become activated and theatricalized. In “Bausch and the 

Symptom,” Mark Franko points out that “the symptom” (in Rite of Spring dance itself 

“becomes a hysterical symptom”) “not only takes place at the site of the body, but takes 

the body as its theater.”40 Georges Didi-Huberman’s seminal study Invention of Hysteria: 

Charcot and the Photographic Iconography of the Salpêtrière (1982) offers a profound 

study of the theatricality of staged psychosomatic symptoms in the medical 

demonstrations of hysteria. Didi-Huberman places emphasis on the role image making 

had in teaching, demonstrations, and exhibitions by Jean Martin Charcot. In tracing the 
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relationship between doctors’ hypnosis and patients’ repetition of symptoms, Didi-

Huberman points out the invention for medical proof and the creation of the spectacle of 

pain within the nineteenth-century hospital space. In Dances with Darwin 1875-1910: 

Vernacular Modernity in France (2009), Rae Beth Gordon examines how the 

construction of modernity in the performing arts of the fin de siècle involved the 

convergence of popular stereotypes and current medical theories. Café concert dancers 

fearlessly engaged gestures that medicine diagnosed and exhibited as pathology. Gordon 

writes that “convulsive movement in hystero-epilepsy had already been transformed into 

an aesthetic by performers of the café-concert in the 1870s over a half-century before the 

birth of Surrealism.”41 While incarcerated patients more or less unwillingly participated 

in mental institution’s staging of medical proof, café concert performers intentionally re-

created and parodied proofs of diagnosis, and thus engendered innovative visual spectacle 

out of a wide array of symptoms. In Performing Neurology: The Dramaturgy of Dr. 

Jean-Martin Charcot (2016), Jonathan W. Marshall discusses how the medical research 

and demonstrations conducted at Salpêtrière related to the world of performance and 

visual arts outside the hospital. As Marshall points out in the introduction to the book, the 

focus of his study is on describing “the performative aesthetics of neuropathology 

itself.”42 Most recently, Kélina Gotman’s Choreomania: Dance and Disorder (2018) 

directly addresses the relationship between dance movement and narratives from 

nineteenth-century science. Gotman points out that “[v]eridiction held little sway for 

writers on the dancing disease, who offered narratives as if their dramatic power alone 

suggested intuitive validity.”43 Taking a critical theory lens, Gotman examines in great 

detail how politically biased authoritative medical discourses aimed to restrain liberating 
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potentials within the new forms of popular dancing in the nineteenth century. These 

critical texts engage directly or indirectly with the relationship between hysteria, 

pathologization, expressive movement, and dance performance, and they point to the 

critical potentials of re-investigating hysteria. I address hysteria, feminist perspectives, 

and surrealism as an early anti-psychiatry in order emphasize that these interrelated 

conceptual fields and practices resonate with the work of Bausch and Mats Ek from the 

1970s-1980s. 

Hysteria  

Hysteria is a major point of reference for this dissertation for two reasons, first, because 

when it was diagnosed as a nervous illness, it revealed social prejudice against dance and 

femininity and generated ironic performances which simulated symptoms, and second, 

because as a form of psychosomatic expression, hysteria became a major force in the 

psychoanalytic conceptualization of the unconscious and subsequently second-wave 

feminists’ engagement with the psychoanalytic approach to embodied trauma. Hysteria 

has been conceptualized throughout the history of medicine as an abnormal condition that 

links femininity and the female reproductive organs with illness. But, as contemporary 

scholars from the fields of literature, history of medicine, and sociology show, it is more 

than that. The 1993 book Hysteria beyond Freud offers an introduction to hysteria from a 

contemporary point of view. In the introduction, the authors Sander L. Gilman, Helen 

King, Roy Porter, G.S. Rousseau, and Elaine Showalter explain that hysteria can be 

treated “as a language for assimilating yet pathologizing the unknown, the unacceptable, 

the uncontrollable.”44 The book argues for acknowledging the impact of hysteria on 

modern culture, and it brings attention to the discourses that defined hysteria.45 The 
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eighteenth-century studies scholar George S. Rousseau points out that modern “hysteria 

has been the medical condition most likely to generate private languages and 

discourses.”46 This means that hysterical diagnosis had traditionally accounted for 

otherwise incompressible overflows of nonverbal or irrational expression. Paradoxically, 

these private modes of expression appeared during the fin de siècle as staged public 

demonstrations, which involved both excesses and total suspension of movement 

(catatonia and catalepsy) and speech (mutism). In order to understand the social impact of 

the relocation of hysteria to the mental apparatus in the nineteenth century, it is 

significant to note that hysteria as an ovarian disorder from the Hippocratic corpus was 

until the late nineteenth century associated almost exclusively with the female anatomy, 

and specifically malfunctions in women’s menstrual cycle and procreative capacity. 

Hysteria, when re-invented in the late nineteenth century, became contingent on the 

precise classification of the symptoms of nervous illness, modifications of the medical 

narratives from the Hippocratic and Galenic medical corpus, and the public’s fascination 

with fits and provocative images of the body.  

While the hysterical patients in the Parisian hospital Salpêtrière in the 1870s and 

1880s were the low-class working women, the ones that spoke to psychoanalysts in the 

1890s and early 1900s belonged to the middle class. The “cathartic method” and “talking 

cure” developed by the Viennese pioneers of psychoanalysis around 1895 aimed to give 

voice to hysteria.47 The cathartic method relied on the expression of affect as an 

embodied response to a painful memory. The “talking cure” allowed for a translation of 

somatic symptoms of hysteria into a verbal discourse.  
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With the psychoanalytic approach as its background, in the 1970s and 1980s, 

hysteria returned not as a diagnostic category but rather as a point of departure for both 

choreography and feminist re-writing of psychoanalysis.  

The Feminist Perspective  

Feminist psychoanalysis links women’s traumatic memory with the history of 

objectification of the female body. The feminists who are supportive of psychoanalysis 

point out that it can be utilized for reflecting on the dominant myths within patriarchy. In 

this dissertation, feminist psychoanalysis is crucial for developing a perspective that 

argues for a politically informed dance spectatorship. Feminist analysis from the late 

twentieth century helped free hysterical expression from history of moral and medical 

judgments, and offered reflections on scenes and phantasies from shared unconscious. 

The psychoanalytic and literary critic Elizabeth Wright wrote in 1992:48 

Psychoanalysis provides a theory of how fantasies originate and how they 
are projected out. If psychoanalysis can help to identify certain insistent 
transgenerational primal fantasies,49 the collusion of culture with these 
fantasies might be more easily exposed. 

 
Wright saw in psychoanalysis a potential for “revealing the psychic disempowering of 

women via concrete social relations.”50 However, some feminist thinkers such as Simone 

de Beauvoir and Kate Millet argued against psychoanalysis51 for socio-political reasons 

that were congruent with Marxist criticisms. For instance, the Marxist literary critic 

Frederic Jameson pointed out that psychoanalysis “remains locked into the category of 

the individual subject,”52 and that this problem asks for “a theoretical account in terms of 

the collective.”53 Taking into account the possible problems with using psychoanalytic 

tools when dealing with the class and gender oppression, the feminist scholar Carla 
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Freccero (1992) explained how feminism relies on insights from both Marxism            

and psychoanalysis:  

[T]he materialist critique has been able to accommodate more readily than 
psychoanalysis the interrelations of class, race and gender that structure 
the conditions and consciousness of women throughout the world.… Yet, 
like their predecessors, few feminist theorists have relinquished the 
possibility of weaving together the explanatory powers of both Marxism 
and psychoanalysis in the face of a necessity to account for both the 
historical conditions of women and the specificities of individual female 
subjects.54  
 

While psychoanalysis can because of its reliance on private sessions and consideration 

for normative standards55 appear supportive of an ideology that preserves the socio-

political status quo, second-wave feminism successfully integrated into the political 

movement as well as politically engaged performance practices, especially when it was 

augmented, as Freccero suggests, with the Marxist critique of oppression within 

professional and domestic labor.  

In 1972, Hélène Cixous re-cast Freud’s hysterical patient Dora, who had rejected 

psychoanalytic treatment, as the heroine of the play Portrait of Dora. Cixous’s approach 

to hysteria by means of dramatic performance examined the place of phantasy within the 

frame of the psychoanalytic encounter and in relationship to women’s emancipation. The 

works of the scholars Juliet Mitchell (1966, 1974)56 and Jacqueline Rose (1986)57 clearly 

show that psychoanalysis can be integrated into women’s emancipatory activity. In 

different ways, both scholars argued that the “return to Freud” supported feminist thought 

by exposing the logic of women’s oppression through a theory of patriarchy. In 1974, 

Juliet Mitchell defended psychoanalysis against a tendency to interpret Freudian theory, 

especially the notion of phallic envy, as antagonistic to the struggle for women’s 

economic and legal rights. Juliet Mitchell returned to the original texts by the father of 
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modern psychoanalysis and found in them insights that were valuable for a historically 

and ideologically informed feminist point of view. In relationship to the thematic opened 

by Pina Bausch, Juliet Mitchell offers an important reading of how female masochistic 

behaviors relate to the experiences of pleasure. Mitchell writes: 

“Masochism” — pleasure in pain — which is the turning against the self 
of the wish for the satisfaction of a drive, typifies the feminine 
predicament. It expresses the wish to submit to castration, copulation or 
childbirth and to get erotic pleasure out of painful experience.58 
 

The sensual experience provides a felt connection between the patriarchal order and 

women’s behavior. Within this order women’s pleasure is linked to submission. In 

Mitchell’s analysis, a woman might feel the unconscious desire to remain in a powerless 

position. This could lead to women giving support to symbolic laws that contradict their 

material interest, and even threaten their existence. This unconscious self-sabotage begins 

in childhood. Instead of continuing to envy the parental figure, the subject expresses a 

feminine desire in which the ambition to overthrow the dominant other is denied in order 

to satisfy an inner drive. This feminist revision of the psychoanalytic insight points to the 

limitations of the rational approach to solving social oppression and brings attention to 

how individuals’ relationship to internalized patriarchal law impacts their social 

awareness. In the attention it gives to sexual desire and the role of the symbolic order, 

Juliet Mitchell’s psychoanalytic frame within the feminist political critique resembles 

Tanztheater’s choreographic exploration of gender violence in Rite of Spring and 

Bluebeard. The feminist scholar and the choreographer both succeed in uncovering 

troubling aspects of psychological life within a heterosexual, patriarchal society.  

In the 1990s, the English and American studies scholar Elisabeth Bronfen 

inquired into the possibility for the de-pathologization of hysterical embodiment. “The 
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hysterical symptom, functioning as the navel marking a complex knot of psychic 

wounding, occurs after the event, in response not to the actual trauma but to a psychic 

representation of this occurrence, to a memory trace, while the Urtrauma remains 

unpresentable and inaccessible.”59 The representation of trauma acts as the filmed version 

of a real event, which conceals the unreachable pain imprint. Bronfen’s analysis centers 

on middle-class cultural representations of trauma in connection to psychic traces and the 

embodiment of symptoms. “She [the hysteric] performs a disorder by refusing to 

undertake the so-called normal Oedipal journey, engaging with the paternal metaphor 

even as she makes manifest what is latent — the violence, sacrifice, and incest underlying 

the bourgeois family.”60 So for Bronfen, as for Bausch in Rite of Spring (the chosen 

victim), Bluebeard (Bluebeard’s submissive wife, but also Bluebeard himself, whose 

outbursts of temper interrupt the choreographic development), and Café Müller (the 

manipulated couple who runs repeatedly into hard objects onstage), the hysterical 

symptom marks hysterics’ radical departure from normal behavior. This departure allows 

for the surfacing of that which was carefully repressed: “the violence, sacrifice, and 

incest” during a psychosomatic unleashing of condensed bodily expression.  

Surrealism and Anti-Psychiatry  

In Arien (1979) the choreographer brings together incongruent realities: a dinner party 

with a hippopotamus, a school recital, a hair salon, a photo shoot, and unlikely dancing 

couples. Performers, who interact on a stage which is covered with six inches of water, 

express excess of affect through loud laughter, short anecdotes, dramatic transitions, and 

changes of costumes. The choreography resonates with early surrealists’ modes of 

disturbing conventional reality by “bringing together two or more seemingly 
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incompatible objects on an incompatible surface” and engendering “poetic 

detonations.”61 While Bausch shows the effects of post-Second World War Western 

consumerism on leisure time and male-female relationships, the surrealists examined the 

effects of consumerism and shell shock on the psyche in the aftermath of the First World 

War. For this dissertation, their most relevant contribution concerns their early anti-

psychiatric activity, and in particular the re-imagining of the feminine expression of the 

Salpêtrière hysteric Augustine. Surrealism de-pathologized the psychosomatic symptoms 

of hysteria. Together with Dada, it was the first artistic movement to acknowledge, by 

focusing on the role the commodity fetish played in imagination, the impact of 

consumerist culture on the human mind and relationships between humans, and between 

humans and objects. However, surrealism’s discourses about homosexuality and women 

were less progressive, despite the fact that some of the prominent members of the early 

surrealist movement were homosexuals, and that women participated not only as models 

but also as artists in the movement.62 Despite the apparent lack of interest in women’s felt 

experiences, surrealism’s exploration of sexual phantasies and bourgeois prohibitions 

resonates with the motives of sacrifice and dream in Bausch’s 1970s Tanztheater. Both 

show that dominant representation and repressed cultural memories impact individuals’ 

unconscious. For example, in Café Müller (1978) Bausch evokes disparate memories and 

phantasies based on events from her childhood, while in Arien (1979) she creates a 

labyrinth of visual, musical, and poetic associations. Both choreographies suggest the 

artist’s mistrust of boundaries between normality and pathology. This renders the work 

akin to early surrealists’ experimentations.  
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In the Manifeste du surréalisme of 1924, one of the originators of the surrealist 

movement, the writer André Breton, declared that the superior reality is found in “forms 

of previously neglected association” and “disinterested play of thought.”63 While the 

psychiatric establishment in the first decades of the twentieth century was suspicious of 

“Freud’s alleged mysticism,”64 the surrealists found in Freudian psychoanalysis an ally 

against institutional psychiatry.65 The historian of art David Lomas explains that the 

surrealists’ attitude towards Freud’s conceptualization of the unconscious corresponds to 

later developments in psychoanalysis: “Seen most notably in Jacques Lacan’s ‘return’ to 

Freud, a concern with the subject, or, more precisely, with the implications of Freud’s 

discoveries for philosophical notions of the subject, is also a salient aspect of the 

surrealists’ response to Freud.”66 The movement expressed its proponents’ fascination 

with psychic phenomena, incongruent landscapes, and the convulsive beauty of the 

hysteric.67 Lacan’s idea of surrealism as “a tornado on the edge of an atmospheric 

depressions where the norms of humanistic individualism founder”68 indicates his 

support for the artists who attempted to topple the Western patriarchal hierarchy, and who 

like him challenged the psychiatric ideas on difference between normal and pathological. 

As David Lomas emphasizes, the surrealists acted as the anti-psychiatric movement of 

their era (1920s-1930s).69 Like the anti-psychiatrists of the late twentieth century, they 

saw liberating potentials in the reactions of the mentally ill. “Insanity denotes a realm of 

freedom by contrast with the dreary conformity of bourgeois values which they [André 

Breton and Paul Éluard] submit to stinging satire in the first essay, a simulation of mental 

retardation [Les Possessions, 1930],” observes Lomas.70 The surrealist authors radically 

ridiculed the psychiatric illusion of knowledge. Breton was one of the most vehement 
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fighters against normalizing psychiatrists among the surrealists. He trained and worked as 

a psychiatric nurse, and thus was like later anti-psychiatrists critical of the field he had 

some practical and theoretical experience in. Surrealists’ early twentieth-century 

contention that the psychiatric distinction between normality and pathology is 

controversial for medical staff as well as for patients finds an extension in the famous 

Rosenhan experiment.71 This psychological experiment speaks to performative 

knowledge within theater and dance, as it breaks up the belief in the reality of the 

symptom.  

In 1973, the psychologist David Rosenhan conducted an experiment in which 

eight pseudo-patients feigned having a hallucination (they claimed that they had heard 

voices). They were diagnosed and admitted to various hospitals in the United States. 

None of the hospital employees recognized that they were not mentally ill.72 Rosenhan’s 

experiment took inspiration from a lecture given by the Scottish psychiatrist Ronald 

David Laing. Laing and David Cooper—two proponents of the anti-psychiatric 

movement—were also on the political left, and thus kept their ideas on human behavior 

linked to the problem of alienation in capitalist society. In this respect, their work 

resonates with the efforts within the performing arts, from Berthold Brecht’s Epic 

Theater to Tanztheater and Mats Ek, at the de-pathologization of human behaviors in 

view of problems of alienation within a modern class- and gender-divided society. In 

Giselle (1982 73 Ek preserves the Freudian focus on libido within a patriarchal 

community, but integrates problems of class and gender inequality into his re-visioning 

of the romantic ballet. His work suggests the choreographer’s intellectual alliance with 

some of the ideas of left-wing anti-psychiatry. Mats Ek’s reference to psychiatric surgery 
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in Act Two of his 1982 Giselle communicates a critical stance towards psychiatric 

treatment of female hysteria. Ek’s work with the embodiment of carnal desire and 

transgression of social norms suggests a view of mental illness as a social response to 

inhibitions prescribed by a community rather than a biological inevitability. The sexual 

symbolism of Marie-Louise de Geer Bergenstrahle’s backdrop communicates a 

psychoanalytic perspective on repressed sexuality: the rural landscape on the backdrop 

simultaneously represents a naked female body. Giselle (1982) shows the power of 

repressed sexuality, which emerges through the unrestricted movement of dancing bodies. 

As discussed above, second-wave feminism also found ways to apply Freudian 

psychoanalysis to women’s struggle for equality within labor and private relationships. In 

this, historical memories and the trauma of hysteria played a major role. The expression 

of affect, hyper-emotionality, psychological and physical displacement, and unusual 

kinesis (as in dancing chorea) were used in nineteenth-century medicine to diagnose a 

nervous illness by linking hysterical fits first to the female reproductive organs74 and then 

to the nervous system. The two models were not fully separate, but they both relied on 

finding a scientific justification for interpreting feminine expression as symptomatic of 

pathology. However, in the twentieth century, the theatrical and feminist resurgence of 

interest in hysteria emerged from the non-normative aspect of female embodiment, the 

aspects that already appeared within popular dance performance in the fin de siècle. 

The critical writings on hysteria from feminism, literary theory, dance theory, and 

performance studies were crucial for an investigation of how intentional choreography 

inspires viewers to reflect on pathologization and traumatic memory. In view of the 

intertwinement between the medical culture, pathologization, and the intentional use of 
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hysterical symptoms in dance performance, Mark Franko,75 Felicia McCarren,76 Rae 

Beth Gordon,77 Alexandra Kolb,78 Jonathan W. Marshall,79 and Kélina Gotman80 have, 

within dance and performance theory, addressed the relationship between movement 

expression, the emergence of hysteria, and social meanings given to hysterical chorea. 

The post-Second World War dance examples that are described in the following chapters 

took as their thematic foci sexual desire, excessive dancing, madness, traumatic memory, 

and unconscious projections in human relationships, and through their artistic practice 

actively contributed to work on related topics within critical psychoanalysis, feminism, 

and radical philosophy of the same era. Due to visible corporeal presence, these dance 

performances created situations in which the spectators could reflect on what they see 

and experience, and establish links between unconscious drives and the effects of 

political power.  
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CHAPTER 1 

SOCIAL CRITICISM AND THE TRANSFORMATION OF MENTAL ILLNESS 
IN MATS EK’S GISELLE 

This chapter engages the question of mental illness as it was re-opened in late twentieth-

century choreography by the Swedish choreographer Mats Ek, and critical theory 

concerned with women’s (in)equality in patriarchal society. I focus on the critical and 

psychoanalytic aspect of Ek’s Giselle (1982), and the ways in which this post-modern re-

working of the 1841 ballet blanc comments upon the romantic depiction of feminine 

madness and sexual desire, and uses embodied expression which contests social 

hierarchies. I propose that in his artistic process Ek addresses the question of female 

mental illness by emphasizing the articulation of the subject’s desire, and showing how 

throughout the history of modern patriarchy the feminine desire exceeded normative 

standards, and challenged repression of the middle class.  

I choose Mats Ek’s choreography as a primary focus for my discussion of the 

transformation of mental illness in dance performance for two reasons. First, Mats Ek 

brings attention to how gender identities are constructed in a social process. This aspect is 

underscored by the writing of the feminist thinkers Juliet Mitchell (1984) and Elaine 

Showalter (1985), who sought to free the gender discourse from the negative essentialist 

identifications with socially and sexually passive roles and biologically diagnosed 

hysteria. Second, it invites a reconsideration of conventional social judgments. For this 

aspect, I propose a perspective on the role of Giselle (in both the romantic original, 1841, 

and post-modern re-visioning from 1982) which is informed by philosopher Jacques 
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Rancière’s description of de-hierarchization of the subject matter (The Politics of 

Aesthetics, 2004). Like Gustave Flaubert’s Emma Bovary (in Madame Bovary, 1856) in 

Rancière’s literary example, Giselle, a low-class woman who goes mad due to an 

unhappy love affair, appears as an unlikely center of attention to the viewers appreciative 

of heroic tales from a mythic past. She does not fight in a war, kill the dragons, transform 

into an animal, or even choose between wealthy suitors. She is not a perfect princess or 

all-powerful hero/heroine. However, the romantic writer Théophile Gautier (who came 

up with the idea for the original ballet) and the twentieth-century choreographer Mats Ek 

both placed Giselle’s passion for dancing, her naïve love for a man from the higher social 

stratum, and the psychotic episode (the mad scene in the first ballet) hierarchically on the 

same level as the events in the lives of princes, princesses, gods, and heroes.  

I investigate Mats Ek’s Giselle in conjunction with twentieth- and twenty-first-

century psychoanalysis and philosophy because together they offer modes of reflecting 

on how society inhibits and shapes the existential drives of its members. The 

philosophical dimension in Mats Ek’s choreography is met by an intellectual 

investigation of the problems of gender, class, and universal equality in works by Juliet 

Mitchell (1984), Slavoj Žižek (2016), and Alain Badiou (2015). In conjunction, the 

choreography and philosophical writings indicate that socio-economic discrepancies play 

a major role in establishing apparently intuitive judgments about what constitutes 

deviation from the era’s psychological normality. The work of the anti-psychiatry 

movement (1960s) and the scholars Elaine Showalter (1984) and Lisa Appignanesi (2008) 

inquire directly into the politics of psychiatric incarceration. The asylum physically 

restrains the socially unacceptable feelings and ways of being, which the so-called 
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normative society aims to repress. Desire, lower-stratum physicality, and abjection are 

staged in the 1982 choreography for the four main characters: Giselle (an eccentric 

village girl), Albrecht (a man of high social standing), Bathilde (his legitimate fiancée), 

Hilarion (Giselle’s fellow villager who in this post-modern version survives). I explain 

these motivational forces and ways of being based on the theories of Jacques Lacan (1956, 

1966), Jacqueline Rose (2005), Mikhail Bakhtin (1968), and Julia Kristeva (1982). The 

choreography and theory, on the one hand, counter social repression by exposing the 

instinctual drives, and on the other, challenge the ways of containing bodies and subjects 

by means of psychiatric regulation. In my reading, both the original Giselle (1841), which 

is still watched and interpreted by the viewers around the world, and the re-working of 

Giselle by Mats Ek, in different but narratively, musically, and choreographically 

interconnected ways, bring attention to how bodily expressivity allows the viewers to 

reflect on the psychosomatic problems linked to the social construction of madness as 

diagnosable mental illness. In the first ballet, the opportunity for reflection comes about 

through a romantic tale of love between two people of different classes (Albrecht and 

Giselle). This love leads to the madness and death of the heroine in Act One. Act Two of 

the romantic ballet brings about a resolution by introducing supernatural elements. In the 

1982 re-imagining, the love story is preserved as the backbone the romantic plot, but 

madness at the end of Act One leads to Giselle’s treatment in a psychiatric ward in Act 

Two.  

Woman’s Dancing, Madness, and Death in Giselle  

In both the romantic (1841) and the post-modern ballet Giselle (1982), a young, naïve, 

attractive but sensitive peasant woman is portrayed as a feeling subject, with whom the 
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audience can empathize. The twentieth century ballet does not depict Giselle as a 

virtuosic beauty, available for audience’s visual consumption or as the epitome of 

feminine madness. Rather, she appears as an isolated woman, who attempts to 

communicate through her dancing. Before I examine how Mats Ek re-imagines the 

romantic ballet, I will point out important features of the romantic version. I will 

underscore the way in which the nineteenth-century original articulated for audiences 

around the world the experiences of femininity and madness.81 

The dance scholar Sarah Davies Cordova points out that Giselle’s “enduring 

popularity stems in part from the way it uses dance as medium for exploring the 

interconnectedness of human interaction.”82 Cordova emphasizes that the dancing itself 

communicates the complexities in characters’ feelings and the opposing representations 

of femininity within Giselle’s dancing.  

As savior, Giselle exemplified perfectability by enacting the feminine 
values of a patriarchical society; as covert witch [wili], she troubled the 
prevailing social mores. Sexual desire was performed under the cover of 
modernity’s aesthetic.83 
 

So according to Cordova the question of sexual desire emerges from this ballet blanc. 

The binaries of the feminine: the earthly perfection and ethereal ghostliness, seen in the 

performance of the main heroine, poetically evoked a current socio-medical problematic. 

In the 1840s, when the ballet premiered, hysteria—a mysterious feminine nervous illness, 

which involved dancing (rhythmical chorea) and expressive performance of symptoms 

(attitude passionelle), entered the mainstream medical discourse.84 Both the illness and 

the ballet brought attention to the riddle of female desire, in light of new psychiatric 

investigations of “problematic” behaviors associated with female sexual continence and 

nymphomania. In 1824 and 1837, Dr. Jean Georget asserted that hysteria was a 
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convulsive nervous disorder.85 At the time, his view was innovative because it opposed a 

widely held ancient interpretation of hysteria as a uterine disorder. This older 

interpretation was espoused by Georget’s theoretical opponent, J.-B. Louyer-Villermay 

(1818).86 However, the two agreed that hysteria was almost exclusively a female ailment. 

This meant that in the nineteenth century public imagination associated hysteria with 

being a woman, primarily in terms of her biological constitution, but also in regard to her 

psychological and social behavior and intellectual capacity.  

The musicologist and feminist scholar Susan McClary (1991) analyzes the role 

madwomen played in opera productions from the seventeenth to the early twentieth 

century. McClary writes that “the ravings of the madwoman will remain securely marked 

as radically ‘Other,’ so that the contagion will not spread.”87 McClary’s observations 

about portrayals of female madness in opera apply to this ballet blanc. First, the 

composer of the music for Giselle, Adolphe Adam, found the ballet’s story close to opera 

because of its emphasis on the dramatic content.88 Second, the choreography required 

that the performer express feeling, which corresponded to the section of music composed 

to depict madness. The dancer playing Giselle was to evoke the abnormal state of the 

heroine at the end of Act One.  

Madwomen strain the semiotic codes from which they emerge, thereby 
throwing into high relief the assumptions concerning musical normality 
and reason from which they must — by definition — deviate. And by 
threatening formal propriety, they cause frames of closure or containment 
(which usually operate more or less unnoticed) to be enacted most 
dramatically.89 
 

In the 1841 Giselle at the end of Act One, the heroine strains what McClary describes as 

“the semiotic code” that she had established in pas-de-deux sequences with her lover. She 

repeats the steps but interrupts them by dramatic pauses and facial expression exposing 
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disorientation and foreshadowing the delirious climax. The music abandons melodic 

structure, and Giselle’s movements deviate from conventional ballet vocabulary. Like in 

the operatic scenes described by McClary, the ballet’s mad scene90 challenges the 

“formal propriety” of the production. The mad Giselle acts as the radically “Other” (see 

the above quote by McClary), whose death marks the end of a threatening display of 

disharmonious movement, and consequently the heroine’s final separation from the 

material realm.  

Mats Ek’s 1982 production refers to the residues of pathologization of sexual 

freedom and psychiatric incarceration of the hysterical patient, but it is based on the plot 

and music of the original Giselle (the second he keeps intact). The original ballet blanc 

already contained hints of rebellion against repression and incarceration of madness, and 

thus its history is relevant for interpreting Mats Ek’s take on plot and choreography, 

especially in regard to key moments: madness and death/incarceration. As McClary 

observed, women’s madness was a contested but beloved motive in the classical music of 

the nineteenth century. This artistic fascination with madness roughly corresponds with 

the period when psychiatry became a relevant normalizing force within society. The 

long-term appeal of its theme accounts for Giselle’s popularity. The ballet and the 

madness of its heroine still captivate audiences around the world. However, it took a 

while for it to join the Opéra’s canon. A brief overview of the history of performances of 

the romantic ballet Giselle shows that till well into the twentieth century it did not 

become a permanent part of regular ballet repertory on the main stages in Europe and 

North America. 
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After its premiere on June 28, 1841, Giselle was in the repertory of the Paris 

Opéra for eight years, till 1849.91 It was revived in 1851 and 1852, but disappeared from 

the repertory until 1863.92 For the next five years the ballet was regularly performed in 

Paris, but in 1868 it was again taken out. In 1910, Tamara Karsavina and Vaslav Nijinsky 

danced the lead roles in the Ballets Russes production of the ballet.93 In comparison to 

the original by Pierre-Luc-Charles Cicéri, an artist who specialized in the depiction of 

pastoral paysage, the sets and costumes by Alexander Benois were vivid, colorful, and 

atmospheric. The premiere in 1924 marked the début of Russian ballerina Olga 

Spessivtseva.94 Spessivtseva spent time observing the mad in order to prepare and is 

remembered as exceptional in this role.95 The next revival took place eight years later in 

1932, with Spessivtseva96 still in the title role and Serge Lifar in the role of the duke, 

Albrecht. Six years later, in 1936, the 1932 production was revived but with a new set 

design. According to Cyril W. Beaumont, this version served as the main source for the 

later twentieth-century productions.  

Already in 1840s the ballet’s popularity in its country of origin led to 

performances abroad. In England, it was first performed in Her Majesty’s Theatre in 

London in 1842.97 The lead roles were danced by the same principal dancers as in Paris 

— Carlotta Grisi and Jules Perrot. The first English revival took place in 1884 at the 

Empire Theatre, but the most important one was by the Diaghilev Ballet Russe at the 

Royal Opera House in Covent Garden in 1911.98 Like the Parisian Ballets Russes 

performances it also featured Karsavina and Nijinsky. In Russia (Moscow and St. 

Petersburg), Italy (Milan), and United States (Howard Athenaeum in Boston and Park 

Theatre in New York) Giselle appeared in the 1840s99 closely following the Paris Opéra 
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premiere. An overview100 of the performance history of the original ballet Giselle shows 

that the ballet encountered difficulties in becoming a regularly performed ballet, but that 

at the same time, following the premiere, it got attention from the press and quickly 

spread on the international scene. Almost immediately, it generated praise for the new 

star—Carlotta Grisi—and re-makes, parodies and caricatures in the vernacular culture. 

The dancing heroine who died at the end of the first act and was reborn as a ghostly, 

feminine apparition in the second awakened sensibilities beyond the ballet world. The 

plot offered a setting and narrative logic that could accommodate female behavior 

reminiscent of hysteria, and open up the question of female sexuality through the 

metaphor of incessant desire to dance. When Mats Ek chose to return to this ballet, he 

had to face at least three complex histories: the history of pathologization of women’s 

mental state and sexual desire, the history of the handling of these themes in the ballet-

opera setting, and the history of romantic ballet’s gradual success in making the story of 

female madness appealing and intriguing for wide audiences. In order to understand how 

the romantic ballet led the audience through story and dancing into empathizing with a 

peasant girl who goes mad, I will examine the original scenery and stage actions. These 

are crucial for the analysis at hand, as they reveal references for Ek’s radically 

transformed version.  

In the romantic ballet in the beginning of Act One, the audience encounters a rural 

scene. There are two cottages across from each other, and a hilly landscape in the back. 

Giselle is not present, but the two main male dancers—Hilarion the gamekeeper and 

Albrecht — enter shortly after the curtain rises. The high-born Albrecht, accompanied by 

his somewhat hesitant squire, changes his clothes and dresses as a peasant Loys. Only, 
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after disguising as a peasant, can he freely court Giselle. He knocks on the door of her 

mother’s cottage, and Giselle appears. The plot of the ballet develops from this innocent 

deception performed by a young aristocrat. Once transformed into Loys, he easily 

approaches Giselle. Soon, the two cannot stop dancing together. Because of Giselle’s 

fragile health, her mother, Berthe, warns Giselle against excessive dancing, but she 

continues. In the meantime, the local aristocrats arrive for refreshments after the hunt. 

Among the guests is Duke Albrecht’s fiancée, Bathilde. Giselle dances for the guests. 

Enchanted by the peasant girl’s grace, Bathilde gives her a neckless as a gift. This is a 

day of harvest celebration. Once the guests depart, Giselle dances again with her beloved 

Loys, and is made in into a queen of the celebration. Meanwhile, the gamekeeper 

Hilarion discovers Duke Albrecht’s sword hidden in the cottage and using the duke’s 

horn calls back the aristocratic guests. In front of the guests and the gathered peasants he 

discloses the true identity of the peasant Loys. After she finds out that her lover already 

has a fiancée, Giselle is shocked. The dramatic culmination of Act One is the mad scene 

(the details of the mad scene in the original choreography for Giselle are examined in the 

next chapter in the context of nineteenth-century dance labor). Once Giselle realizes that 

she has been deceived and that her lover already had a fiancée, she cannot relate to the 

external world anymore. In regard to Giselle’s madness and nineteenth-century debates 

on the link between female sexuality and madness, McCarren writes:  

Giselle’s theme of love as a kind of madness, a form of possession, can 
find an analogue in one medical tradition of hysteria as connected to 
sexual desire in widows and young girls in search of husband… The ballet 
describes Giselle’s dancing as a kind of folly, and represents madness as 
dancing gone haywire; but significantly, madness functions not only as 
illness but also as a kind of expression beyond limit.101  
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Based on McCarren’s description and contextualization, the mad scene serves as the 

culmination of the socially threatening, hyper-expressive behavior of a young single 

woman. In the moment of Giselle’s breakdown, the ballet idiom disappears and the 

dancer has to use her whole person, rather than relying on ballet technique, to embody the 

tragic loss of the beloved. In the original ballet, she does not recover from this loss. She 

dies at the end of Act One. However, after the intermission, the audience encounters 

Giselle again, but this time in a transformed state. Davies Cordova describes the staging 

and resonances of Act Two:  

The second act lingered on in the audience’s mind’s eye since the wilis, 
shimmering in white gauze during their nightly outing, recalled the ballet 
des nonnes of the convent scene in Robert le diable (1831) with the white-
clad dancing lapsed nuns, the woods in La Silphide (1831) peopled with 
flying ethereal, translucent sylphs, and the underwater scene in La Fille du 
Danube (1836) with its female water-spirits, the undines. Giselle reiterated 
these successful antecedents with its troupe of alluring wispy wilis, 
hauntingly illuminated by the ghostly, other-worldly effects of the 
developing lighting technology.102  
 

The staging aimed to transfer the audience into the world of supernatural apparitions, 

with which they were already familiar from the earlier romantic productions. Under these 

otherworldly conditions, the notions from everyday life could not account for either 

horror or pure, eternal, spiritual love. In Act Two, Giselle is not a human being anymore. 

She arises from the grave as a wili — the ghost of a woman abandoned before the first 

night with her beloved.103 However, Giselle is different from the other blood-thirsty, 

vengeful wilis. She is committed to saving her beloved Albrecht from being danced to 

death by the chorus of wilis under the direction of the powerful queen Myrtha. Before the 

audience gets to witness the moving reconciliation between the duke and his naïve, low-

born, saintly lover (Giselle), they witness the death of Hilarion. Willis pursue Hilarion in 
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whichever direction he attempts to escape. Albrecht would have certainly been the victim 

of the same horrifying dancing ritual if Giselle had not protected him until the light of the 

dawn. After the first signs of daybreak, Albrecht is free to return to the real world. In the 

romantic ballet, the idea that the eternal love can overpower otherworldly horrors remains 

central.  However, the dancing expresses the subtleties of the plot, and challenges the 

binary between the good and the evil from the libretto. These embodied subtleties of this 

ballet blanc bring attention to rather than hide the unresolved sexuality lurking behind the 

experience of horror linked to unfulfilled female desire which led to excessive 

corporeality of the dispossessed (represented by wilis). In Giselle’s case her 

dispossession is motivated through the narrative structure, that is, her loss is connected to 

her ignorance about her lover’s social status. From the outset of the ballet, the audience is 

cognizant of the concealment of class identity which directly causes Giselle’s premature 

death (she is depicted as having a weak heart, so that any shock could have tragic 

repercussions), but the innocent heroine discovers the disguise too late, in a moment of 

tragic revelation that leads to her demise. In the original 1841 version, the idyllic images 

and pantomime set up the atmosphere of longing, and foreshadow the plot centered on 

love disappointment of the heroine.  

The 1982104 reworking of the ballet Giselle by the Swedish choreographer Mats 

Ek keeps the music by Adolphe Adam intact and the two-act choreographic structure, but 

radically alters the beginning of the ballet and viewers’ understanding of Giselle’s 

standing in the village. The 1982 Giselle is eccentric and infertile, and is seen as such by 

her fellow villagers. In this post-modern re-working, the emphasis is split between the 

struggle which originates in class inequality and sexually charged gender relationships, 
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and the role of mental illness (diagnosed madness) in the destabilization of social 

categories. In Ek’s remaking, Giselle is positioned as a mad (mentally ill) aberrant 

subject from the very beginning of the ballet.  

Overture: Female Bondage  

The choreographer’s artistic and political lineage points to a critical motivation for 

altering the beginning scene of Giselle and a re-reading of the romantic ideal of spiritual 

love. The Swedish-born choreographer and dancer Mats Ek (1945) comes from a family 

of the left-wing artists. His mother, Birgit Cullberg, founded the Cullberg Ballet in 1967. 

Birgit studied with the German choreographer Kurt Jooss.105 From the outset of her 

choreographic career, Birgit worked with theater themes and texts, like August 

Strindberg’s naturalistic play Miss Julie.106 Mats inherited Birgit’s inclination towards 

the use of dramatic plot within the modern dance idiom. Mats’s father, Anders Ek, was an 

actor for Ingmar Bergman, and was involved in psychoanalysis at a time when it was not 

yet popular in Sweden.107 Mats Ek states that his father was “a huge influence” on his 

“intellectual development,” while his mother “was more primitive, intuitively 

accurate.”108 Mats Ek’s own dancing career began with a modern dance workshop with 

Donya Feuer.109 Study with this American modern dance choreographer left an imprint 

on Mats Ek’s innovative choreographic approach to human movement. Throughout his 

choreographic oeuvre, Mats Ek placed emphasis on the expressive capacities of the body. 

Like his mother and Donya Feuer, he chose themes that address social and human 

concerns through art. In addition, Mats Ek focuses on love and eroticism, symbolic 

structures which control bodily expression within society, and humorous depictions of the 
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repressed aspects of emotional life.110 In this way, he is able address choreographically 

the tension between instinctual drives and social laws.  

From the opening of the First Act, Mats Ek’s Giselle is struggling for existential 

freedom, that is, she is literally attempting to free herself from bondage. Mats Ek’s 

Giselle is present onstage from the first notes of Adolphe Adam’s music score, during the 

overture. She is tied with a rope which is attached around her waist. But this physical 

obstacle does not prevent her from moving sensually, using her entire body in contact 

with the earth beneath her. Her limbs expand and contract rapidly. At first she is on the 

ground, reaching out and tightening the rope like an enslaved animal. Next, she crawls on 

all fours. She swings her leg, releases into a deep backbend, gets up, and finally frees 

herself. Once she has escaped her bondage, her dancing becomes joyous. One can sense 

her spatial freedom. Giselle squats in a wide turn out position, pressing the front of her 

body to the wall. An image with double meaning (part of the set by Marie-Louise de Geer 

Bergenstahle) is revealed on the wall behind her as the lights go up. The green breasts of 

a naked woman on the image have an alternative meaning; they also present smooth, 

rounded hills. A sensual, soft female body on the backdrop is revealed as simultaneously 

presenting a simplified image of an agricultural landscape. In contrast to this double 

image of fertility, linked to the female body and to the land, Giselle’s dance at this point 

in the choreography appears androgynous and biologically unmotivated. She boldly spins, 

lifts her legs high, lunges deeply, opens her hips into wide splits, and prostrates forward 

as if to hug the earth. Her hip joints are flexible; she back bends and changes directions 

with ease. Like a child, she playfully skips, turns, gestures, and swings her arms and legs. 

When the peasants enter with their large agricultural tools (pitchforks), she joins their 
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regulated unison couple dance, and intermittently imitates male and female dancing steps. 

In this way, Mats Ek poses Giselle’s erotic, playful sexuality against the regulated life of 

the village. Giselle is positioned as an outsider in her community, that is, she transgresses 

the basic rituals linked to reproduction and fertility. The movements of the villagers are 

earthy and direct, referencing manual labor and the clear gender division in work and 

leisure. In opposition, Giselle takes on relaxed postures or comically imitates geometric 

bodily positions and fast-paced purposeful strides executed by male dancers. She does 

female steps as well, but exaggerates the gestures. After briefly playing with her female 

cohabitants, she leaves them suddenly. Because she goes away, she is not part of the 

entire traditional dance. Her appearance also sets her apart. While the other village 

women have scarfs and long dresses, she wears a beret and a light skirt. Giselle 

transgresses implicit moral codes by boldly exposing her bare skin when jumping. When 

Hilarion enters, he realizes that Giselle has freed herself from the rope. Here, Mats Ek 

choreographically relies on a reduced, realistic pantomime, which clearly shows that 

Hilarion is upset that Giselle has released herself. Hilarion lifts Giselle by her waist and 

carries her like a stiff marionette (her feet are flexed, her head hanging forward) back to 

where the rope was in the beginning of the ballet. Next, Hilarion gives Giselle a red 

pillow which represents menstrual blood. She immediately throws it away. Hilarion’s 

movements appear strong, sudden, and propelled by his interest in and concern for the 

eccentric village girl. By throwing the red pillow away, Giselle shows him that she is not 

a menstruating woman, and is thus not a part of the reproductive cycle of the peasant 

community.  
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Through the use of objects and symbolism on the wall, Mats Ek makes references 

to village’s goal of reproduction, and consequently Giselle’s status as an eccentric 

outsider in her community. The main symbols are the large eggs which all the women 

except Giselle have, and the tools for the performance of agricultural labor that the 

villagers carry with them. While the other women patiently, almost solemnly, sit on the 

large eggs, Giselle looks at the eggs with clownish curiosity. She momentarily stays on 

one of them, but soon leaves, as if realizing that it does not belong to her. Giselle does 

not participate in the group labor. Instead, her dancing is moved by the labor of the others, 

literally (she is often pushed around on the stage) and psychically (she dances as if she 

wants to evade the scheduled work). She hides, runs away, and exaggerates movements. 

She is excluded, and yet she shows up in different locations onstage. However, she 

clearly acts in response to the unison movements of the gender-divided peasants by 

embodying aspects of choreography for both genders and interrupting their group 

sequences. The relationship of Giselle’s solo movement to the unison and couple dancing 

of the peasants, and later in the same act, to the elegant postures and steps of the wealthy 

guests, generates an uncanny body language. I am using the Freudian concept of the 

uncanny,111 because it encapsulates the idiosyncratic movement expression of this female 

heroine. The expression through movement appears familiar to the audience, because it is 

derived from the peasants’ unison movement patterns. However, at the same time as 

Giselle’s dancing brings up familiar associations, it presents a troubling rejection of 

social conventions in terms of her bodily organization and placement of Giselle’s body in 

space. This uncanny aspect of Mats Ek’s choreography alludes to the more ethereal ballet 

blanc choreography by Jules Perrot and Jean Coralli from 1841. But more directly it 
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addresses the patriarchal social prejudice about women’s corporeality. Giselle’s 

unconventional dancing does not correspond to the social customs and laws that 

determine choreography for the rest of the peasant community. However, she does not 

retreat from the life of the community of her own will. As long as she is allowed to, she 

stays physically involved in the everyday rituals (harvesting, procreation, welcoming of 

guests etc.), but her appearance and physicality set her clearly apart. This suggests that 

Giselle’s presence embodies aspects of the communal life that the members of the 

community do not know how to integrate into their everyday reality. In Mats Ek’s Giselle, 

the shared communal reality is structured around the strict gender-based division of labor. 

Thus, Giselle’s childlike, uninhibited dancing and the ways she openly shows her sexual 

attraction later in the ballet to a wealthy traveler (Albrecht) is both familiar and 

threatening to the other women of her community. 

Because of the emphasis on productive and reproductive labor, the down-to-earth 

physicality originating in twentieth-century modern dance, and the psychoanalytic focus 

on the libidinal areas of the body, Mats Ek’s 1982 choreography differs greatly from the 

1841 original. However, the two versions of the beginning of the ballet share a preference 

for expression of feeling over dance formalism. Jules Janin explained that he favored the 

romantic ballet over drama and neoclassical aesthetics of his era because of “disorder, 

dream, and absence of common sense.”112 I propose that although on visual and narrative 

levels Ek’s Giselle critically comments upon the aesthetic values inherited from 

nineteenth-century Romanticism, it preserves and elaborates the romantic tendency to 

highlight the emotional expression. In distinction to nineteenth-century ballet, “disorder,” 

“dream,” and “the absence of common sense” are presented in Mats Ek’s Giselle as the 
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results of socio-political conditions and relations. The staging and choreographic 

structure show how the loss of order, delusional identification, and transgression of the 

common sense of the main characters from the two classes — the village working class 

and the urban business class — come about. Mats Ek’s Giselle shows how a reworking of 

a nineteenth-century libretto and choreography can revive and then transforms the 

unconscious residues of gender- and class-based discrimination. Mats Ek sets his Giselle 

in a twentieth-century context in which the medieval German peasantry is transformed 

into an isolated agricultural community, and the aristocracy becomes a vacationing 

business elite. The physical death of the heroine is substituted for the social death by 

means of forced incarceration in a psychiatric institution.  

The Problem of Mental Illness  

In the 1980s, when Mats Ek choreographed Giselle, the anti-psychiatric movement was 

already influential among intellectuals, artists, psychoanalysts, and psychiatrists 

themselves. The term anti-psychiatry was coined in 1967 by the psychiatrist and left-

wing theorist David Cooper.113 The main targets of the anti-psychiatric movement were 

the psychiatric emphasis on the biological model through which the mental illness was 

seen as having primarily an organic cause; the use of psychiatry as a tool of social and 

political control; the frequent diagnosis of mental illness in women, racial and ethnic 

minorities, and the poor; and the unregulated use of medication and coercive treatments. 

The anti-psychiatry movement responded to the rise of diagnosis of mental illness in the 

1950s. In Mad, Bad and Sad: Women and the Mind Doctors (2007) Lisa Appignanesi 

points out that in 1950s “defiance, unruliness, disobedience were characteristically 

translated all too readily into the language of illness. Meanwhile, many asylums were 
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little better than prisons where drugs, experiment and punishment were legitimated as 

treatment.”114  

Mats Ek’s focus on patients’ rebellious expression through hysterical dancing and 

patients’ reactions to physical torment indicate the choreographer’s familiarity with and 

critical view of the procedures of modern psychiatry. It is relevant to note that in the 

second half of twentieth century electroconvulsive therapy (ECT)115 and lobotomy116 

were not used only with a curative aim in mind; they were applied for disciplinary 

purposes as well.117 Although by 1982 when the ballet was premiered lobotomy was 

mostly eliminated from psychiatry, Ek (b. 1945) grew up in the era when it was still a 

common procedure: the heyday of lobotomy in his country was 1944-1966.118 

At the beginning of Act Two of Mats Ek’s Giselle, the heroine emerges after she 

has undergone a lobotomy with her head wrapped in a white cloth. Her appearance after 

the procedure signifies her entrance into an insane community by means of an intrusive 

medical act, which confirmed her status as a mental patient in need of supervision and 

confinement. The lobotomy has transformed her into a paradigmatic suffering figure. She 

acts as if she is in a perpetual delirious state. She is terrified and disoriented, but strangely 

calm, as if altered by the medical treatment. Compared to the Giselle from Act One, 

whose movement choices were eccentric, desiring, openly erotic, and playful, she is 

solemn. She seems to have grasped the power that psychiatry can exercise over women’s 

transgression of patriarchal law. “By setting the second act of his production in an all-

female psychiatric asylum, Ek presents his critique of the association of female social and 

sexual deviance with psychiatric madness, and hysteria, and the resultant suppression of 

such behaviors by means of the rehabilitative institution,”119 writes Katherine Bergstrom. 
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As Bergstrom stresses, Mats Ek’s position on the psychiatric treatment of women whose 

sexual behavior did not conform to the norms of the society they inhabited emerges 

through his choice of setting for Act Two. At the end of Act One, Giselle was expelled 

from her community with the pitchforks. The choreography for Act Two makes it clear 

that her explicit desire and eroticism were unacceptable for a community which values 

women by assessing their bodies’ potentials for fertility.120 Her dancing symbolized her 

dangerous sexuality, 121 which did not meet the goal of communal reproduction.  

The rationalization of the social fear of unrestrained female sexuality by means of 

professional psychiatric testing has historical roots in nineteenth-century ideas about 

female health. In The Female Malady: Women, Madness, and English Culture, 1830-

1980 Elaine Showalter writes:  

Nineteenth-century medical treatments designed to control the 
reproductive system strongly suggest male psychiatrists’ fears of female 
sexuality. Indeed, uncontrolled sexuality seemed the major, almost 
defining symptom of insanity in women. Both asylum doctors and male 
patients reported being shocked by the obscenity of female patients.122  
 

Although in Mats Ek’s vision there are no male doctors or patients visible onstage, his 

staging indicates that the patriarchal system, which condemned female desire, also 

supported the isolation of women in the all-female asylums. (The entrance of the two 

men is portrayed as a transgression.) Showalter notes that in the Victorian time in 

England, the male-dominated field of psychiatry aimed first to manage and regulate 

“women’s periodic physical cycles and sexuality,” and second to enforce women’s self-

control and diligence in order to counter “the stresses of her body and the weakness of 

her female nature.”123 In Mats Ek’s choreography, the women resist the coercive 

apparatus of the hospital. They display their eroticism despite the normative mechanisms 
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of both the outside world and the institution. The set design for Act Two — the painted 

dissociated body parts and a closed door—point to the sexual tension. Mats Ek’s 

choreographic choices parallel and elaborate the condensed symbols of sexual repression 

in the sets. The intense physicality arises when the two men enter, and prior to that with 

the bursts of sexual desire among the patients. The sudden cessations of movement and 

contact, mainly through the role of the nurse (Myrthe), indicate the justifications used to 

support repression as normalizing, that is, aligned with morality contingent on the 

biological goal of reproduction. Historically, through their normalizing effort, the 

psychiatrists found reasons to be greatly concerned with the question of sexual deviation. 

Elaine Showalter points out that male doctors saw nymphomania as the major problem in 

the asylums.124 Psychiatrist Henry Maudsley (1870) described his shock when he 

witnessed the lack of restraint in female patients. Maudsley’s explanatory description, 

which Elaine Showalter cites in The Female Malady,125 illustrates a medical concern with 

both the experiences and overt expressions of sexuality: “We have to note and bear in 

mind, how often sexual ideas and feelings arise and display themselves in all sorts of 

insanity… so that it seems inexplicable that a virtuous person should ever have learnt, as 

it is distressing that she should manifest, so much obscenity of thought and feelings.”126 

This passage indicates that Maudsley linked the sexual imagination to female mental 

disturbance, and that he found it difficult to explain how a moral person could acquire 

obscene habits. According to his medical expertise, the acquisition of dangerous, obscene 

habits attested to a lack of moral consciousness. Since the society of the late nineteenth 

century was rapidly changing, patriarchal psychiatry put effort into preserving moral 

values and preventing the spread of “dangerous” ideas and habits. The research into the 
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history of psychiatry indicates that the psychiatric tendency to control sexual interactions 

with and among the insane are inseparable from fear that the insane could unlock 

repressed sexual phantasies of the entire normative society.127 In Act One, Giselle pulls 

her lover closer to her body so that their pelvises connect. This one move challenges the 

conventional spatial relationships between the classes. She also reveals her body by 

lifting her skirt and opening her legs wide. From Maudsley’s medical perspective, that is, 

that of the late nineteenth century, this behavior would be interpreted as obscene, 

especially from a young, mentally challenged woman. In Act Two, the self-perpetuating 

appetite for movement, muted screams, ecstatic backbends, and pelvic undulations of the 

inmates indicate collective rebellion. The patients stimulate each other’s wild physicality 

by performing dramatic, erotic gestures and repeating the hysterical fits. They transform 

the fits into expressive dance, and thus achieve moments of full corporeal expressivity.  

While the male-dominated early psychiatric system proposed the quelling of the 

sexual desire as a cure for women,128 in 1920s the artists associated with Surrealism re-

interpreted the overt sexuality of hysterics as an antidote to the social fear of carnal desire. 

Twentieth-century psychiatry especially in the 1950s used even more forceful methods 

(e.g. ETC, lobotomy) to repress female insanity than the ones inherited from the 

nineteenth century. Accordingly, Mats Ek’s Giselle from 1982 was responding to a long-

term problem of diagnosis of mental illness in response to unrestricted sexual freedom 

and twentieth-century use of confinement and invasive procedures within psychiatry 
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Choreographic Innovation and Reworking of the Traditional Libretto in Mats Ek’s 
Giselle 

Mats Ek kept some of the elements from the 1841 ballet: the score by Adolphe Adam,129 

the two-act form, the thematic focus on the joy of unrestrained dancing, the tragic affair 

between the two people from different classes, femininity, and madness. However, he 

altered the ballet story by taking out the supernatural elements and focusing the 

choreography on felt desire rather than the ideal of pure love. The Swedish choreographer 

and dance writer Mårten Spångberg analyzes the way Mats Ek alters the story of Giselle: 

Mats Ek’s method is to strip the narrative of every ornamentation down to 
the bare bones. There he simultaneously traces both the eternal values and 
the highly contemporary complications within the story which 
recapitulates existentialism and presents a naively colored representation 
that everyone can relate to, both individually and as a universal 
allegory.130 
 

As Spångberg’s astute observation about Mats Ek’s modernization of Giselle 

demonstrates, the choreography brings attention to the existential urges of the three-

dimensional characters by emphasizing the universality of Giselle’s main thematic foci: 

dancing, desire, madness, love, and loss. When he strips “ornamentation to the bare 

bones,” Mats Ek shows dancers whose exuberant physicality manifests the unleashing of 

the instinctual drives towards self-expression, mutual contact, and bodily exposure. 

Because these drives exceed and transgress communal laws which are contingent on 

agricultural production and biological reproduction, in the second act the main characters 

endure isolation and suffering. Like in fairy tales they are punished. The punisher is not a 

supernatural power, but rather the normalizing medical system. Mats Ek choreographs 

the love and suffering of the main heroes in the asylum in a way that renders the cultural 

notions of illness and institutionalization transparent, and yet preserves the seductive 
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naiveté of a fairy tale, in which the exceptional heroes suffer due to the limitations and 

obstinacy of the ordinary folk (who sent Giselle to the asylum). However, Albrecht, 

Giselle, and in Mats Ek’s version Hilarion remain heroes because they can freely show 

their desires and feelings, not for some extraordinary heroic acts. Through their muscular, 

often earthbound dancing, they show that they are like ordinary humans in their desire for 

freedom. Spångberg calls this aspect of Mats Ek’s choreographic approach “a naively 

colored representation that everyone can relate to.” With Mats Ek’s rereading of the 

classical ballet plot, one is able to reflect on the suffering of heroes in a social setting in 

which class and gender differences, not magic and curses, lead to an unembellished 

embodiment of a familiar plot in a contemporary setting. Desire, ecstasy, sexual 

attraction, love, and madness in Mats Ek’s choreography do not obey social codes, but 

nevertheless appear in relationship to them, that is, they are amplified by them. The 

unconventional choreography for the individual performers is framed by the social 

expectations represented by the unison dancing of the corps de ballet and choreographic 

shifts initiated by music, transgressions of a willful member of the business class 

(Albrecht), sexual and reproductive symbols on the walls, and evocation of traditions 

(village in the first act) and institutional power in the choice of settings (mental asylum in 

the second). As Mårten Spångberg points out, one can recognize the heartfelt naivety in 

Mats Ek’s version of Giselle. Viewers witness the main characters’ momentary 

existential freedom and unrestrained sexual desire. However deluded the main characters 

might appear due to their lack of social awareness, they move with emotional honesty, 

revealing their sensuality through expansive movement in space, and expressive gestures. 

At the same time, Mats Ek offers a universal allegory by staging scenes filled with 
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Freudian symbolism, pointing to darkness lurking behind the unresolved suppression of 

libido.131  

In Mats Ek’s Giselle the set-designer Marie-Louise de Geer Bergenstahle creates 

a symbolic scenery made up of sexualized body fragments which at the same time present 

the fertile land exploited by the villagers. The abstract vision of human body as a 

landscape is contrasted with a compelling story about an eccentric woman from an 

agricultural community who falls in love with a wealthy tourist. The latter’s curiosity and 

lack of scruples lead to a short, sexually charged love affair. The mad scene remains a 

powerful link with the first Giselle. In both choreographies the scene presents in an 

embodied way a young girl’s disappointment when she finds out that her lover was 

betrothed to a woman of a higher rank — Bathilde. However, in the 1841 ballet, Hilarion 

— a villager who was pursuing and controlling Giselle in Act One, is forced to dance till 

he dies from exhaustion by the vengeful wilis. In Mats Ek’s reworking of Giselle 

Hilarion survives his visit to the asylum. The second act shows the two men from 

different social strata sharing their experience in the all-female asylum. At the very end 

of the ballet, the nudity of the wealthy man (Albrecht) suggests that dancing with Giselle 

in the psychiatric clinic led him to face his instinctual drives, and explore his own raw 

physicality. Albrecht loses the symbol of his status, his elegant white suit, and virtuosic 

command of his movements. This proper clothing and ease of motion constituted his 

visual glamour in the first act. Albrecht takes off his clothes, while his movement 

vocabulary becomes less defined and more revealing of his feeling. His nudity renders 

him vulnerable to the reprimand by the other man (Hilarion), who already has to go to 

work after a sleepless night spent in the asylum. Poignantly, the villager Hilarion covers 
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the businessman Albrecht with a cloth, and thus reminds him of the social reality they 

both have to inhabit once they leave Giselle in the psychiatric ward. In Mats Ek’s version 

Hilarion as one of the members of the lower class is intuitively more aware of the laws 

and prohibitions on free sexuality in society.  

From the beginning of the ballet, the eccentric village girl Giselle is an outsider 

from her and Hilarion’s village. As dance scholar Katherine Bergstrom points out, 

because Giselle cannot have children, she is denied her identity as a member of 

community. Bergstrom writes:132 “As a non-menstruating female, Giselle is unable to 

produce children, thereby rendering her incapable of fulfilling her community’s gender 

role expectation that all females become mothers and that ‘sexuality, fertility and their 

maternal instinct are one.’”133 Giselle expresses female sexual desire which is stripped of 

reproductive purpose. Her overt, physicalized sexuality appears transgressive in relation 

to the patriarchal law of the village community. This law aims to secure the continuation 

of community, and is contingent on an unambiguous class and gender role assignment. 

Mats Ek’s choreography shows embodied sexual desire as two-sided. It is on the one 

hand enlivening for the couple experiencing it, and on the other it is enticing for the 

viewers because of the prohibition, which intensifies it. The desire causes first the 

voyeurism and then the revenge of the sexually repressed, biologically normative 

members of the low-class working community. The revenge leads to punishment, which 

consists of placing Giselle under the supervision of the medical authorities.  

Mats Ek transformed the qualities of lightness, ephemeral femininity, and 

mysterious ghostliness of the ballet blanc from the 1841 choreography. He made the 

female dancers’ movement weighted and highly erotic. The movements are initiated from 
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the lower centers of the body and expand into space from the core of the body. The 

choreographic choices are driven by the choreographer’s solo investigations and dancers’ 

improvisational instincts.134 Ek also exchanged the traditional pantomime for expressive 

gestures revealing subtleties of the dancers’ experiences. Thus, a romantic narrative 

centered on the love between the girl from a medieval village and a duke and their 

subsequent encounter in the world of ghosts becomes in Mats Ek’s re-imagining a 

contemporary dance theater performance about repressed sexuality and confinement to 

the psychiatric institution.  

In both versions, the disguised prince Loys-Albrecht has a fiancée, Bathilde, who 

belongs to his class. However, Mats Ek’s Bathilde joins female villagers in their fertility 

ritual. In the 1982 version Bathilde dances with the villagers, and shows through strong, 

dignified gestures her wounded pride when she realizes that her fiancé was in a romantic 

relationship with a village girl. In Mats Ek’s choreography this village girl acts as an 

outcast from the beginning of the ballet, while in the ballet blanc Giselle appears as an 

innocent peasant girl with a weak heart and strong attachment to her mother. For Mats 

Ek’s Giselle, what causes her breakdown is not the physical loss of her lover but the 

revelation of her lover’s true identity. In the 1841 ballet, after going mad Giselle dies. In 

Mats Ek’s ballet she is expelled from the village by the members of the community. In 

the original ballet the death at the end of the first act is not the cessation of Giselle and 

Albrecht’s love. Rather, it presents an entry into the world of revengeful supernatural 

creatures (wilis) who haunt the two men who courted Giselle in the first act: the 

gamekeeper Hilarion and Duke Albrecht. In Mats Ek’s choreography, Giselle’s loss of 

social belonging means her transfer to another community, that of the female mental 
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asylum. By setting Act Two in an asylum rather than a graveyard in the forest, Mats Ek 

de-romanticizes the plot. As a viewer one is faces post-lobotomy135 disorientation of the 

main character. After Mats Ek’s choreographic reworking of Giselle, it is much harder to 

unreflectively enjoy the disturbingly poetic dream-land inhabited by beautiful wilis 

dressed in sheer white costumes, who move seamlessly to the eerie score by Adolphe 

Adam. The music scholar Marian Smith (2000) points out that the original production 

was a ballet pantomime, and as such was less abstract than today’s productions of 

romantic ballet.136 Like Mats Ek’s re-imagining, the original as described by Marian 

Smith and preserved in the musical score focused on the climaxes and powerful emotions. 

Adolphe Adam felt this ballet was especially akin to opera.137 Smith proposes that Adam 

was referring to his “technique for drawing attention to the climactic moments: abject 

silence, followed by fortissimo tutti expressions of rage and despair.”138Although, Mats 

Ek alters the plot and changes the choreography for the main characters, by taking out 

Giselle’s mother Berthe, giving more attention to Bathilde’s dancing and sexual desire, 

and creating a psychologically subtle relationship out of simple animosity between 

Hilarion and Albrecht in the original, he preserves the “abject silence” in the key moment 

at the end of the first act and fills the expression of “rage and despair” in music, with a 

choreographic equivalent in movement and facial transformation. While Mats Ek’s 

dancers are also dressed in white like the dancers from the ballet blanc, and though they 

musically respond to the same romantic score, they perform an alternative vision of the 

second act. At first, they present the suffering caused by incarceration and psychiatric 

treatment, and then they embody a resistance to the oppressive mechanisms of the asylum. 

The key element of this resistance is the expression of female desire through expressive, 
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unrestricted dancing. Paradoxically, while the incarcerated women lose access to social 

existence, through their dancing they can in an unobstructed way express desire for 

corporeal freedom. Thus, a female subject is awakened in a situation where her role can 

no longer be perceived as a function of biological reproduction within a community. In 

the asylum, the incarcerated women face the objectification they experienced in the social 

realm in an unmediated and terrifying way. Their desire surfaces in the form of hysterical 

seizures. Patients join each other in a mute, corporeal rebellion against the imposed social 

laws. Through diagnosis of mental illness (implied by Mats Ek’s staging of Act Two), the 

way in which a social structure physically alters the experience of a subject is revealed. 

Dancers’ movement flow is visibly directed by the timings of the hospital, known to the 

nurse. The dancers are highly physical and sexually open in their movement, but their 

vigor is contingent on the loss of hope for normal life. Through the powerful dancing in 

the asylum the audience is given a glimpse into the unconscious impulses that the 

repressive mechanisms of a class-based society subdue. The desire seen in the first act 

engenders hysterical expression in the second. The psychoanalytic theory of Jacques 

Lacan and Jacqueline Rose can serve to connect the experience of dance spectatorship 

with the question of how sexual desire challenges the ideal of sanity. Their theory opens 

up the question of the self-awareness of the subject, in particular, when the subject 

belongs to a group that has been historically objectified and oppressed because of gender 

or class. The emphasis is on the role of desire in becoming a subject. The desire of a low-

class, gendered subject challenges the middle-class complacency with repression, and, if 

not normalized, opens up the possibility of the oppressed subject’s social abjection. Both 

desire and abjection threaten the established social order and can lead to subject’s 
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diagnosis as mentally ill and incarceration in a psychiatric institution. The psychoanalytic 

conceptualization of desire reveals how it motivates characters to transgress the class- 

and gender-determined social roles into which they were born. In the psychoanalytic 

theory of Jacques Lacan and Jacqueline Rose, as well as Mats Ek’s choreography, the 

exploration of desire leads to a new understanding of the relationship between the subject 

and that which appears external to that subject (other, desired object, the unconscious).  

Female Desire and Dancing 

The theoretical work of the French practitioner of post-Freudian psychoanalysis Jacques 

Lacan (1901-1981) investigates the status of a desiring subject (Écrits, 1966). This 

investigation points to how visible expressions of desire in Mats Ek’s Giselle can open up 

the problematic of woman’s presence as an active subject in society, in particular in view 

of the histories of hysterical diagnosis. 

For Lacan, the status of a desiring subject asks for an examination of otherness. In 

The Lacanian Subject: Between Language and Jouissance (1995) the American Lacanian 

psychoanalyst Bruce Fink explains otherness “as that which is alien or foreign to an as-

yet-unspecified subject.”139 The concept of subject was in the poststructuralist thought of 

Lacan’s era put under thorough investigation. Nevertheless, Lacan kept the concept of an 

individual subject as a seminal point of reference for psychoanalytic theory. The subject 

Lacan examined was conceptually intertwined with that subject’s relationship to 

“otherness.” Fink offers a summation of otherness in Lacan:  

The otherness runs the unlikely gamut from the unconscious (the Other as 
language) and the ego (the imaginary other [ideal ego] and the Other as 
desire [ego ideal] to the Freudian superego (the Other as jouissance). We 
are alienated insofar as we are spoken by a language that functions, in 
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certain respects, like a machine, computer, or recording/assembling device 
with a life of its own; insofar as our needs and pleasures are organized and 
channeled into socially acceptable forms by our parents’ demands (the 
Other as demand); and insofar as our desire comes into being as Other’s 
desire.140  
 

Through this psychoanalytic conceptualization the subject’s desire becomes dependent on 

a relationship to a speaking other, who by means of a common language reveals the 

question of desire. Lacan stresses that “man’s desire is the Other’s141 desire” (le désir de 

l’homme est le désir de l’Autre).142 According to Lacan the status of the desiring subject 

is dependent on two questions. The first question is asked by the Other (the big other is 

fully independent, in that there is no Other of the Other): “What do you want?”143 The 

second comes up for the subject when the other (the little other implies relationship to the 

subject that can be defined around ideas of narcissism, aggression, and competition) takes 

on the role of the psychoanalyst: “What does he want from me?”144 The two questions 

allow for the contingency of desire to become apparent for the subject. Lacan explains 

the subject’s relationship to the desire in terms of the Other’s knowledge. The knowing 

Other introduces into the subject’s process of individuation the desire as something that 

the subject needs to know about himself and which is contingent on the subject’s 

recognition of the other’s desire in relation to him. The subject remains solitary in the 

process due to the defense mechanism in which he/she tries to solidify and separate 

himself from that which he is not. “It should be noted that a clue may be found in the 

clear alienation that leaves it up to the subject to butt up against the question of his 

essence, in that he may not misrecognize that what he desires presents itself to him as 

what he does not want.”145 Paradoxically, the subject recognizes that what he desires is 

external, which means that it potentially threatens the imagined essence of his 
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subjecthood. Although, as Lacan points out, the question of essence is not necessarily 

resolved for the subject, the notion of essence appears to him as valuable, as it seems to 

guarantee the subject’s existential reality. So, Lacan proposes that by positing the ego as 

constant, the subject builds a defense mechanism that protects him from his desire for 

something external (foreign) to itself. In contrast to the neurotic’s self-defense, for Lacan 

the psychotic reactions of a hysteric lead to exposure of desire.146 The hysteric is a split, 

unstable subject because she/he uses a symbolic mask, a veil, or a psychological covering 

to prolong desire.  

The example of the paradigmatic nineteenth-century hysterical patient who 

performed and modeled at the Parisian hospital Salpêtrière (explored in more depth in the 

next two chapters) facilitates an examination of how an oppressed female subject 

discovered an expressive corporeality and interpolated desire into an authoritative 

discourse about herself. I use the example of the hysteric to show how she expressed 

overtly the feminine objectification within the patriarchal society. The paradigmatic 

hysteric is never simply herself. She pretends to for the viewer, even when she is most 

likely in pain. She escapes the objectification of the body, that is, the body of a mental 

patient, which was given social function by being used for experimentation. Therefore, 

she hides behind the veil of symptoms. I propose that the nineteenth-century 

paradigmatic hysteric is not concerned with the ego defense like a male subject 

attempting to recover known normativity. Rather, she attempts to preserve desire by 

means of the histrionic hiding of her “real” face. The hysteric gets so involved in hiding 

that each revelation of an embodied truth risks transforming into a theatrical scene, in 

which whatever a hysteric feels becomes concealed through an enactment of precise 
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diagnosis. The professional disguise covers up and simultaneously prolongs the sexual 

desire of the hysteric, who perpetuates the disguise. The following psychoanalytic 

definition of desire by Lacan demystifies the role desire plays in an encounter between a 

hysteric who multiplies corporeal symptoms and a viewing, knowledgeable other. 

Demystification is achieved by stripping the concept of desire of its conventional 

associations: “desire is neither the appetite for satisfaction nor the demand for love, but 

the difference that results from the subtraction of the first from the second, the very 

phenomenon of their splitting (Spaltung).”147 Accordingly, desire happens in the gap 

between need fulfillment and the call for love. The female hysteric as a subject and object 

of diagnosis remains in the gap between unfulfilled need and the exaggerated expression 

she generates. Through her expression the hysteric seems to be asking for the impossible 

(ideal love), while she ignores (la belle indifference of the hysteric that Freud refers to is 

addressed in the next chapter) her basic human needs. In this way, hysteria becomes a 

political metaphor of a fight beyond the material needs of a subject. 

In Sexuality in the Field of Vision (2005) the feminist, film, and literary theorist in 

the Lacanian-Freudian lineage Jacqueline Rose, writes: “Hysteria… and the poetic 

language of the woman (which becomes the language of poets, Woolf, Plath etc.) are 

properly then the return of this primary and bodily mode of expressivity.”148 Rose does 

not see an answer to the problem of female desire, which “resists or exceeds the 

reproductive or genital function” in female hysteria. Her explanation of hysteria points 

out hysterical woman’s identification with irrationality and preverbal sensing: “What 

seems to happen [in hysteria] is that the desire to validate preoedipal instance [the time in 

an infant’s life before the recognition and consequent transgression of the family law] as 
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resistance to the oedipal structure itself leads to a ‘materialization’ of the bodily relation 

that underpins it, so that the body of the mother, or more properly the girl’s relation to it, 

is then placed as being somehow outside repression.”149 Although Mats Ek’s Giselle 

displays the uninhibited expressivity of a hysteric, the choreography brings attention to 

her oppressed status and her struggle to become an independent subject. For both Lacan 

and Rose, the subject appears in relationship to structure of desire, rather than preoedipal 

phantasy which through expressivity avoids the phase of individuation. Rose offers a 

genealogy of desire. She explains that the loss of the external object shapes desire for a 

subject. Rose is referring to Freud’s conceptualization of the role of a missing object in 

the infant’s game of Fort-Da (literally: Gone-There). In this game, by taking control over 

the presence/absence of an inanimate object (e.g. a reel with some cotton on it), the infant 

enacts the coming and going of the parents, and teaches himself to accept their absence 

(which he can control in his game) and not yearn for their return. Rose writes, “It is the 

loss of the object and the relation of the subject to this loss—the knots which the subject 

gets into in its attempts to elide it or re-place it—that Lacan terms the structure of 

desire.”150 The question of control arises when the infant looks for ways of 

accommodating the lack. For an infant, the first integration is found in the image of a 

whole self in the mirror. This image appears unified in the mirror even though the subject 

still feels the inner lack (he does not feel whole without the loved object). The wholeness 

is found “elsewhere” (in the mirror) or by “re-placement” (such as in an intentionally 

staged play scene in which one can control the presence and absence of the object, which 

comes to represent the primary loss).  
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In the traditional patriarchal family, the female infant was positioned as less 

controlling of the external environment than her male counterpart. In Sexuality in the 

Field of Vision Jacqueline Rose focuses on how the woman becomes a desiring subject in 

contrast to the woman as a desired object which was socially devoid of subjective 

experiences. As Jacqueline Rose points out, the woman has been traditionally equated 

with male desire, and thus runs the risk of identifying herself solely as an object of 

masculine desire. Based on Lacan and Rose’s theoretical examinations, I propose that in 

Mats Ek’s dance theater the performer’s body demonstrates working of desire, and 

renders embodied subjectivity legible to the witnessing other. In the case of the female 

soloist (Giselle) her desire appears transgressive, when she openly shows that she knows 

what she wants as a subject. The conflict arises because her village community denies her 

explicit desire and treats her as a potentially destructive desirable object rather than a 

conscious subject. 

In Mats Ek’s Giselle the dancer physically articulates her feminine desire for the 

viewers. Her eccentric dancing vocabulary and vivacious, humorous relationship to the 

voyeuristic eyes of the others make her into an object of collective attention. In contrast 

to her lover’s legitimate fiancée Bathilde and the peasant women, she is not desired by 

the men for the conventional domestic role. While in the 1841 ballet it is clear that 

Hilarion was in love with Giselle prior to Loys-Albrecht’s advances, in Mats Ek’s version 

Hilarion’s feelings towards Giselle seem to arise from the desire to physically control her. 

In Mats Ek’s ballet, Giselle exposes the vulnerability of her female position as a sexual 

being. On the one hand, she attempts to escape Hilarion and village rituals. On the other, 

she is perceived by her community as someone incapable of marrying and giving birth. 
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The only possible role for the woman in this paradigmatic rural community is denied to 

her. By staging Giselle’s Act One in an agricultural milieu and Act Two in a mental 

asylum, Mats Ek shows how the rules and symbols of the two communities shape the 

meaning and expression of Giselle’s desire. When watching Giselle in Act One, one is 

reminded of a child playing. Giselle appears as if she still does not clearly know that she 

is exposing herself as a potential sexual object when she enjoys kinetic play and couple 

dancing, or at least she appears unconcerned with how her dancing is going to be 

interpreted. She rejects boundaries between people and creates subtle transgressions out 

of overstepping these boundaries. She teases Loys-Albrecht by pulling and pushing him 

in order to persuade him to dance with her. His skill and virtuosity propel her to become 

abundantly expressive in her upper body and pelvic undulations and shifts. She 

unhesitatingly falls to the ground and, free of shyness, allows her partner to lift her into 

the air. She teases Loys-Albrecht by approaching him from different sides, and physically 

makes fun of the adult gender rituals in the village. Like in the 1841 production, Giselle 

enjoys entertaining the higher class. However, while in the ballet blanc she appeared to 

long for elegance and aesthetics linked to a higher rank, in Mats Ek’s ballet she is acting 

out by intermittently playing a clown and a noble maiden from a folktale. Ek’s Giselle’s 

desire is hystericized, as her dancing perpetually escapes the unambiguous interpretations 

of witnesses. Her desire is not that of a grown up woman; that is, she expresses it without 

social inhibition. Her imaginative play only references adult rituals. She does not behave 

like the other women in the community, although she picks up their steps easily. How do 

we know that these other dancers act as grown-ups? The restrictions in terms of the 

spatial arrangement in couple dancing and the unified movements of women while they 
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are seated on the giant eggs imply that the others are gendered participants in a regulated 

community. However, adult women’s relationships to their bodies and to Giselle show 

that for them the repression of childhood desire is not complete. Giselle’s attractive 

dancing presents both enticement and challenge to the villagers and the high-class guests 

alike. Both groups ignore her or briefly interact with her. Giselle’s ability to show her 

will, take on the male steps, and alter the common interactions with the wealthy tourists 

by starting an emotional love affair with one of them eventually lead to her expulsion 

from the normative community. The members of the rural community cannot accept her 

freedom, because it fundamentally challenges the class and gender differentiation that 

they are used to. Women — both Bathilde and the female villagers — cannot assent to 

Giselle’s overt admission of her sexual desire. When Giselle moves boldly through space, 

they go back to their large eggs, acknowledging reproduction as the major motivating 

force for connecting with men. For the other women, the desire for sexual pleasure 

remains repressed. However, they appear kinetically agitated by Giselle’s movement 

articulations, which interrupt the tediousness of everyday repetitions. The women in the 

choreography do not befriend Giselle until her incarceration in an all-female asylum.  

In Act One the women remained connected to their normative male partners. The 

village women repress their sexual desire after marriage, and move in predictable patterns. 

That is, their sexual desires are closely linked to the goal of reproduction.  Giselle 

expresses her desire through erotic gestures, and sensual dancing. Although, she openly 

approaches Albrecht, she does not show seem to have as her “real” goal matrimony. 

Because of her apparent lack of concern for status and material security, she is able to 

attract charming but remote man from a wealthy, urban elite. Her sexual appeal is freed 
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of restrains linked to legal obligation. Although Giselle’s attitude, costume, dancing, and 

miming are all rendered socially inappropriate in Mats Ek’s ballet, she still presents a 

rival to the women who are on the “right path” to becoming spouses and mothers. These 

other dancers are engaged in gender play but restricted in their movement choices by the 

implicit and explicit laws of community. The violence at the end of Act One is indicative 

of patriarchal fear that Giselle’s desire is stronger than the rules that turn women into 

sexual and reproductive objects. The expression of rivalry from Bathilde points to how 

her desire might alter desires of normative women, even from a higher social class than 

her. Jacqueline Rose explains how female desire structures itself in relation to sexual 

rivalry: 

To return to dreams and hysteria, isn’t this exactly the question that 
reveals itself in the dream of the hysteric analyzed in The Interpretation of 
Dreams [Freud, 1900] who dreamt that her own wish was not fulfilled, 
through an identification with the woman she posited as her sexual rival? 
Her desire, therefore, is the desire for an unsatisfied desire.151 

 
Giselle shows her desire for Loys-Albrecht by dancing. The legitimate fiancée Bathilde 

in Mats Ek’s choreography acts like Freud’s patient, who in her dream desired the other’s 

woman’s uninhibited desire for luxurious food. In Mats Ek’s choreography, Bathilde is 

poised and graceful, but unable to fully experience her desire. Bathilde interprets 

Giselle’s touching of her sumptuous dress as Giselle’s desire to possess a valuable object. 

In response to what she thinks Giselle wants, Bathilde gives her a blue flower she had in 

her décolleté. Giselle relates to the beautiful ornament playfully, as if not really knowing 

what to do with it. Thus, Giselle does not let the luxurious object fulfill its role as a 

substitute and stop the continuous flow of her desire. In a dream from Freud’s case retold 

by Jacqueline Rose, according to the patient, a woman whom the patient took as her 
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sexual rival desired luxurious food — caviar. The patient resolved her sexual jealousy by 

desiring her rival’s desire. Correspondingly, Bathilde desires Giselle’s unrestrained desire. 

This desire does not cease when Giselle receives Bathilde’s gift — a flower that Bathilde 

thought Giselle desired. Based on Jacqueline Rose’s analysis, I propose that Giselle’s 

ability to articulate and express feminine desire makes her threatening to the normative 

order, which for its perpetuation relies on the fulfilment of conventional desires, rather 

than desire’s sensual prolongation. However, Mats Ek’s Giselle does not circumvent the 

conventional desire belonging to the legitimate fiancée. Bathilde appears caught in her 

desire to experience her own sexuality and remain a normative subject. On the one hand, 

she is the fiancée of a businessman who is not responsive to her arrival to the village. On 

the other, she is both a witness and participant in the procreative traditions of the peasants 

who are bound to the nature cycles in a way which is enthralling to the urban dwellers. Is 

the reason why Giselle has to be expelled from her birthplace at the end of Act One that 

her self-generated desire challenges the rules of proper gender and class separation? On 

the level of communal law and custom, Giselle is an outsider who attempts to escape the 

restrictions. Giselle dances with a man belonging to the higher class who has a fiancée of 

the same rank, instead of desiring the hard-working villager Hilarion. Giselle is rebellious. 

The suffering she endures during her interactions at the beginning of Act One with the 

protective and glum Hilarion who takes away her physical freedom appear viscerally felt. 

In contrast, the pleasure she seeks while dancing with the flirtatious Albrecht corresponds 

to Bathilde’s repressed desire for sexual freedom. Thus, Giselle’s and Bathilde’s sexual 

desires manifest as intertwined. The one who expresses her desire through playful 

movement vocabulary (Giselle) cannot get pregnant and does not have the means to 
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explore the pleasure available to the less patriarchal urban community. She is bound to 

her birthplace; she is even kept on a rope like an animal. The other (Bathilde) is an 

apparently biologically healthy woman from a city. She is planning to get married. Used 

to the hypocrisy of the higher classes, Bathilde seems to recognize her sexual desire only 

in the encounter with Giselle, who for her represents an eccentric villager without urban 

scruples. Giselle can openly express her desire, but is deprived of opportunities for 

achieving conventional happiness. Thus, when dancing she does not seem to care about a 

unified mirror image, and therefore explores the different facets of her corporeal being. 

However, as a political subject she is marginalized even within her own community.  

In contrast to the romantic ballet Giselle, Mats Ek does not represent female 

desire as a longing for an otherworldly connection with the male counterpart. In both acts 

of the 1982 Giselle, the desire is expressed by means of unleashed physicality. The 

revealed flesh, the muscular effort in the upper body, the strength of the dancers’ lower 

bodies, the use of the feet to achieve elevation, falling, unconventional points of contact 

in partnering, and the physical perseverance needed to physically connect to the other 

take center stage. The exposure of the sexualized body parts and the physical enactment 

of raw passion openly transgress the aesthetic ideals of the still patriarchal, class-divided 

society.  

In 1998, the feminist scholar Elisabeth Bronfen theoretically addressed the 

question of hysterical desire. She suggested that the stories about hysterical women, 

framed by the medical knowledge, indicate the ways in which desire manifests through 

representation. Bronfen writes:  

Ironically, … at the limit of nosological classification the hysteric also 
supplies medical discourse with one of its most resilient texts: the 
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narrative of the possessed woman as a condensed representation for the 
desire of the Other, engendered in and through representation, be this 
figure of alterity her cultural image repertoire, her interpellating spectators, 
or the foreign body of intimate traumatic knowledge.”152 
 

The repressed desire of the Other is expressed by a hysteric whose behavior challenges 

the cultural norms. While she exposes the inner split between the unified mirror image of 

the self and the internalized social expectations, her deviance is observed by the 

“voyeuristic” others. In treatment, the split is usually attached to a traumatic memory 

which caused her initial separation from the normative community. During the scene of 

psychotic breakdown, the traumatic memory resurfaces through her body. In Mats Ek’s 

choreography, Giselle appears as a paradigmatic example of the possessed woman who 

physically tells the hidden narrative centered on the Other’s suppressed desire. Her fellow 

villagers stand for the Other who knows the local laws. Her overt expression of sexual 

love for Albrecht gives physical form to the sublimated erotic desires of the married 

couples from her village community. Because she is not married or employed, her social 

relations are on the one hand open ended; that is, she has more freedom of movement and 

affect than the others; and on the other they are troubled by the lack of stable identity as a 

member of the community. The latter leads to her medical pathologization. Giselle is 

flexible, strong, and emotional when dancing for the viewing others. However, this kind 

of embodied labor is marginalized by the productive relationships which dominate her 

village community. She produces desire in the others, but her desire is alienated from her 

as she cannot escape being identified as a mental patient. Once expelled, she faces social 

isolation and the group hysterical rituals of the asylum. As a mental patient she is 

alienated from the productive processes in the society, but she doesn’t experience 

alienation linked to physical and domestic labor. Through her dancing she expresses 
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desire for connection and even momentarily embodies the realization of her true nature. 

However, her desire is not socially acceptable, because it challenges class and gender 

divisions which preserve the sense of order in the peasant community and in the class 

divided society.  

The theorization of abjection from psychoanalysis reveals ways in which the 

order of a patriarchal society both shapes and determines the place of physicality in 

modern human experience. Based on the concepts of the lower stratum from Mikhail 

Bakhtin (1965) and abjection from Julia Kristeva (1980), I propose that the uninhibited 

expression of desire and exposure of body in Mats Ek’s choreography challenge the 

cultural sense of coherency, which depends on the binary separations between high and 

low, and the subject and the object.  

The Lower Stratum Physicality and Abjection 

In an interview from 1993, Mats Ek commented on modern dance’s focus on raw 

corporeality:  

That which made modern dance so innovative was that it worked with 
weight, both as a metaphor and as a physical reality. It affirms the internal 
organs, the innards, the genitalia, the dirt, the earth—it accepts the other 
side of man too, and of life, as opposed to classical dance.153 

 
Mats Ek’s choreography explores what literary theorist Mikhail Bakhtin describes as the 

“lower stratum” of the body.154 By creatively engaging with the lower stratum, Mats Ek’s 

heroine reverses the emphasis on lightness and airiness characteristic of the female soloist 

in the ballet blanc. According to Mikhail Bakhtin, the “material lower stratum” refers to 

the genitalia and areas of the body from which the bodily waste is expelled. Bakhtin 

describes the lower stratum as both “bodily grave” and “the fertilizing and generating 
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stratum.”155 Mats Ek’s Giselle moves low to the ground: she plunges into deep lunges, 

squats with her legs wide apart, crawls, and prostrates with the entire front surface of her 

body outstretched on the ground.  

The wealthy members of the business class perform ballet steps, reminiscent of a 

court dance. Their contact with the earth (ground) is limited to functional usage. They 

push through their feet in order to lift up. As they easily cover the stage with large steps 

and leaps, they show off their learned dignity, and proper bearing. The business class 

remains elevated as they explore the village. They rely on the lower stratum and earth to 

preserve proper codes of moving the upper body. Their movements are controlled and 

elegant. The earth, which presents a mode of subsistence for the agricultural community, 

is transformed into a necessary but overlooked physical support for the wealthy. But the 

eccentric Giselle presses her face against that same surface. When leaping and falling in 

the spurs of exuberant play, she spontaneously attaches and detaches from the ground, 

Mats Ek’s Giselle’s expresses curiosity about all the different facets of movement and 

explores varied relationships to gravity. She changes levels: from crawling to standing 

and from reaching high up and back to sensing the earth with her entire body. She twists 

and spins at midlevel and laterally expands into the open space. Poignantly, when Giselle 

presses the front of her body against the ground, she physically negates the social codes 

of both the rich and the poor. On the one hand, the contact with the earth is minimal for 

the wealthy visitors. One the other, it is unavoidable and bound to arduous work for the 

agricultural laborers.  

As noted above, the scenic design by Marie-Louise De Geer Bergenstrahle 

features a body which at the same time is a painting of a rustic landscape. The 
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background in dark green colors depicts a reclining nude woman as hills and valleys. 

This image informs the viewers’ perception of the dancing bodies, by accentuating the 

genital zones. By means of visual symbolism and kinetic uprooting of the hierarchies in 

the interactions between Giselle and the visitors from the city, Mats Ek acknowledges the 

inside life of the classed and gendered bodies. When letting the body move through space 

as if resisting the ordered vocabulary of classical dance, Mats Ek brings attention to the 

physical weight and the expressions of unrestrained affect that arise from the 

community’s repressed sexual drives.  

The choreographer’s comment about use of weight “both as a metaphor and as a 

physical reality” underscores that modern dance affirms the inner and lower bodily 

dimensions. Rather than creating an illusion of perfection out of the harmonious bodily 

movements, in Mats Ek’s choreography the modern-dance-inspired movement 

vocabulary overtly exposes bodily urges and needs. By keeping only the feet in 

prolonged contact with the ground, the high-class tourists preserve poise, a sense of 

hygiene, and the symbolic hierarchies within the body. The element of earth seen in the 

painted agricultural landscape of Act One is associatively linked to the lower stratum, the 

earth on which the body is spreading and, implicitly, to the dirt that covers the earth. In 

Purity and Danger (first published in 1966) the anthropologist Mary Douglas defines dirt 

in relation to an ordering system. Douglas writes: 

Dirt [then], is never a unique, isolated event. Where there is dirt there is 
system. Dirt is the by-product of a systematic ordering and classification 
of matter, in so far as ordering involves rejecting inappropriate elements. 
This idea of dirt takes us straight into the field of symbolism and promises 
a link-up with more obviously symbolic system of purity.156  
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For Douglas, dirt has to do with “the rejected elements of ordered systems.”157 Mats Ek 

explores this dimension of dirt through choreography itself. The dance Giselle performs 

corresponds to Douglas’s conceptualization of dirt. Giselle’s spiraling side steps, tilts of 

the torso, quick spins, internally rotated leg lifts, flexed feet, and circular movement 

pathway are erotic and mischievous because they derive from and yet contravene the 

unison dances performed by the rest of the cast. Rather than joining the peasants’ 

communal dancing at the beginning of Act One and the high-class ceremonial dancing 

towards the end of the same act, Giselle isolates the gestures from their choreography, 

mocks the orders of the steps, and repeats fragments from the regulated interactions 

between men and women to attract viewers’ attention.  

The rejection of the disorderly elements, which Douglas describes, reaches its 

culmination only in Act Two. Here, the rejected women are revealed as physically wild 

mental patients. They are dressed in the mental patients’ clothes. These costumes (by 

Marie-Louise De Geer Bergenstrahle) show that the women have become outcasts from 

normal society. Once labeled as the other in relation to the standard of normality, these 

women represent a fascinating but horrific comment on the limitations of a communal 

order. What is concealed in the villagers’ ordered society is rendered visible in dances of 

wilis (mental patients). Mainly, it is these women’s unrestrained, unregulated femininity 

that exceeds the symbolic laws and the productive rituals of Act One. The otherworldly, 

illicit femininity from the original 1841 libretto is transformed into a real-life problematic 

in Mats Ek’s ballet. The dancers of Act Two are women who were medically diagnosed, 

and thus, whose behavior was subjected to pathologization. All of them are placed in an 

isolated space of the mental hospital where their expressive capacities intensify. The 
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abjection of both illicit femininity and the desire for this illicit femininity connects the 

two versions of Giselle.  

In “Redeeming Giselle: Making Case for the Ballet We Love to Hate,” Jody 

Brumer158 analyzes role of wilis in the 1841 production of Giselle. Brumer applies Julia 

Kristeva’s psychoanalytic concept of abjection to the second act of the original Giselle. 

Brumer writes: 

Act II of Giselle mobilizes all the elements of the abject psychological 
economy. The Wilis dominate this act. They are both seductive women 
and repulsive corpses. As a Wili, and to the degree that she is subject to 
Myrtha’s power, Giselle herself is abject, but, as we shall see shortly, she 
is also an object of love. They promise pleasure but, at the same time, hold 
the threat of death. Albrecht finds himself caught in this dangerous web of 
abject desire when he is discovered by vengeful Wilis.159  

 

In Mats Ek’s Giselle the elements of the abject psychological economy Brumer describes 

are re-inscribed by means of raw affect. So the abject psychology remains, but the evoked 

images are radically altered. In the original version the wilis are airy, monstrous, dead 

dancers. They are mesmerizingly beautiful corpses that are brought to life by their love 

for dance and thirst for revenge. The wilis from the 1841 original ballet appear as ethereal 

creatures dressed in long romantic tutus. They move seamlessly on pointe and glide 

across the stage in the arabesque penchée position (standing on one foot, with the other 

leg lifted to the back and the body leaning forward). In Mats Ek’s choreography the wilis 

transform into powerful, muscular dancers, but their power is limited because they are 

incarcerated and medicated as mental patients. Myrtha, the queen, performs the role of 

the head nurse.  

I propose that the women’s dancing in Act Two of Mats Ek’s Giselle evokes as a 

subtext the residues of the nineteenth-century demonstrations of hysteria at Salpêtrière. 
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Act Two (1982) presents a sharp contrast to ballet blanc’s romanticized version of female 

abjection that one witnesses in 1841 version. The hyper-expressive women from the 1982 

Giselle are eroticized through the visibility of their bodies. Like Charcot’s hysterics, these 

modern wilis show signs of pain through gestures and grimaces. Rather than emerging 

from the tomb, the heroine wakes up after the medical treatment. In Mats Ek’s version as 

well as in the original, in Act Two Albrecht is still infatuated with Giselle. In both 

versions, the focus on emotion transforms Giselle’s abject status into a sublime 

expression of the phantasy of feminine monstrosity. The mad women evoke a range of 

historical phantasies, such as terror caused by the snake-headed Medusa who turns men 

into stones or the moral monstrosity of the beautiful seductress Salome. The detached 

sense of beauty, which surfaces when least expected, that is, after the shock treatment, 

confirms rather than denies the abject status of the heroine of Mats Ek’s ballet. Her 

bodily sensuality and beauty, her dedication to dance, and her romantic feelings appear 

out of place within the corrective apparatus of a psychiatric institution. Accordingly, 

Albrecht’s lingering desire for Giselle and his visit to the female psychiatric hospital in 

order to remain near her accentuate the dispersal of abjection among the dancers. When 

Albrecht exits the hospital, he transforms from a man desiring a female abject (Giselle) 

into a social abject, someone who threatens the established schedules and ways of being 

in one’s body. The audience sees him in an altered state, as an undressed lonely figure 

moving slowly and sensually while the working people of the village are waking up.  

Based on my viewing analysis of Mats Ek’s Giselle, I propose that the depiction 

of the main character’s psychological state as ambiguous in relationship to the viewing 

other challenges coherency of representations,  Julia Kristeva’s writing on abjection 
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offers an insight into why the female madness depicted in Giselle contests the established 

modes of perception and the clear-cut separation between the subject and the object. In 

Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection (first published in 1980) Kristeva writes: “The 

abject is not an ob-ject facing me, which I name or imagine.”160Although the abject is 

opposed to the “I” of the spectator in a way of an external object, it does not allow for an 

unambiguous separation between the perceiver and the perceived. That is, the abject 

challenges one’s autonomy as a spectator. According to Kristeva, the abject lies outside 

semantic rules; “it draws one toward the place where meaning collapses.”161 The gestures 

of Mats Ek’s Giselle abound in potential meanings, but their expressive capacity 

challenges the unambiguous interpretation of human movements and separate gestures. 

Giselle’s gestures at times suggest a desire to escape the confines of her community, the 

joy of meeting someone new to the community, coquettishness, humor, simulation, 

struggle with the coercive apparatus of the hospital, symptomatic expression of pain, and 

eventually love beyond the pleasure of an illicit affair. However, without reflecting on the 

social relationships portrayed in the ballet, Giselle’s movement vocabulary appears 

intense without causality, and unconcerned with functional communication through 

movement. Only when the class and gender insignia in the ballet are recognized in 

costumes, sets, and signature movements for each character, Giselle’s expressive 

excesses take on a profound socio-political dimension. Giselle collapses, pauses, turns 

her back to the audience and to her partners, and modifies the familiar dancing steps. She 

physically denies respect to those of higher rank willing to dance with her. Based on 

Kristeva’s conceptualization, Giselle’s dancing can be understood as abject because it 

transgresses spatial and symbolic divisions and resists cohering into an interpretable 
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object for a viewing subject. Male sexual desire is also transformed into abject  desire due 

to class and gender politics. During both acts, Albrecht is persistently enchanted by an 

eccentric dancing girl from a village. In Act Two, he follows this girl to the hospital. His 

curiosity about the female mental hospital renders his desire from Act One abject. In Act 

Two, one understands that Albrecht from the outset avoided the solutions that society 

offered him. He rejected the company of his equals and of his refined fiancée. While 

Albrecht showed off his cultivation in order to win Giselle’s heart by performing elegant 

leaps and dainty pirouettes, he clandestinely learned some of her gestures. Once 

Albrecht’s recognition of Giselle’s unique ways of moving when attracting his attention 

enabled him to lift her into the air and eventually take the lead in what appear as 

grotesque commentaries on the classical pas de deux. His lover’s gender behavior was 

from the beginning ambiguous. She is outgoing and provocative, but she easily 

relinquishes control. The paradoxical qualities of her physicality bring Albrecht back to 

her like to a magnet. In Act Two, the class separation that kept Giselle’s and Albrecht’s 

dancing distinct from each other collapses even more. Like in the original version of 

Giselle, the duets between Giselle and Albrecht intensify in the eerie setting (in the 1982 

version the hospital instead of a graveyard) where there is no hope for a lawful romantic 

relationship between the man and the woman. However, while in the 1841 version the 

meeting of the two lovers in Act Two takes place after Giselle’s death and thus 

Albrecht’s desire is a desire for a dead heroine, in the 1982 reimagining Albrecht faces 

his love’s psychiatric confinement in the modern clinic. In this case being confined to the 

clinic equals social death. The female community of the insane inmates and nurses, like 

the heterosexual village, is governed by distinct laws that both Albrecht and the 
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spectators are not fully familiar with, and which they can only intuit. The laws of the 

asylum are unquestionably different from the ones from the village community. These 

institutional laws do not preserve boundaries between the internal life of the patients and 

their outward behavior. This collapse of binaries indicates abjection as conceptualized by 

Kristeva. The patients’ inner psychic life of phantasies and visions is expressed in an 

embodied way, and thus rendered accessible to the viewing other. As a viewer, one 

senses the turbulences in the patient-dancers’ psychosomatic inner lives, which they 

project outward in a forceful way. 

Kristeva explains how a lack of boundary between the inside and the outside 

brings about the collapse of meaning and challenges the subject’s autonomy. In Giselle, 

what Kristeva describes appears in relation to the illicit desires of an illegitimate 

heterosexual couple. The romantic love between a high-born businessman and a mad 

peasant girl who is transformed by the modern field of psychiatry into a hysterical mental 

patient collapses the proper gender roles and challenges ideas on matrimony. They are 

faithful to each other, and yet this faithfulness is not linked to marriage laws.  

Giselle’s hysteria expresses both the rejection of their love by society and the 

non-verbal residues of gender and class conflicts. The moments of mental breakdown, 

when Giselle ceases to communicate with the world, present culminations of the 

heroine’s resistance to the restrictions on her existential freedom. A passage from 

Kristeva’s essay on abjection “Neither Subject nor Object” unravels the relation between 

the preverbal corporeal experience and the role of abjection in the experience of inner 

revolt. In Mats Ek’s choreography the feeling of abjection is experienced by Giselle and 

directed towards the oppressive reality she grew up in (the peasant community).  
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There looms, within abjection, one of those violent, dark revolts of being, 
directed against a threat that seems to emanate from an exorbitant outside 
or inside, ejected beyond the scope of the possible, the tolerable, the 
thinkable. It lies there, quite close, but it cannot be assimilated. It 
beseeches, worries, and fascinates desire, which, nevertheless, does not let 
itself be seduced. Apprehensive, desire turns aside; sickened, it rejects. A 
certainty protects it from the shameful—a certainty of which it is proud 
holds on to it. But simultaneously, just the same, that impetus, that spasm, 
that leap is drawn toward an elsewhere as tempting as it is condemned. 
Unflaggingly, like an inescapable boomerang, a vortex of summons and 
repulsion places one haunted by it literally beside himself.162 
 

Mats Ek’s Giselle starts with a moment similar to what Kristeva describes. In the 

beginning of the first act Giselle is kept tied up by the villagers. Her whole corporeal 

being rejects the confinement and, later, the advances of Hilarion, who attempts to keep 

her constrained. However, at the end of the ballet, the experience of abjection is relegated 

to Albrecht, who after a night spent in the mental hospital reflects on his experience 

through movement. His nudity appears as a visceral response to the collapse of meaning 

he had faced while in the hospital. Giselle’s delirious state after a psychiatric treatment 

rekindled Albrecht’s troubling desire and his uninhibited, visceral response to that desire. 

Albrecht appears both identified with and terrified by Giselle’s dancing in the asylum. 

His own identity as a wealthy traveler visiting a rural landscape dissolves. Because in 

Mats Ek’s version both Hilarion and Albrecht decide to enter the hospital and cross the 

line that separates the mental patients from the normative subjects, the class separation 

between the two is blurred. The two men explore the lower stratum of physicality and 

experiences linked to abjection together with the incarcerated women. The 

intertwinement between the two men of different class standing and the incarnated 

women indicates that overt feminine sexuality on the one hand and the symbolic laws 
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linked to the separation of genders on the other can prompt frequent diagnosis of mental 

illness in women, due to a need to avoid social scandals.  

The peasant community which participates in the obligatory labor in the fields and 

in households acts according to prescriptions for healthy living in the agricultural 

community. As noted, Mats Ek portrays community that is concerned with agricultural 

production and biological reproduction. However, the relationship of members of the 

community to Giselle is revealing. Their anger demonstrates that the pleasures of 

unrestrained bodily expression and free sexual communication with their partners is not 

part of their lives. I propose that Mats Ek shows the low-class workers as victims of 

alienation. Most of the time they remain disconnected from their true desires and from 

the pleasures of its embodied expression. The class and gender divisions explored 

choreographically by Mats Ek in a physical way expose the problem of labor 

alienation163 in modern society. Rather than explaining the problems, Mats Ek stages 

them and allows the viewers to see how the characters physically struggle through socio-

political problems. 

Labor Conditions and Oppression 

Mats Ek sets his Giselle in contemporary times but depicts an archaic community which 

places the greatest emphasis on farming and procreation. For the underprivileged 

agricultural laborers, romantic love is a sentiment that belongs to those who can afford to 

elevate themselves beyond their material needs. Giselle is one of the villagers, that is, a 

low-class woman, and her overt desires and kinetic freedom have no real place in a 

community which sustains itself on physical labor. The villagers meet these qualities in 
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their Giselle with coldness, even aggression. At first, a villager (Hilarion) attempts to 

prevent her from moving around. Eventually, the villagers communally banish her from 

the village. In Marx on Gender and the Family (2012) the political scientist Heather A. 

Brown comments on the rapport between labor alienation and gender: “Men and women 

always exist and interact within concrete circumstances mediated by definite social 

relations.”164 Brown points out that Marx saw the relationship between men and women 

as indicative of “the general degree of alienation.”165 In Mats Ek’s re-imagining of the 

romantic ballet Giselle, the expressions of the troubled gender interactions reveal the role 

the division of labor plays in a gendered, classed society. 

On the one hand Mats Ek presents a small, rural working-class community where 

the division of labor is based on gender. The women participate in the agricultural labor, 

but their main concern is biological reproduction. Mats Ek’s choreographic 

problematizing of gender division opens up the question of women’s oppression within 

labor processes. The sociologist Lise Vogel (1983) explains: “Reproduction of labor 

power is a condition of production, for it reposits or replaces the labor power necessary 

for production.”166 Thus, women’s private sphere, that is, the time spent in the household, 

does not really belong to them, since they have to remain concerned with re-positing and 

re-placing the labor power. Women guarantee the continuation of the productive 

processes by sustaining their household. As unemployed workers they take care of the 

household consumption, and give birth to the new working force.  

On the other hand, in Mats Ek’s choreography, the visitors to the village are the 

members of a wealthy business elite. The members of the elite do not need to perform 

physical labor for their economic survival. The representatives of the higher strata take 
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care of how they move and position their bodies based on gendered social codes 

belonging to those segments of society that manage, rather than physically participate in, 

production. Their movements appear free of biological motivation. Nevertheless, for their 

social survival they have to both impose their presence among the more corporeally 

driven working class and indicate through their attitude and gestures that they control the 

means of production and thus are empowered regardless of their physical prowess. A 

high-class woman (Bathilde) has to travel to find her wandering fiancé. She works hard at 

preserving the understated body language expected by the women of her standing. 

Bathilde’s dancing and interactions with the male members of her class and with Giselle 

show that elegant appearance and purposeful gestures are significant for her role. She is 

elegantly dressed and preserves a proud bearing even when experiencing jealousy and 

fear of loss. Her movements are expressive and elongated. Though she collapses in her 

upper body, her legwork remains controlled and strong. When Bathilde encounters her 

fiancé Albrecht, she folds over him, while he shows his noble remorse by embracing her 

lower body. The villagers greet the wealthy visitors with a jubilant dance that celebrates 

life‘s natural cycles. Thus, with an intentional display of naïve sincerity they offer their 

dancing skills for the urban class’s viewing consumption. In contrast, Giselle acts 

spontaneously. She looks inquisitively at Bathilde, who has reclined on one of the huge 

village eggs representing fertility. Later, she even touches Bathilde’s palm. When Giselle 

realizes that Bathilde and Albrecht are a couple, she physically separates them, thus 

transgressing the class division that would prevent her from intervening. 

Giselle’s relentless, expressive dancing and visceral interactions through touch 

transform her from an eccentric feminine presence into a paradigm of the repressed 
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desires of both genders. These desires indicate the alienation that occurs within physical 

and mental labor that is required from both classes. It appears that unconsciously the 

members of the rich class want to relate to the rural other on the physical level, as if they 

could in that way free themselves from the meanings attached to their elevated status. 

While the business class is on vacation, the peasants work hard but at the same time 

attempt to present the agricultural area they inhabit as an attractive vacation spot for the 

urban elites. Giselle desires attention, and is thus, at least temporarily, contributing to the 

appeal of the rural community. Yet her overpowering desire to be sexually and 

existentially free separates her from the others. Martin Spångberg points out Giselle’s 

relationship to her community in terms of her allure for the members of the higher class 

and in regard to her rejection of social norms: “The peasants use her as a way of 

improving their own situation in society, and when she threatens to leave their 

community they have to punish her.”167 For an uneducated rural community, confinement 

in an asylum and lobotomy are equivalent to the mythical punishment of women for their 

unregulated actions and sexual and domestic behavior. Giselle does not willingly obey 

the rules of her community. As a poor peasant girl and an enchanting dancer she is 

allowed to attract the attention of those with means to improve the economy of the rural 

area. However, Giselle is in trouble when she falls in love. Spångberg encapsulates this 

problematic: 

She doesn’t understand why she can’t love Albrecht simply because he 
had been raised in another class. And why does Hilarion want to stifle her 
passion? She doesn’t abandon her own class; she doesn’t fear the 
consequences of her love.168 
 

Yet, Giselle — a girl who was raised in a community surviving through hard but 

underdeveloped agricultural labor is unapologetic about her love for a man from a higher 
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class. Giselle appears rebellious and unique, but her desire for Albrecht and rejection of 

the low-class Hilarion make her vulnerable to the expectations for the women of both 

classes. The movements of her body make visible the conflicts underlying the labor 

dynamics in a class-divided society. Giselle’s dancing presents both creative labor and an 

instance of alienation in which she loses control. Her alienation is more acute and thus 

more accessible for the audience’s sympathy, because she is not able to hide behind the 

steps and activities representing the acceptance of social laws and participation in labor. 

In the encounters with her own gender (the peasant women, Bathilde, other patients, the 

head nurse) and with the other gender (Hilarion, Albrecht, the peasant men, the men 

accompanying Bathilde), Giselle literally, in her dancing, collides with the unconscious 

beliefs of society. At the end of Act One, when Giselle’s native community condemns her 

to a mental asylum, that is, a psychiatric establishment which uses modern medical 

techniques to bring a subject back into alignment with social hierarchy, her lover 

Albrecht, although a member of a higher class, also risks social condemnation. 

From the beginning of the ballet, Albrecht shows signs of eccentric individuality. 

Due to his nonchalant bearing, Albrecht presents a figure akin to Baudelaire’s flâneur. 

According to Walter Benjamin’s reading of Baudelaire, the flâneur signifies urban 

alienation.169 The flâneur is aware of alienation in the productive processes. Thus, he tries 

to escape the bondage of conventional work ethic and seeks ways to experience pleasure 

in the estranged society. Since Albrecht acts like a flâneur, he moves inconspicuously, 

finds enjoyment whenever possible, shows off his social skill, but avoids psychological 

entanglements. Like Giselle, although isolated, Albrecht in Act One cannot but physically 

express his existential urges and desire for enjoyment. As the figure of the flâneur 
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illustrates, leisure time for the relatively wealthy single men presents an area of potential 

moral conflict within a productive, work-oriented, bourgeois society. The question of 

“free” sexuality for men and paid entertainment offered in the urban hubs can be traced 

back to the mid-nineteenth century, when the original ballet Giselle was produced. Felicia 

McCarren explains the role that the affluent male supporters of the romantic ballet played 

through the example of Albrecht. “Prince Albrecht, in this reading [based on Théophile 

Gauthier’s accounts], would represent a dandy of the Jockey Club, who comes to the 

Opéra to choose a mistress as he would choose a race horse, and he is not destroyed by 

his passion for the dancer, perhaps because someone must live to pay the Opéra bills.”170 

McCarren places emphasis on the economic reasons for Albrecht’s survival. Mats Ek’s 

version also implies the economic logic of characters’ behavior. After Albrecht has 

survived a terrifying night in the mental institution, he can continue his vacation. 

Therefore, tourism in the peasant community can still benefit from him. In both the 

romantic and 1982 versions Albrecht stays alive. However, Mats Ek alters the ending by 

adding an encounter between the two men from different classes (Hilarion and Albrecht). 

In this encounter, the high-class man is seen by the low-class peasant after the former has 

stripped himself. Albrecht’s nudity is both a physiological necessity after a night with his 

lover in the female lunatic asylum and allegorical. That is, the scene becomes an allegory 

of Albrecht’s search for self-realization beyond class-based insignia. For the first time in 

choreography, he appears unrestrained by the demands on his appearance and style. His 

experience of selfless love for Giselle has created space for a moment of unguarded 

physical freedom. His movements are unrestrained, as if he could erase his class identity. 

By covering Albrecht’s body Hilarion indicates the continuation of the social relationship 
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even after an encounter with psychiatric power and female physical resistance to 

normative roles given to women by society.  

Historically, in the modern capitalist society, if women did not take on normative 

roles, they had far fewer economic and professional choices than men.171 As corporeally 

free performers they easily transform into fetishized objects for viewers’ consumption. 

According to McCarren, in the Giselle from 1841 the dancing of the wilis indicates the 

fetishization of the female body by rich patrons. The fetishized femininity that the 

romantic ballet presented embodied the contrast between the “cult of domesticity”172 for 

the bourgeois women and sexual desire. The vacation in an exotic village that Mats Ek 

depicts alludes to a search for corporeal freedom that the business class hoped to find in 

uncultivated nature and the unrestrained movement of the dancers. McCarren offers the 

historical background for the dancers’ appeal during leisure hours of well-to-do patrons. 

McCarren writes: “The typical dancer of the Opéra of the 1840s was a lower-class 

woman dancing for an upper-class, largely male audience, and angling for a wealthy 

patron; the Wilis, poor girls who died because they loved to ‘dance too much’ are aptly 

represented by the lower-class urban ‘rat’ of the Opéra, named for her impoverished 

existence as a parasite of the institution.”173 With the rise of the leisured middle class, the 

transgressive charm of a low-class female entertainer created a jarring contrast to the 

virtuous ideals for women taking the roles of mothers, sisters, spouses, and daughters 

within a family.174 In the past, middle-class women often stayed at home and were 

expected to wait patiently for the men who provided material support for the family, and 

hoped for household harmony in return. These bourgeois ideals for women were 

historically linked to the “cult of domesticity.”175 The literature scholar Kurt Heinzelman 
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explains the “cult of domesticity” in relation to moral values for both genders in an 

economically advanced society, in which alienation of labor has already taken place: 

[T]he critical point is that the cultic valorizing of the household and of 
“homecoming” evolves by definition only after commodity production has 
been separated from the home. The cult of domesticity was a replacement 
for or sublimation of the family as a viable, self-sustaining economic 
entity; it thus depended upon a division of female and male labor while 
female economic activity was regarded as reproductive, whether literally 
in the case of childbearing or metaphorically in the form of service-based 
employment such as nanny, maid, governess, or indeed houseworker in 
general.176 

 

Although Mats Ek sets Act One of his ballet in an isolated agricultural community, not an 

urban middle-class milieu as in Kurt Heinzelman’s example, the division of labor in Act 

One is also based on gender separation rather than the historical family as a “self-

sustaining economic entity” in which all the members contribute to the economic survival. 

As noted above, women’s labor in Act One is limited by the goal of biological 

reproduction. It is only in the mental hospital that women, besides being patients who 

have failed in the achievement of “the cult of domesticity” and acceptance in their 

patriarchal communities, can become aware of the political oppression to which they 

were subjected in their lives prior to incarceration. Their communal corporeal rebellion 

testifies to a painfully earned psychosomatic awareness. 

Giselle’s transgressive femininity and need for physical expression bring up the 

question of how gender relates to economically driven labor, and how the physical labor 

of dance relates to feminine desire for expression. Here, an account from the feminist 

scholar Juliet Mitchell allows for historical analysis of the dynamics of gender and class 

relations in labor. In Women: The Longest Revolution (first published in 1966) Juliet 

Mitchell points out that women’s subservient position in economically developing 
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societies (often depending solely on agricultural production) had to do with the difference 

in the physiological constitution between the two sexes. However, she also notes that 

“[i]n many peasant societies, women have worked in the fields as much as or more than 

men.”177 Mitchell explains how oppression historically affected the necessary division of 

labor: “Social coercion has interplayed with the straightforward division of labour, based 

on biological capacity, for a greater extent than usually admitted.”178 As I emphasized in 

my analysis, Mats Ek’s Giselle does not share the “biological capacity” of her co-

villagers. This and her disobedience to the economical imperatives of the community 

become a rational for her banishment. She does not share with the other women 

reproductive capacity, which in a patriarchal society is necessary for a woman to serve 

her main social function. The other women exclude the eccentric, barren Giselle from 

their feminine rituals, but it is left to men to punish her by expelling her from the 

community once she opens up her emotions towards the wealthy tourists. The women 

recognize that she challenges the “cult of domesticity” both in the village context and in 

relation to the urban visitors. But the peasant men represent the social law that confirms 

the division between classes. Giselle has transgressed the unwritten rules of behavior for 

her class first by having an emotional affair with a high-class man and second by 

attempting to physically separate him from his official fiancée.  

To summarize how choreography triggers political questioning, I will re-examine 

the plot, choreographic choices for the protagonists, and the critical significations behind 

them. Giselle in Mats Ek’s choreography is capable of imitating both the ritual couple 

dancing of her class and the lightness and ease of the higher classes. This ability renders 

her attractive as a dancer. Potentially, she could bring rich patrons to her community by 
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dancing for them. However, the romantic love that began through dancing could also 

block an economic liaison between the rural workers and the business class in search of 

pleasure. Giselle presents a contestation of the value system of the community to which 

she belongs. She fails to fully perform any role her class members attempt to assign her. 

She does not want to be courted by Hilarion; she is not able to make her own family; she 

does not become a detached entertainer for urban visitors to the village. Mitchell writes 

that “the working class as workers against the bourgeois middle class resolves the 

contradiction between men and women workers, but in their social relationship as men 

and women within their class, the contradiction remains.”179 So although members of the 

working class participate together in production, in the domestic sphere they are 

separated based on gender. Within the lower class, the dancer threatens both productive 

and reproductive spheres, especially if she does not contribute to the economical 

betterment of the community by using her physical technique and appeal to gain attention. 

The wellbeing of the rich middle class to which Albrecht and Bathilde belong depends on 

ownership and social connections rather than physical labor. Giselle shows the dancer’s 

contradictory relationship to corporeal labor. On the one hand, dancing is a physically 

difficult activity, which often had to be practiced under physically harsh conditions, that 

is, on hard floors, in inadequate temperatures, without medical assistance or proper 

nutrition. In this aspect, dance is historically related to the hardships of both physical 

workers in the factories and peasants in the agricultural communities. On the other hand, 

dancing stands for the ideals of beauty and ephemerality, but also uninhibited expression 

for women. As McCarren points out in the quotation above, dance performances as 

cultural commodities were geared towards leisure-hour consumption by the middle class. 
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Historically, the rise of the middle class’s taste for beauty and entertainment can be 

traced to a separation between home and work, and woman’s assignment to home.180 

While high-class women were bound in their aesthetic preferences to fashion and interior 

decoration of their homes,181 men could in a less inhibited way explore beauty outside in 

the social world outside the family. Juliet Mitchell explains: “The new contradiction is a 

heightened one because their [the middle class’s] class unity rests on their social 

differences—in the middle class, the woman’s place in the home is the condition of the 

man’s place in society, and vice versa.”182 So the gender separation is reflected in how 

men and women relate to the social world. When in Mats Ek’s Giselle Albrecht leaves his 

fiancée alone, he does not immediately return home. Rather, he engages in masculine, 

middle-class activities: getting to know an exotic, rural community and exploring a 

sexual relationship with an unrestrained peasant girl. However, Mats Ek shows that once 

Albrecht’s emotions get involved, he cannot separate himself from the turbulence caused 

by love. The institutionalization of Giselle moves this young man to acknowledge 

critically and viscerally his own repression and class conditioning.  

Mats Ek indicates the historical processes underlying the ways dancers’ 

movement is performed and received. By choreographing an emotionally absorbing 

romantic relationship that reflects and reacts to class and gender divisions and psychiatric 

power over the oppressed, Mats Ek provides an insight into the residues of nineteenth-

century ideologies. The feminist writer Elaine Showalter offers a background for the hold 

these old ideologies can still have on labor division. As Showalter demonstrates, the late 

nineteenth-century theories of sexual difference, which were deemed scientific, marked 

women as being biologically complementary, but not equal, to men. “[W]omen were 
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mentally constituted to take care of children, as well as physically constituted to give 

birth.”183 Doctors Henry Maudsley and T. S. Clouston shared a position that women are 

naturally fitted for domestic work.184 Psychiatry followed these medical theories on 

natural gender constitution and advised against women working competitively in the 

social sphere.185 “Woman’s work was clearly motherhood, which fulfilled and exercised 

her nature as it also served the needs of society and the race.”186 Thus, the nineteenth-

century middle-class woman’s assignment to the domestic sphere was of primary 

importance, not only because it fitted what science saw as the inherent feminine nature, 

but also because it was a way of promoting social and racial domination. “Mental 

breakdown, then, would come when women defied their “nature,” attempted to compete 

with men instead of serving them, or sought alternatives or even additions to their 

maternal functions.”187 Restless activity was one of main symptoms of mental breakdown. 

Thus, the middle-class female desire to move physically, rather than calmly following 

prescribed routines, appeared threatening to the nineteenth century medical establishment. 

Based on the writing of Elaine Showalter, I propose that the hysterical chorea and 

dancing of the middle-class women reflects the repressed desire of the middle class to 

corporeally participate in both physical labor and social life. In Mats Ek’s Giselle creative 

work and erotic desire are more available to the low-class, mentally unstable heroine than 

to Bathilde, who is restrained by the conventions of her class. However, both women do 

not fully participate in the competitive worlds of economic progress and social politics. 

Giselle impresses Bathilde through her honest curiosity and playful transitions from 

peasants’ gestures to exaggerated imitation of the high-class feminine subtlety. Bathilde 

is both privileged and restricted by her birth and social upbringing in a way Giselle is not. 
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Nevertheless, both are excluded from direct decision making and physical execution of 

decisions. In contrast, the female peasants as a collective participate in the expulsion of 

Giselle. Here they show their power as a group, but also their alienation from their desire 

outside reproductive labor. It is only in Act Two, which is set in the mental asylum, that 

one witnesses the reconciliation between the physical labor — women carry, protect, and 

move each other — and repressed feminine sexuality. The asylum represents an enclosed, 

imaginative space with internal rules independent of class divisions. Paradoxically, in this 

strange but controlled space women can find forms of collaboration easier than in the 

seemingly free normative world. As Juliet Mitchell points out, the lack of female 

participation in what politically and economically matters for the society “unifies women 

across class lines.”188 In Mats Ek’s version, the mad women dance for the two male 

spectators from the different classes, who cannot help but physically contribute to the 

creation of a shared embodied commentary on gender division. Thus, these two men, who 

are moved by their sexual love, transcend mere desire and act in solidarity with the 

incarcerated women. They take part in women’s physical and emotional suffering and 

creative labor as dancers. For one night men and women act as equals. Act Two of Mats 

Ek’s choreography indicates how equality as a performed principle within theatrical 

dance can inform social counter-practices that aim towards transformation of inequality. 

In order to join knowledge gained from Mats Ek’s re-visioning of a romantic ballet with 

an understanding of the complexities that arise when attempting to practice equality 

within a modern, capitalist society, I turn to feminist and philosophical investigations of 

the principle and idea equality. 
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Concept of Equality, Problems of Inequality, and Goals of Feminism  

Juliet Mitchell examines the role equality played in the early feminist movement.189 

“Certainly both the history of feminism and the ideology of equality in general and for 

women in particular offer a monument to the law of uneven development.”190 Mitchell 

cites the German socialist August Bebel (1840-1913), who pointed out that the 

introduction of Equal Pay Acts did not guarantee that the female workers would be 

equally paid.191 Equality in modern Western democracies is bound to the goal of equal 

status under the law for all citizens. However, the change in actual social practice is not 

as certain as the word of law. Mitchell explains the relationship between liberal 

democratic capitalist societies and the theoretical objective of equality for all humans:  

Equality as a principle — never as a practice — has been an essential part 
of the political ideology of all democratic capitalist societies since their 
inception. In being this it has expressed both the highest aspiration and the 
grossest limitation of that type of society.192 

 
I apply Mitchell’s theoretical explication to the 1982 Giselle. Mats Ek sets the ballet 

Giselle in a contemporary setting, that is, in a “democratic capitalist society” rather than 

the mythicized feudal Germany of the original libretto. In this Giselle there is no 

bloodline-based inequality, yet the protagonists do not interact like equals. They are 

divided by class. The local community has to work physically to survive, while the 

wealthy visitors have the time and means to explore ways of experiencing nature and 

pleasure in an underdeveloped rural community. While these class/economic dynamics 

are implicated in the dancers’ appearance, the choreography centers on dynamics within 

the struggle for gender equality. Mårten Spångberg remarks on this latter aspect of Mats 

Ek’s approach: “[H]e disturbs the male/female hierarchies of the pas de deux in a way 

that on the one hand might upset the conservative ballet audience but on the other speak 
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to today’s questions about gender.”193 In contrast to the pas de deux style of the original 

romantic ballet, Mats Ek’s female heroine pulls her partner by the hand to make him 

dance with her, takes his jacket off, slides between his legs, pulls off his sash and plays 

with it, gently manipulates his body, supports him when he backbends, and warmly 

embraces him. It would seem that Giselle can express her love without reserve. However, 

when her fellow villager Hilarion appears, he ties a rope around her waist and puts her 

back into the position in which she found herself prior to successfully freeing herself. 

Why might these gender dynamics informed by class and gender conflicts be disturbing 

to the “conservative ballet audience,” as Spångberg proposes?194 First, Mats Ek’s Giselle 

does not appear to be moved by faith in sacred grace. Unlike her romantic predecessor, 

who to a modern eye might appear as an enchantingly receptive, saintly victim, this new 

Giselle embodies through dancing an aspiration towards gender equality. Mats Ek’s 

heroine openly protests against her oppressed status in the village. Not only is Giselle 

bolder and more openly transgressive than the girl with the weak heart who loved to 

dance from the 1841 version; Hilarion and the peasants are also much more physical in 

their attempts to constrain her. As they struggle to survive on a day-to-day basis, their 

reactions imply the physical power of the oppressed classes. They are too isolated and 

used to their daily rituals to feel hope for equality with the wealthy urban population. 

Giselle’s aspiration towards equality presents a challenge to everyone onstage, both high- 

and low-class. However, it is physically restricted only by the members of her 

community. The peasants literally control her movement, and eventually take her to a 

segregated institution. Thus, the heroine who expresses aspiration towards equality in Act 

One becomes a patient in Act Two. Surprisingly, from this new social position she can 
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change the behavior of the two men from different classes. In order to meet her again, 

they both willingly cross the boundary that separates the free citizens from the 

incarcerated patients.  

By means of non-verbal expression, the 1982 Giselle addresses the concerns of 

gender theory of the 1980s. In particular, it brings attention to the historical struggle for 

equality in light of gender differences. From the late twentieth-century feminist point of 

view, equality under the law is not the only concern for women (in many countries major 

legal improvements in women’s rights as equal citizens already took place in the early 

twentieth century). The emphasis is on the social acceptance of gender and situational 

differences. The critical dictionary Feminism and Psychoanalysis (entry by Elizabeth 

Guild, edited by Elizabeth Wright) explains how Anglo-American and French feminists 

in the 1980s hoped to replace equality as the leading idea within the feminist discourse 

with the idea of “thinking difference positively.”  

Less emphasis was to be placed on equality with men, more on women’s 
difference from them, thereby moving beyond the principle of identity, 
and beyond negative difference (women are different, that is, not men), 
towards ways of thinking difference positively and, later, deconstructively, 
in terms other than those of the founding hierarchical oppositions of 
Western thought. However, even when “woman” and “man” were 
understood as cultural constructions rather than essentialist categories, the 
conceptual framework was characteristically empirical, and the relativity 
and radical potential of “difference” for thinking about gender were not 
fully realized. Nor were its political implication: while invoking 
“experiential diversity” (Barrett, 1987, p. 39), arguments failed adequately 
to acknowledge situational differences among women.195 

 
“Thinking difference positively” and positing the differential element outside the binary 

split — the one which traditionally gave value to the one side and devalued its opposite 

— alter the ways in which one performs and reads body language. In Act One, Mats Ek’s 

choreography for Giselle destabilizes hierarchies of high vs. low, feminine vs. masculine, 
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and moral vs. amoral. This destabilization is very concrete, rendered apparent through 

performer’s physical practice. The dancer moves low to the ground and performs 

masculine jumps. She takes on the virtuous role of a selfless lover, while openly 

contradicting moral representations of idealized female goodness by acting in an overtly 

sexualized manner. In the romantic imagination, a good, pure heroine would behave in a 

saintly, ethereal way, like the heroines of ballet blanc, while the more erotic femme fatale 

would be associated with danger, and even sin. Mats Ek’s Giselle escapes the two binary 

images. What Elisabeth Guild calls the “political implication” of women’s (in this case 

Giselle’s) difference surfaces when a spectator becomes aware of the social and 

economic relationships which structure Giselle’s dancing. As a member of the 

community of low-class physical workers who is not deemed capable of participation in 

labor, Giselle gets to dance but needs to remain restrained in her expression. Once she 

faces the rich visitors, Giselle embodies “positive difference.” Her dancing differs from 

the socially accepted behaviors for both classes. However, it is only when she becomes 

incarcerated that Giselle fully expresses her difference, since she finds herself in a world 

where regulating social judgments do not apply. The mental asylum presents a liminal 

space in which patients’ differences surface in a corporeal way. The female affect and 

sexuality are brought to the foreground. One could conclude that women dominate 

physically and emotionally the two men looking for the girl they both fancied. However, 

the female patients’ chances for prosperous existence and co-habitation with the other 

gender are greatly reduced once they are incarcerated. The fact that these women can 

express their difference only in a highly regulated space points to the problem noted by 

Elisabeth Guild. In her writing on the place of difference in 1980s feminism, Guild 
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suggests that when replacing the concept of “equality” with “difference,” the feminists 

bypassed the question of “situational difference.” Guild stresses the importance of agency. 

When women who do not fit into their communities become mental patients, from the 

performative point of view they gain in charismatic intensity. However, since they are 

closed off, they almost completely lose their potential for large-scale political agency.196 

The charismatic aspect, which is easily marginalized from the political activist’s point of 

view, plays a role in Mats Ek’s choreography. The patients dance like modern martyrs, 

who bring attention to themselves and by doing so invite society to reflect on the 

problems of repression and inequality. The solutions to social problems proposed by 

traditional psychiatry rely mainly on pacification of the individuals via prescribed drugs, 

invasive therapy, and limitations imposed on their social interactions and mobility.197 

These solutions bypass the circumstances that led the patients to display symptoms of 

mental illness. The mentally ill women in Mats Ek’s Giselle express overtly, through 

their bodies, repressed gender difference. Because of this exposure, they have lost direct 

access to productive processes (as paid laborers) and social interactions (as spouses, 

caretakers, and friends). As Martin Spångberg emphasizes, Mats Ek gives communicative 

power to his heroine’s transformation in the mental asylum. From the asylum, Giselle can 

communicate the experience of social inequality that led her to express an acute, visceral 

appreciation of liberating, embodied existence as a dancer. The two male protagonists 

(Albrecht and Hilarion) begin to understand themselves as social subjects who desire 

corporeal freedom in their encounter with this woman, who had to give up on her own 

realization as a normative female subject. For Hilarion the social awareness brings him 
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back to his obligations, but for Albrecht, who has forsaken his high status, things appear 

muddled. Spångberg writes:  

 [W]hen first Hilarion and later Albrecht visit her [Giselle] she makes 
them understand the essence of life. She lets Hilarion escape — in the eyes 
of Mats Ek he is not to be punished because his behavior is determined by 
his class — but Albrecht is literally stripped naked and perhaps also left in 
the hospital. The ending is open and the question is put to the audience: 
how would you react?198  
 

Spångberg proposes that Giselle’s madness makes a profound impact on those close to 

her. Although Mats Ek’s Giselle is a sexually active, sensual woman, whose expressivity 

is so powerful that it is not stopped by the patriarchal tradition, she also acts like the 

normative community’s scapegoat. Thus, as an audience member one faces moral doubts 

of a normative community: “Should Giselle be left in an asylum where she encounters 

isolated psychiatric power, or should one try to get her out of the hospital, and help her 

re-integrate into society?” one might ask oneself. Her overt sexuality transforms in the 

hospital environment into hysterical histrionics. Her dancing extends beyond her life 

story and communicates repressed sexual desires. Although Giselle goes through an 

invasive therapy and displays the symptoms of physical and psychic pain, she does not 

stop dancing in the asylum. Paradoxically, her corporeal freedom is accentuated in a 

situation in which her inequality as a female subject without much external agency 

becomes evident. However, the memory of the past comes back to Giselle with the two 

visitors. Her lover from the first act is able to meet her only after the head nurse, 

following the lobotomy, has taken off the cloth wrapped it around Giselle’s skull. At first, 

Giselle seems to ignore her lover, who tenderly offers her a blue flower. Albrecht cannot 

break the stupor caused by the treatment. He dances in front her as if attempting to 

awaken her senses and remind her of the pleasure they experienced together in Act One. 
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Then the other female patients arrive. Their dancing is dominated by continuous 

undulations of the spine, contractions of the upper body, and deep squats. The internal 

focus of the female patients instigates a reflection on how gender relationships are 

constructed via the movements of the body. The male dancer, whose gaze remains 

external, is initiated into movement patterns by internally focused female dancers. In the 

isolated space of a mental hospital, discipline and the corporeal imagination go hand in 

hand. When both men (Hilarion and Albrecht) join the patients, the male and female 

dancing together indicates a corporeal escape from social conventions. They move in a 

full-bodied way, free from the prescribed actions of Act One. The dancing in Act Two 

suggests that there is a trace of a utopian vision of equality arising from Mats Ek’s 

dystopian depiction of the all-female mental asylum. The spectators are led to enjoy 

moments of gender equality achieved through dancing, while encountering the extremes 

of social inequality by being reminded through the setting and spatial organization that 

the events are taking place in a mental hospital. One senses that the female patients are 

deprived of basic freedom to leave the enclosed space and lead independent lives. In 

dancing itself, the utopian comradery between genders is supported by a psychoanalytic 

insight, which takes a theatrical form. The erotic associations are evoked in the set design 

and gestures A break with bodily idealization topples aesthetic hierarchies in regard to 

subject matter. De-hierarchization of the subject matter plays a crucial role in the piece, 

as it lets female heroines and sexual problems appear worthy of serious attention within 

majoritarian cultural discourse. Since Mats Ek’s choreography is narratively based, his 

choreographic approach shares similarities with that of the authors of novels who in the 
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late nineteenth century radically challenged which heroes and plots deserve serious 

consideration. 

When replying to a question related to equality in aesthetics, the philosopher 

Jacques Rancière explained how in the case of Gustave Flaubert’s novel Madame Bovary 

(1856) “[t]he adultery committed by a farmer’s daughter is as interesting as the heroic 

actions of great man.”199 While Mats Ek in Act One focuses the viewers’ attention on a 

love affair between the two people from different classes, in Act Two he transforms the 

main protagonist into a heroic mental patient who is capable of communicating her 

experience of love under alienating circumstances. The plot of this revised version of 

Giselle has commonalities with the plot of Madame Bovary. In Madame Bovary, a 

sensual housewife with tastes that are overly refined for the provincial region in which 

she has to live commits suicide after having an extramarital affair. Flaubert’s heroine acts 

in desperation under financial and moral pressure from her provincial community. The 

character of Emma Bovary shows how a socially and economically subordinate woman 

can take center stage in an artistic work. Through depiction of the details of her daily 

existence which are colored by her emotionality, Flaubert finds a way to turn a 

marginalized housewife into a male hero’s equal in regard to richness and nuances of the 

subjective life consisting of feelings and thoughts. Like Emma Bovary, Mats Ek’s Giselle 

does not reenact the role of the perfect object of male imagination. Rather, they are both 

shown as human beings with psychological lives, who are capable of expressing great 

passion. I propose that Rancière’s philosophical view of equality philosophically 

corresponds to the movement interactions which happen in Mats Ek’s Giselle when the 

main protagonists meet again in the mental asylum: 
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Equality is actually a condition required for being able to think politics. 
However, equality is not, to begin with, political in itself. It takes effect in 
lots of circumstances that have nothing political about them (in the simple 
fact, for example, that two interlocutors can understand one another).200  

 
In the mental asylum Hilarion, Albrecht, and Giselle disengage from everyday class and 

gender politics. The two men can now perceive Giselle, and one another, as equals; that is, 

they seem to understand each other on a preverbal level. In Act Two, the two men accept 

Giselle’s dancing as it happens, without modifying her movement flow. They do not limit 

her movements and do not fight over her. Giselle is free to communicate what she feels to 

the men, but her dancing is still framed by the organization within the institution in which 

she is incarcerated. Thus, her expression is utopian when it focuses on communicating 

the timeless desire for love, but the day-to-day politics is implicit in a temporal limit to 

the encounter between the patient and her visitors. The ending of the ballet, when 

Hilarion covers the naked Albrecht, implies the beginning of political thinking, perhaps 

for the protagonists, but mainly for the spectators who have witnessed the two men 

express their love for an insane girl and witnessed her response. The spectators can now 

reflect on the discrepancy between the everyday life conditions of the two classes and 

their apparent equality during a night spent together in the asylum. In regard to questions 

of gender equality, when Mats Ek as a male choreographer exposes the masculine desire 

for an uninhibited woman and the life-threatening repercussions of this woman’s 

willingness to express her difference, he simultaneously comments upon historical socio-

economically generated divisions in the society. The hint of utopia in Mats Ek’s 

choreography discussed above highlights the material conditions that support the state of 

inequality. The ambiguous ending of Mats Ek’s ballet suggests that in order for the ideal 

of equality to affect contemporary lives, it needs to be re-conceptualized beyond the 
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familiar forms of immediate actualization. In Disparities (2016) Slavoj Žižek proposes a 

way of reassessing equality that takes into account a complex intertwinement between 

philosophical theory and lived, historically informed practice in which the democratic 

ideal of equality can even prevent one from dealing with the actual human problems 

arising in a society that is driven by the goal of material production:  

So, we have to qualify Badiou’s thesis that “equality is the point of the 
impossible proper to capitalism”201—yes, but this impossible point is 
immanent to the capitalist universe, it is immanent contradiction: 
capitalism advocates democratic equality, but the legal form of this 
equality is the very form of inequality. In other words, equality, the 
immanent ideal-norm of capitalism, is necessarily undermined by the 
process of its actualization. For this reason, Marx did not demand “real 
equality,” that is, his idea is not that equality as the real-impossible of 
capitalism should become possible; what he advocated was a move 
beyond the very horizon of equality.202 
 

In 1966, Juliet Mitchell observed that equality on paper does not correspond to the aim of 

equality, which would encompass the indiscriminate experience of equality in everyday 

life.203 In 2016 Žižek proposed that what law provides is an illusory equality. It is illusory 

because it makes one blind to the reality of social relationships. In Mats Ek’s 

choreography mental illness is a response to the paradox of legal equality. By being ill, a 

subject is deemed legally irresponsible and is thus prevented from exercising his/her legal 

equality. As Mats Ek in his choreography shows, a female dancer can achieve corporeal 

freedom without social recognition despite her legal inequality. Giselle as a social abject 

matches and even overrides male emotions and reflexivity, without fear of losing her 

social status. She has nothing to lose, because she has not gained social recognition or 

respect within the community. Her equality in Act One exists only on paper, which does 

not have much impact in an old-fashioned rural community. For the other women, an 

uninhibited dancer becomes a potential source of envy and dismay, as she performs their 
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illicit fantasies publicly, and in that way discloses her gender’s secrets, while gaining 

public attention. From the point of view of Giselle, both the symbolic rules of a rural 

community and the written law protect the citizens’ right to equality by excluding her. 

This means that the internal law of the community and civil legal system are in 

agreement with the medical system in regard to the necessity of treating mental illness. 

When she joins the other outcasts in the mental hospital, Giselle is no longer a potential 

source of change within the community. The society of legal equals has a right to 

recommend for institutionalization a woman who does not show that she is capable of 

functioning in that society without endangering its traditional values. Mats Ek’s Giselle 

cannot leave the hospital of her own will. She does not have the same right to freedom as 

the two men (who challenge their own rights by visiting her) and the members of her 

community who did not cross the boundaries of social propriety and psychiatrically 

normal behavior. Giselle is forced to consent to the regulated life of a mental asylum. 

However, it is important to point out that Mats Ek’s Giselle’s sexual desire in Act One 

and spiritual love in Act Two have the potential to overpower the class and gender 

difference in a theatrical setting. Giselle’s feminine performative power surfaces in 

contingence with the lack of actualized equality. Not only does Giselle express a lack of 

access to the same opportunities for social realization as the men, she also embodies the 

socially repressed instincts. When understood only as her personal qualities, Giselle’s 

uniqueness and eccentricity are misleading. Her role is choreographed in a way which by 

means of fragmentation of gesture and interruption of flow indicates a divergence 

between classes and genders on the level of visible social interactions rather than on that 
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of romanticized individuality. The aspiration towards equality beyond the law is 

suggested through Giselle’s struggle to express female subjectivity publicly. 

Mats Ek’s Giselle does not deny difference between genders. Instead, it makes the 

difference explicit and allows its expressions to engage the audience through both 

political and subjective analysis of given relationships. This contemporary ballet suggests 

that an audience member can understand the action through the social positioning of the 

characters, while witnessing visible expressions of the emotional and intellectual lives of 

the characters. These externalized movements reflect but also challenge the 

circumstances in which the characters find themselves. On the one hand, there is 

inequality choreographed as the physical actions within the ballet. On the other hand, one 

encounters a choreographic vision which re-conceives existential drives, desire, and love. 

By letting the protagonists feel their way through the maze of social laws and 

relationships, the choreographer positions them beyond the limitations of legal equality 

and creates experiences of “situational difference.”  

Conclusion  

Mats Ek’s ballet addresses illicit sexual attraction within a gender- and class-divided 

society. It shows how social repression leads to desire for what was rejected from an 

ordered system of human interactions — that is, abject desire. Both Giselle’s hysterical 

dancing and Albrecht’s desire for her transgressive femininity correspond to Julia 

Kristeva’s conceptualization of abjection, which challenges stereotypes and ordinary 

ways of relating. As Mårten Spångberg points out, the story of Giselle and Albrecht from 

1982 “recapitulates existentialism.” 204 Their sexual and emotional embodiment explodes 
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the codifying system of heterosexual interactions. On the one hand, Mats Ek brings the 

audience’s attention to the social processes leading to the diagnosis of mental illness. On 

the other hand, by constructing Giselle’s identity as a powerful dancer, he suggests the 

de-pathologization of public expressions of femininity and sexuality. The incarceration of 

women who physically expressed what Elisabeth Guild termed “thinking difference 

positively”205 points to the ways inequality is perpetuated. However, in Mats Ek’s Giselle 

the visit of two men to the asylum becomes an opportunity for transforming a site of 

madness into a place where social divisions are transgressed. There is a hint of the 

experience of true equality in the way the men from two classes, and women and men, 

dance in Act Two. 

As the philosophers Žižek and Badiou have pointed out, equality in Western 

democratic capitalist states is associated with legality. The close association of law and 

equality bypasses the lived differences between classes, races, and genders. The problem 

that presents itself is that equality limited to writing can contradict subjects’ experiences, 

which might be those of inequality. Mats Ek’s choreography stages alternative ways of 

understanding difference and equality by showing bodily expression and sexual desire in 

a class- and gender-divided society. These modes of expressivity indicate, on a level of 

theatrical suggestion, ways of thinking and acting that physicalize both oppression and 

the desire for equality.  

This chapter posited that mental illness relates to social inequality, and that Ek’s 

choreography explores this relation in an embodied way. In the previous century, within 

romanticism, emotion and irrationality emerged as a mode of artistic response to social 

oppression. Despite secularization, in the unlikely context of psychiatric positivism, the 
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romantic artists of the nineteenth century rekindled the public’s fascination with feminine 

madness and Dionysian frenzy. The Parisian demonstrations of the medically diagnosed 

hysteria of the late nineteenth century followed by a bit more than three decades the 

premiere of the romantic ballet Giselle (1841). Seen from a popular medical point of 

view, the romantic ballet’s plot is centered on a peasant girl in the throes of hysterical 

conversion. The general public’s reactions to histrionics arising from the enactment of 

madness within Opéra culture (ballet and opera mad scenes) and later the physical 

expression in the medical demonstrations of hysteria reveal a tremendous amount of 

social curiosity about pathologized femininity. Reactions, writings, and satirical 

comments from the nineteenth century indicate how the growing secularized middle class 

re-interpreted the ancient symptoms of dancing chorea in light of scientific expertise. 

With this medical fashion came new forms of entertainment, which involved reiterations 

of nervous fits and wild dancing steps. In the public imagination these labor opportunities 

for low-class women linked the figure of the dancer to stereotypes of feminine 

immorality. The historical sources indicate that in the nineteenth century dancers’ labor 

was seen as morally controversial. Nevertheless, the café concert performances were 

widely attended. In the chapter to follow, I propose that these performances presented a 

challenge for modes of repression arising with the conventions that dominated the 

middle-class lifestyles in an advancing capitalist society. By entering the socio-economic 

exchange through corporeal labor, the low-paid dancers and performative hysterical 

patients re-enacted traumatic memories from their unequal gender and class encounters. 

With the psychoanalytic consciousness, the corporeal expressivity of the low-class 

women spread to the middle-class subjects who entered therapy. The shared experience 
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of doctors and patients revealed a way of addressing repression, which relied on patients’ 

embodiment of unconscious impulses. The problematic of female mental illness and 

gender equality addressed in Mats Ek’s Giselle reflects historical processes that can be 

traced back to nineteenth-century female corporeal labor and the birth of psychoanalytic 

theory.  
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CHAPTER 2 

HYSTERIA, DANCE LABOR, AND TRAUMA 

This chapter examines the embodied labor in professional cultures of medicine and dance 

from the 1840s till the end of the nineteenth century. The chapter revolves around the 

labor relationships in elite and popular dance cultures and the world of psychiatry 

inasmuch as it delved into performance as a field of pathology. The focus is on specific 

sites: the Paris Opéra (c. 1840s), Salpêtrière hospital (1870s-1890s), fin-de-siècle 

nightlife (1890s to early 1900s), the early Freudian analysis (1890s-1920s), and recent 

twentieth-century scholarship, which brought out the connections between socio-

economic conditions, embodied performance, critical reception, and political agency.206 I 

have chosen the aforementioned sites and scholarship in order to show how and why the 

performing working women of the nineteenth century reacted to social repression by 

means of body-based expressive practice. In particular, psychoanalysis contributed to the 

reconceptualization of female corporeal expression through the work of introspection. 

Freud’s (1890s-1900s) analysis of hysterics and uncovering of their trauma took place in 

a culture which was permeated by the pathologization of femininity. Before the 1890s, 

when the psychoanalytic practice demonstrated that through an understanding of bodily 

expression the therapist could help the patient retrieve repressed traumatic memories, the 

psychiatric pathologization of the second half of the nineteenth century brought the 

public’s attention to the physical practices and behaviors that exceeded or transgressed 

the social expectations for women and the working classes. So, for example, a working-

class female hysteric at la Salpêtrière hospital performed fits for medical and lay 
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audiences. The ostensibly “aberrant” behaviors inside and outside the hospital were in a 

two-sided relationship with the professional language that diagnosed and labeled them. 

That is, hysteria and the fin-de-siècle “dancing madness” both caused and were caused by 

the pathologization of female corporeal expression. 

This chapter takes as its premise that if the historical processes of scientific and 

cultural pathologization are recognized, they can elucidate the unacknowledged power 

relationships which fashioned creative feminine embodiment within ballet blanc, hysteria, 

and cabaret dancing (e.g., les gommeuses épileptiques — “gummy epileptics,”207 known 

for mobility, twirling, and trembling, and chahut, “uproar” — a dance of high kicks, 

inspired by Parisian laundresses who showed off their skirts). The examples of 

performative labor from the late nineteenth-century ballet, mental hospital, popular 

culture, and psychoanalysis aim to show how the creative labor of the performing women, 

who received little acknowledgment and even less material compensation, showed that 

agency could arise even under unlikely circumstances. For example, the case of Freud’s 

patient Dora,208 who interrupted her treatment, has been taken by second-wave feminist 

scholarship as an instance of a young woman’s defiance in response to the undermining 

of female identity within therapy.209 The feminist Hélène Cixous (1976) called her “a 

resistant heroine.”210 I propose that a potential for political agency gets activated when 

women’s traumatic memories are released publicly and are subsequently understood by 

the scholars in the context of the problem of women’s inequality. The corporeal labor that 

I address in this chapter can appear to confirm the negative stereotyping211 about the poor, 

the unemployed, physical workers, unmarried women, and entertainers in the nineteenth 

century, as it transgressed the social ideas on normal behavior, which in the era’s secular 
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culture derived from the positive knowledge of what constitutes deviation from the health 

norm (pathology). Because the positivist medical and social sciences of the nineteenth 

century based their analysis of the problems of the lower strata on immediate observation 

and on the individual’s biological predisposition, often bypassing historical and 

productive processes, hysterical and avant-garde performers could appear to be acting out 

the confirmations of diagnosable pathology. The performers who mimicked and parodied 

diagnosis contributed to the continuation of negative stereotypes by repeating physical 

gestures that immediately provoked popularized medical judgments. However, my aim is 

to re-read these nineteenth-century corporeal performances as resistance to negative 

stereotypes which tended to “impart a sense of fixedness” (Michael Pickering, 2001),212 

and thus prevent change in the lives of oppressed women. The resistance within the 

uneven labor relationships, where workers did have control over the process and products 

of labor, transformed negative emotions and surplus physical energy into solo and 

communal performances which imparted progressive social messages. I argue that 

unconventional performances and hysterical displays, although not organized in the sense 

of a political activism, showed the power of the undermined worker. In the nineteenth 

century the performers and patients-models resisted both economic oppression and 

scientifically rationalized pronouncements of their inferiority. Both hysteria and 

nighttime dancing were received by the cultural authorities, such as medical men who 

frequented the theaters, conservative cultural critics, and even novelists, as instances of 

psychosomatic irregularities of breath, rhythm, bodily alignment, sexuality, emotions, 

and social behavior. At the same time, these instances triggered the poetic interest of 

avant-garde critics such as Charles Baudelaire, who described modern life from the 
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perspective of a city stroller (flâneur).213 This example shows that the low-class 

performers called upon critics on the fringes of mainstream culture to pay attention to the 

life of the underprivileged. The analysis of authoritative discourses on the symptomatic 

movements and images of the body colored experiences of both the women embodying 

them and witnesses who were observing, classifying, aestheticizing, or aiming to read 

them as symptoms of large-scale problems. 

Pathological Labeling 

I propose that the pathological labeling that dance historically received from the medical 

and social discourses, which was validated through the nineteenth-century psychiatric 

texts and degeneracy theory, paradoxically gave dance performers in nineteenth century 

popular culture and high-class theaters an impetus to confront and, by means of dance 

labor, even transform stereotypes about femininity. The pathological labeling referred to 

in this chapter is based primarily on the late nineteenth-century diagnosis of motor 

disturbance in hysteria, but it cannot be divorced from the religious and, in modernity, 

secular moral bias against dancing and exposing the body in public. The eclectic but 

nevertheless demeaning points of view on unregulated (dangerous, uncoordinated, and 

contagious) bodily movements gained scientific justification through nineteenth-century 

positive medicine’s attempts to apply theories about the nervous system and genetic 

predispositions to psychiatric and neurological practices. The cultural influence of the 

psychiatric field on the perception of nineteenth-century dance motivates the inquiry into 

classifications and popular medical theoretical propositions. “Dance which contributed to 

the ‘disequilibrium’ of body, mind, and sensation was ‘intimately tied’ to 

neuropathology,” writes Jonathan W. Marshall.214 As Marshall’s observation implies, 
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nineteenth-century psychiatry linked dances of possession across time and cultures. The 

psychiatrists found in various dances what they perceived to be irregular movement 

patterns symptomatic of illness.  

The two recent scholarly studies examine in depth how in the nineteenth century 

new psychiatric views shaped cultural ideas on embodied expression. The first, from 

2009, is by Rae Beth Gordon. Her Dances with Darwin, 1875-1910: Vernacular 

Modernity in France focuses on the influence of Darwinism on café concert culture in 

Paris. One can conclude from Gordon’s book that fin-de-siècle café concert culture 

commented on and even mocked theories that took Darwin’s ideas on evolution, and 

natural selection and adapted them so they could justify stereotypes about minorities and 

underprivileged subjects. Performers’ humor and exaggeration aimed at both the notion 

that a person’s physical appearance and behavior could be used to scientifically detect 

social deviations and atavisms and the medical men who made decisions about 

superiority or inferiority of groups and individuals. The second, from 2016, is by 

Jonathan W. Marshall. His Performing Neurology: The Dramaturgy of Dr. Jean Martin 

Charcot discusses how theatrical means were used to support neurology at Salpêtrière. 

Both scholarly studies address how the positivism on which the doctors of the late 

nineteenth century relied when practicing medicine led to viewing types of movement 

expression, and certain types of dancing, as dangerous signs of cultural degeneration and 

regression. Sander Gilman’s seminal study Difference and Pathology: Stereotypes of 

Sexuality, Race, and Madness (1985) already demonstrated the link between nineteenth-

century scientific theory and stereotypes. “The magic of any overarching explanatory 

model such as degeneracy disguises, but does not eliminate, the potential loss of 
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power.”215 Gilman underscores that in the nineteenth century the pathologized groups 

were a source of “paranoid” fear for the group in power, whose members created the 

medical theories and labels.216 Specifically, what supported the medical views on 

movement pathology in the nineteenth century were gender, cultural, class, and historical 

theories217 which linked the primitive and uncontrolled movement with human beings 

whom these theories categorized as prone to degeneracy: inferior races, women, mentally 

and physically weak members of the normative group, lower (working) classes, and 

foreign and archaic cultures (mainly pagan and medieval).218 In the nineteenth century 

theories of the degeneration, regression, and inferiority of target groups influenced both 

diagnosis and lay social judgments.219 I propose that pathologization of the hysterical 

body in fin-de-siècle France, although based on the concept of psychosomatic 

degeneration as supported by the texts pointing out abnormalities in cultural outsiders, 

the poor, women, and primitive times, was also a theatrical addition to the medical 

knowledge. By using theatrical scenarios to diagnose and confirm consistency of 

symptoms, the doctors responded to the underprivileged patients’ pain and social 

problems such as unemployment, homelessness, malnutrition, and emotional deprivation 

which were hard to solve within medical practice. Notably, the pathologization of 

hysterical symptoms presented a way of containing collective resistance to normative 

social behavior. 

My study of the secondary and primary sources from Salpêtrière’s organized 

demonstrations and fin-de-siècle performances which reproduced symptoms of nervous 

illnesses and explored for the sake of artistic performance the foreign, “heretic,” and 

archaic rhythms suggests that the spontaneous dancing in the hospitals and nightclubs, 
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that is, dancing that was not codified into a validated form or prescribed as an exercise 

system, still required performers’ hard physical labor. Since this kind of dancing implied 

to medical viewers’ minds an unconscious or less than conscious use of the body (from 

the lower, more animalistic centers of the brain),220 and often passive obedience to 

hypnotic suggestion, its status as professional labor was by no means a given within the 

nineteenth century culture. The dancers and performative hysterics put effort into 

repeating symptoms. However, even if they appeared on theater stages, independent of 

any medical context, they were not necessarily regarded as professional laborers. They 

had to be chosen for more popular nightlife spots in order to obtain regular monetary 

rewards and public acknowledgment. I argue that even when this labor was not 

considered professional, which implies that it was not paid for or acknowledged as a 

cultural product, it still required effort. Even when female performers appeared as passive 

models, they had to rely on their emotional and physical inner resources and endure the 

staging of scenes in theaters or medical amphitheaters.  

Labor and Four Aspects of Labor-Based Resistance 

In this chapter I conceptualize labor as an effortful activity that is either obligatory or 

done with purpose.221 The labor’s purpose could be internalized by the person performing 

it, or it could be done in service of a project for those in control of the productive process. 

In both cases, the performers responded to the demands of the viewers, and thus 

participated in the production of images and scenes. Consequently, I examine the 

strenuous repetition of the symptomatic gestures, positions, movement patterns, and 

embodied states of being in hysteria and imitations of hysteria as a form of labor, which 

was triggered by diagnosis and stereotypes within professional medical and dance labor 
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in the nineteenth century. I propose that although it was obscured by pathological 

labeling, the hard psychosomatic labor of the hysterical models and nightlife performers 

remained communicative on a preverbal level. In this reading, the Salpêtrière hysteria 

presents a non-verbal form of communication which links feminine expression through 

dance with the claims to objective diagnosis by an observing authority. The diagnosis, 

which was based on testing the patient, constituted an important aspect of doctors’ labor. 

What the hysteric communicated to the medical doctors required labor on the part of the 

patient. The patient’s labor, paradoxically, confirmed the nineteenth-century medical 

imagination about women and the lower classes. Hysteria played out the roles already 

“scripted” in the description of the disease. Since the organic lesion was absent, it left 

doctors and lay audiences perplexed about what the causes of the intense physical strain 

were. By implementing hypnotic suggestion into the hysterical scenes, the doctors aimed 

to discover causal links between external stimuli and patients’ pathological reactivity. 

However, hysterical performativity, which involved reproduction of symptoms at 

designated times and spaces, prompted doctors to wonder if hysteria was to be seen as the 

illness of simulation. If hysterics were pathological liars, could their symptoms be 

comprehended as conscious, or would that mean that they were morally oblivious, that is, 

pretending to have an irrepressible urge to perform physical actions, which caused 

disturbance, pain, and shame? Since the doctors were the ones who had socio-economic 

and educational advantages over patients, and since they were the ones who spoke 

publicly, their interpretation of hysteria as the expression of the unconscious was the one 

that was socially validated. 
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I delineate four aspects of the resistance to pathological labeling of performative 

acts through labor. It is important to note that the positivist medical culture did not take 

an unfavorable view of all forms of physical performance and exercise. It even 

encouraged proper, symmetrical, regular, and visually pleasing forms of dancing and 

exercising.222 The pathological labeling was reserved for dances and performative acts 

which involved altered states of consciousness or the enactment or mimetic repetitions of 

symptoms of nervous illness or symptoms which because of their aesthetic dissymmetry 

could be interpreted as challenges to visual health norm. Although I begin by naming the 

four aspects of resistance separately, they are historically interconnected.  

The first aspect encompasses disguised expressive resistance to the control of 

bodily movement within elite dance in the Paris Opéra. I examine the work of artists who 

participated in the creation and performance of Giselle (the writer, one of the 

choreographers, the composer, and the soloists). I propose that the mad scene at the end 

of Act One presents heroine’s breakdown as well as the   breaking point in the narrative 

development.  It appears to be an acting rather than a dancing scene. Narratively, it turns 

the audience’s attention to the inner world of the heroine and away from the plot 

development. The suspension of the linear development allows for Giselle’s silent, 

physical subjectivity to take center stage. After she tries to separate Albrecht and Bathilde, 

her enactment of madness resists solutions to the public scandal provided by the class-

divided, patriarchal society. I examine how the mad scene can be read as the 

condensation of social dynamics in theater (the overexertion of dancers) and outside of 

theater (the patriarchal culture in which a poor woman falling in love without considering 

her status in a relationship could lead to a social disaster and psychological breakdown). 
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Felicia McCarren explains how the mad scene exposes the professional and pathological 

labeling outside of theater: “By dancing the madness that comes from ‘dancing too much,’ 

the performer self-referentially comments on her own discipline and its link with 

hysteria.”223 The soloist had to rehearse and perform all the difficult, virtuosic ballet steps 

that take place on stage before the mad scene. I propose viewing the mad scene as a 

metaphoric condensation of repressed224 feelings of ballet dancers. In the case of ballet 

dancers, repression of emotional responses was directly related to acquiring the necessary 

discipline. From a psychiatric point of view her excessive mobility as a dancer and the 

acting required to embody roles made her vulnerable to association with hysteria. The 

soloist was more sheltered than the ordinary dancers, who were regularly pathologized. 

The low-paid rats (the ordinary members of the ballet blanc) went through exhausting 

training and spent hours in the cold theater. In the language of psychoanalysis, which I 

use to point out how the dancer communicates emotional trauma linked to the dance 

profession to the audience, it was much harder for the rats to sublimate225 their feelings 

in performance. That is, they did not get the chance to take on dramatic roles. However, 

their presence as low-paid workers and participants in the group scenes was indispensable 

for the popularity of Opéra productions. It is likely that the hysterical episodes among the 

low-paid dancers, dancing masters, and/or rich patrons, which took place behind the 

coulisses, served as an inspiration to librettists such as Théophile Gautier to investigate 

the themes of irrepressible dancing and female madness. What ballet rats had to do in 

real life to make ends meet — take ballet patrons as lovers, take recourse to prostitution 

when they did not dance in a sufficient number of productions, and, if regularly employed, 

spend long hours in an uncomfortable rehearsal space waiting for the soloists — all 
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confirmed the patriarchal views on the ills of the dancing profession. The low-paid 

dancers’ questionable solutions to their real-life difficulties offered emotional and 

narrative material to the librettists, choreographers, and soloists. In roles such as Giselle, 

the soloist was the — one who could show the possibility of the transmutation of 

repressed emotions and psychosomatic experiences of women that society preferred to 

keep out of sight. However, the experiences of the ordinary dancers from the Opéra (rats) 

present a real-life equivalent of Théophile Gautier’s main idea for Giselle. The main 

heroine in the story is not an important personage, but rather a modest, sixteenth century 

peasant girl. The ballerinas who take on the role transformed the ordinary experiences of 

joyful dancing, falling in love with someone of a higher rank, going mad after a 

disappointment, and dying into a virtuosic performance, which demands exceptional 

performative skills. In Act Two, the world of ordinary emotions is exchanged for a 

horrific supernatural one. The ballerina joined the chorus of female ghosts.  Perpetual 

dance on dimly lit stage be read as a reference to late-night rehearsals in the theater where 

performers often practiced at the time when decent citizenry was supposed to rest. Even 

amongst dancing spirits, Giselle did not forget her timeless love for the duke. Lucia 

Ruprecht (2006) points out that the ballerina “is a symptom that expresses, in a codified, 

displaced and condensed form the fears and desires of a patriarchal culture.”226 In Giselle, 

the trauma of femininity emerges in the performance of the ballerina as a result of the 

joint labor of ballet artists. The ballerina’s excessive dancing and traumatic recollection 

of her love present rather than represent somatic symptoms.227 That is, the female 

soloist’s expression in the mad scene is separate from the choreography which consists of 

balletic steps and mime which advances the plot. Instead, the soloist’s expression exposes 
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the vulnerability of feminine presence onstage. This, as Lucia Ruprecht points out, was 

challenging for patriarchal culture, which favored composure and clarity in performances 

of ballet blanc roles. My reading suggests, as indicated in chapter one, that the enactment 

of female madness within the high-class theater was a popular theatrical device within 

Opéra productions, such as 1835 Gaetano Donizetti’s Lucia di Lammermoor.228 

Performance of madness showed women’s resistance to normalization, often following 

the betrayal of the loved one. It allowed the audience to witness the soloist’s 

psychosomatic rejection of social rationalizations. The composer Adam had in mind an 

operatic structure, when composing music for Giselle’s silent, dancing madness.  The 

heroine goes mad in response to two of her passions being taken away: the joy of dancing, 

and romantic love.  

The second aspect refers to the laboring body in hysteria which enacts an 

embodied resistance to the idea of a rational, scientifically understood body. This aspect 

deals with ways in which nineteenth-century psychiatry pathologized hysterics and 

opposed the hysterical body to the aesthetically classical body. The medical and artistic 

ideals got intertwined in the context of Dr. Jean-Martin Charcot’s medical showings at 

the amphitheater of Salpêtrière hospital. As Jonathan W. Marshall points out,229 the 

positivist medical ideal was linked to the classical body represented in the visual arts, and 

thus tended to regard the non-classical features, irregular psychosomatic reactions, and 

uneven motoric patterns as symptoms of pathology. Marshall points out the extent of 

Charcot’s stigmatization of public performances which did not adhere to classical 

aesthetics: “To deny the rules of classicism within one’s own performance was, 

according to Charcot, to be diseased.”230 So Charcot wanted to make sure that his 
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hysterical demonstrations were not emulated or idealized. I propose that although the 

Salpêtrière hysterics participated in the professional labor of the hospital by literally re-

creating the material evidence of their illness, they also resisted any classification of 

disorders. The traumatic recollection of the unprocessed reaction, which was repressed 

and remained buried in the deeper layers of the organic body, acted as an obstacle to the 

rationalization of the subject’s relationship to the image of an ideal, healthy body. The 

hysterics’ resistance was enigmatic, because it challenged both the possibility of recovery 

and a clear separation between illness and art. As much as Charcot wished to separate 

hysteria from art worthy of cultural praise, the hysterics and their fanciful fits entered the 

artistic imagination of modernism.  

The third aspect appears in the popular culture, in the work of the fin de siècle 

nightlife dancers (e.g. gommeuse, “gummy” dancers). These dancers were often 

compared by the cultural critics of the era to hystero-epileptic patients. I propose that 

performers who worked in these low-paid cabarets presented a major resisting force to 

the middle-class lifestyle and the medical ideas on normative bodily appearance and 

movements. They used purposeful dislocation of bodily posture, dissonant rhythms, and 

revealing attires. These dancers were accused of evoking carnal desire in male audience 

members. Some, like the former hysterical patient Jane Avril, had traumatic sexual 

histories. For her, expressive movement and solo cancan presented ways of expressing 

rather than repressing memories held in the body. The unleashing of the repressed drives 

in the cabarets threatened to upend the stability of basic social structures such as the 

family. Although the threat was primarily in the imagination of the viewer who was 

shocked and fascinated by revealing dancing and costumes, I propose that the encounter 
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between a conservative, male viewer and a fin-de-siècle dancer showed that within the 

low-paid dance labor there was power to resist the patriarchal restrictions on female 

sexuality and behavior.  

The fourth aspect arises during psychoanalytic therapy, where physical 

resistance to telling one’s secrets to the therapist generates a form of somatic truth. The 

memories of the patient resurface in an embodied form, and the therapist works on 

reintegrating them into the patient’s conscious life. The patient communicates by 

externalizing the bodily meanings in the form of expressive gestures. The therapist 

renders the psychosomatic life behind involuntary gestures conscious and brings 

traumatic memories back into a narrative sequence.  Performance studies scholar Peggy 

Phelan points out the similarity between dance and psychoanalysis: “dance, like 

psychoanalysis, helps join the body to time.”231 That is, both provide a temporal structure, 

which links bodily expression to social reality. Based on Phelan’s observations on the 

relationship between dance and psychoanalysis, I propose that resistance to psychiatric 

pathologization within psychoanalysis happens through the joint labor of the therapist 

and the patient. However, it is important to underscore that the therapist represents a 

normalizing factor in the relationship, and as such can reproduce hierarchies within 

society. Thus, part of the resistance within the psychoanalytic relationship is resistance to 

the therapy itself. In the example of Freud’s patient Elizabeth R, the patient and the 

analyst were able to work with the physical resistance to normativity in the patient to 

generate her psychosomatic recovery. 

The four aspects within ballet blanc, the medical demonstrations at Salpêtrière, 

popular fin-de-siècle performances, and early psychoanalytic treatment of hysteria 
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emphasize the historical instances of resistance to pathologization within labor 

relationships. These examples serve to show that the staging of psychosomatic 

performances in public theaters and disciplines dealing with mental health — psychiatry 

and psychoanalysis — speaks about both the micro and macro dynamics of socio-

political life.  

On the one hand, on the micro level, female embodied performances which 

evoked traumatic events from ordinary nineteenth-century life reveal the oppression of 

the lower classes and women by reenacting and reacting to stereotypes that were 

rationalized through aesthetic judgments, medical nosology, gender relations, and social 

hierarchies. In the case of the psychoanalytic practice of Freud, who as a Jewish scientist 

in the still anti-Semitic Austro-Hungarian Empire aspired to take on the position of “the 

neutral scientific observer,”232 the female gender of his hysterical patients allowed him to 

face hidden anxieties without losing professional authority. In Freud, Race and Gender 

(1993) Sander Gilman points out that Freud took on the position that “the feminine could 

not be known.”233 He further explains how Freud engaged and to a certain degree relied 

on the stereotypes of femininity to reveal what civilized society kept hidden: “[T]he 

fabrication of the image of the female was a reflex of the central construction of 

masculinity in Freud’s writing.”234In other words, Freud could achieve scientific 

neutrality more easily when working with the unconscious of a hysterical woman than 

when analyzing a neurotic male.  

On the other hand, on the macro level, female embodied performance points to 

the effects of the new production technologies and increased economical exchange. The 

new employment opportunities for low-class women (e.g. in public laundries in the large 
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cities of France and England; in the service economy such as waitressing, sales, modeling 

for new advertisements’ and in popular entertainment) also meant new labor 

requirements and new ways of spending leisure time for the middle classes (ranging from 

voyeuristic enjoyment of the low-class dancing bodies in the café concert culture to the 

exoticism of the World Fairs, which became widely popular in the period between 1855 

and 1890). In regard to the material reward for labor, on the one side of the spectrum are 

the poor hysterical patients at Salpêtrière, some of whom became well known in Paris for 

performing their fits in front the audiences. They did not receive any material recompense 

for their participation in medical experimentation and for posing for photographers and 

artists who were employed to record the specific symptoms of the disease. However, 

these medical models, who were poor prior to incarceration, got a roof over their head 

and food. Often, the most popular hysterical models were excused from physical chores, 

which the other less collaborative patients were obliged to do without being reimbursed. 

Although the famous cancan dancers eventually got paid, the performers in nightlife 

spots such as the Black Cat cabaret in Paris (1881-1897) were given free alcohol but no 

monetary reward for their work.235 Both the low-class entertainers and the hysterics did 

not have full control over their performances and depended on the patrons and doctors in 

regard to the quality, length, and spatial determinants of their performances. On the other 

side of the spectrum were the solo performers choreographers and coaches in high-class 

theaters, such as the Paris Opéra. These artists could expect to be materially rewarded and 

celebrated for their creative investment.  

As the example of the first production of Giselle (1841) will show, the process of 

gaining institutional respect for a new production was by no means easy. However, 
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among the cultured Opéra patrons and collaborating artists, one could at least find 

spectators with some interest in the dancers’ “craft” and artistry. For dance lovers among 

the intellectuals, such as Théophile Gautier, dance had more aesthetic potential than the 

nineteenth-century patriarchal culture generally gave it.236 Gautier did not go along with 

the pathologization of dance expression or the diminution of its communicative aspect to 

decorative purposes. According to him, dance deserved critical attention. His writing 

about dance brought fame to ballet soloists. In the case of Giselle, Gautier’s idea led to 

the creation of a ballet which linked a story of love between two people from different 

classes, passion for dancing, betrayal which led to madness of the heroine, and 

supernatural resolution of the loss of the beloved. The ballet blanc soloists gave life to 

Gautier’s romantic vision of dancing. Following the struggle to establish themselves in 

Paris, the first Giselle Carlotta Grisi, and Jules Perrot, her teacher and the author of most 

of Carlotta’s solo and pas-de-deux sequences with Lucien Petipa, were materially 

rewarded. In the beginning of the rehearsal process, Perrot was content to secure 

employment for Carlota, and was willing to give up his choreographic autonomy and 

collaborate with Jean Coralli, the Opéra’s ballet master.237 Perrot worked eagerly, and 

even accepted that he would not be officially engaged or acknowledged by the Opéra’s 

establishment for his work.238 Some of the artistic labor that went into creating the ballet 

happened at night, outside the regular schedule of the Opéra, in the drawing room of the 

composer Adolphe Adam.239 The labor that went into making this famous romantic ballet, 

although drawing from a preconceived narrative and familiar movement and musical 

sequences, engaged the repressed areas of social discourse of the era. Not unlike the 

events discussed in this chapter that followed by a few decades the premiere of Giselle—
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the medical demonstrations at la Salpêtrière, the night dancing during the fin de siècle, 

and psychoanalytic exploration of bodily truth—the narrative culmination of Giselle’s 

Act One, the moment when the young peasant girl goes mad upon discovering that she 

was fooled into entering the relationship with the young aristocrat who already had a 

fiancée presented an instance of nineteenth-century public evocation of feminine trauma.  

The First Aspect: The Nineteenth-Century Romantic Ballet in the Paris Opéra 

Dancing Chorea and Giselle as the Mad Heroine of Ballet Blanc 

The final libretto for Giselle for which Jules Perrot choreographed solo and duet 

sequences was a collaborative effort of Théophile Gautier and scenarist Jules Vernoy de 

Saint-Georges. As recounted in the first chapter, following a dramatic psychotic 

recollection (the famous mad scene), Giselle died. The next night she rose from the grave 

in the woods as one of the wilis who haunted male travelers by drawing them into a 

perpetual dance.  

There is a temporal correspondence between the early nineteenth-century 

psychiatrically regulated resurgence of hysteria in the 1840s and 1850s 240 and the era of 

ballet blanc, when Giselle was choreographed. The correspondence speaks to the 

crossing between the medical demonstrations (specifically in this case of dancing chorea) 

and the thematic and choreographic exploration of madness in Giselle. I will first 

examine the historico-social background in which the question of female hyper-

expressivity emerged as a subject of public contestation and theatrical fascination. The 

working conditions in the nineteenth-century Opéra in this era speak of the hardships 

that the ordinary members of the ballet had to endure. According to Felicia McCarren, 
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aside from the soloists, the Opéra dancers of the nineteenth century belonged to the 

lower working class.241A pupil at the Paris Opéra had her feet and legs encased in a box 

in order to achieve a proper fourth position; the leg turner was used to improve en 

dehors position, and a curved wooden plank was placed behind the body to move the 

chest forward.242 To use the leg turner (tourne hanche) for increasing rotation of the legs, 

the student would step on a wooden semicircle with the heels against the edge. “The 

hinged flanges were moved through the pegs until each foot was at the required 

angle.”243 In the nineteenth century the requirement was 180 degree turnout. Since the 

rotation was forced from the foot, there was a risk of injuring the leg at the knee joint. 

The body of a ballet performer was bound to the ideals of visual perfection and technical 

skill, and thus was subjected to vigorous training and corrective techniques. However, 

the prospect of economic independence and hope for the attainment of a higher social 

status caused poor parents to send their children to the ballet school. If their children 

were able to withstand the harsh dance training at the Opéra, one day they would earn a 

monthly salary. In actuality, the young dancers from poor families, the so-called rats, 

remained undernourished even after their training was completed. They were paid the 

low wage of twenty sous a show.244  

The sociologist Pierre Bourdieu’s conceptualization of the presence of “numb 

imperatives” in the body can aid an understanding of traumas which originated in 

professional ballet training and performances in the nineteenth century. Adapting a 

phrase by Marcel Proust, Bourdieu writes that “one might say that arms and legs are full 

of numb imperatives.”245 At the time of the making of Giselle, within the ballet world, 

the literary image from Proust corresponds to the way in which the imposed exercises 
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that were traditionally used to perfect the dancer’s body made a female dancer unable to 

respond to her bodily needs. Not only did a ballet performer have to endure “painful 

training, unhealthy working conditions, long hours and late walks home,” she had to 

bear psychological hardships. Felicia McCarren points out that due to the nature of her 

performative work, a dancer “overexercises her emotions.”246 Although favored for her 

expressivity, ballet dancer needed to learn to keep her expression of affect limited to her 

role in the Opéra productions. The soloists also experienced hardships, but their 

experiences could be translated into the theatrical expression needed to give the 

romantic ballet narratives emotional flavor. In the case of Giselle, the soloists embodied 

choreography originating in a poetic description. Thus, they became a vehicle of the 

poet’s imagination, and as such could use their repressed emotions to add dramatic 

tension to the key moments in the narrative, that is, the moments which relied less on 

dancing and more on acting skills and ability to embody the librettists’ plot. 

The story of the creation of the libretto for Giselle begins with Théophile 

Gautier’s letter to Heinrich Heine. In the letter, Gautier cites Heine’s description of 

“snow-colored Wilis who waltz pitilessly” from De l’Allemagne (1813, published in Paris 

in 1835). He proposes that this description lends itself to a balletic staging.247 Heine’s 

words suggest contradictory feminine qualities: possession and coldness. (In the same 

text Heine writes that “lifeless Bacchantes are irresistible.”) However, Gautier intended 

to have a two-act ballet, and Heine’s description of seductive female ghosts could 

account only for what Gautier envisioned for Act Two.248 As Cyril W. Beaumont (1988) 

points out, Gautier “sought for a theme which would ensure the death of his heroine in 

the first part, so that she might appear as a Wili in the final episode.”249 For this aspect of 
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Act One, Gautier was inspired by a line from Victor Hugo’s poem “Fantômes “(1829): 

“She was over fond of dancing and paid with her life.”250 Thus, from the outset, Giselle’s 

madness and death were associated in the librettist’s mind with overly exuberant, exotic 

dancing (the girl from “Fantômes” is Spanish). Gautier’s emphasis on the dangers that 

overexertion during dancing presented to health implies that the romantic writers’ circles 

of the nineteenth century developed a fascination with stories that surrounded 

descriptions and diagnosis of dancing chorea. The libretto is also telling as it reveals 

some of the contemporary ideas on the relationship between female health and morality. 

In the written libretto, Giselle’s mother says to her: “You will always dance… Evening… 

morning… it’s truly passion… and all that, instead of working, instead of doing 

household chores.”251 In the original production mime was used instead of words. So 

Giselle dances “all the time” and does not engage in regular household labor. Her mother 

explains her fear for Giselle’s future: “I am sure if this foolish thing died, she would 

become a Wili, and dance even after her death, like all the girls who love dancing too 

much.”252 The idea that her daughter might become a dancing ghost, who with the other 

female ghosts dances men to death, had a real-life equivalent in families’ anxiety about 

the threat of hysterical contagion among young women. Although, the setting of Giselle 

is sixteenth century Germany, the authors of the libretto engage the ideas on femininity 

from their own era. In the nineteenth century, the medical circles presented hysteria not 

only as an illness but also as a moral and health challenge to middle-class values. At the 

time when the ballet was conceived, prior to the heyday of Salpêtrière hystero-epilepsy, 

hysteria was already the subject of medical debates among the doctors who specialized in 

the nervous system.  
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I propose that from the romantic ballet blanc aesthetics, one can learn about ways 

in which nineteenth-century urban culture related the symptoms of hysterical delirium 

and dancing chorea to contemporary ideas on femininity. Lucia Ruprecht underscores the 

aesthetic of femininity in the ballet blanc. “The ballet blanc is the culmination of the 

idealization of woman in the display of femininity as a mythological, non-individual 

concept, its glorification, and demonization.”253 What was perceived by the spectators as 

a particularly female passion for unrestrained dancing was choreographed in a way that 

added an expressive dimension to the perfectionism of ballet technique. Théophile 

Gautier’s taking (by the era’s standards) morally ambiguous dancing passion as the major 

theme of the ballet could support both the “glorification” and “demonization” of 

femininity.254 The dancing of Act One showed the beauty of classical technique and 

purity of the main heroine, while the loss of control and death at the end of the act, and 

the heroine’s transformation into a dreary wili in Act Two, implied connection with the 

demonic side of femininity. As I will show, although Giselle momentarily expresses rage 

when she realizes that her lover has a legitimate fiancée, it seems clear that the librettists 

intended to avoid full demonization of a young peasant girl. Giselle’s love for Albrecht 

presents the narrative thread which guarantees that for the entirety of ballet she embodies 

the saintly side of femininity. However, as such she cannot endure the sufferings of this 

world. Giselle is too saintly to stay alive. In this romantic ballet, the excessive passion for 

dancing and purity of the heart are linked to the feminine quality of otherworldliness.  

Susan Leigh Foster points out how the repetition and alterations of meaningful 

movements in the couple dancing in the beginning of Act One, in the last part of that act, 

accentuate the transition from the first visible signs of madness to the heroine’s death:  
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Because she loved to dance so much, she could glissade “he loves me” in 
one direction, and glissade “he loves me not” in the other. She could grand 
jeté in response to Bathilde’s questions and infect the village girls with pas 
de basques when they came to take her to the fields. Her enthusiasm 
interjected a rationale different from the usual reliance on celebrations for 
dancing into both dialogues and large group actions… Her mad scene, for 
example, interpolated variations in dynamics of previously performed 
phrases into the progressive dissolution of her being.255 
 

As Susan Leigh Foster’s description shows, the meaning of movement expression in this 

ballet blanc was attached to the development of the plot. The mad scene is a key point 

within the plot of Giselle. It presents a public resolution of the love story and a way to 

change the focus to the inner experience of the heroine. The staging suggests that prior to 

the development of psychoanalysis in the last years of the nineteenth century, the mad 

scenes in ballet and opera invited analytical, moment-to-moment readings of heroines’ 

traumatic recollections and mental breakdowns. The choreography allows the viewer to 

distinguish moments within the troubled state of the heroine, but it also provokes 

identification with her through a powerful theatrical effect. The latter is achieved by 

musical repetition of the love scene in a slower tempo. This variation on a familiar 

melody acts as a device for entering the inner world of the heroine. Long pauses suggest 

heroine’s sense of loss in midst of dispersed memories. To bring attention to the layers 

within mad scene,  I will briefly examine the notable moments in the original libretto 

which describe Giselle’s psychic life.256 In the libretto, we are told that Giselle is at first 

delirious, but that soon after that she laughs.257 So one learns that following her 

realization that her lover has a legitimate fiancée, she escapes into a different 

psychological plane. Once she is separated from the eyes of the gathered villagers, she 

allows herself a socially inappropriate reaction. I interpret the moment of laughter as her 

inner acknowledgment of a felt paradox: the laws of society are stronger than Albrecht’s 
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and her mutual desire. In the libretto, she plays mechanically with Albrecht’s sword, and 

almost kills herself by falling onto the sharp point. The librettists describe Giselle’s 

suicide attempt as unintentional. When she imagines that she hears the music (described 

as an auditory hallucination), she starts to dance with “ardor, passion.” Soon after the 

return of the dancing passion, overcome by emotional suffering, Giselle dies (“so many 

sudden sorrows, so many cruel blows, together with her latest effort, have exhausted her 

dwindling resources”).258  

There are four elements in the description of Giselle’s madness in the libretto that 

also appear in the medical descriptions of hysteria: delirium, laughter, mechanical motion, 

and auditory hallucination. In the context of an artistic production, I interpret them as the 

heroine’s resistance to the social normalization following the shocking discovery. This 

resistance takes the form of the psychosomatic overflow of gesture and feeling, which are 

choreographed into the narrative of impossible romantic love.  

The second choreographic element is the relationship between the mood of the 

mad scene and musical composition. The musicologist Marian Smith describes the 

atmospheric music by Adolphe Adam as “abject silence, followed by fortissimo tutti 

expressions of rage and despair.”259 Although the mad scene is choreographed to fit into 

the musical score and to aid the narrative denouement (the heroine’s death at the end of 

Act One was the key element of the plot Théophile Gautier envisioned), the sound that 

accompanies it allows each ballerina to endow the scene with a unique but inevitably 

disturbed inner life.  

So far I have examined the descriptions of Giselle’s state of being and the 

atmosphere provided through Adolphe Adam’s music. In order to point out the ways in 
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which the choreographic structure, the ballet soloists’ interpretation of the role, and the 

impression the mad scene makes on viewers inform each other, I will describe the four 

aspects of the scene that I find most psychosomatically telling. For this, I watched the 

mad scene performed by four dancers: Laëtitia Pujol (Paris Opéra at the Lincoln Center, 

2012-live performance),260 Carla Fracci (Film Version, ABT, 1969, video),261 Sylvie 

Guillem (Paris Opéra, 198?, video),262 and Alexandra Ferri (Teatro alla Scala, 1996, 

video).263 These four classical dancers, who bring an psychological depth and 

expressivity to the enactment of a young girl’s nervous breakdown, render the nineteenth-

century romantic ballet’s take on female madness accessible for contemporary analysis. 

Cyril W. Beaumont explains that the scene has changed over time from a dancing to an 

acting scene. He points out that Anna Pavlova’s “dancing expressed delirium and 

culminated in a series of frenzied petits tours ending with her collapse and death.”264 In 

the modern versions I have seen, the mad scene relies on the acting skill of the main 

protagonist. However, the moment in the scene when the ballerina goes back to dancing 

stands out as an embodiment of drives that cannot be easily translated into linguistic 

meanings. Although the story of the romantic ballet belongs to nineteenth-century 

romanticism (especially Act Two with its resolute reaffirmation of spiritual life), 

Giselle’s breakdown speaks to today’s psychoanalytically informed viewers.  

Let’s examine why this scene brings emotional responses in the audience, and 

what these responses tells us about the nineteenth-century suppression of feminine desire, 

and ways in which resistance to gender and class oppression manifested within the world 

of theater. Giselle loses her poise at the moment when she sees Bathilde and Albrecht 

together. She physically separates them and takes off the necklace given to her by 
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Bathilde. When one catches the glimpse of Giselle’s facial expression, one can feel that 

by letting the beautifying object fall to the ground, she also lets go of her hope for a 

happy life with her beloved. She moves urgently away from Albrecht and Bathilde. At 

this moment, Giselle appears distracted, but does not stop moving until she falls 

facedown. She remains for a moment completely still. There is a prolonged second of 

pregnant silence. Her mother is the only one who dares to approach her fallen daughter, 

who at first accepts her mother’s caresses, but then drifts away. Giselle picks up an 

imaginary daisy that in her mind signifies the beginning of her relationship with Loys 

(now Albrecht). Like when she was playing the lovers’ game (he loves me / he loves me 

not) with Loys, she again picks the petals off a flower. Soon she seems to lose connection 

to what she is doing. Momentarily, her face lights up, but then again something seems to 

go wrong in her mind. She acts as if she were completely solitary, while facing away 

from the gathered people. It is as if her former happiness comes back to her in the form of 

a memory trace which quickly fades away. As if needing to reconnect to her physical 

body, to feel it again as her own body, she touches her face and lifts and bunches up her 

skirt. The ballet’s unraveling of linear storytelling is momentarily postponed during the 

mad scene. The spectators, both the corps de ballet onstage and the audience present in 

the theater, seem to be waiting for a resolution from the heroine, who, after a moment of 

desperation, even rage (when she separates Bathilde and Albert), suspends the plot by 

daydreaming in a kneeling position. Once she stands up, the plot will unravel towards her 

death. The death is followed by the resolution of the conflict between the remaining 

protagonists of Act One.  
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To show how the mad scene can express resistance to the normalizing 

mechanisms within the dancing profession, I have chosen five key dramatic moments. The 

first happens when the audience sees Giselle facing the love of her life. For a moment she 

recognizes him, but then she looks at him with an empty gaze as if he were not the same 

person she recently danced with. One wonders if she is pretending in order to let him 

move on with his life. Or perhaps, she knows that she is soon going to abandon physical 

reality, and at this moment, prior to her disappearance, she expresses her remaining 

existential drive and youthful joy. As she moves away from Albrecht, she literally looks 

beyond, as if into an imaginary, faraway landscape. The second key moment happens 

when Giselle seizes Albrecht’s sword. This is the sword which Hilarion used as material 

proof that the peasant Loys was an assumed identity: in actuality he was a young aristocrat 

in disguise. While running in a circular pattern, Giselle drags the ornate weapon, which 

symbolizes the power belonging to Albrecht’s rank. However, Albrecht succeeds in taking 

the dangerous weapon from his desperate lover (poignantly, in the original libretto the 

mother is the one who takes the sword from Giselle). The third key moment is a physical 

recollection of the love duet with Albrecht. Intermittently, Giselle starts and stops dancing, 

as if getting lost in her thoughts. Giselle’s legs become stiff in a way that is reminiscent of 

hysterical contracture. Her legs seem to move independently from her thinking, feeling 

self. One senses that her mind and emotions are already somewhere far away, where the 

material obstacles to love are irrelevant. In the fourth key moment in the 1841 original, 

Hilarion holds Giselle and shakes her as if trying to bring her back to consciousness. Her 

body appears loose, and her resistance to the gamekeeper who had uncovered her 

aristocratic lover’s disguise is emphatically passive. She does not seem to acknowledge 
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his touch or his desire to bring her back from her trance. This is a moment of powerful 

enactment of feminine absence. Giselle’s denial of physical touch indicates that she is not 

present for the one she does not love. The fifth key moment, takes place when Giselle 

finally falls into Albrecht’s arms. The two lovers are joined in a flash of visceral 

recognition. This is a moment of great release, but the audience cannot take pleasure in it. 

Immediately following their embrace, Giselle collapses and falls to the ground dead. 

Susan Leigh Foster’s discussion quoted previously encapsulates the significance 

of the mad scene by describing it as “the progressive dissolution of her [Giselle’s] 

being.”265 Although as a viewer, one can all too easily become absorbed in the agony of 

Giselle’s traumatic fatal recollection, the staging of the epilogue of  Act One reveals how 

Giselle’s loss of consciousness affected the actions of those around her. That is, what 

happens after the heroine’s death shows how the mad scene and the loss of the heroine 

have caused an immediate disturbance in the social relationships of the characters. In my 

reading, the mad scene gives choreographic form and narrative motivation to the hidden 

resistances of professional dancers to the normalizing techniques and habitual oppression 

within nineteenth-century theater. By this I mean that the mad scene allows the dancers’ 

expression of affect, which exceeds conventional ballet choreography to become 

accessible for audience’s reflection. The very ending of Act One demonstrates that 

Giselle’s behavior had stirred the emotions of the other actors onstage. After the mad 

scene Albrecht lifts Giselle’s arm, and then allows it to fall back, realizing that she is 

dead. Albrecht blames Hilarion for Giselle’s sudden death. He forces the jealous 

gamekeeper to look at Giselle’s lifeless body. Next, Albrecht lifts his sword into the air, 

in an attempt to kill Hilarion. At the last moment, the killing is prevented by the duke’s 
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squire, Wilfred. I propose that these ending moments of Act One actualize the four key 

romantic subjects — love, madness, death, and rage — in gender terms. The ballet 

approaches subjects in dramatic gesture and through expression of affect. The two men 

who were both in love with Giselle are active and aggressive towards each other, while 

Giselle’s mother, Berthe, who predicted her daughter’s death in the beginning of Act One, 

expresses sorrow for her beloved daughter through weeping. Her weeping indicates her 

feminine ability to mourn. While Berthe expresses her motherly sorrow and sense of 

irreparable loss, during the mad scene Albrecht’s aristocratic fiancée takes on a 

peripheral position onstage (in some productions she even walks away). Remember that 

Bathilde had met the young peasant girl only recently and was at first charmed by her. 

However, she was shocked when she realized that this beautiful peasant girl could be her 

rival. At the moment of Giselle’s death, she fades into the background. There is no visible 

conflict between her and Giselle’s mother Berthe. In contrast, Albrecht almost murders 

Hilarion. These gender dynamics are telling regarding the roles men and women took on 

in traditional societies. It appears as if the women of different ranks could not 

communicate under these embarrassing and sorrowful circumstances, while the two men 

blamed each other for what had happened. One can remember that what initiated the 

tragic dénouement was Hilarion’s public announcement that the young aristocrat was 

dishonest. However, during the scene it is clear Albrecht did not take Hilarion as a man 

simply seeking to announce the truth. Rather, he blamed him for a malicious attempt to 

disparage his and Giselle’s love. It is important to note that in the original libretto, 

following Giselle’s demise, Albrecht, tried to kill himself, not Hilarion.  In this way, his 

action, rather than being directed against the man he despises (as in modern 
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performances), paralleled the suicide attempt of his girlfriend. Like in most fairytales, as 

an audience member one easily side with the aristocratic Albrecht and not the low-class, 

crude Hilarion. However, since in this ballet there is no fairytale-like discovery that 

Giselle was also a highborn aristocrat forced into poverty, the ballet preserves the class 

tension, without taking away the humanity of either of the two classes. The ballet remains 

a story about love between a highborn man and a peasant girl, in which Hilarion is left 

out and punished in Act Two (he gets killed by the wilis). The tragic dimension, Albrecht 

and Giselle’s separation due to class difference, is expressed in an embodied way, 

through dancing. My analysis suggests that the romantic ballet already directs 

psychoanalytic attention to the phenomenon of dance spectatorship in which the 

performer embodies pleasure of dancing for the viewer. Jacques Lacan coined the term 

jouissance of the Other in relationship to female sexuality. Lacan (1972-3) links female 

jouissance,  or non-phallic pleasure, to mystical ecstasy which evades  understanding.266  

 Within nineteenth-century ballet, Théophile Gautier was exploring the theme of 

romantic love and corporeal desire. In the ballet, the poet-author creates the jouissance of 

the Other, that is “of the body that symbolizes it.”267 Thus, I propose that the dancing 

Giselle acts as an Other for the viewing subject. In Lacanian terms, she enacts the Other 

whose psychosomatic expression is extraordinary because it cannot be fully contained 

within the ego. Her excessive jouissance, expressed through dancing and the denial of 

conventional resolution to the unhappy love affair, is invented by the poet and enacted by 

the dancer. As a force her jouissance exceeds the ordinary experience of otherness. 

Through his choice of poetic sources for the libretto, Gautier indicates that Giselle’s 

ecstatic experiences of dance and love are on a direct experiential level inaccessible to the 
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normative spectator. I propose that Giselle’s jouissance is from the outset linked to the 

theme of death. She does not dance in order to achieve something or gain a concrete object 

of desire. She dances to the point of exhaustion. Even during the mad scene, she goes back 

to dancing after she abandons her hope for a happy union with her lover. As the plot 

reveals, Giselle acts as if she were escaping the predetermined fate predicted by her 

mother. Although a modern viewer has the option to see Giselle as a heart patient (her 

mother refers to her illness through pantomimic gesture). The warnings of Hilarion and 

Berthe imply that Giselle is transgressing the symbolic laws of the society she inhabits. 

Her illness is both metaphoric and physical. Its ghostly presence propels the heroine into 

an ecstatic state of love. In Act One, Giselle dances and plays the game of love as if 

unconcerned with what will happen afterward. Her dancing body symbolizes the ineffable 

ideal of love. Act One, which is filled with joyous dancing, ends with the death of the 

main heroine instead of the marriage ceremony that an audience member might have 

hoped for. Psychoanalytically, the failure to resolve the plot in a conventional way can be 

interpreted as the lack of a material component in the observer’s indirect experience of 

jouissance. When Lacan wrote on jouissance, he was engaging with not only repression of 

jouissance in the modern societies, but also the pathologization of femininity in 

nineteenth-century psychiatry and early psychoanalysis. Paradoxically, this incongruence 

between desire for love and realization in the “real life” brought fame to the ballet Giselle.  

In order to account for the appeal of the mystified figure of the dancer in the 

positivistic educated urban society of the nineteenth century, I will point out the details of 

the particular cultural circumstances from which the emotional power of choreography 

emerged. As noted, the first woman to take on the role of Giselle, Carlotta Grisi, was a 
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protégée of Jules Perrot, whom she met in Naples.268 Perrot, who choreographed the steps 

for Carlotta, was not recognized at first as one of the authors of the production. 

Consequently, he did not share in the royalties.269 While Carlotta found a professional 

engagement with the Paris Opéra in 1841,270 Perrot had to work in the shadows. This 

resulted in many of the rehearsals taking place outside the Opéra’s schedule.271 This 

unacknowledged collaboration between the choreographer and the dancer was a 

spectacular success. Following the premiere, Carlotta’s dancing became the focus of 

public admiration. “In her miming she surpassed every expectation — there was not a 

conventional gesture nor false movement — she is nature and artlessness personified” 

(Théophile Gautier, Presse, July 5, 1841).272 Carlotta’s charisma can be attributed on the 

one hand to her perfect appearance for the role (according to Gautier himself) and on the 

other to the passion with which she committed to mastering Perrot’s demanding 

choreography. Her role demanded difficult dancing steps as well as the theatrical ability 

to enact delirium. I propose that by linking physical stamina with dramatic elation, she 

foreshadowed the hallucinatory enactments of Charcot’s hysterics thirty years later. In a 

demonstration in 1888, Charcot explained that during the third phase of a hystero-

epileptic attack “the patient suddenly looks ahead at an imaginary image.”273 An image 

from phantasy is also crucial to the choreography of the mad scene. The heroine looks out 

in the direction of the audience, as if blind to the material world and cognizant only of the 

traumatic image from her memory. For Charcot, the internalized image had the power to 

move the female hysteric. “The patient may look with great fear or joy, depending on 

what she sees,” said Charcot in regard to a patient in the third phase of a hysterical 

attack.274 In the mad scene, Giselle scares the duke and the gathered villagers by miming 
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the joy that she experienced when dancing with her lover. Giselle dances again, but this 

time with the unreal lover, that is, the internalized memory of Albrecht. She appears 

oblivious of Albrecht’s physical presence. As if transformed by the imposition of the 

matrimonial law, Giselle seems not to even recognize Albrecht, but rather repeats the 

steps from their duet as if she were interacting only with happened in the past. The 

juxtaposition of the reality represented by the observing crowd with the hope from the 

past breaks her last resistance to psychotic collapse. (In the romantic ballet her death 

signifies the end of a psychotic episode. This break lasts till the new cycle of dancing in 

Act Two, but this time the dancing happens at night, in the graveyard.) The separation 

from physical reality and substitution of that reality with the vivid phantasy is crucial for 

the beginnings of the psychoanalytic engagement with the symptoms of hysteria. In his 

writing on an early case of hysteria, Freud explained the disconnection that occurs in the 

hysterical conversion: “The sum of excitation, being cut off from psychical association, 

finds its way all the more easily along the wrong path to somatic innervations.”275 

According to Freud’s study, the overwhelming idea which was previously intentionally 

repressed from the consciousness resurfaces in the body of a hysteric. In nineteenth-

century hysteria, psychological and physical suffering was combined. The affect that was 

produced was devoid of a cause that would be visible to the others. The ballet Giselle 

choreographically engages an event akin to Freud’s description of hysteria. The audience 

witnesses Giselle’s suffering, breakdown, and escape from physical reality. Throughout 

Act One, Giselle participated freely in love and dance. The libretto recounts that a dream 

warned her about an obstacle to her happiness. In the language of Freudian 

psychoanalysis, when she found out that she had been abandoned by her lover, the signs 
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from her dream revealed to her their symbolic power. In a moment of psychotic 

recognition of the “true” meaning of her dream, she dissociates from the events taking 

place in the present. In a psychoanalytic reading, Giselle from Gautier’s libretto is akin to 

a patient who avoids neurotic repression and creates a substitute of reality, which she 

bases on ominous signs (e.g. gestures by her mother, a sword, imaginary flower petals). 

The staging of the affect is underscored through physical repetition (Giselle repeats the 

dancing steps, but without her partner). Eventually, Giselle collapses after physical 

reunification with her lover, in a moment of overwhelming traumatic pain. In the Act 

Two, she is reborn as a ghost. The audience does not face Albrecht’s loss as final. 

Giselle’s death does not separate the two, but instead transports the love story into the 

world inhabited by the ghosts of young women. The audience is invited to witness 

Heinrich Heine’s mystical vision. His description of dancing wilis was a major 

inspiration for Act Two. The traumatized women are transformed into terrifying, 

beautiful ghosts. The dancers in transparent, long, romantic tutus move with grace, but 

they inhabit the graveyard. They are a source of fear, and yet familiar to the young men 

whom they haunt. In this way, the wilis correspond to Freud’s (1919)276 description of 

the uncanny in fairytales: these women are pure and naive when alive and dangerously 

attractive after they lose their humanness due to unreturned affection. Act Two, in which 

the men are haunted by their female lovers for whom they did not care enough while they 

were still alive, shows the symbolic power of women over uncommitted men. At the end, 

Giselle’s love for Albrecht overcomes the wilis’ thirst for revenge. Psychoanalytically, 

Albrecht can be seen as the analysand who is released from a nightmare. He dances once 

again with his now dead beloved, and in that way overcomes his fear of his own mortality. 
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After encountering his unconscious in the dream reality of Act Two, at dawn Albrecht 

returns to the society.  

The dreariness of the poetic images in Act Two (notably the death of Hilarion, 

who gets caught in the wilis’ magic circle and is killed by them) both hides and points to 

the social conditions under which the dancers were given their roles. In particular, the 

dance training and low-paid dance labor generated psychotic episodes that inspired the 

romantic and realist writers’ renderings of the nervous illness, dancing, and fatal 

eroticism of the lower classes.277 In her analysis of the ballet, Felicia McCarren points out 

that the ballet Giselle on the one hand “establishes the figure of the [romantic] dancer as a 

paradigm of poetry” and on the other “can be read as social critique: a state-of-the-art 

review of ballet at the Paris Opéra of 1841.”278 The libretto and dancing in Giselle 

allegorize the public’s fear of contagion and ballet aficionados’ attraction to dark 

eroticism linked to the paradoxes born out of nineteenth-century ideas on femininity.279 

Hysteria and syphilis were both associated with promiscuity and degeneration. This 

common association offers a historical explanation for Hilarion’s death, which follows 

his entrance into the dancing circle of the abandoned women. Thus, following 

McCarren’s reading, the 1841 ballet Giselle can be seen on the one hand as the romantic 

personification of poetry and on the other, on a socio-political level, as an insiders’ 

critique of oppression and prejudice against dancers and dancing. The memory traces 

embodied through dancing challenge the positivist medicine aesthetic ideal of unified 

artistic representation. The choreography which evokes the resurgence of memory 

(Giselle’s reenactment of a love scene at the end of Act One) and phantasy (the 

appearance of supernatural wilis in Act Two can be read as Hilarion’s and Albrecht’s 
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hallucinations during their visit to the Giselle’s grave) suggests that the undoing of 

repression, which became crucial for twentieth-century psychoanalysis, already surfaced 

within nineteenth-century ballet.  

Due to the empirical focus of positive science (prior to development of 

psychoanalysis), the cultural imagination of the nineteenth century’s urban class linked 

the embodiment of psychosomatic excesses and unrestrained sexualized dancing to 

women’s disorders. The success of the 1841 Giselle testifies to the resurgence of interest 

in the aspects of feminine embodiment that rational science tried to reduce to a 

biologically determined (often hereditary) pathology. In the 1841 Giselle one witnessed 

staged madness. In Paris in the 1840s hysteria was already widely discussed in medical 

circles. The medical effort towards a precise diagnosis was geared to demystifying an 

archaic ailment, the causes of which were the subject of debate. This feminine malady 

was characterized since the time of Classical Greece by elusive symptoms. In nineteenth 

century-psychiatry, the symptoms, when performed under the medical eye, served to 

confirm women’s motoric and emotional weaknesses. In contrast, in the pre-psychiatric 

era the symptoms of modern hysteria were recognized by the religious authorities as 

signs of sufferers’ entrance into a mystical state and possession by satanic forces. It is 

important to note that the supernatural Act Two of Giselle directly engaged the mystical 

ideas which haunted the medical discourse which otherwise aspired towards the ideal of 

objectivity. In the nineteenth century, the world of psychiatry and the world of theater 

shared a performative dimension. Both appealed to the public’s imagination through 

references to the traditional narratives about unreason and images of possession.  
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The images and demonstrations generated through the work of Jean Martin 

Charcot and his circle of doctors during the secular Third Republic testify that despite 

Charcot’s initial intention to fight superstition, the mystical imagination from the artistic 

representations merged with medical experimentation. From Giselle, which preceded the 

medical demonstrations at Salpêtrière, one learns how a call to interpret the 

psychosomatic expression, which evoked dancing trance and deadly delirium, gave birth 

to an original libretto, enticing dancing, and operatic re-enactment of madness. In the 

hospital the regular demonstrations of hysterics’ symptoms were conducted with the goal 

of creating material for an empirical proof, and to support consistency in the research of 

the nervous system, rather than to compete with theater for the audience’s attention. 

However, the demonstrations seem to have been as theatrical as theater productions, and 

thus they brought to the hospital lay audiences, novelists, artists, and journalists. In the 

case of hysteria, where instances of hyper-expressivity and spontaneous dancing were not 

rare, the actual lesions were absent. Because of that, the demonstrations of illness caused 

the suspicion that both doctors and patients who participated in these public enactments 

were impostors, with theatrical training. My research indicates that the intense labor at 

Salpêtrière did not allow time for those participating to question the roles that supported 

new medical research into hysteria. It appears that most of the acting was not fully 

intentional, and that what happened in the hospital was reminiscent of theater but did not 

amount to an intentional theatrical production. In contrast, the mad scene in Giselle 

shows that prior to the famous medical demonstrations at Salpêtrière, the intentional 

feminine embodiment of the loss of control onstage presented for the public’s reflection a 

choreographed instance of female resistance to the normalizing order of patriarchal 
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society. With this difference in mind, I will examine the medical site of nineteenth-

century Salpêtrière. My aim is to unravel how the hospital’s labor relationships and the 

effort that the participants put into the medical experimentation, hypnotic treatment, and 

demonstrations could generate forms of embodied resistance. Although this site belongs 

primarily to the medical rather than performance history of the nineteenth century, it is 

relevant for developing an understanding of the relationship between observation, 

pathologization, feminine embodiment, and theatricality. 

The Second Aspect: The Laboring Body in Hysteria, Charcot’s Theater 

Hysteria: Between the Professional Labor of Doctors and Unpaid Labor of Patients 

The Salpêtrière doctors saw, recognized, diagnosed, and wrote about hysteria. The 

patients provided material for doctors’ examination, study, teaching, experimentation, 

and theory. While my main concern will be the undermined unappreciated labor of the 

patients, in order to understand what happened to the hysterical patients, it is relevant to 

consider the work of the Salpêtrière doctors. The intense labor of the medical men in the 

hospital generated the atmosphere and conditions for hysterical histrionics. These young 

men had to familiarize themselves with the history of medicine, attend lectures by their 

superiors, learn about former diagnoses of similar disorders, witness dissection of bodies, 

and observe and discuss patients. Their hard labor was not mainly geared towards healing 

patients, but rather towards providing and organizing data about nervous illnesses. If they 

were specialized in psychiatry, they entered a fairly young field, and thus could not 

confidently rely on what they had learned from books. As the biography of Charcot 

relates (Charcot, Constructing Neurology, 1995),280 the members of the middle class who 
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chose a medical calling had to be capable of long hours without sleep. These young men 

often aspired towards more a stable social status than their family background could 

guarantee them. The biography explains: “Medical students of Charcot’s time fit four 

basic demographic groups: a large group of middle-class provincials coming from 

countryside and towns outside of Paris, a moderate contingent of middle-class Parisians 

(Charcot was from this group), established medical families whose sons were carrying on 

their ancestors’ tradition, and wealthy foreigners, mainly British, American, German and 

Austrian.”281 These ambitions students became the authorities in recognizing, 

documenting, and interpreting a female illness which already had a controversial medical 

history: hysteria.  

On the one hand, I propose that fin-de-siècle society made hysteria into a 

fashionable illness. The cultural imagination tended to ascribe hysterical behavior to the 

ancient past and primitive places, which caused both public’s awe, and a need to affirm 

the superiority of the normative population. The theater and performance scholar Kélina 

Gotman points out how in the early twentieth century the developing scientific theories 

about primitive people ascribed to these groups a tendency towards nervous disorders and 

disorganized rioting: “Supposedly, primitive people — not only in the past but in the 

present as well—were not only more prone to impulses leading to acts of sympathetic 

contagion but also on that account more liable to engage in spontaneous acts of social 

rebellion and political revolt.”282 So, nineteenth century theories justified fear from 

“primitive” ways of moving and communicating.  In a similar fashion, during hysteria’s 

heyday, which preceded these discourses on primitive groups by few decades, the 

patients’ symptoms were seen as indicators of unrestrained or perverse sexual drives. 
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According to social authorities, if these were not kept under control by the medical 

system, they presented a danger to civilized society. On the other hand, hysteria 

designated a zone of intolerable but mysterious pain that could not be communicated 

prior to Freud’s commitment to unraveling the stories of patients. With time hysteria 

became more than a nervous condition. It was recognized as a feminine expression that 

male artists idealized and lay observers were intrigued by. Nevertheless, medically 

minded citizens still condemned it as a pathology and/or dangerous simulation of other 

nervous illnesses.283 As much as the diagnosis of hysteria could be harmful for women’s 

reputation in the nineteenth century, hospitalization in the mental wards such as 

Salpêtrière during the Third Republic meant that those women who were not capable of 

work outside the hospital were exposed to the danger of homelessness. For those who 

moved to Paris from villages or were born into the lower classes, life in the hospital was 

not much worse than life as a member of the underpaid labor force in the households, 

shops, and factories.284 The options for the lower-class women were still more limited. 

An escape by means of diagnosis and subsequent life in a medical establishment for the 

poor could mean that one was at least initially freed from the obligation of difficult 

manual work and physical danger which the unstable life of the urban underclass 

presented for women. One did not have to worry about paying rent; the meals were 

provided; and the threat of unregulated physical harassment was diminished. Needless to 

say, this freedom from the uncertainties of the everyday urban life of the poor could be 

only partial. In the mental wards, patients were obliged to knit, clean, do laundry, work in 

the garden, carry food, and, if they were considered by doctors almost recovered, act as 

nurse assistants.285 However, their hard physical labor was not acknowledged by those 
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who controlled the production. “Work was presented as therapy, and although doctors 

were certainly aware that it was economically necessary for patients to work, they were 

silent about its primary importance to material survival and instead extolled its 

therapeutic benefits.”286 The historian Yannick Ripa (1986) emphasizes how hospitals in 

nineteenth-century France needed mental patients’ work in order to achieve economic 

self-sufficiency. The medical authorities   hypocritically claimed that this was beneficial 

for the patient. At Salpêtrière hysterics participated in medical research by enduring 

strenuous repetition of their symptoms.  

Charcot:287 Hysteria and Theatricality 

The concepts and images that are left from the practices and discourses of hysteria 

produced by doctors are versatile and often paradoxical. However, what links them to 

each other is the relationship between the idea in one’s mind (this could be a medical 

concept, but also a metaphor or an idea taken from a dream) and its materialization. As 

Sander Gilman explains: “The fantasy of realism captured the belief of the nineteenth 

century, both the doctor’s and the patient’s.”288 In the 1870s, Salpêtrière psychiatrists 

turned their attention to the nervous system and visible changes in hysterics’ behaviors. 

The hysterical patients repeated their fits during demonstrations, modeled in the 

photographic studio, and when doctors visited patients’ quarters displayed symptoms. 

The “preparation” for the public demonstrations consisted of the patients holding difficult 

postures for a long time, engaging in continuous agitated motion, refraining from food 

and sleep, and repeating expressive symptoms. However, as Sander Gilman points out, 

the realism of medical demonstrations was generated through a phantasy that was shared 

by psychiatrists and patients. Because of its relationship to phantasy, hysteria was easily 
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related to medical charlatanism and theater. However, the late nineteenth-century Parisian 

re-invention of hysteria was more than convincing.289 It helped produce stunning 

performances of tragedy and comedy without a theatrical script. Instead of acting out 

religious dramaturgy like the possessed from the past, the hysterics acted in response to 

diagnostic descriptions and classifications. This is not to say that there was no felt 

suffering and physiological disturbances (such as urinal retention, vomiting, amenorrhea, 

and fainting) among the hysterics, but that pain played a part in hospital’s spectacle. 

These physiological symptoms were integrated into the performative fits and were not the 

main object of continuous attention by the medical staff, who focused on patients’ 

nervous system and motoric and emotional disturbances. The patients were mostly 

anonymous at Salpêtrière. Their life stories, with specific causalities and chronic pains, 

could be easily forgotten in a large hospital with many employees. What became the 

locus of attention were the expressive signs of pain, performative acrobatics, and states of 

ecstasy and delirium. The “talented” hysterics performed their fits for the lay Parisian 

audience. Both Charcot’s hypnosis and the mysterious nervous illness he treated appeared 

“infectious.”  They spread past the authority of medical science, into the performing arts 

scene. A visit of the actress Sarah Bernhardt to Salpêtrière testifies to the crossing of 

boundaries between the spectacle of nervous illness and theatrical performance. The 

famous actress went to the hospital to learn about the expressive performance directly 

from the hysterics who inhabited the hospital. In an interview for La Chronique Médicale 

she confided that in order to prepare for the role in Adrienne Lecouvreur by Eugene 

Scribe, she had to remain locked in one of Salpêtrière’s cells.290 Apparently Bernhardt 

thought that by staying in the hospital, she could feel what a hysteric feels, and thus 
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achieve the heightened dramatic expression of the diagnosed patients in her theatrical 

work. The story of Augustine Gleizes, who later became the icon of the surrealist 

movement, epitomizes the social dynamics of late nineteenth-century hysteria. Augustine 

was a former chambermaid. She was sexually abused in the household to which her 

mother had given her. After being diagnosed, she became an exceptionally gifted 

performer of hysterical symptoms.291 She performed with great artistic refinement 

Charcot’s descriptions of hystero-epilepsy.292 What distinguished the hysterical patients 

from the other patients suffering from nervous illnesses was their openness to hypnotic 

suggestion and their apparent willingness to recreate the extreme states of ecstasy, 

immobility, and frenzy. These recreations were demanded of them for the research of 

paranormal phenomena which permeated the scientific and aesthetic discourses of fin-de-

siècle culture.293 As much as Charcot intended to keep medicine scientific and distinct 

from the arts’ fascination with the abnormal phenomena, the two could hardly be 

distinguished in the spectacle-inclined popular culture of the fin de siècle. For example, a 

Salpêtrière doctor, Paul Richer, who researched physiology of movement, developed the 

technique of chronophotography. The technique aimed to visually capture motion, and 

thus allow for comparison of the various symptoms. Both he and the psychiatrist Henry 

Meige were involved in anatomical research at la Salpêtrière, and they also taught the 

artistic anatomy at École National Supérieure des Beaux-Arts.294 The physical 

excitability attributed to the hysterics provided an access point for the development of 

new theories about the unconscious.295 Following his travels to France, where he got 

familiarized with the experimentation with hypnotic suggestion at Salpêtrière and in 

Nancy, Sigmund Freud conceptualized the unconscious. In the early twentieth century his 
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ideas became a major point of reference for the practical work done in both 

psychoanalysis and artistic modernism. However, while hysterics’ expressivity and 

symptoms were reproduced and used to form innovative critical and therapeutic insights 

within the forward-looking scientific discourse, as human subjects who were capable of 

conscious thought and action the low-class Salpêtrière hysterics were almost completely 

excluded from consideration. As expressive performers, who physicalized female desire 

at a time when medical and moral opinions were still dictated almost entirely by the 

middle-class men, hysterics exposed publicly hidden cultural dynamics. 

In The Knotted Subject: Hysteria and its Discontents (1998), Elisabeth Bronfen 

theoretically examines the specificity of theatrical enactment in hysterical scenes during 

lectures at La Salpêtrière: ”[T]he hysterical attack not only allowed these [hysterical] 

patients to represent the scenes of their private theatre but also emerged as a phantasmatic 

site of infinite reiterability.”296 In her critical reading, Bronfen emphasizes a reiterated 

occurrence from patients’ psychosomatic history. This imitation of a real event was 

staged and re-staged in the service of medical knowledge whose object was the enigma of 

embodied feminine desire. While patients provided the content of the demonstration, the 

theatricality, with specific timings announced with a gong, the models from art history, 

and rhetoric came from the least likely source, the head of the clinic, who was 

vehemently opposed to mixing performance art and medicine.  

The head of the clinic, Jean-Martin Charcot (1825-1892), is considered the father 

of modern neurology. Through his visual analysis of symptoms, he has changed the 

understanding of hysteria in psychiatry. As a young man Charcot was drawn to both art 

and medicine. Charcot believed that biological material was essentially variable, and that 
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the reactions of the patients were distinctive depending on the life circumstances and 

genetic predispositions of a patient.297 Although much of his work on hysteria was 

disputed by his close students following his death,298 his activity left an imprint on the 

modern psychiatric understanding of mental illness in relationship to neurology. Charcot 

was critical of what he perceived as perverse imitations of hysteria in the modernist art. 

He used documentation from art history and photographic images to confirm positive 

medical diagnoses. For his entire life as a doctor, he remained engaged in the arts and 

aesthetics.299 Charcot applied his understanding of the arts to his medical judgment. 

Although aesthetically a neoclassicist and a realist, Charcot, like the twentieth century 

surrealists, developed a fascination with the internal logic of altered states300 and the 

visible changes in physicality which arose from these states. But unlike the surrealists, he 

did not idealize hysterical expression. Rather, Charcot aspired towards the ideals of 

health and beauty that excluded the excesses of hysteria. His aesthetic bias was positivist, 

inspired by the empiricism and praxeology of Auguste Comte (1798-1857).301 Charcot 

made sure that emotionally unstable hysterics were recognized by his students as truly 

sick, and warned against the theatrical use of hysterical expression. However, in spite of 

Charcot’s precautions, the theatricality was generated among the observers and 

artistically inclined physicians. Dr. Alfred Binet, who took part in Charcot’s neurological 

lab, later wrote plays about insanity for the Grand Guignol stage.302 By using the 

hysterical labor of the low-class, performatively gifted patients, the clinicians of the late 

nineteenth century could empirically investigate the phenomena of catalepsy, delirium, 

and somnambulism. The doctors could observe the symptoms and try out innovative 

treatments, which involved staging hysterical scenes, with hysterics at the center of stage 
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action.303 Although critical when other doctors used theatricality, Charcot seems to have 

felt that as the head of clinic he had good reason to use imaginative scenarios and 

theatricality. For him, they helped to generate symptomatic reactions, which were later 

used to confirm hysteria as a distinguishable illness of the nervous system.304 To prove a 

theoretical proposition, Charcot needed the patients who could repeat the symptoms. The 

repetition accompanied by production of images of specific phases of fits allowed for the 

analysis of the visual data. By means of enactment and visual tracing of symptoms, 

Charcot attempted to understand the relationship between what seemed to be unconscious 

behavior and the nervous system. Because of this focus on visual representation, Charcot 

engaged in what for many medical practitioners was the ethically questionable use of live 

patients during lectures.305 It seems plausible that his lectures ended up being so 

spectacular because he aimed to capture the attention of his students as well as to 

underscore the importance of hysteria for the medical field (the latter goal was linked to 

the hospital’s financial survival). Charcot insisted that the medical students had to learn 

through observing and drawing the live bodies. The hysterics’ alarming ability to 

reproduce involuntary movements such as tics, tremors, and spasms from the other more 

“real” nervous disorders held special interest for Salpêtrière researchers. As a young 

doctor on an internship at La Salpêtrière between 1885 and 1886,306 Freud commented on 

Charcot’s fascination with the visible difference between neurological disorders: “he 

[Charcot] described how wonderful it was to suddenly see new things—new diseases.”307 

Freud wrote that Charcot possessed an “artistically gifted temperament” and that he 

thought of himself as “a visuel, a seer.”308 Charcot even felt disappointed when the 
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doctors in his field noticed only what they had learned previously. He befriended artists 

and writers, who shared his visual ability.309  

In order to fight what he perceived as medical ignorance and find the positive 

symptoms of the disease, Charcot carefully observed, hypnotized, and displayed the 

twitching, convulsing, somnambulistic hysterics. These mostly young patients from rural 

areas and underprivileged neighborhoods performed pantomimes, reproduced visible 

symptoms, and even engaged in self-mutilation under the observance of the medical 

doctors, photographers, visual artists, medical students, nuns, and each other.310 The 

status of hysterics at Salpêtrière was ambiguous. Thus, the famous hysterics of 

Salpêtrière played a double role at the hospital: they were Charcot’s patients and his 

muses.311 They appeared to be capable not only of confirming the disease for the medical 

students under the guidance of the head doctor, but also, of performing the symptoms for 

the curious, lay audience. 

From 1882 to 1892 in the newly built public amphitheater of Salpêtrière, Charcot 

hosted a series of public lectures and demonstrations (Image 8). On Tuesdays, Charcot 

met new patients, attempted to diagnose them, gave a prognosis based on diagnosis, and 

recommended a treatment. He was renowned for his ability to evaluate a pathology based 

on a “single glance” at a patient’s movement or gait. He performed something akin to a 

quick movement analysis.312 On Fridays, Charcot exhibited patients with already known 

symptoms. This showing served as a clinical presentation. The French literature scholar 

Asti Hustevedt writes about these demonstrations: “The dramatic character of Charcot’s 

demonstrations was reinforced by the fact that the hysterics were treated as actresses.”313 

According to Hustevedt’s study, Charcot’s lectures were spectacular events. He began 
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with a dramatic entrance in silence. He was surrounded by students. The patients were 

brought in by the staff. Charcot lectured from a platform and used large sketches, plaster 

casts, wax models, and a newly invented photographic projector. Beyond being a talented 

visual artist who painted details of patients’ movement and pantomimes, Charcot’s 

audiences considered him a gifted actor. “To illustrate a point he was making, he 

mimicked the tremors, tics, spastic gestures, and hampered gaits of his patients.”314  

In his 1982 critical study of hysteria at Salpêtrière, Georges Didi-Huberman 

points out that hypnosis played a part in the transformation of the hospital into a 

theatrical space. Didi-Huberman’s description indicates that the actor/director’s roleplay 

prevented instances of honest, conscious communication between the doctors and 

patients from being recognized, and validated by the leading medical authority. Even 

thought doctors like Bourneville tried to understand patients’ histories, the emphasis was 

on the spectacular demonstrations, which more often than not relied on invention of 

patients’ phantasies. The younger doctors were instructed by Charcot to direct patients’ 

phantasies. The patients took on the roles created for them through hypnotic suggestions. 

These pre-determined scenes stimulated patients’ unconscious identification with 

suffering, uncontrolled women from historical representation of femininity and sainthood. 

The hypnotic simulation aimed to provoke patients’ visceral identification with these 

preconceived roles. Didi-Huberman writes:  

[H]ypnotic experimentation was digging a little deeper in its attempt to 
understand a hysterical subject, the question of the subject of simulation. 
The hysterics of the Salpêtrière were so “successful” in the roles suggested 
to them that their suffering had lost something like its basic credibility.315 
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Hypnosis constituted a crucial part of doctors’ training in treating hysteria and actualizing 

Charcot’s description of the disease. Asti Hustevedt points out that hypnosis served as a 

tool for directing hysterics’ theatrical capabilities. In a hypnotic state the hysteric found 

“her roles, scenes and lines.”316 Although, as already noted, the young Freud was 

impressed by the artistry of Charcot’s lectures, doctors from the other schools of thought 

were suspicious of Charcot’s flamboyant style and use of acting to demonstrate hysteria. 

The problematic exploitation of theatrical tools, which were applied to support the 

existence of a unique pathology ascribed to the hysterical patients, led to long disputes 

with the Nancy school. Headed by Hyppolite Bernheim, this antagonistic school of 

hypnosis claimed that anyone could be hypnotized and that hypnosis was a universal 

psychological phenomenon. While Charcot found this attitude unscientific, Freud 

accepted and developed Bernheim’s position on hypnosis following Charcot’s death.317 

My research indicates that by physically stimulating painful memories of already 

maltreated hysterics, Charcot created diagnosable fits out of their illegible expressive 

reactions to medical interrogation and hypnotic stimuli. His main aim appears to have 

been to prove by means of hypnosis the objective existence of a contested nervous 

disease. Bernheim objected by observing that the stimulations administered to the 

Salpêtrière hysterics would produce similar effects on normal subjects. So, in contrast to 

Salpêtrière’s assertions, the Nancy school headed by Bernheim did not see the patients 

open to the hypnotic suggestion as sick. Rather, from this alternative perspective the 

Salpêtrière hysterics appeared as the victims of hypnotic overstimulation performed in a 

highly controlling, theatrical setting. One of the biographers of Charcot, George Owen, 

points out that because of Charcot’s “bias toward the physiological (and therefore 
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definable and reproducible), Charcot gave preference to somewhat mechanical means of 

inducing hypnosis.”318 According to Owen, Charcot was aware of the possibility of 

psychological suggestion but found it ineffective. Rather, he preferred to apply physical 

methods of hypnosis such as focusing a hysteric’s gaze on one spot till fatigue arose, 

finger pressure on the eyeballs, consistent force applied to an area of the body (such as 

ovarian compression), and exposure to bright light or the sound of a gong to induce shock. 

The cataleptic states were also induced hypnotically. In a cataleptic state, the patient 

appeared completely unaware of her surroundings and exhibited wax-like flexibility. 319  

Michel Foucault (1974) offers a thorough analysis of how Charcot exploited 

patients’ personal histories to support his theory of hysterics’ pathological suggestibility. 

To achieve an appearance of empirical consistency, Charcot thought that he needed to 

discover a cause arising from a disturbing event in the memory of a patient.320 Foucault 

comments on Charcot’s research of motoric disturbances. According to Foucault, Charcot 

centered his research on the disconcerting recollections of traumatic instances from 

patients’ lives from before their hospitalization. These recollections emerged as external 

imperatives in a state of hypnosis.  

Since the body cannot speak because there is no lesion, this search for a 
pathological framework leads Charcot to look for an assignable cause. 
One will have to look at the etiological level for something on which to 
pin all these phenomena and thereby attach them to a rigorous pathology, 
that is to say, what one will have to discover is an event.…  

What is trauma for Charcot? It is something—a violent event, a 
blow, a fall, a fear, a spectacle, etcetera—which provokes a sort of discrete, 
localized hypnotic state, but which sometimes lasts for a long time, so that, 
following the trauma, a certain idea enters the individual’s head, inscribes 
itself in his cortex, and acts like a sort of permanent injunction.321  
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Already for Charcot’s early neurology, trauma represented the key concept in treating 

hysteria. However, Charcot’s trauma is not the same as the later psychoanalytic 

understanding, which I discuss later in this chapter. Charcot ascribed the laborious acting 

out of a hysteric to a self-produced hypnotic state. According to him, a traumatic event 

triggered the state. The patient received a hypnotic stimulus as an injunction to act, repeat, 

and relive an unconscious memory. As Foucault suggests in the lectures on psychiatric 

power held at the Collège de France (1973-1974), the concept of trauma implicates a 

relationship between medical authority’s interpretation of hysterical motivation and 

hysterics’ participation in the hypnotic scene that “conformed to the rules laid down by 

Charcot.322 Charcot’s rules were concerned with the questions of who of the medical staff 

should apply hypnotic suggestion at Salpêtrière, and when and how. These rules seem to 

have had more to do with creating a theatrical proof, a motivation Charcot denied,323 than 

with curing a nervous disorder. The paid labor of the doctors who were inducing the 

hypnotic states under Charcot’s authoritarian gaze and the unpaid traumatic labor of 

patients were both regulated by Charcot himself in service of the representational 

prerogative of the field. The previously mysterious disease required an empirically 

supported representation in order for it to gain attention and financial support from 

influential social circles in fin-de-siècle Paris.324 Charcot needed the respect of the 

Parisian elite to continue the neurological research at Salpêtrière. The live demonstrations 

of hysterical symptoms which were induced through hypnosis played a formative role in 

proving the material reality of a recently revived enigmatic disease from the Hippocratic-

Galenic medical corpus. I propose that the hysterics cannot be considered as fully 

conscious, willing participants in the hypnotically induced fits and pantomimes, because 
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they did not participate in planning the symptomatic performances. Thus, one is bound to 

question how the hierarchies of the hospital which permitted theatrical reiterations 

supported the empirical reality of the illness. The fear of authority and the desire the 

approval appear as possible motivations for hysterics’ incredible openness to suggestion. 

Nevertheless, the range of emotions and movements performed during the hysterical fits 

indicate that after the phase of initial receptivity, hysterics began to express their 

repressed feeling and socially inacceptable memories through their bodies. At Salpêtrière 

from the 1870s to the 1890s many patients were former physical laborers and victims of 

abuse. The traumatic memories of the patients were re-activated and rendered visible, at 

times when the doctors applied the external stimuli (touch, sound, light, and authoritative 

voice which presented injunctions). The images and descriptions left from fin-de-siècle 

hysteria indicate the latent power of expressive resistance within the hierarchically 

ordered scenes. However, in the public demonstrations of hysteria, boundaries between 

the inner sensation which caused gestural response, internalized mental images, 

commands received from the authority, and hysterics’ conscious reenactment of the 

diagnosis remained permeable. The permeability was re-iterated through the hysterics’ 

frequent miming of the effects of suggestion. The hysterics accepted, but also when 

possible modified and transformed, situations constructed for them during hypnotic 

sessions. As morally questionable and exhausting as they were, the performances of 

hypnosis for the public presented an opportunity for the incarcerated women at 

Salpêtrière to resist, in subtle but nevertheless noticeable ways, the modes of coercion 

within the hospital establishment.  
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Of the known hysterics from Salpêtrière, only Jane Avril became a professional 

performer, and thus transformed her dancing symptom into a career.325 However, 

Augustine Gleizes, a patient whose image was exalted by the surrealists in the 1920s and 

1930s, was unusually supple, although not a professional dancer. The photograph entitled 

Catalepsy taken by the Salpêtrière photographer Paul Régnard shows Augustine 

gracefully bending backwards. The hypnotic suggestion that had led Augustine to assume 

this dance-like arching position is explained in L’Iconongraphie de la Salpêtrière: “X… 

is put to sleep by surprise.… The body can be positioned in an arc.”326 The image that 

resulted from the reception of this hypnotic suggestion is visually reminiscent of the 

cambré back from the ballet vocabulary, and thus appears graceful and aesthetically 

pleasing. However, the patient remained immobile in a back bend for a long enough 

period to enter an altered state of consciousness. In the 1887 painting by André Brouillet 

The Clinical Lesson at the Salpêtrière, the “hysterical queen” Blanche Wittman is also 

seen arching back with the grace of a dancer. However, while Augustine balanced in a 

backbend without support, Blanche is portrayed bending over the arm of Dr. Joseph 

Babinski. Blanche’s supported posture reveals the subtle dynamics of hospital 

relationships. Her head is twisted to one side, as if she is avoiding eye contact. She is 

connected to Dr. Babinski through touch and physical reliance. But the implied intimacy 

is countered by the placement of the figures with respect to the hospital’s hierarchy. The 

patient and the young doctor are standing next to Maître (Charcot), who is giving a 

presentation in front of a group of attentive medical professionals. So the act depicted in 

the painting gains professional relevance through Charcot’s explanation. The intimate 

gendered scene in transformed into an example of a hysterical symptom that the 
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assembled students should learn about. Nevertheless, despite the professional seriousness 

of the occasion, which is accentuated by the figure of Charcot in a dark suit, the aesthetic 

focus of the painting is on the exposed body of a female patient who is falling into the 

hands of a young, male doctor. The painting gives the viewer a sense of how the 

professional hierarchies participated in the construction of hysterical scenes at la 

Salpêtrière. The painting’s convincing depiction of the social relationships between the 

portrayed figures explains why Freud found this artwork valuable for understanding the 

hysterical phenomenon. When depicted to illustrate a medical text, the hysterical body is 

often separated from the social context in which the fit took place, and attention is drawn 

to visibility and the defining features of the symptoms. However, dance scholarship (in 

particular, Mark Franko’s concept of hystericization, referenced in Chapter 3) and 

psychoanalysis both suggest that the staging of scenes (Brouillet’s painting). acted as a 

major trigger for hysterical expressivity.  

Hysterical Scenes 

In Brouillet’s painting gender is highlighted through physical division. The men and 

women are separated from each other by the different roles they were assigned in the 

hospital. The exposed woman is the pivot point of the spectacular scene of conversion. 

The image of the sacrificial figure is purposefully eroticized by the artists. An analysis of 

the dynamics of the hysterical scenes from the late nineteenth century aids historical 

awareness by showing how within a professional situation physical responses and 

discourses are formed in conjunction to each other. In Brouillet’s painting the victimized, 

silent woman (Blanche Wittman) becomes crucial to the consortium of doctors. She is the 

topic of their discussion. The male doctors’ knowledge about patients’ symptoms is a 
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source for establishing a teaching hierarchy, and even competition in regard to correct 

interpretation of her behavior. The concern for her wellbeing and social existence is the 

object of a methodological inquiry. The woman’s mysterious presence sharply contrasts 

with the gathered doctors’ authoritative and thoughtful expressions. In a scene directed 

by Charcot, the dramatic impact of hysterical conversion is visually achieved through the 

woman’s release backwards and the way her clothing exposes the bare skin of her chest, 

neck, and shoulder. As a genre painter, Brouillet used the techniques of realism to show 

how hypnotic suggestion alters a female patient. He depicted a tableau which 

demonstrates the visible outcome of hypnosis: an assembly of professional male doctors 

appears fixated on a beautiful, submissively relaxed woman. The invisible suggestion is 

what links the figure of Maître Charcot to the gesture of the patient. 

While Elizabeth Bronfen  deconstructed how the authority instigated the 

repetition of psychosomatic disturbances in front of the audience,327 the Romance-

language scholar Jann Matlock (1994) brought attention to how the labeling of feminine 

desire as dangerous and uncontrollable engendered the scenes in which the hysterics’ 

physical difference became prominent. Like Bronfen’s analysis, Matlock’s revolves 

around the setting up of scenes in fin-de-siècle hysteria. Matlock writes:  

The discourse that read the hysteric’s difference … depended upon a 
fantasmatic scene. At its center was a horrible scene of bodily convulsion 
brought on by unchecked engagements with sensation and desire. The 
hysterical girl was imagined to have been seduced into illness by 
excessive stimulation.328 

 
As Jann Matlock clarifies, the scenes329 of seduction served in fin-de-siècle culture as 

sites for the construction of difference between genders.330 Matlock relates that this 

attribution of inferior mental predisposition took part during the construction of power 
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relationships within hysterical scenes.331 These scenes included at least one performer 

and one observer. In most cases, the two were of different genders, classes, ages, and 

levels of education. Both the specific acts and the scene’s meaning were assessed in the 

medical context. The medical authorities addressed potential dangers of patients’ 

unrestrained sexuality. When the medical authorities voiced their opinions publicly, their 

warnings led to the spread of fear of nymphomania and hysterical contagion within the 

general public. Matlock points out the pivotal role of the scenes in unraveling the 

dynamics of oppression and inequality within fin-de-siècle culture: “Underlying my 

account of scenes of seduction …] has been the argument that the fantasmatic 

investments in difference — of class, race, and especially gender — in nineteenth century 

France generated and even required a discourse of surveillance and narratives of 

containment.”332 At the time of the Third Republic in France, the lay public was already 

involved in medical culture333 and could justify fear of femininity, hysteria, and even 

dancing334 by relying on scientific explanations and rationalized fantasies about the 

radically different cultural other. The publicly visible hysterical scenes and the images of 

mental patients and seductive, low-class dancers offered to the curious voyeurs a glimpse 

into the low-paid335 but nevertheless for middle-class audiences enticing world of 

feminine exposure and transformation. By witnessing hysterical scenes, the general 

public could become aware of the role of hypnotic suggestion in engendering at times 

terrible, at times miraculous changes in the body of a performer/patient. In particular, in 

the phases of clownism and delirium, hysterics would demonstrate resistance by 

muscularly rebelling against the order of the scene and by using affect to reject moral 

containment.  
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From today’s vantage point, on the one hand the hysterical scenes from 

Salpêtrière appear as unintentional theatrical ridicule of early psychiatrists’ attempts at 

unambiguous diagnosis. On the other, they testify to patients’ openness to public 

disclosure of the traumatic traces of gender-based violence from their pasts. Although 

humiliating and even dangerous physiologically for the patients, these scenes contributed 

to revealing the oppressive dynamics of fin-de-siècle middle-class society. The ideas and 

practices linked to physical and psychological forces of hypnotic suggestion, in particular 

the ways medical staff caused repetition of episodes, speaks directly to the relationship 

between the somatic symptom as an involuntary reaction and artistic expression as an 

intentional externalization.336 In hysteria, the expression appears as a byproduct of 

hypnotically induced delusion. The question of the performer’s intention remains 

obscured by the staging. It can easily be interpreted as an unintentional result of hysterics’ 

experiences while hypnotized. Nevertheless, the hysterical scenes point to the possibility 

that some of the hysterics were willingly simulating expressive reactions to the doctors’ 

suggestion, and even self-directing their roles within the scenes. In this way, they could 

resist the normalizing tendency within the hospital and participate in scientific 

discoveries about the nervous illness, albeit often in ways that were endangering their 

wellbeing. Some of them (notably Augustine Gleizes and Blanche Wittman) became 

muses of the psychiatric science by staying in the symptomatic poses for as long as it was 

necessary for the images to be taken. The permanent records of the gestures, positions, 

and expressions of the hypnotized hysterics could guarantee that hysteria would enter the 

history of medicine in a way that could compete in relevance with the empirically 

provable organic diseases. This was achieved by means of a newly discovered technique 
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for producing static visual replicas of the otherwise elusive symptomatic occurrences. 

This representational aspect was perfected during photographic sessions at the hospital.  

Representation in the Hospital and the Selective Memory of the Nineteenth Century 
Institution 

In his critical study of hysteria, Didi-Huberman explains that “in the 1860s photography 

made its triumphal, triumphalist entry into the museum of pathology.”337 The idea of the 

museum was emphasized by the range of expressions and pathologies photography aimed 

to record. Photography allowed for the historical proof of many faces of pathology. By 

staging and documenting hysterical scenes, the momentary crises of the patients gained 

lasting visibility. In this way, the crises could be used to support the long-term medical 

and moral stereotypes about hysterical forms of psychosomatic expression. 

In the essay “A Means of Surveillance: The Photograph as Evidence in Law” 

(1988), the art historian John Tagg explains that in the second half of the nineteenth 

century the institutions linked to maintenance of social order such, as prisons, but also 

those concerned with production, health, and education, like factories, hospitals, and 

schools, found in photography “a convenient tool for their new strategies of power.”338 In 

particular, within the psychiatric hospital photography brought about a new kind of 

visibility which held a stronger hold on the factual truth than the written descriptions of 

the illness.339 Generally, photography was used as a tool for imposing secular power in 

society. In the case of mental illness, the photographed images presented to the public a 

material proof of the abnormalities that in order to be addressed required a specialized, 

institutional space. Tagg accounts for the use of photography in mental institutions such 

as Salpêtrière: “Whereas, before the invention of photography, clinical records had been 
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confined to spectacular or freakish cases, with the camera, extensive collections and 

indexes were compiled.”340 Charcot’s hysterical performers Geneviève Basil Legrand, 

Augustine Gleizes, and Blanche Wittmann were photographed and drawn by Charcot’s 

students and colleagues in a range of poses and dramatic expressions. In this way, these 

famous hysterics contributed to Charcot’s new method, which consisted of a precise 

nosology with distinctive symptoms of nervous illnesses and neurological disorders. 

Photography, even more than sketches and sculpted models, acted as the undoubtable 

support for medicine’s authority, because the photographic images created material 

objects out of medical memories of the symptom. Thus, they were intended to aid the 

future recognition of symptoms. Didi-Huberman underscores that photographs were 

meant to “serve memory.”341 According to his account, they supported a phantasy of an 

“absolute” memory of the expressive pathology of hysterics.342 The photographers at 

Salpêtrière isolated bodies and framed them so that the background would not show. 

Didi-Huberman implies that the purpose of giving so much time and attention to their 

documentation seems to have been to show with clarity, which was inaccessible in real 

time, what the hysterics did during fits, and to stress what was anomalous in their bodies 

in comparison to healthy, normal bodies. The goal was to show what hysteria as a disease 

was, rather than to uncover how the history and relationships shaped the patient’s 

responses to stimuli and allow her to take control over her life stories and psychosomatic 

expressivity: “A kind of cutting-up of bodies, cutting-up onstage, a staging aimed at 

knowledge, knowledge aimed at the what (rather than the who) of bodies.”343 Based on 

Didi-Huberman’s description, the anonymity of the photography of hysterics came out of 

an attempt to commit to memory a specific differential symptom of the disease. By 
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anonymity, I mean that the hysterics were not asked to remember who they were and 

what they felt when photographed. They were dressed up, then stimulated by sudden 

sounds, bright light, physical pressure, and invented images doctors presented to them. 

Once hypnotized, hysterics would illustrate the symptoms of the disease. The question of 

why Charcot was so intent on creating an iconography of hysterical attitudes and 

symptoms during a fit can be addressed by inquiring into why his scientific work was 

supported by the Third Republic’s establishment and examining the role tradition played 

in triggering interest in such a controversial illness. 

For Charcot, the images of the fits, stilted dramatic attitudes, dancing chorea, and 

rehearsed public repetitions of the symptoms helped doctors avoid confusion between the 

various nervous illnesses. In The Disturbing History of Hysteria (2009) the sociologist 

Andrew Scoll explains that the antireligious bias of the Third Republic, especially of one 

of its founders, Charcot’s personal friend Léon Gambetta,344 impelled Charcot to re-

interpret the images of sacred possession as “mental pathology”345 and “undiagnosed 

hysteria.”346 The images from medieval and Renaissance art that Charcot kept in his 

library included the scenes of dance possession and ecstatic revelation. Charcot read the 

gestures appearing in the scenes of possession as symptoms of an undiagnosed nervous 

disorder. For instance, in Les Miracles de saint Ignace de Loyola (1618-1619) by Pierre-

Paul Rubens, Loyola stands elevated while gesturing majestically with his right arm. 

Loyola’s fingers point gently towards the heavens.347 His eyes are slightly rolled up, as if 

to indicate Loyola’s connection to the higher realm. At the sight of Loyola, a pale woman 

has fallen backwards. Her tongue is sticking out, her arms and shoulders are tense, her 

skin is exposed. Like the famous hysterical patient of Charcot — Blanche Wittman, who 
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was depicted during a lesson at the hospital by André Brouillet — this woman is held by 

the people gathered to witness the public event. In Rubens’s painting a bare-chested man 

has also fallen, but all the way to the ground, onto his back. The fallen man’s right hand 

is clenched in a fist. This detail is reminiscent of the clenched hand of the cataleptic 

hysterical patient. Another example is drawn in pencil by Charcot and depicts a 

Dominican monk healing a possessed boy (Le Dominiquin, saint Nil guérissant un 

possédé).348 This drawing exemplifies the role that the relationship between the possessed 

and the figure of authority plays in exposing a hysterical symptom. In this scene the boy’s 

feet are hardly touching the earth. He is tilting to the left, while his arms are spread wide. 

The boy is held from the left by another set of hands, whose owner in not seen in the 

drawing. The monk has a finger on the boy’s mouth, as if in an attempt to re-direct the 

boy’s attention through hypnotic touch. The touch emphasizes the relational aspect of the 

hypnotic conversion. Photography added a contemporary dimension to Charcot’s analysis 

based on the examples from art history. By having his patients who enacted mystical 

attitudes photographed by the hospital staff, Charcot could confirm his original theory 

about the genesis of nervous illness. Initially, he confirmed his ideas by referring to the 

painted images of possession. The images from the past (mainly of saints and victims of 

supernatural forces), and the photography of his current patients could together support 

the claim that hysteria as Charcot described it reoccurred throughout the history. This 

new interpretative bias not only dispelled the mystical claims of the modern hysterics and 

traditional beliefs of Catholic staff, it also asserted that the sacred representations could 

be used within modern diagnostic methodology. Scoll explains that this methodology for 

repudiating traditional, religious ways of understanding corporeal expression had political 
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motives. “Charcot’s intellectual fortunes were in important ways linked to the fiercely 

anti-clerical politics of the Third Republic.”349 While many of Charcot’s patients (e.g. the 

pious Geneviève Basil Legrand) were religious, Charcot insisted that the hysteria of the 

saints who experienced stigmata (e.g. St. Francis of Assisi and Teresa of Avila) as well as 

of his nineteenth-century patients had physical causes. Charcot proposed that hysteria 

was more often than not a disease of the lower classes (workers and artisans) caused by 

“anxieties related to material difficulties of life” and the “depressing influence of the 

effect of physical forces.”350 This attitude was theoretically supported by Auguste 

Comte’s positivism, although its primary motivation seems to have been political. In the 

Programme Belleville from 1869 Gambetta proclaimed the separation of church and state. 

This proclamation shaped Charcot’s initial anticlerical and antireligious stance, which he 

reformed only towards the end of his career when he decided that faith can play an 

important role in patients’ recoveries.351 Despite Charcot’s politics, his involvement with 

religious representation and the spectacle of documented pain produced at Salpêtrière 

could not avoid bringing up the role the tradition of Catholic female sainthood played in 

the contemporary struggle between genders and classes. Amongst the male doctors in 

Charcot’s circle, the resurgence of faith and mysticism presented a challenge to the 

rational, secular orientation of the new middle-class medicine.352 

The “Spectacle of Pain”353  

The perceived hysterical pain and pain expressed through gestures stood in an unresolved 

relationship at the professional medical demonstrations at Salpêtrière. The two could not 

fully correspond, because Charcot’s method involved stimulating phantasies reminiscent 

of scenes of saintly suffering but did not address the question of patients’ internal 
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experiences during these scenes. Not much attention was given to inner motivations for 

either imitations of expression of pain or self-harm. The latter might generate actual pain 

or an opposite reaction such as numbing and withdrawal. Once the phantasy surfaced, the 

doctors applied positive diagnosis rather than attempting to uncover why the patients 

stayed with the experiences that would cause pain in so-called normal individuals. Asti 

Hustevedt (2011) juxtaposes causes for suffering in religious contexts to suffering at 

Salpêtrière. On the one hand, “[p]ain and suffering became for … religious women a 

transcendental experience that yielded significant rewards: they gained power in a culture 

that otherwise denied it to them.”354 On the other, “[b]y inflicting pain on herself, by 

refusing to eat, Geneviève [Charcot’s religious, frequently photographed hysterical 

patient] tried to transform her suffering into an act that she controlled rather than one 

inflicted on her.”355 As Hustevedt suggests, in the past when religion was considered a 

major source of knowledge, suffering might have appeared as a way for a woman to 

impose her moral and spiritual authority. This meant that if a woman endured suffering, 

she showed her inner strength. In Salpêtrière, where patients like Geneviève had to 

withstand physical treatments such as ovarian compression, which was used to trigger or 

arrest the hysterical attacks,356 force-feeding through a feeding tube,357 and prolonged 

baths (6-8 hours) and showering with large hoses which sprayed cold water at the patient, 

self-imposed fasting and self-torture might have been ways for a patient to show her own 

independent will in the face of medical treatments. Although intended with a therapeutic 

goal in mind, the medical treatments were often inflicted as a form of punishment for 

unruly patients.358 This brings the inquiry into hysterical pain to the problem of how the 

question of pain participated in the communication between the patients, doctors, and 
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spectators. As the work of Didi-Huberman argues, the possibility of mimicking 

expressions of pain remains at the heart of hysterical conversion. I propose that it is 

useful for analysis to examine expressive externalization of pain on three levels. On the 

first level, there is a possibility of a spontaneous physical reaction, which externalizes the 

inner sensation. On the second level, the expression is diagnosed by medical authorities 

as symptom, and thus formalized into a bodily alteration with a classificatory significance. 

The patient can unconsciously use the symptom to communicate inner sensation that 

would otherwise remain imperceptible, and thus cause the specialists to decide on an 

appropriate diagnosis. On the third level, theatricalization (simulation) of expression as 

symptom takes place in the scenes which are staged in order to induce reoccurrence of 

the symptoms and thus confirm the preexistent diagnosis. The evocation of unbearable 

memories from the patient’s past (all the patients-stars from Salpêtrière were victims of 

sexual abuse or rape) by means of hypnotic suggestion could return hysteric to a psychic 

space where intense sensations first arose and give rise to a dominant hysterical fantasy 

of that patient. Notably, Charcot’s famous patient Augustine’s memory of rape came 

back to her during hysterical fits but was covered up with delusional images and 

voices.359 Instead of repressing the memory of pain, the hysteric responds to a suggestion, 

that is, by embodies already recognized hysterical gestures and affect. In this case a 

hysteric automatically submits to the diagnostic injunction to produce visible proof of 

illness. I propose that although hysteria at Salpêtrière generated exaggerated expressivity 

in place of repression, its treatment included experimentation on the patient (in order to 

understand the illness and the conditions for reoccurrence of symptoms), and did not 

address in depth the individual stories which constituted the unique backgrounds for the 
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generalized diagnosis of hysteria. On the one hand, expressivity replaced controlled 

internalization in which there would be no visible sign of a patient’s emotions for the 

doctor to record. On the other, expressivity was used for clarifying the diagnosis, rather 

than for instigating honest verbal disclosures from patients and finding an appropriate 

treatment for each of the patients based on these disclosures and the patients’ experiences. 

Both possibility of a patient’s honest recollection in front of a witness and the search for 

specific treatment were explored in Freud’s treatments of hysteria in the late 1890s and 

early 1900s. After the initial examination, Freud aimed to reconstruct the events of 

patients’ lives before therapy. He sought particular cures based on patients’ individual 

histories. In comparison to a psychoanalyzed, middle-class nervous patient, the 

Salpêtrière low-class hysteric appeared like silent actors reenacting a depersonalized 

tragedy staged by doctors. I propose that pain constituted a key element of Salpêtrière 

hysteria, because the intense expression linked to its externalization brought the question 

of the hysterical subject’s experience to the public’s attention. 

According to Didi-Huberman, Salpêtrière was “a nightmare in the midst of Paris’s 

Belle Époque.”360 So in an era famous for the flourishing of the arts, sumptuous designs, 

technological innovation, joie de vivre, and visual excess (c. 1871-1914), Salpêtrière’s 

hysteria both stood out as a threatening contagion of provocative behavior and, 

paradoxically, enriched aesthetic possibilities. It stood out because what was happening 

at the clinic involved the exploitation of hidden histories, including sexual histories, of 

poor women and ethically questionable exploration of pain and causes of pain. It added to 

the aesthetics of the era by means of photographic documentation of a variety of 

expressions. Daguerreotype photography (invented in 1839) required time and 
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concentration on the part of the photographers and models.361 Because of the intensity 

lurking behind its external signs, pain as symptom constituted an essential aspect of 

histrionics used to support the dissemination of medical knowledge via visual 

documentation. Conventionally, one would assume that within medicine symptomatic 

expression happens independently from the mode of documenting it. However, in his 

critical study Didi-Huberman opens up the question of mutual influences between the felt, 

the expressed, and the seen/recorded during a hysterical fit. He inquiries into the 

relationship between pain and the gaze. This inquiry addresses “the question of which 

oblique paths true pain employs to give us mute access, but access nonetheless, to the 

question of forms and signifiers.”362 For Didi-Huberman, by producing forms and 

signifiers, hysterical pain outlines a non-verbal event (fit, spasm, convulsion, scream, 

hemi-anesthesia, tremble, contortion, etc.). Through meticulous direction and framing 

they converted sensation into a form which indicated the pathway of pain. One could say 

that hysterical pain produced ambiguity, which, though difficult to grasp, could be 

presented as material (body-based and perceptible). In order to map this “ambiguity,” 

both Charcot and Freud designated hysterogenic zones. Because these zones were linked 

to strong erotic sensations and were situated mostly in the areas of the body with multiple 

nerve endings, stimulation of these zones could cause immediate expressive response. 

The expressive responses indicated sensations that ranged from pain to pleasure.  

The psychoanalyst and philosophy professor Monique David-Ménard (1989) 

examines the question of hysterical pain and individual expression in the twentieth 

century context but with the complex cultural history of nineteenth-century hysteria as its 

historical background. She proposes that hysterical pain is comparable to a linguistic sign, 
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but it designates physically palpable hysterogenic zones “[P]ain could offer an example 

of the material basis of every signifier,” she writes. 363 David-Ménard traces the role 

expressive movement plays in the hysteric’s communication with the doctor. “What is 

expressive — that is, what constitutes the language of the hysterical subject — is not 

merely a pain; it consists of bodily movements that, though they may be organized 

around the pain, nevertheless continue to exist in a psychological body that is defined by 

its own mechanisms.”364 The expressive movements are thus not limited to the 

experience of pain. Nevertheless, pain can motivate their surfacing. The expressive 

movements participate in already established psychological life of a person, which 

manifests itself in an embodied way. Thus, movement is part of psychological makeup 

rather than an independent signifier of symptomatic occurrences. As David-Ménard 

pointed out in the statement quoted above, movements can emerge from pain as their 

center, but they cannot be reduced to its formal signification. For Monique David-Ménard, 

the body language of hysteria presents a signifying system that is masked “by way of 

movements.”365 Nevertheless, David-Ménard recognizes patients’ movement as 

communicative. The movements communicate meanings unavailable for analysis in 

patients’ conventional speech. David-Ménard opens up the question of embodied 

memory and potentials for agency residing in physicality that is outside the verbal 

language. Rather than seeing the body’s vulnerability to pain as a sign of weakness, 

David-Ménard suggests that a body which is expressive beyond normative standards of a 

social situation can communicate physical resistance. A meaningful action that at the 

same time transgresses the line that separates the normal from the pathological within 

normative cultural discourse speaks of the role of bodily sensitivity and concomitant 
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expressivity in political struggles for equality. What is forgotten or purposefully 

sidestepped by the canonical accounts of bodily pathology is that the expressive gesture 

that is not translatable into language can communicate, and that what it communicates 

might even have political meaning, especially in a collective group movement. 

The example of the 1870 Communards shows why expressive behavior by the 

oppressed working class received pathological labeling by cultural authorities of the era. 

The expressive behavior occurred within a political struggle, and as such departed from 

the repetition of scenes of Christian martyrdom within the hospital. The Communards, 

who included women and the poor, struggled for social equality but were labeled 

hysterical by conservative writers. My study indicates that Communards’ expressive 

behavior occurred in face of opponents who were superior in organization and learned 

discipline: the military and police. Thus, their unconventional behavior, even exaggerated 

expressivity, were linked to the oppression of the lower classes and women and the 

subsequent struggle for a more just society. As I will show, the cultural authorities 

applied the language of science to mock what they perceived as feminine resistance of the 

Communards. 

Working Class Political Resistance  

The examples of anti-Communard writing on Paris Commune (March-May 1871) show 

how the diagnosis of hysteria was used to disparage female participation in radical 

politics. The paradoxical qualities of hyper-sensitivity and bestiality ascribed to feminine 

nature and the Communards’ apparent inability to sustain patriarchal discipline 

constituted rationales for discrediting the Commune. The French literary scholar Janet 
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Beizer (1993) cites a satirical statement by Guy de Maupassant, “The Commune is 

nothing but Paris in the throes of a hysterical attack”366 (Une Femme, 1882), to illustrate 

the types of pathological labels that circulated in Paris. The reference to hysteria — a 

female malady — demonstrates that the participation of women in the uprising 

exacerbated the conservative sentiment against the entire Commune. The conservative 

social and medical writer Gustave Le Bon warned that revolutions were “‘a return’ to 

barbarism” and that “socialism was ‘a regression’ to the past.”367 Le Bon’s view against 

the mass movements was based on a critique of crowd psychology. For Le Bon, the 

historian Daniel Pick explains, “[t]he crowd inverted the law of evolution and moved 

from present to past.”368 Literally, according to this contemporary anti-Communard’s 

view, history teaches that the crowd’s movements lead to regression. Le Bon also 

claimed that the crowd insurrections from 1789 resembled women’s lack of control. 

Daniel Pick (1989) emphasizes that Le Bon equated the psychology of the unruly crowd 

with the assumed lack of emotional stability ascribed to women during revolutionary 

times:  

Le Bon conflated the crowd and women; he developed an argument to be 
found through nineteenth century medicine regarding women’s 
psychological and physiological sensitivity to civil strife. Social disorder 
exacerbated the constitutional and emotional differences of the sexes, 
pointing up the weakness, hysteria and dangerousness of women.369  
 

In 1871, the maître of hysterical medicine, Charcot himself, had to pass through the 

barricades to get to the hospital. “He described how he was stopped by the soldiers of the 

Commune while they were in the process of building a barricade across the street and 

how he was able to get by them in spite of the protests of those who wished to force him 

to get out of his carriage and lift some paving stones for the barricade.”370 Although he 
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treated the “general populace,” he refused to assist either revolutionaries or the regular 

French army.371 Thus, although Charcot did not literally take a political stance during the 

Commune, he did not put his trust in the insurrection, and likely condemned the chaos it 

produced.  

Beizer foregrounds the conservative attitude towards an uprising in which 

women’s presence and bravery played a significant role. A presence of women on the 

barricades justified the pathologization of the entire political struggle. “We find that the 

condition whose symptoms are the Commune’s variously attributed convulsions, spasms 

and fits is subject to plethora of diagnosis.” 372 Tellingly, a diatribe against the Commune 

by the journalist, novelist, editor, and art critic Maxime du Camp was entitled Les 

Convulsions de Paris (1878). The title uses a symptom of the nervous illness from 

Salpêtrière to completely discredit the bravery, endurance, agility, and sensual openness 

of the rebels on the barricades. Once again, Du Camp focuses on the female 

revolutionaries. “It becomes clear that certain traits that would be valorized as virtues in 

men are called vices once women have displayed them.”373 Beizer suggests that the 

behavior that the conservative observer interpreted in women and the lower classes as 

vice was conventionally recognized as praiseworthy in men. Beizer points out that 

through Du Camp’s text hysteria emerged as a discursive formation, “in the Foucauldian 

sense.”374 This implies that the hysteria produced in the discourses of political 

conservatives and psychiatrists was permeated with the negative meanings and moralistic 

implications against the embodied resistance of the lower classes on the one hand and 

women’s physical and symbolic participation in the revolutionary activity on the other. 

On the level of action, the women of the Paris Commune were accused of burning the 
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city with petroleum, wearing indecent clothes, moving without any restraint, and 

spreading alcoholism, disorderly sexuality, and violence. Symbolically, the image of a 

revolutionary woman stood for the undirected aggression of the unleashed, unconscious 

mass. Both the actions and the images that are associated with the women participating in 

the Paris Commune inform the historical meanings ascribed to the hysterical body. So, a 

hysterical body is not only the body of a patient in a hospital. In the cultural imagination, 

a hysterical body is a feminine body to which contradictory attributes are ascribed. The 

hysteric is seen as hyper-aggressive, stubbornly passive, hyper-sexual, asexual, always 

able to pretend but also lacking conscious individual will. However, the hysteric who is 

aware of the cultural imagination that preceded her can take on these negative projections, 

enact them, and transform them. Beyond its psychiatric determination, hysterical acts 

come to represent exaggerated expressivity, the socially repressed impulses, and unlawful 

actions.  

Taking as a starting point Beizer’s account of convulsion in the politics of the late 

nineteenth century France, I propose that the convulsive body of a hysteric pens up 

meanings that surpass the body’s reaction to physical distress. However, in order for a 

convulsive movement to point towards revolutionary potentials within the nonverbal 

body, it demands a historical and critical rereading, rather than a quasi-medical 

interpretation which would point to the signs of biological anomaly or, vice versa, 

transform it into a bizarre circus act. 

According to Michel Foucault, the hysterical movement of the body makes visible 

the effects of antagonistic normative forces on a subject. In his lectures on the abnormal 

given in 1975, Foucault explained how convulsions during possessions demonstrated the 
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body’s resistance in the battle between medicine and religion.375 “The convulsion is the 

plastic and visible form of the struggle taking place in the body of the possessed,” writes 

Foucault.376 The relationship between convulsion and political resistance is thus activated 

when an oppressed subject faces contradictory regulative social powers. In 1870s France, 

the traditional religious views on the causes of possession and modes of pacifying it and 

the secular, republican corrective of this stance, which involved determining the specific, 

visible causes of the hysterical disturbances and organizing medical knowledge based on 

the, fought each other in the space of the hospital. The nuns and doctors worked next to 

each other, but the doctors from Charcot’s circle were opposed to Catholicism. The 

patients were often from the religious countryside, which affected their reactions to 

medical treatment. The convulsions of the patients are paradigmatic examples of how 

present imperatives (rules of an institution and political biases of medical theory) and 

latent imperatives (internalized beliefs from childhood) result in an intensification of 

bodily resistance. When this kind of physical resistance appeared in a group which has a 

political aim in mind — left-wing women and the working-class male radicals of the 

Commune — it shows that the physical and emotional reactions of the oppressed classes 

are threatening to the authoritative discourses within a culture. Foucault’s definition of 

convulsion suggests that there is intensified communication between the viewer and the 

viewed when sensations in response to powerful stimuli (ranging from hypnotic 

suggestion at Salpêtrière to the defeat of the Commune) are shown rather than repressed, 

and when the observers cannot stay neutral anymore. During the siege of Paris by 

Prussian forces (1870-1871), the mutism of one of Charcot’s famous patients, Geneviève 

Basil Legrand, testifies to the permeable boundaries between conscious political 
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resistance and hysterical symptom.377 Medicine saw in Geneviève’s obstinate silence an 

irrational symptom of hysteria, while the police saw in it political will and intended to 

investigate its “true,” rebellious motivations. In either case, her silent, physical behavior 

presented a challenge to the authorities. 

Felicia McCarren brings to attention to the way in which dance performances of 

the nineteenth century responded to the culture which labeled as pathological the 

nonverbal embodied responses of the oppressed, uneducated segments of the population. 

McCarren addresses the question of the loss of individuality in a scientific attempt to 

understand the human being as a sum of abstract bodily systems and parts. Normal bodies 

were conceptually framed by medical theories, such as Charcot’s theory of hysteria. 

Conformity to medical rules by both the medical staff and patients within the hospital 

was needed to demonstrate the scientific method’s superiority over religious dogma. In 

the case of the performing arts of the nineteenth century, the body’s harmony became the 

scientific as well as aesthetic requirement within the normative culture. When aesthetics 

and scientific knowledge coincide, pain and reactions to pain are excluded from visibility 

in order for the performing body to represent the health canon. While the positivist 

medical theory of the fin de siècle aimed to determine the norm in relationship to the 

pathology of the fragmented, anatomical body, the medical culture perpetuated the 

objectification of the body of a patient. “It is not medical theory or medical writing that 

dance performance responds to, but a generalized medical culture,”378 writes Felicia 

McCarren. I propose that the resistant dance performances of the late nineteenth century 

that I will discuss embody the physical reactions of the low-classes to the new, secular 

conservatism in regard to the body and its expression. In contrast to the previous 
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centuries, this new conservatism about the body and its expression was justified 

biologically. As Felicia McCarren points out that dance performance was not a response 

to medical theory per se. Rather, it appeared as a performative comment on the ill-

informed popularization of medical discoveries and the use of these “discoveries” for 

perpetuating traditional prejudice. 

As shown above, cultural pathologization in the late nineteenth century extended 

from an instance of individual convulsion to conservative writers’ labeling of a 

communal resistance as hysterical. The popular dancers from the fin de siècle 

incorporated elements of both medically diagnosed and politically motivated group 

“hysteria.” In their acts the nightlife performers re-inscribed the intensity of corporeal 

trauma against the invisible background of the precise medical theory (which was not 

commonly read by the low classes) and conservative bias of the secularized bourgeois 

society. The main Parisian authority on hysteria, Charcot, was an atheist and republican, 

but an opponent of the types of disorder that were generated in Communards’ resistance 

and nightlife performance. It is improbable that he saw any progressive potential in 

hysteria or the provocative behavior of women on the barricades. Whereas secular 

science, even when progressive (the major positivist influence on medical theory, 

Auguste Compte, was a left-leaning thinker) was fearful of the body’s potential to upset 

social hierarchies in a non-rational, preverbal manner, the cancan performers and their 

bohemian devotees relied on exactly these qualities—the corporeal, nonlinguistic 

resistance of the oppressed, to bring the public’s attention to the acts and affect of those 

who were excluded from public discourse. 
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The Third Aspect: Professional Dance—Fin de Siècle Nightlife Dancers 

Re-visioning of Psychiatric Categories 
  
The French literature scholar Rae Beth Gordon points out that fin-de-siècle audiences 

interested in the non-verbal spectacle of hysteria were similar to those who frequented the 

Black Cat Cabaret, art openings, and spiritual séances.379 Thus, in the eyes of lay 

audiences, the hospital’s supposedly solely educational displays of mental patients were 

not necessarily distinct from the artistic parodies and expressive imitations of the illness. 

This conflating of scientific work with entertainment led to condemnation of the café 

concert culture from professional psychiatry and concomitant moralizing voices of the 

urban bourgeoisie. The professional authors from the medical field emphasized the link 

between a “tendency to dance” and hysterical epidemics.380 Gordon writes: “The nervous 

illness called ‘jumping chorea’ (as in choreography) which involved continually jumping 

up and down rhythmically is especially pertinent to café concert performance style.”381 

As if directly responding to pathologization from the medical field, the performers in the 

nightclubs engaged in movement patterns similar to those which led to the diagnosis of 

motoric disorders. Kélina Gotman (2018) writes that Charcot singled out jumping as one 

of the symptoms of hystero-epilepsy.382 Gotman explains, based on medical descriptions, 

in leaping chorea (chorée saltatoire) “patients engaged in expressive movements ‘such as 

those of the dance, and particularly character dance.’”383 Notably, Charcot’s patient 

Geneviève Basil Legrand “suffered from a seizure characterized by an incessant need to 

move: she jumped and danced around.”384 Outside the hospital, undoubtedly the most 

notorious imitators of the spastic movements, tremors, and distortions of patients were 

the popular gommeuses épileptiques (“gummy” hyper-mobile, epileptic singers), who 
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entertained cabarets audiences from the late nineteenth century to the early years of the 

twentieth. These performers were famous for their eccentric manner and revealing attire. 

The bourgeois audiences often found the dancers’ movements, facial expressions, and 

costumes indecent. Gordon points out that prejudice against female sensual display and 

the diagnostic representation of hysteria became easily conflated: “a woman dancing at 

the Eldorado café-concert was compared by Edmond de Goncourt to the hysterical 

inmates at the Salpêtrière hospital because of her ‘heated bestiality… wild mane,… big 

mouth and the toothy laugh of a Bacchante.’”385 This comparison by a literary art critic 

(Edmond de Goncourt, c. 1864) shows that dancers’ facial features and expressivity were 

used by male observers to propose a connection between feminine presence and the dark, 

animalistic side of the psyche.  

Political and Medical Challenge: The Cancan 

The studies by Felicia McCarren (1998) and Rae Beth Gordon (2009) present ways in 

which late nineteenth-century performative dance shared the quality of heightened 

expressivity with hysteria. The language of pathology that the popular writers used to 

describe both forms of embodiment highlights nightlife dancers’ invention of new dance 

movements based on especially captivating medical symptoms. This appropriation of 

medical symptoms within the nightlife dance scene can be interpreted as a conscious 

parody or a result of the parallel difficulties that the hysterical patients and low-class 

performers experienced in fin-de-siècle France. The contemporary observers based their 

judgments on the visual resemblance. “At the end of the century, novelists and journalists 

were still comparing the cancan to hystero-epilepsy, as… seen in the…  citation from 

Georges Montorgueil’s Paris Dansant:386 ‘The real Mad Ball387 is at the Moulin-Rouge, 
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when the quadrille led by Rayon d’or or la Goulue388 unleashes that hystero-epilepsy that 

female clowns translate into indecent skirt-raising.’”389 However, while transgressive 

visually and rhythmically, dance labor on the popular stages implied a conscious choice 

on the part of a performer to expose one’s body and perform for cheering audiences. 

While in the hospital doctors’ hypnotic suggestion and patients’ alleged biological 

predisposition to illness were used by the authorities to account for the mad repetitions of 

dancelike movements. The cancan presents an example of a dance form which was 

associated early on (1830s) with pathological movement but soon grew into a codified 

form of entertainment. The late nineteenth-century cancan remained linked to sexual 

provocation, but ceased to be attached medical pathology.  

In the 1890s the cancan was a professional, choreographed form, while sixty years 

earlier it belonged to the world of amateur entertainment.390 When the cancan first 

became popular in Paris in 1830s, it evoked images of epileptic seizures, as critical 

observers saw in the cancan performances the examples of bodily dislocation. At the time, 

dislocation was attributed to both the cancan and African dances.391 Rae Beth Gordon 

underscores that “the image of the savage was continually emphasized in the way people 

saw cancan dancers.”392 Gordon offers the examples of Elise Sergent, a celebrated dancer 

of chahut (literally “uproar,” a form of dancing closely associated with the cancan) from 

the 1840s, who inspired the following comparison: “she is savage: she resembles Queen 

Pomaré of Tahiti,” 393 and of the famous cancan performer La Goulue, who was named 

“une bête humaine” (a human beast).394 So cancan dancing was seen as threatening both 

because it implied a regression to animalistic embodied behavior, and because it served 

as a visible proof of the dangerous influence of less developed cultures and subcultures 
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on urban French society. In “The Problem of Popularity: The Cancan between the French 

and Digital Revolutions” (2013) the scholar of popular dance Clare Parfitt-Brown 

emphasizes that the cancan came out of the working-class neighborhoods on the outskirts 

of Paris. It was influenced by the foreign dance forms that the working class saw in the 

popular theaters.395 As evidenced by the contemporary nineteenth-century writing on 

dance that Parfitt-Brown cites, the new dance forms challenged the classical, centralized 

organization of the body, as well as the bourgeois taste of the wealthy audiences. In 

Mémoires d’un Bourgeois de Paris (1856), the director of Paris Opéra from 1831-1835 

Louis Désiré Véron described the cancan as “a frenetic, convulsive dance, indecent and 

respecting of no-one.”396 He contrasted the cancan to “the gradually developed, rounded 

and elegant movements of our forefathers.”397 Parfitt-Brown explicates the national-

political and social underpinnings of this judgment by the director of the Paris Opéra: 

“For Véron, the cancan was a bodily expression of the pathological historical convulsions 

of French society, spread by contagious popular liberal attitudes.”398 As Parfitt relates, 

Véron belonged to the conservative segment of society which was fearful of the 

dissipation of governmental control due to the spread of revolutionary and liberal ideas 

about equality. The visible signs of dissipation were the objects of conservative critique. 

These signs included the body-based behaviors and physical movements exemplified by 

the dancing steps in the cancan. Parfitt-Brown shows that the connections the 

conservative critics made were not accidental or purely aesthetic: “The cancan emerged 

in the volatile atmosphere of an incipient working-class consciousness enflamed by 

bourgeois and bohemian romantic political idealism.”399 In July 1830, a workers’ 

insurrection led to the overthrow of the Bourbon monarchy, but not to a more liberal 
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regime. As Parfitt-Brown underscores, the popular culture “evoked the latent 

revolutionary potential of the masses.”400 The cancan dancers got jobs in popular culture 

locations such as café concerts and nighttime theaters. One of the best opportunities for a 

cancan dancer was to perform at the famous Moulin Rouge. Although, as pointed out 

above, the critics associated cancan dancers with savagery and the primitive mind — the 

qualities also ascribed to the hysterics — their status as employed workers in 

entertainment led to the possibility of a more secure social standing than even the most 

performatively conscious patients (such as hysterical muses Augustine Gleizes and 

Blanche Wittman) at the Salpêtrière could hope for. For one thing, the cancan dancers 

could move more freely than the patients, whose schedules, and performances were 

tightly controlled by the medical establishment. Nevertheless, if a dancer from fin-de-

siècle Parisian nightlife experienced economic hardships, she often had to resort to 

prostitution401 — the profession which contemporary scientific theories linked to 

biological problems such as degeneration and hysterical contagion. In the fin de siècle, 

the nightlife dancers could use their creativity (e.g. Jane Avril improvising parts of her 

performance) and earn the audiences’ praise, but they could not count on secure income, 

which was associated with the more respected professions. In most cases, they had to 

supplement their income by extra work as waitresses and assistants or find rich patrons 

who, more often than not, required sexual intimacy from their protégés. The case of Jane 

Avril—a celebrated cancan performer, who started dancing publicly as a hysterical 

patient at Salpêtrière, and upon her release became an admired Parisian performer of 

cancan—suggests a close link between embodied expressivity and the difficult life 

conditions for women without stable support their families or spouses. In the example of 
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this cancan performer, one finds a literal illustration of how in the fin-de-siècle urban 

milieu the world of mental illness and provocative public dancing easily intersected. As 

previously shown through citations and critical accounts, on its own, dancing at night in 

public drew class-, race-, and gender based-judgments from the bourgeois critics. These 

critics validated their negative opinions by referring to medical ideas on normative 

physicality. The judgments appeared in response to the style of movement and bearing of 

dancers. I propose that under the guise of scientific interest in bodily movement and 

health, there lurked a new cultural fascination with increased mobility, visible sexuality, 

and what appeared as hysterical and exotic patterns of movement. In the 1890s, when 

Jane Avril began her dancing career in the Paris nightlife, “dangerous” fascination grew 

into fashion. The owners of the nightclubs used this new fashion to attract an audience. 

Thus, even if a dancer performing publicly in the nightclubs received a negligible 

material reward, by participating in the communal performances she became an active 

participant in the entertainment industry’s labor relationships. For Jane Avril, entrance as 

an underpaid but admired performer into the entertainment industry signified a newly 

gained independence. She left behind the abusive relationships of her youth and gained a 

profession. However, as the stories from her life show, pathological labeling and social 

maltreatments did not completely disappear once this nightlife performer left the world of 

medical pathology. 

The Cancan Star in Popular Entertainment: Jane Avril 

Jane Avril’s story demonstrates the interconnection between gender dynamics, life-

changing actions on the part of the authorities in the hospitals and theater, expressive 

dancing as labor, and the difficult conditions for working women from the lower classes 
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and bohemian circles. Jane Avril as a dancer of a popular dance genre had a less socially 

stable status than an Opéra dancer, and when performing was physically closer to her 

predominantly male audience. Thus, her exposure was direct. The intimacy of the theater 

space did not allow for a smooth repression of desires and fears, which would resurfaced 

due to the proximity of a female performer who exposed her legs and showed off her 

flexibility. In some ways Avril had more resources than the other performers to process 

her labor experiences. Avril’s father was an Italian aristocrat, and she received more 

intellectual education than most cancan dancers. Her literacy contributed to an ability to 

communicate her experiences through both movement and written word. Today, her life 

story can serve as a paradigm of how hysterical diagnosis and subsequent popularity in 

the lower-class entertainment industry exposed on the one hand women’s unrestrained 

dancing as resistance to the patriarchal society’s inhibitions and on the other the 

pathologization of the nineteenth-century female struggle for social and financial 

independence. 

Jane Avril’s mother was a courtesan, who intended for her daughter to follow in 

her footsteps. Early on in Avril’s childhood, she faced humiliations and physical as well 

as psychological abuse. Eventually her mother committed her to psychiatric care as “Une 

Folie” (“Crazy”).402 In 1882, Avril was diagnosed with Saint Vitus’ dance. She was 

brought to La Salpêtrière during the time when Charcot considered dancing chorea one of 

the symptoms of hysteria. Charcot’s observations about the nature of ordinary chorea 

demonstrate that his medical focus was on the distinguishing features of the symptom: 

expression, timing, and quality of dancing chorea: 

Under [this] broad rubric now fall not only those conditions with 
involuntary and more or less rapid movements, but also cases of 
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completely different movement types, leaving us with a disease category 
that has lost its meaning. For example, rhythmic chorea is a hysterical 
disorder in which continual rhythmic and large body movements occur… 
(December 6, 1887).403 
 

Charcot proposed that in the earlier medical annals true chorea lost its meaning. 

According to Charcot, the diagnosis was applied by analogy to instances that “in no way 

resemble dancing” and “where there is no rhythm.” Because of what he perceived as 

classificatory inaccuracy, Charcot searched for clear markers of true chorea. For Charcot, 

its main characteristics were rhythm and cadence (“true” chorea was linked to Greek 

word “choros” (χορός), meaning dance). Christopher Goetz, the translator of Charcot’s 

lessons, explains Charcot’s impetus to distinguish true chorea: “To reverse the trends of 

the prior century, where many forms of abnormal movements were called chorea, 

Charcot attempted to restrict the term chorea to a few disorders with the common feature 

of dancelike movements.”404 Charcot’s focus was on defining the real dancing symptom 

to the exclusion of more ambiguous motoric symptoms and simulations. Jane Avril’s 

symptom appeared genuine. Nevertheless, as a hysterical patient Jane Avril soon ceased 

embodying Charcot’s description of dancing chorea. But she did not forget her love of 

dancing. Indeed, she began learning existent dance forms. During her stay at La 

Salpêtrière she took gymnastics and classical dance lessons with a patient who used to be 

a professional dancer.405 Although once she left the hospital her performances involved 

spontaneous movement expression, she incorporated into her solos the dance forms she 

had learned from the former professional dancer at Salpêtrière. While still a patient, Avril 

already found a way to dance for the public that was not deemed pathological by the 

authorities. Avril even performed a solo dance for the hospital staff. The popular dance 

scholar David Price offers a vivid description of her dancing in a medical milieu:  
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She was apparently carried away by some of the music, and, having no 
partner for that dance, indulged in a solo which brought her a round of 
applause, kisses and hugs from both friends and strangers. An indication 
of the impression that she must have made is that the floor completely 
cleared of other dancers while she performed, the other guests at the ball 
being totally captivated by the sixteen-year-old girl.406 
 

As a sixteen-year-old girl and a recovering mental patient, Jane Avril was able to 

communicate the joy of dancing to the high-class medical guests in a manner so eloquent 

that one could in retrospect assume that the unstoppable dancing symptom which brought 

her to the hospital by means of formal dance practice turned into the pathway for her 

release. As a hysteric, Avril was appreciated for sharing her dancing talent and for being 

friendly to the employees.  

While still in the hospital, she assisted the nurses. In her memoir, Jane Avril 

“described the petty rivalries among the clinic’s ‘stars,’ who competed with one another 

for lead parts in Charcot’s demonstrations.”407 Avril noted that when an important doctor 

approached, the patients faked symptoms, and performed “extravagant contortions.”408 

Avril remarked that once the male doctors entered the room, she got instruction from the 

female staff to press on the ovaries of fitful patients.409 Avril’s story about hysterics’ 

simulations and her role in pacifying them indicates that the male doctors at Salpêtrière 

exercised mental control over the hysterical patients. As a compliant patient, Avril was 

asked to assist the nurses in detecting histrionics of the hysterics who openly tried to 

attract attention from their superiors through their excessive convulsions. These 

behaviors point to the ways in which gender domination took place in the secular medical 

establishment that was supposed to be committed to the treatment of female malady. In 

Dance Pathologies: Performance, Poetics, Medicine (1998) Felicia McCarren interprets 
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gender domination in light of contemporary economic conditions. In the hospital, the 

doctors belonged to the wealthy professional class and had considerably better education 

and social and economic standing than the undereducated nurses and the patients. They 

could impose their knowledge, but also decide on how a patient should be treated and if 

she should be kept under the strict supervision or given more freedom. This kind of 

domination extended to the world outside the hospital. In the elitist world of ballet, the 

director of the opera and choreographers were male. The owners and patrons of the 

nightclubs were also predominantly male, and far more affluent and socially influential 

than the performers and bohemian customers who brought attention to their venues.  

Notwithstanding the hardships she experienced after she left the hospital, first 

working as a secretary for the novelist and poet Arsène Houssaye410 and then as a 

professional performer in the Moulin Rouge in the 1890s, Avril’s persistent engagement 

in the creative version of the cancan speaks to a therapeutic (self-healing) dimension of 

dancing on the popular stages. The medical authorities interpreted her dancing as a 

symptom, but she transformed it into paid labor. As a cancan dancer, Jane Avril was 

hyper-expressive and mobile. One possible interpretation of the dramatic expressive 

quality she added to her cancan dancing is that through it she found a way to re-articulate 

somatic trauma she experienced as a child in a milieu of relative corporeal freedom of the 

solo fin-de-siècle nightlife. Her audiences in the nightclubs included famous writers, 

poets, and painters. They spoke and wrote about being mesmerized by her dancing. But, 

as McCarren explains, in the nineteenth-century a Paris dancer’s status was reliant on her 

rich patrons’ material support.411 Therefore, bohemian friendships could not compensate 

for a lack of professional and social stability. As much as having a dance career meant a 
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certain degree of social independence, Jane Avril and her fellow cancan dancers were still 

exceptionally socially vulnerable as a subclass within the professional entertainment. As 

previously pointed out, in fin-de-siècle urban culture, the evocative imagery and the post-

performance encounters with men brought about the association between the dance 

profession, hysteria, and prostitution. McCarren further explains the social role the 

dancer’s image played: “The prostitution of the dancer’s image, her commodification in 

the public gaze, is an effect of the visual, as well as physical nature of her work.”412 The 

ideas about sex appeal and provocative images that surrounded the body in motion linked 

nineteenth-century professional dance to the public’s fascination with permissive 

sexuality. The anecdotes from Jane Avril’s life after she had become a professional 

performer show how her fame as a highly visible cancan dancer led to a contested 

relationship with her spectators and lovers. However, her unusual empathy suggests this 

cancan dancer’s moral strength. This last quality counters the negative stereotypes about 

the fickleness of the low-paid professional female dancers.  

A specific instance from Avril’s life demonstrates her almost saintly concern for 

the others who also inhabited low-class urban milieus. One of Jane Avril’s lovers was 

physically abusive and was brought to court, but Jane did not want him to be judged and 

punished legally. She explained to the judge: “I want to give him another chance in life, 

provided that he promises me, that as soon as he leaves the courtroom, he will go looking 

for a prostitute, any prostitute he can find in the streets… he will give her every single 

penny he has in his pockets and he will get her off the street for good, no matter how he 

does it… he has to do it. If he can do that, if he can save her life, I will save his.”413 This 

fragment from Avril’s life indicates her commitment to working with the trauma of 
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women who made living in the streets and cheap theaters, rather than relying on the better 

judgment of the authorities. In particular, Avril’s life testifies to her embodied 

engagement with trauma that arose in the sexual encounters between the low-class men 

searching for the fulfilment of sexual desire and dreams of romantic love in the world of 

fin-de-siècle entertainment and prostitution and the women who exposed their bodies in 

order to survive in the city: cancan dancers, models, and courtesans. For Jane Avril, the 

dancing that she loved so much brought about reflection on both her own difficult 

memories and social relationships she observed in the social milieus she frequented. My 

research suggests that she found a source for psychosomatic resistance to social prejudice 

in her life-long engagement with expressive dancing. The engagement began with 

dancing as symptom following an instance of abuse and culminated when as an old 

woman she was invited by an impresario to choreograph a show for a production in Paris. 

At this later occasion, Avril verbally confirmed the therapeutic meaning that unrestrained 

dance expression had in her life. She replied to the invitation in the following words: 

“Despite my grey hair, I shall be able to do it. It is perhaps one of those multiple 

expressions, so convenient to call ‘madness.’ …it has always been sweet and comforting 

to me.”414 I propose that Jane Avril’s work speaks to the psychoanalytic understanding of 

psychosomatic symptom, as she like the psychoanalysts at the end of nineteenth century 

and beginning of twentieth combined the practice of freeing repressed movement 

impulses with an understanding of how society repressed drives and emotions. 
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The Fourth Aspect: Bodily Truth in Psychoanalytic Practice  

Somatic Symptom in Psychoanalytic Practice 
 
The psychosomatic symptom took center stage in the early treatment of hysterics by 

Sigmund Freud and Joseph Breuer (1890s-1900s). Rather than the treatment being used 

to establish a more precise classification of illnesses by determining hysteria’s 

distinguishing symptoms as in nineteenth-century psychiatry, it helped the practitioner 

examine the connection between a traumatic memory and the body’s visible gesture. 

Notably, Freud’s patient Elisabeth von R.’s leg sensations and movements took part in 

her exchange with the analyst.415 This patient complained about pain in her legs and 

about the difficulties she experienced when walking. Mark Franko explains the key part 

Freud’s focus on Elizabeth’s legs played a role in the treatment: “At the moment that 

Elizabeth von R’s leg ‘joined in the discussion,’ her physical movement or lack thereof 

held out, for Freud, the answer to the riddle of her hysteria, the basis on which a narrative 

account of the symptom’s genesis could be reconstructed.”416 Freud realized that 

Elizabeth’s symptoms had to do with her reaction to her father’s illness. At the sight of 

her father, who was carried back home after a heart attack, the patient became 

immobile.417 She stood stiff as if she were frozen. Elisabeth’s resistance to movement 

and her hyperalgesic skin (having areas with unusual sensitivity to pain) appeared in 

response to the imminent death of a loved one and the predisposition to heart disease that 

ran in the family. To break the so-called belle indifférence of the hysteric,418 that is, 

Elizabeth’s appearance of cheerful resolve, Freud recommended the conventional 

therapeutic techniques of faradization and kneading. Yet the major aspect of her recovery 

involved getting her painful lower limbs to move freely again. Freud encouraged her to 
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take long walks and go dancing. The liberated motion of her legs was a key element of 

Elizabeth’s overall cure. As Peggy Phelan points out, for Freud, Elizabeth von R.’s “thigh 

does not lie.”419 When Elizabeth was not able to speak without suddenly stopping and 

interrupting herself, the minute physical alterations in her legs articulated her hidden 

feelings. In the beginning of her treatment, her legs were excruciatingly sensitive. 

However, at the point when Freud touched her thigh, she fell backward and her face 

reflected pleasure rather than pain. For Freud, this indicated that the restricted range of 

motion in her legs and hypersensitivity were linked to a lack of sexual pleasure in her 

adult life. Once her legs relaxed and moved with more freedom, she gained access to 

pleasure. In the encounter with Freud, which involved him touching her, Elizabeth’s body 

adjusted its placement in space. She fell back as if in rapture. At least for a moment, she 

experienced the pleasure of movement in place of stiffness, fear of change, and pain. 

Freud’s later observation about Elizabeth von R.’s case (from 1895) demonstrates that the 

recovered mobility in the legs led to a renewed capacity to relish spatial and rhythmical 

freedom in social situations. Freud describes an instance that confirms her recovery: “In 

the spring of 1894 I heard that she was going to a private ball for which I was able to get 

an invitation, and I did not allow the opportunity to escape me of seeing my former 

patient whirl past me in a lively dance.”420 Thus, Freud the analyst transformed into a 

dance spectator who was willing to empathize with his patient’s retrieved joy. Freud had 

learned during therapy that as a young woman Elizabeth excelled in physical activities. 

Thus, her return to dancing indicated an important step towards her recovery. However, 

for this movement reintegration to take place, it was necessary that the recollections 

linked to the traumatic losses in her family and to the freezing of her body in response to 
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the sexual feelings she held before her father’s death towards a family acquaintance to 

resurface. Elizabeth’s leg symptom was crucial for retrieving these traumatic memories. 

By means of somatic release, her lower body reintegrated during a physical activity 

performed in a social context. Once again she walked, danced, and re-learned how to 

experience pleasure in the lower body. Literally, her legs took Elizabeth back into the 

world of social interactions, where she could start to relate to others again. Not only the 

repressed rhythms of the legs but also tics, coughing, and facial expressions played a role 

in the analyst’s interpretations of hysterical symptoms. Early psychoanalysis traced 

mental movement by first observing physical alterations that were immediately available 

for examination, that is, gestures, tics, and fragmented utterances, such as slips of the 

tongue. From these symptoms the analyst aimed to recover what the analysand had 

repressed from her life experience.  

Trauma: Conceptualization 
 
Starting in the late nineteenth century in Vienna, Freud interpreted somatic gesture as a 

symptom of trauma. For psychoanalysis, this symptom was an entrance point into the 

repressed areas of the psyche.421 Freud reimagined the hysterical fits that he witnessed 

when he studied under Charcot in Paris from 1885to 1886. His psychoanalytic 

examination of the somatic gesture indicates that in the late nineteenth century female 

hysteria was related to the social boundaries that women internalized and codified into 

rigid rules and inhibitions. The gestural symptom offered a direction for the release of a 

traumatic memory, which had caused closing off. The surfacing of a symptom indicated 

the possibility of a return of the unimpeded embodied expression by means of focusing 
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on a body part in which an intense sensation, numbing, or unconscious gesture was first 

observed. By moving the body parts that stored the repressed memories, the patient could 

access areas of intense sensation that were severed from her everyday somatic experience 

as a conscious subject.  

In order to uncover the ways in which social repression became evident in the 

encounters between the analyst and the analysand, it is worthwhile to look back at the 

beginnings of psychoanalysis. Freud’s early focus was on the gestures, modes of 

withholding responses, and ambiguous utterances that indicated intense traumatic 

memories, frequently of sexual abuse. These haunting reminders of the past obstructed 

the hysterical patients’ everyday physical and mental functioning. The gestural 

explorations from psychoanalytic sessions of the fin-de-siècle suggest that consciously 

performed corporeal labor (in the psychoanalytic and theatrical contexts) both triggered 

and transformed trauma. In modern psychoanalysis, theory and practice inform each 

other. The relationship between the two appears essential for reflecting on the varied 

ways in which the performing body expresses the presence of past in the “now.” 

“‘Trauma’ is a notion in whose orbit Freud’s thinking gravitated during the period 

of the Project,422 ever since his collaboration with Breuer and already during the years 

when he underwent the influence of Charcot,” writes Jean Laplanche in Life and Death in 

Psychoanalysis (first published in 1970).423 There are two events which psychoanalysis 

refers to in regard to trauma. On their own, the two events are not traumatic, but when 

joined, they cause the intense bodily memory to surface within everyday life experience. 

The first one, the original trauma, happens prior to a child’s comprehension of what 

constitutes violence. The second event is accidental and presents an unexceptional 
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instance in one’s everyday life which triggers the memory of the first event.424 Laplanche 

explains that for Freud trauma is situated “in the play of ‘deceit’ producing a kind of 

seesaw effect between the  two events.”425 This suggests that one can never find real 

trauma, because it appears bound to a gap between the two events which in the patient’s 

memory are hierarchically radically different, but which prior to analysis are to be found 

in an unstable proximity to each other. In Studies of Hysteria (1895) Freud emphasized 

that the memory of trauma, rather than the traumatic event itself, led to the recurrence of 

the symptom. So for Freud what is traumatic “is not the event which we call the psychical 

trauma, but the memory.”426 Freud specifies that the memory of trauma “acts like a 

foreign body which long after its entry must be continued to be regarded as an agent that 

is still at work.”427 Trauma as “a foreign body” exceeds the subject’s capacity for 

integration, and thus stands out in a performative way from the patient’s ordinary 

behavior. Trauma is linked to theatrical performance, because when triggered it 

discontinues the patient’s conventional speech and usual activities. Its surfacing presents 

an alternative reality that through intensity dominates the reality which is considered 

socially normative.  

Trauma in Performance 

In the introduction to Mourning Sex: Performing Public Memories (1997), performance 

studies scholar Peggy Phelan explains that trauma overpowers the cultural translation of 

feelings and subjective experiences. 

Often trauma is not recognized until well after it has happened, in part 
because it is a complete, contained event. Trauma’s potency comes in part 
from how well it is contained. When I say trauma is untouchable, I mean 
that it cannot be represented. The symbolic cannot carry it: trauma makes 
a tear in the symbolic network itself.428 
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According to Phelan, trauma is separated from the ordinary laws of society (the symbolic) 

by the intensity that it generates. Based on Phelan’s account, the intensity of the symptom 

of trauma defies codification. This incomprehensible quality of trauma can be terrifying 

for both the one experiencing it and the witnesses. Nevertheless, the return of trauma 

allows for a release of repressed memory through performative exposure. Its exposure 

acts as a ready-made spectacle that invites the viewer to intuit its hidden but inaccessible 

content—the original trauma to which memory became attached. The “containment” of 

trauma asks for a new form of translation, one that does not bypass the embodied feelings. 

Lucia Ruprecht points out that Peggy Phelan transposes traumatic loss “onto 

physical terms.”429 In the ballet profession the traumatic loss is explicitly linked to the 

body’s training, which can close off the experience of sexual pleasure for the dancer and 

sublimate it into a narcissistic enjoyment of one’s performance—a form of auto-eroticism 

that blocks communication with the other. That is, the performer finds a form of illusory 

satisfaction in the objectification of the body and technique. This prevents her/him in 

recognizing her/his own desire. The narcissistic identification with the other’s desire, 

which one feels when one substitutes one’s own psychosomatic experience with acting as 

a desirable object, prevents the performer from accessing desire in him/herself. Ruprecht 

explains how ballet relates to the traumatic loss of desire: “The technique of classical 

ballet as a system that is defined by closure and order rests on the concealment of the 

cultural trauma of the fallible organic body and its illicit desire.”430 The otherworldly 

beauty that the audience goes to see in romantic ballet was achieved through dance 

discipline and reliance on a perfected mirror image. The ballet dancer whose successful 

performance was linked to the fulfilment of a classical ideal, in psychoanalytic terms, 
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when attempting to translate the internalized symbolic rules into socially acceptable 

needs, dealt with an additional obstacle in the form of dance technique. For a ballet 

dancer, the trauma was triggered by the prerogative of technical display, which closed off 

the experience of pleasure, except through identification with the audience’s desire for 

disembodied perfection. Thus, technical virtuosity through which the dancer fulfilled the 

phantasy of spiritual beauty by becoming its materialized, representational object 

separated her from her desire as a sexual subject.  

When in the example of the 1841 Giselle, the female ballet blanc soloist 

presented an experience of madness which did not involve the successful execution of 

steps bur rather relied choreographically on the dramatic expressivity of the dancer. The 

ballet juxtaposed the soloist’s acting ability, which was needed for demonstrating the 

states of ecstasy and delirium, with the skillful execution of classical steps linked to the 

embodiment of the ideals of grace and beauty for a female dancer.  

While both ballet and popular café concert culture performers experienced 

traumas and loss of desire due to difficult labor conditions and stereotyping of the figure 

of the dancer, in nineteenth century Opéra culture the trauma could be used in the service 

of high-culture aesthetics as a means of giving life to the images of feminine madness 

from the mythicized past. In contrast, in popular forms such as gommeuse dancing and 

the cancan, traumatic memories participated in the critical commenting (often in form of 

parody) on the medical pathologization of psychosomatic expression of women, the 

lower classes, and different races/ethnicities. 

As shown through the example of Salpêtrière’s neurological and psychiatric 

research on the patients, nineteenth-century science aimed to base itself on positive facts 
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and techniques. The last two included new technologies for correcting the body 

(innovative exercise, body modifiers in the classical training, and ovarian compression 

and excessive showering in nervous illness treatments); preserving events through 

documentation (photography, meticulous classification methodologies, increased 

bureaucratization, etc.); efficient production (increase in speed of labor brought about 

through major discoveries such as steam and electricity, and minor, but nevertheless life-

changing, inventions such as washing powder and factory-produced tubs for laundry); 

and supervision of the movement of members of the lower classes (re-organization of 

factory work from manufacture to specialization, the goal of secular education for all, 

imprisonment for petty crime, and the confinement of the ill and homeless.). In this 

cultural context, the return to the myths of madness and dancing mania within medicine 

and aesthetics gave performance art professionals the impetus to re-introduce historical 

forms of mystification, irrationality, and parody. The educated segments of society 

associated the last three with the unconscious. Because the performers worked in 

environments where they could to a certain extent ignore rational social judgments, they 

were able to integrate the psychosomatic traumas of the socially oppressed into a 

spectacle for public’s consumption. The spectacular dimension of the embodiment, which 

was featured the public stages, generated heightened expectations of the performer. 

Although the performers had to grapple with the inadequate material compensation, and 

in most cases lack of respect for their labor, innovative psychosomatic expression and 

dancing thrived in the rapidly modernizing nineteenth-century urban centers. However, 

the hysterical performers in the hospital easily became the victims of political struggles 

within medicine, while the dancers, though frequently prey to negative labeling by the 
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new science, could creatively transform their traumas. However, both hysterics and 

dancers reflected the cultural discrepancies in their performances; that is, they gave them 

embodied form. Since hysterics were deemed unconscious by the establishment, they did 

not have to worry about the success of their performances. This freedom from the 

prerogative of success inspired professional performers who were as professionals 

restricted by technique and the public’s reception to imitate the most extravagant of the 

patients’ symptoms. The professional dance labor in the Opéra and nightlife imitated, 

aestheticized, theatricalized, and opened to the audience’s mediation personal and shared 

traumas. The last (audience’s mediation) parallels the work with trauma in 

psychoanalysis, but exchanging individual witnessing for communal. 

Conclusion 

As Mark Franko (2017) posits, “Hysteria is a behavior around which both oppressive and 

emancipatory gender politics have been mobilized.”431 Along the lines of this statement, 

Felicia McCarren (1998), and Rae Beth Gordon (2009) have shown that in the nineteenth 

century dancing was associated with morally ambiguous phenomena such as delirium, 

intoxication, dislocation, constant agitation, hysteria, and prostitution. The fear of and 

fascination with these phenomena had ramifications for the reception of feminine stage 

presence. As Lucia Ruprecht (2006) indicates, in the nineteenth century femininity and its 

embodiment were both idealized and disparaged as morally dangerous. These 

simultaneously occurring antagonistic cultural attitudes towards female raise the question 

of how difficult labor conditions impacted dancers’ behavior, health, and modes of 

survival. As I have demonstrated in this chapter, the working conditions in institutions 

such as the Paris Opéra at the time of creation of Giselle (1841) were not much better 
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than the circumstances under which the patients-muses at La Salpêtrière performed in 

1870s. However, the soloists of the ballet blanc, such as Carlotta Grisi, were engaged 

professionally for their ability to take on dramatic feminine roles, and within these roles 

enact hyper expressive states of madness. In the ballet blanc, the libretto, musical score, 

and choreography by the male authors channeled the emotions of the female soloists into 

poetic expression. Traumas that occurred in dance training and through labor exploitation 

in performers’ everyday lives could be transformed choreographically if the ballet blanc 

performer had the means and acquired technique and virtuosity expected from the leading 

Opéra performers.  

Outside the professional theater, the symptomatic performative interpretations of 

dance and pantomime in the hospital and low-class cabarets involved enactments and 

simulations of dancing chorea, clownism, dislocation, and passionate attitudes (attitudes 

passionelles). These variations on hysterical symptoms led to the appearance of dance 

within medical discourse and medically inspired fiction. I propose that historical residues 

of theatrical renderings of trauma at Salpêtrière have critical relevance within the study of 

dance when understood in relationship to the performative labor expected from the 

hysterics who participated in Charcot’s demonstrations. Like the other mental patients, 

hysterics were expected to work as unpaid physical laborers in the hospital. But if they 

were open to doctors’ hypnotic suggestion and could recreate their expressive symptoms 

for camera, the main labor expected from them would take place during the public 

demonstrations. The embodiment of expressive symptoms and attitudes indicate bodily 

consciousness related to the consciousness described in writing by female performers 

such as the fin-de-siècle performer Jane Avril.  
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Fin-de-siècle hysteria exposed low-class laboring women to the public’s gaze. If 

the popularization of a nervous disorder turned female expression into psychiatric 

pathology, it also allowed dispossessed female subjects to take center stage in public 

performance. As the cultural theorists Elisabeth Bronfen (1998) and Georges Didi-

Huberman (2003) show, on its own the staging of hysterical attacks within the psychiatric 

establishment could not result in the emancipation of hysterical patients. However, the 

hysterical demonstrations rendered visible the transformative potentials of the body. 

When the hysterical and epileptic symptoms together with the new rhythms and bodily 

isolations from foreign cultures entered the popular scene, the innovative physicality 

could be recognized by audiences as demonstrating performers’ skill, sense of humor, 

and lack of inhibiting moral scruples. Dancers’ professional engagement contradicted the 

medical claim that innovative female dancing had to do with a lack of conscious control 

and lower brain center. A professional dancer who mimicked and parodied symptoms of 

hystero-epilepsy, such as hyper-expressivity and unusual mobility, had to have some 

insight into what constituted such symptoms physically and what made them provocative 

for the audience. A major aspect of the appeal of nightlife dancers was the way they 

exposed the sexual repression of the middle classes. In this way, café concert culture 

foreshadowed Freud’s theory of repressed libido.  

In the middle class milieu of fin-de-siècle Vienna, the embodiment discovered by 

means of repetition of hysterical symptom was articulated and theorized through the 

psychoanalytic sessions led by Freud and Breuer. The hysterical patients’ gestural 

language allowed access to what Peggy Phelan theorized as truth held in their bodies. As 

the case study of Elizabeth von R. shows, the psychoanalytic approach led to recollection 
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of trauma and psychic release. However, this curative improvement was reserved for the 

wives, daughters, and sisters of well-to-do men who could afford to pay for the time 

spent in psychoanalysis. While not available to poor sufferers of hysteria, psychoanalysis 

showed the possibility of transforming physical resistance born out of hysteria into an 

eloquent response to social marginalization.  

The feminist literature scholar Elaine Showalter (1993) explains: “It is much safer 

for the dominant order to allow discontented men and women to express their 

dissatisfaction through psychosomatic illness than to have them agitating for economic, 

legal, and political rights.”432 When in the 1870s conservative authors labeled the Paris 

Commune hysterical, they used pathologization to disparage the working-class revolt. 

These authors attempted to dismiss the fight for equality by labeling it hysterical. Elaine 

Showalter’s statement indicates that hysteria as an undirected excessive behavior is on its 

own less challenging to the dominant order than a political movement with clear aims. 

Based on Showalter’s analysis, I propose that in order for hysterical expressivity to 

become a form of mediation between the oppressed voices and opinions of the 

conservative middle classes — in the late nineteenth century the latter tended to originate 

in a belief that lower social status signified biological insufficiency and lower capability 

— it is important to pay attention to the work done in the performing arts. Both the Opéra 

and popular culture allowed performers to publicly share their physical and intellectual 

capabilities, and use their bodily expressivity and emotional openness to expose the 

public’s desires and fears. 

My research of nineteenth-century female corporeality and discourses on this 

corporeality suggests that in the aftermath of diagnosis and stereotyping, performative 
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dance labor transformed hysterical symptoms into a critical comment on the culture in 

which it took place. The process of hystericization that Mark Franko433 describes acts as 

a way of deconstructing a “psychosomatic disorder” by rendering the hysterical process 

choreographic. The relations which underlie an individual’s hysterical episodes are 

brought to visibility by means of scenes between those giving suggestion and those 

receiving it, and between spectators and performers. These relations emerge as historical 

when they are understood with critical emphasis on the political events and everyday life 

conditions. The historical awareness of how diagnosis of mental illness asked for a 

demanded confirmation through repeated displays of psychosomatic symptoms reveals a 

critical purpose of creative engagement with seemingly unconscious expression.  

The following chapter will discuss the ways expression was traditionally 

understood within the arts, and how artistic expression and medical (or analytical) 

symptom encountered each other in the discourses on the psyche. Since the time of the 

romantics a major aspect of the artistic vocation has been an intentional expression of 

hidden emotions and states of being. When in early modernism choreographers and 

dancers started to engage with what contemporary psychiatry designated as the symptoms 

of mental illness, they were challenging the separation between the conscious and the 

unconscious, as well as visual differentiation between normal and pathological, both of 

which were decisive for the sway Salpêtrière’s understanding of hysteria held in the 

society. Within therapy and cultural theory and within the arts dance modernism and 

surrealism, psychoanalysis offered a different take on the symptoms from that of 

nineteenth-century psychiatry. This alternative way of understanding expressions of the 
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unconscious allowed for the arts to actively participate in the questions that concerned 

repression in contemporary society. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXPRESSION AND SYMPTOM 

My intention in this chapter is to examine the correspondences and discontinuities 

between the physical symptoms of conditions which were historically recognized in 

medical and scientific discourses as nervous and mental illnesses and the embodied 

artistic expression refined in modern dance practices. Nijinsky’s 1913 Le Sacre du 

Printemps is a revolutionary work of dance modernism. “Recreated in more than sixty 

versions, the ballet has become synonymous with the very idea of modernity,” writes 

Lynn Garafola.434 The subtext of my examination is Nijinsky’s diagnosis of 

schizophrenia in 1919,435 and the immediate cause of his incarceration catatonia — one 

of the symptoms previously associated with the Parisian hysterics.436 The discourses that 

intertwine the history of the choreographic process of Le Sacre du Printemps (1913) and 

descriptions of Nijinsky’s mental state point to how contemporary theories about emotion 

and expression, mental illness, race/ethnicity, and gender informed the reception of early 

dance modernism. In his seminal study on the relationship between mental illness and 

modern art, Madness and Modernity (1992), the professor of clinical psychology Louis A. 

Sass notes: “Modernist art has been said to manifest certain off-putting characteristics 

that are reminiscent of schizophrenia.”437 While Sass traces the correspondences between 

madness and modernism in the arts to a starting point in literature and visual arts, the 

historian Eugene Lunn (1982) points out that modernist culture grew out of the 

“weakening of liberal optimism,” which was caused by “the addition of a pessimistic 

Darwinist-naturalist determinism to the Enlightenment tradition of critical rationality.”438 
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Lunn distinguishes four “major directions of aesthetic form and social perspective in 

modernism”439: (1) aesthetic self-consciousness or self-reflexiveness that served as a way 

for the modernist artists to avoid the prerogatives of naturalist aesthetics, which  could 

“make of art a transparent mere ‘reflection’ or ‘representation’ of what is alleged to be 

‘outer’ reality”; (2) simultaneity, juxtaposition or montage, by means of which artists 

moved away from traditional art’s sequential presentation of time, progression, and 

causality; (3) paradox, ambiguity, and uncertainty, which “suggest to the reader or 

audience how they may resolve the contradictions outside the intentionally unfinished 

work (as Brecht attempted to do), or provisionally synthesize the multiple perspectives”; 

and (4) “dehumanization” and the demise of the integrated individual subject or 

personality, which examines human experience by dissolving character into “a stream of 

atomized experience,” separating him from psychology so that he is “confined to a 

sequence of severely objective events”; in the visual arts the human form is distorted, 

decomposed, and geometrically resynthesized, while modern theater creates collective or 

mass characters instead of unified persons.  

For the middle class audiences, Nijinsky’s Le Sacre du Printemps, presented an 

aesthetic challenge as it choreographically engaged modernist innovation by emphasizing 

corporeal expression in place of mimesis. Thus, as a choreographer whose major work 

belongs aesthetically to modernism, Nijinsky placed himself in an antagonistic 

relationship to humanist, bourgeois aesthetic taste as well as positivist judgments about 

normal motion.440  

To trace modernist expression’s association with the symptoms of mental illness, 

I return to the theatricalized arena of hysteria. The hysterical performance of motoric 
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symptoms such as dancing chorea render this illness especially relevant for a discussion 

of the politics of dance modernism. The paradigmatic example of hysterical histrionics is 

the presentations led by the neurologist Jean-Martin Charcot in the amphitheater of the 

Parisian hospital Salpêtrière towards the end of the nineteenth century.441 Pina Bausch’s 

re-working of The Rite of Spring (Frühlingsopfer) from 1975 intensifies corporeal 

expression and critically engages the themes of possession, ecstatic dancing, and sacrifice. 

I propose that in this work the dancers’ expression gained a psychoanalytic dimension 

through the process of hystericization of choreography described in Mark Franko’s 2007 

article “Bausch and the Symptom.”442 Hystericization counters an attempt to translate 

dance into non-ambiguous symbolic meanings. Hystericization in reference to the 1975 

choreography suggests that the conscious reproduction and stylization of psychosomatic 

symptoms of mental illness is engendered through hysterical scenes in which witnessing 

instigates the surfacing of motoric symptoms. From this perspective, Bausch’s Rite of 

Spring offers a case study in which the difficulty of discerning between symptom and 

expression resurfaces within modern dance of the second half of the twentieth century. 

The reason to focus on Bausch’s Tanztheater when examining the relationship 

between artistic expression and symptoms of mental illness is that her work demonstrates 

the ability of a postmodern artist to overcome, rather than ignore, the pathological 

labeling of modernist gestures. I propose that this ability stems from Bausch’s 

intentionality when choreographically working with the problematic of repression. In 

order to address why intentionality played a critical role in distinguishing artistic 

expression from spontaneous, psychosomatic excesses of affect and loss of coordination, 

I will examine the question historically.  
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Expression Theory and Staged Human Emotions  

An artwork appears distinct from all other forms of representation because it is perceived 

and experienced as an object or event separated from everyday reality by originality and 

an aesthetic approach to experience. The ideal of autonomy (non-instrumentality) in the 

creation and reception of artistic works can be traced back to Immanuel Kant’s 

(eighteenth century) ideal of the aesthetic sublime on the one hand and to Freud’s concept 

of sublimation through creative or intellectual work on the other.443 According to Kant 

(1790), “the Beautiful prepares us to love disinterestedly something, even nature itself; 

the Sublime prepares us to esteem something highly even in opposition to our own 

(sensible) interest.”444 So Kant’s sublime encompasses going beyond immediate sensual 

experience. From a psychoanalytic point of view, Freud posits that instinctual drives can 

be replaced by work involving higher mental faculties,445 through which an artist absorbs 

external experiences into his artistic vision. Correspondingly, someone enjoying work of 

art in a profound way would be able to take pleasure in it and preserve a distance from its 

conditions of production. In order for this aesthetic distance to exist, based on the 

philosophical and psychoanalytic writing referenced above, the experience of an artwork 

exceeds sensual satisfaction and transforms the ordinary into extraordinary. 

The philosopher Vincent Tomas explains how to differentiate artistic expression 

and unintended emotional outbursts: “Unlike merely giving vent or betraying a feeling, 

artistic expression consists in the deliberate creation of something which ‘embodies or 

‘objectifies the feeling.’”446 The professor of philosophy Alain Tormey expounds upon 

the above quote by Tomas. Tormey points out that “embodying” and “objectifying” 

feeling is “equivalent to (artistically) expressing it.”447 Artistic expression, then, is not a 
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kind of perceptible eruption of feeling, which in its most extreme form must be 

understood as a symptom. According to the conceptualizations of Thomas and Tormey, 

in order for a sense-based expression to be artistic, it has to be endowed with an artistic 

intent and objectified, that is, seen from the outside by the artist. In my view, theoretical 

propositions about artistic expression account for the ways in which the artists mediate 

the subjective experience and so-called objective perception of the world.  

Expressive theory, which originates in romanticism, engages the ways art is 

received by individuals. In The Mirror and the Lamp: Romantic Theory and Critical 

Tradition (1971), the literary scholar M.H. Abrams explains that “the central tendency of 

the expressive theory may be summarized in this way: A work of art is essentially the 

internal made external, resulting from a creative process operating under the impulse of 

feeling, and embodying the combined product of the poet’s perceptions, thoughts, and 

feelings.”448 So the artist reveals hidden feelings, but upon reflection, rather than as an 

unmediated outpouring. Abrams further explains that from the point of view of 

expressive theory poetry is not caused by “human actions and qualities imitated” 

(Aristotelian mimesis) or effect upon the audience (the neoclassical point of view).449 

Rather, there is “an efficient cause—the impulse within the poet of feelings and desires 

seeking expression, or the compulsion of the ‘creative’ imagination which, like God the 

creator, has its internal source in motion.”450 Both nineteenth-century romanticism and 

early modernism deemphasize the eighteenth-century bourgeois theatre’s  ideal of 

rationally understandable human nature. Instead, they explore individual expression. The 

inner person is sensitized to relationships and atmospheric changes. The artists of the 

nineteenth century had not left behind the idea of nature, but they no longer imagined that 
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all that was going on in the social world equally participated in that idyllic state of 

“naturalness.” The ideals of naturalness and authenticity were positioned inside the 

sensible self.451 As theater scholar Joseph Roach points out, the idea of inner spontaneity 

was informed by scientific discoveries.452 Roach explains that for both the romantic poet 

William Wordsworth and the author of The Paradox of Acting and editor of Encyclopédie 

Denis Diderot, “the mind in tranquility recollects the body’s past feelings.”453 So for 

them expression originated in stored memories. From the inner memory, there appeared 

an illusion of spontaneity. As Roach notes, this is not Nature, but second nature, that is, a 

spontaneous expression originating in one’s memory.454 The philosopher Friedrich 

Schlegel (1772-1829) explains the feeling that accompanies externalization of inner 

content. According to Schlegel (1772-1829), “the inner is pressed out as though by force 

alien to us.”455 Schlegel’s 1802 definition refers to expression through vocal signs. 

Abrams points to Schlegel’s definition to affirm his theorization of the physicality of 

expression, both “affect as stimulus” and “the experience of emotion.”456 Sociologist 

Harvie Ferguson provides context to this emphasis on the externalization of emotional 

life. Ferguson explains that for artists “the authenticity of the self in relation to the truth 

of the soul takes precedence over the dissimulation of social roles, in which the self plays 

a part in relation to the outside world.”457 This conceptualization of “the truth of the soul” 

relates to Mark Franko’s elucidation of expression as “an inherently Romantic 

concept.”458 The turn inward in search of the soul’s interior truth, generates a new 

expressive force in performance. However, in distinction from romanticism in dance, 

modernism in dance aspired to formalize expression, 
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Franko’s applies Abrams’s expression theory to modern dance. Expression theory 

applied to dance points to the way modern choreographers and spectators make the 

connection between emotion that arises in the subject and perception of movement. 

Franko presents the example of the modern dance pioneer Loïe Fuller, who theorized the 

relationship between felt sensations and expression through movement:  

Expression theory makes emotion a stimulus of dance movement. In so doing, 
it divides emotions into discrete events impinging on the inner consciousness 
of the subject.… Working backward from motion to emotion, Fuller called 
motion the expression of sensation and sensation the reverberation that the 
body receives when an impression strikes the mind.459  
 

Emotion, seen as a series of events in the consciousness, causes expression through 

motion. Vaslav Nijinsky’s early dance modernism takes this purification of expression 

even further. Modernism in dance focused inward but aspired to free itself from the 

sentimental reign of emotion: “Early twentieth-century primitivist choreography initiated 

claims to universal authenticity through purging subjectivism (emotion) and privileging 

the moving body’s presence (expression). Thus, aesthetic modernism instituted a split 

between emotion and expression.”460 In this way, primitivist choreography focused on 

physicality by stripping the emotional overlay away from the body’s expression. Mark 

Franko in Dancing Modernism/ Performing Politics (1995) points to Vaslav Nijinsky’s 

Rite of Spring (1913) as the “first modernist ballet and a famous example of the 

primitivism that marked early modernism,”461 while Lynn Garafola in Diaghilev’s Ballets 

Russes (1989) writes that with The Rite of Spring “ballet crossed the threshold of 

modernity”462 and that in it Nijinsky “created a twentieth century icon, a summation of 

modernism at its most subversive and visionary.”463 So on the hand expression is a 

romantic concept, since it brings attention to the reception of stimuli and interiority of a 
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subject, and on the other in dance modernism expression was freed from the romantic 

idea of reflecting on emotional life and moved towards immediate, objectified physical 

presence.  

The Rite of Spring (1913) and Expression in Cultural Discourse 

In the opening chapter, “Politics of Expression,” of Dancing Modernism/Performing 

Politics, Mark Franko refers to Jacques Rivière’s analysis of Le Sacre du Printemps 

(1913), showing how the critic’s reading of Vaslav Nijinsky’s choreography highlighted 

aesthetic modernism’s division between emotion and expression. Rivière stated that 

Nijinsky “caused expression to return to the dance”464 by centering on movement itself 

rather using the movement to describe emotion. Mark Franko writes: “[Rivière’s] 

analysis contains the key motifs of dance modernism: a defamiliarization of bodily 

emotion through the primitive, mechanical, or futuristic sources of movement innovation 

and the return of expression, once emotion is expunged, as a depersonalized (‘universal’) 

embodiment of subjectivity.”465 Thus, Rivière offers a conceptual reading of Nijinsky’s 

innovative use of the body’s expressivity in choreography. The internal rotation, 

shuddering, the weighted jumps, the angular gestures of the arms, and the collapse to the 

ground of the Chosen One challenged the contemporary ballet lexicon.466 As Mark 

Franko points out, Rivière saw in the physicality of Nijinsky’s choreography a radical 

challenge to the sentimentality of the narrative approach to depicting characters’ 

emotions in Michel Fokine’s ballets. Hanna Järvinen writes: “A short semiotic analysis of 

the ballets Fokine choreographed would show that there were few motives for actions of 

the characters other than love, lust, desire and jealousy.”467 Here the viewer could still 

encounter the soloists playing male and female heroes and heroines, pursuing romantic 
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love, and encountering various, often otherworldly obstacles. As a performer, Nijinsky 

was praised for his exceptional expressivity, and for his magical qualities when dancing 

Fokine’s ballets, such as Spectre de la Rose (1911) and Petroushka (1912). “As a dancer, 

he transcended the bounds of what seemed humanly possible for even a consummate 

virtuoso, while as an actor he possessed an uncanny, even pathological ability to 

submerge his personality in the role at hand,” writes Lynn Garafola.468 This combination 

of an exceptional technical ease and transformational gift generated, even prior to his 

choreographic innovations and schizophrenic diagnosis, public’s fascination with his 

persona. In her seminal study of Nijinsky’s charisma and the discourses the Nijinsky 

phenomenon  engendered, Dancing Genius: The Stardom of Vaslav Nijinsky (2014) based 

on André Levinson’s praise of Nijinsky’s technical ability Hanna Järvinen notes: 

“Nijinsky’s leap paralleled the spirit of the genius, who overcame the material restrictions 

imposed by his body and by the laws of physics.”469 Nijinsky’s amazing suspensions in 

the air caused admiration and comparisons that were unfavorable for other classical 

dancers of the era. However, his choreography for The Rite of Spring at first shocked the 

audience. There was no otherworldly virtuosity in it. The movement he choreographed to 

Stravinsky’s avant-garde score was abstracted from folk motives and appeared much 

more primal than the poetic roles he embodied as a dancer for Fokine. After the London 

premier at the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, the ballet historian Cyril Beaumont observed 

that the movement was “in complete opposition to the traditions of classical ballet.”470 

Nijinsky’s unique aesthetics, sense of parody when performing, abrupt judgments, and 

unconventional physical habits seem to have contributed to the clash with both dance 

authorities and the prevailing ideas about what constitutes psychological health.471 The 
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radical departure from both aesthetic and psychiatric standards of his era brought about 

both social judgment and recommendation for medical treatment. Nijinsky’s diagnosis in 

the aftermath of the premiere of The Rite of Spring is described in great detail by Peter 

Oswald (1991).472 In public’s eye his choreography together with his schizophrenia 

epitomized madness of a foreign genius. 

Nijinsky’s choreography for all of his ballets (L’aprés midi d’un faune, 1912; 

Jeux, 1913; Le Sacre du Printemps, 1913, and Till Eulenspiegel, 1916) show that in his 

search of new expression he was willing to disregard both classical technical and social 

considerations. From Nijinsky’s notes during the rehearsal process for The Rite of Spring, 

one learns that he was inspired by cubist aesthetics and desired to create images that 

reflected modern life.473 Thus, he must have found the classical idiom inappropriate for 

his own choreography. Nijinsky’s commitment to modernity in terms of reduced 

aesthetics and the use of everyday physicality474 suggests that the avoidance of classical 

beauty was not at all accidental. Nijinsky challenged the technical standards in the way 

he worked with dancers’ bodies, and in abandoning the classical pantomime, which was a 

main device for explicating the plot in nineteenth-century ballets. Based on his notes, his 

choreographic innovations and rejection of tradition appear fully expressive of his artistic 

intent. But although Nijinsky seems to have had a clear artistic intent when making his 

choreography, complexities arose when he tried to communicate his ideas to the dancers. 

A description from rehearsal with the ballerina Marie Piltz, who was to take on the role 

of the Chosen One, demonstrates the feelings Nijinsky produced in dancers:  

With clenched hands across his face, he threw himself into the air in 
paroxysms of fear and grief. His movements were stylized and controlled, 
yet he gave out a tremendous power of tragedy.475 
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As the quote suggests, Nijinsky made a shockingly powerful impression on those he 

encountered while working. Nijinsky did not provide much explanatory material to blunt 

the impact of his stunning expressive presence. The sudden leap with clenched hands 

covering the face thwarted a psychological reading. Although, one could find a 

motivation for it in the movements preceded it, there was no immediate narrative support 

for it. The face, which is considered the most emotionally telling part of human 

physicality, was hidden from the viewer’s gaze. His gestures were swift and unmotivated. 

As noted above, Nijinsky avoided portraying a character with whom one could 

emotionally identify through narrative understanding. Instead, his gestures produced an 

immediate expressive impact. Much of what was provocative about the premiere of Le 

Sacre du Printemps at the Théâtre des Champs-Élysées in Paris on May 29, 1913 has to 

do with the relationship between the viewers and the choreographic choices.  

The following analysis is based on the images and descriptions of the original, 

and the 1981 reconstruction by Robert Joffrey, and art historians Millicent Hodson, and 

Kenneth Archer.476 These documents allow one to reflect on why, at the time of the 

premiere, the specific visual details provoked such strong reactions from the Parisian 

audience. On the level of body shaping, Nijinsky’s choreography employed technical 

innovations, which challenged both dancers and viewers through their boldness and 

originality. The distinctive features of Nijinsky’s choreography involved distortion of 

dancers’ regular alignment, as when landing from jumps on the outside surface of the feet; 

the breakup of movement, seen in the erratic swings of the arms and twists of the torso; 

and moments of complete stillness during rhythmical sections in the music. In the final 

sacrificial dance, the elders wearing animal masks surround the possessed Chosen One. 
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She springs up from the earth, as if propelled, and then falls back with her legs internally 

rotated. The force of gravity is accentuated by the release of full body weight upon 

landing. The Chosen One is apparently inert, and yet once she does move, she appears 

anxiously alert, ready to repeat the powerful actions in a most efficient way. When the 

Chosen One falls all the way to the ground, her limbs fold, one leg in front of the other. 

The image of the surrender of muscular control renders the dancer inhuman or possessed. 

For the ending solo, the Chosen One remains enclosed in a circle of light. Her percussive 

jumps and half turns are interspersed with moments of complete immobility. Overall, the 

choreography for the Chosen One reflects the modernist preoccupation with mechanized 

movement, fragmentation of the body, and specular images of body parts. The last effect 

is achieved through accentuation of the disjointed movements of the head, torso, and 

arms. Although Nijinsky’s choreography does not attempt to mime what is happening 

musically, it responds to Stravinsky’s musical innovation choreographically. 

Igor Stravinsky’s score for The Rite of Spring (1913) presents an obvious break 

with the romantic preference for composing melodies and telling stories through music. 

The music theorist Paul Nelson defines non-narrative music as “any music which does 

not have a strong sense of melody or line.”477 The historian Peter Gay describes 

Stravinsky’s music as “outrageous” due to the absence of conventional melodies in the 

musical score.478 Gay goes on to depict the effect of Stravinsky’s music when it was first 

performed: “The audience was treated to fortissimo, abrupt, frequently repeated chords 

like so many rhythmic explosions.”479 However, the music theorist Daniel K. L. Chua 

relates that although the legend has it that it was the music that incited the scandal at the 

premiere of Le Sacre, in fact the audience’s reaction was brought about by Nijinsky’s 
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choreography.480 Jean Cocteau commented on what he saw in the choreography: “the 

Storm and that dance of the Chosen One, a naive and crazy dance, the dance of an insect, 

of a doe fascinated by a boa, of a factory that explodes — in fact, the most disturbing 

spectacle in theater that I can remember.”481 Jean Cocteau’s vivid description indicates 

that Nijinsky’s choreographic choices stirred the writer’s poetic imagination and shocked 

his aesthetic sensibilities. The evocative gesture in which the dancers tilt their heads to 

the side while supporting them with the fists of their right hand was openly mocked by 

elite members of the audience during the Parisian premier. The most blunt of the 

audience members yelled out that the dancers needed medical (dental) help.482 This 

abstract gesture, which is reminiscent of cubist, non-realist representations of human 

body, seemed like a medical symptom to the audience, which was accustomed to the 

classical ballet idiom. This audience’s association of choreography with a medical 

problem preceded a professional psychiatric interest in Nijinsky and his movement. On a 

deeper level, the sacrificial dance opened up hidden social questions about gender 

identifications and racial physical traits. The classical dance kept these questions closed 

by aesthetically confirming the romantic stereotypes about transcendent beauty and 

otherworldliness and/or perfection of dancers, that is, ethnic and exotic motives which 

appeared in classical dance were in the service of creating magic onstage. In contrast, in 

Nijinsky’s The Rite of Spring one is faced with the residues of mythic belief, a 

resurrection of the pagan past imagined as depersonalized, and modernist, secular 

disrespect of the civilized Western customs. These social fictions and transgressions of 

unwritten cultural laws are investigated through disconnected movement and exaggerated 

gestures. The dancing did not recreate conventional ideas on gender, since the dancing 
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required of the men and women did not contain gestures and qualities linked to gender 

depictions within classical choreography. The sacrificial virgin from an invented Slavic 

myth suggests physical prowess, which resonates with the unrestrained dancing in fin-de-

siècle decadent circles.483 Lynn Garafola points out that there is no evidence of a virginal 

sacrifice in Slavic prehistory. Therefore, it appears that the invention of this myth 

corresponds to the modern concerns of the performers and artists that were involved with 

the performance rather than a mythic past.484 In terms of the gender of the sacrificial 

virgin, the complexity arises when one learns about the choreographer’s identification 

with this role. For example, the dance reviewers Richard Buckle and Lincoln Kirstein 

both thought that the role of the Chosen One required a male performer.485 An American 

literary critic, Kevin Kopelson, confirms the intuition of the dance reviewers through the 

testimony of the choreographer’s sister. Kopelson writes: “Nijinska [Nijinsky’s sister], 

who worked with Nijinsky on the role, recalled the Chosen One’s death as Nijinsky’s.”486 

Lynn Garafola offers a related interpretation that links the choreography for the Chosen 

One to Nijinsky’s fascination with sacrifice onstage and in private life. She proposes that 

the Chosen One is similar to Petrouchka in that in both cases the soloist “takes upon 

herself the sins of the artist, the wages of psychic difference.”487  

Implicit in these critical readings of the dance of the Chosen One is the 

problematic of the relationship between Nijinsky’s artistic work and his mental health. In 

the period immediately before and following the premiere of Le Sacre, Nijinsky’s private 

life was hardly separate from his profession. The theme of sacrifice that motivated the 

choreography for the Chosen One is found also in Nijinsky’s diaries. Here Nijinsky 

himself connects the figure of artist to the idea of sacrifice. “An artist sacrifices his whole 
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life to the art,” he writes in his diary.488 The question of how Nijinsky’s modernist 

choreography and the critical reception of it related to the subsequent diagnosis of mental 

illness is filled with the complexities brought about by Nijinsky’s social life and working 

habits as an artist and professional. 489 In regards the way others reacted to him, Nijinsky 

wrote in his diary: “People like eccentrics and they will therefore leave me alone, saying 

that I am a ‘mad clown”490 The subtext in this quote is that as a performing artist he felt 

he needed to meet people’s expectations. However, he read people’s opinions and 

behaviors in a highly dramatic way, thus making a spectacle out of instances of 

idealization and discrimination he had experienced as a young creative artist, a bisexual 

man, and an emigrant without his own financial resources. An irrational, spiritual 

sacrifice that Nijinsky felt he needed to make as an artist could explain communal 

resistance to the methods and techniques he used with the dancers when employed as a 

choreographer. The dance critic Joan Acocella proposes that Nijinsky’s art and lack of 

communicative skill are not independent from each other. Joan Acocella points out that 

the characteristics that one finds in his writing in the diary — “repetition, obsession, 

“ugliness,” extreme states of mind” — also make his art striking, and that his innovative 

“quality of abstraction” can be attributed to communication problems in his social life. 

“That is, realistic acting, with its agreed-upon gestures, may have been as unavailable to 

him as the agreed-upon manners of social intercourse.”491 If one links this apparent lack 

of ability to communicate his feelings in conventional social situations (his cryptic humor 

complicates attempts to take his responses at face value)492 with Nijinsky’s devout but 

isolationist relationship to his art making, a potential for an alternative reading of 

Nijinsky’s behavior during the creation of Le Sacre presents itself. What has been 
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attributed to symptomatic of a genetic predisposition towards mental illness493 by 

professional psychiatry, that is, his hyper-expressive gestures, unconventional writing 

style in diaries, a lack of narrative motivation in choreography, and androgynous bearing, 

speaks more of professional and cultural conditions in which he created, and racial and 

sexual prejudice. Hanna Järvinen offers an analysis of how dance criticism relates to the 

late nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century discourses on the predispositions of 

the different races. In “Introduction: A Genealogy” in Dancing Genius: The Stardom of 

Vaslav Nijinsky (2014), Järvinen points out how even the overtly favorable reception of 

Nijinsky’s artistry relied on racial misconceptions. She writes:  

I look into the Orientalism that pervaded the enthusiastic responses of the 
critics and other members of the audience, and posit that this Orientalism 
was founded on what, in those days, were dancing emotional barbarians 
on stage and their over-civilized, physically controlled and intellectually 
superior modern audiences across the footlight. Even if by no means all 
agreed with such dichotomies or what they implied, this frankly racist 
aspect of contemporary discourse had to be addressed both because it has 
been overlooked in previous research, and because it is inseparable from 
contemporary ideas on modernity and history.494 

 
Järvinen’s analysis opens up the question of the medical interpretation of art to a 

socio-political inquiry of how popular scientific theories and cultural biases 

impact critics’ interpretation of bodily movement in choreography. According to 

Järvinen, at least indirectly, the prevalent racial and sexual theories effected the 

reception of Nijinsky’s work. 

Hanna Järvinen explains that Jacques Rivière, who, as pointed out in the 

beginning of this section, admired Nijinsky’s art, attributed the new qualities seen in 

Nijinsky’s choreography to the uniqueness of Russian modernism. Rivière was 

disappointed with the French symbolists’ effort to create a total work of art. He saw 
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Russians as the members of a young and primitive race. According to Rivière, they were 

able to synchronize their thought processes and thus remain united in movement. “Indeed, 

upon closer inspection, Rivière’s reading of Sacre explicitly posits that the Russians 

could only create total works of art because of their inherent racial ability of melding 

their souls.”495 As Järvinen points out, Rivière’s position implies an essentialist view of 

race. Yet Rivière was one of the critics who perceived innovation by a foreign, racially 

different artist favorably. He saw that the new expression that was condemned by other 

critics as crude and lacking classical sophistication came out of a particular moment of 

unified collective experience. Rivière thought that this shared experience could even 

replace what he saw as the individualized subjectivity of the French artists of the era. In 

the early twentieth century, when the Ballet Russes appeared on the stages of Western 

capitals and when Rivière wrote his dance review, the essentialist social theories of the 

nineteenth century still held sway in medical and humanist circles.  

A brief look into two of these theories can shed some light on the racial 

generalizations that influenced the reception of the international art in the early twentieth 

century, especially in the Western European urban centers, where Nijinsky showed his 

choreographies. This is not to say that dance critics believed in these theories. Rather, 

even if the critics opposed racial prejudice or hoped to keep aesthetic concerns pure, they 

were participating in the culture and implicitly agreeing or disagreeing with medical and 

historical discourses with a racist undertone. Familiarity with some of the domineering 

late nineteenth-century propositions on race allows for a deeper understanding of the 

quasi-scientific basis of myths to which Nijinsky was subjected as an artist and later as an 

“incurable” mental patient. In “Art and Culture under National Socialism” in Hitler’s 
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Dancers: German Modern Dance and Third Reich (2003) dance scholar Lilian Karina 

recounts that the mid-nineteenth century saw attempts by European social thinkers to link 

Darwin’s theory of natural selection (1858) with racial stereotypes.496 A French count, 

Joseph Arthur Gobineau,497 “believed that human beings were divided into several, 

mutually incompatible races, each race embodying a set of values.”498 This would imply 

the impossibility of learning from each other, and an unbridgeable biological difference 

underlying dancers’ technical, creative, and intellectual abilities. The literary theorist 

Sander Gilman explains another influential racial theory from a few decades later. At the 

time when Freud came to study under Charcot in Paris in 1886, the sociologist Gustave 

Le Bon published his thesis on racially inherited traits.499 Although Freud rejected Le 

Bon’s biological view that race involved “innumerable common characteristics handed 

down from generation to generation,”500 psychoanalytic practice at the time of Nijinsky’s 

diagnosis still relied on the social beliefs of a dominant group within the culture, and thus 

could not dismiss the pathologization of what in an artist’s corporeal and linguistic 

expression appeared unusual or linked to the weaknesses of a social, ethnic, or racial 

group (homosexuals, Jews, people from Orient, and primitive races were seen as 

predisposed to mental weaknesses and conditions such as neurasthenia, perversion, 

hysteria, and degeneracy). The dance scholarship of Hanna Järvinen addresses a “racist 

aspect of contemporary discourse” regarding Nijinsky’s Rite of Spring, 501 and thus 

allows for an informed view into how contemporary politics colored the aesthetic and 

later medical discourses on Nijinsky, and even confirmed Nijinsky’s own anxiety about 

social and medical authorities.  
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It is particularly noteworthy that a work which in 1913 was both labeled 

pathological and hailed as the achievement of artistic expression over emotional outburst 

became in 1975, with Bausch’s restaging, the site for the return to symptoms of hysteria 

in the context of the feminism’s reclaiming of the feminine malady. Nijinsky’s ability to 

formalize expression to the point where there were no emotional overflows such as 

sentimental gestures and facial characterizations is easily linked to incomprehensibility, 

which characterizes motoric symptoms (as in the enigma of hysteria exemplified by the 

1870s hysterical fits at Salpêtrière). The physical expressivity of Nijinsky’s choreography 

for the Chosen One allows for expression of resistance to the classical harmony to appear 

as the feminine body’s unmediated force (e.g. the high jumps without preparation for the 

Chosen One and the stark upper body twists). However, since the Chosen One is also a 

victim, the choreography brings up the question of masochism, which is openly explored 

later in the twentieth century in the 1975 choreography by Bausch.  

On the one hand, these historical sources suggest that Nijinsky’s use of expressive 

gesture in The Rite of Spring was intentional on his part. On the other, the difficulties he 

had in communicating with his cast and exaggerated responses from the audience and 

critics to the apparent lack of classical harmony in his choreography seem to have 

contributed to the medical interpretation of his choreographic choices in the years to 

follow. Probably the most dramatic instance took place in 1919 at a hotel in St. Moritz. 

After a period of illness, Nijinsky decided to perform “his latest ballet about lunacy and 

war.”502 This time his choreographic choices were read as symptoms by both his family 

and doctors.503 The contemporary descriptions relate that he looked as if he entered a 

hypnotic trance.504 He made disturbingly long pauses, which his wife felt were especially 
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embarrassing since they happened in front of their “socially prominent friends.”505 He 

even purposefully transmitted “nervous excitement” (in his words: “playing nervously on 

purpose, because the public will understand me better if I am nervous”).506 Although this 

time his dancing seemed to confirm his diagnosis, his wife described the event as a 

powerful metaphor of suffering caused by war: “It was tragic; his gestures were 

monumental, and he entranced us so that we almost saw him floating over corpses.”507 So, 

although Romola was convinced at the time that her husband suffered from mental illness, 

she did not deny the artistic potency and communicative power of his expression.  

Once Nijinsky became recognized as someone suffering from mental illness (c. 

1917), his innovative modernist expression led to more and more symptomatic readings 

by acquaintances and family members who were in his proximity at the time as well as by 

professional therapists in charge of his well-being. These re-readings of his artistic 

expression point to the unavoidable complexity that practitioners of psychiatry, 

psychoanalysis, and artistic modernism faced with the entrance of the language of 

pathology into contemporary lay discourses on the body and movement. The question of 

authority over aesthetic and health questions implied the presence of political power 

behind deciding what is normal and what is pathological. Implicitly, this questioning 

generated uncertainty of how modernist art participates in society’s modes of repressing 

and exposing innovation, foreignness, and remnants of its own past.  

Both psychoanalysis and modernism tended to have as their overarching purpose 

social transformation. This transformation would not depend on the elimination of 

pathologized phenomena (such as individual and social symptoms of hypersensitivity, 
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illness, and degeneracy), but rather relied on the idea of opening up repressed areas of 

psychic life within normative society.  

Truth and Embodiment in Psychoanalysis and Dance Modernism 

The feminist scholar Peggy Phelan examines the connection between dance and 

psychoanalysis. She writes that “[p]sychoanalysis suggests that the body’s ‘truth’ does 

not organize itself narratively or chronologically.”508 In exact science, body-based 

processing is seen as separate from the conscious processing of a subject. “The gap 

between these two ways of ‘processing’ experiences punctuate the formation of the 

unconscious,”509 writes Phelan. Historically, psychoanalysis sought to bridge the gap 

between conscious psychic organization and the body. Phelan points out that “hysteria 

represents the first disease in which psychoanalysis imagines a history of the symptom 

and where the patient discovers that her body’s history must be spoken.”510 A speech act 

is performed in the presence of a witness (the analyst) with whose help the patient creates 

a psychic order for the body. Phelan proposes that “the body is not, a priori, in time.” 

This suggests that both the “talking cure” and dance’s framing of the body in time and 

space present ways of giving coherence to the truth of bodily symptom. Phelan posits that 

dance “elaborates possible temporalities in movement.”511 In this way, dance is not 

antagonistic to the talking cure; rather, based on Phelan’s account, they can work in 

conjunction with each other. The hysterical symptom can take form of a dance (dancing 

chorea). In this case it is closer to the self-expression that relies on bodies’ movement 

rather than words. How these movement articulations occurred in the performance can be 

seen in the cases of two hysterical patients and dancers, a middle-class patient and 
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expressive dancer from München, Madeleine Guipet, and a Salpêtrière patient and cancan 

performer, Jane Avril (see Chapter 2).  

Guipet started dancing publicly during the performances organized by the 

Psychologische Gesellschaft in München.512 She was a married woman without 

professional training in dance, who consulted the magnetist in regard to her headaches.513 

As a patient, Madeleine Guipet showed exceptional receptivity to hypnotic treatment and 

reacted expressively to  musical and literary suggestions.514 The dance scholar Alexandra 

Kolb recounts that “[s]he displayed a noticeable talent for transforming affects she found 

expressed in music into nuanced mimic expressions and dance.”515 Thus, her hysterical 

symptoms, mainly trance dancing, became an object of aesthetic appreciation by 

Munich’s medical and artistic elite. As discussed in the previous chapter, in contrast to 

Madeleine G., Avril received some popular dance training and eventually performed for a 

wider audience. Similarly to Madeleine G., she started dancing as a mental patient and 

received praise for her performances. Upon her release, she became a charismatic cancan 

performer at the Moulin Rouge — a favorite meeting place of Parisian bohemians. 

Dancers like Guipet and Avril sparked the curiosity of the visual art world in 

search of unconventional corporeality. Painters and poets such as Henri de Toulouse-

Lautrec, André Breton, Louis Aragon, and Max Ernst who were fascinated by hysterical 

expression, dance-based imagery, and the unleashing of hidden sexual impulses were 

mostly male artists from middle-class backgrounds. They focused their attention on the 

performers, who were linked through gender, class, profession, race, and/or sexual 

orientation to dominant cultural ideas on irrationality. That is, hysterics and performers 

who were described and depicted in impressionist, realist, and surrealist art were more 
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often than not economically and psychologically disempowered. For a low-class 

performer, that meant embodying the spectator’s phantasy without authorship. From this 

vantage point, dance modernism played a pivotal role in affirming the embodiment of the 

irrational in dance in a way that presented the dancer as an author rather than simulator. 

Taking as her starting point John Martin’s dance theory, dance scholar Gay Morris 

underscores how “the embodied truth” of the pioneers of modern dance addressed the 

avoidance of the irrational forces and subjectivity within progress-oriented modernity.516 

Modernism was a product of industrial society, in that modern technology 
relieved the artist of having to imitate visible reality. This allowed the 
artist to delve below the surfaces of life to seek out “the subjective roots of 
experience” ([1939] 1965: 123).517 Then, abstracting from this experience 
the artist was able to create an autonomous work of art, embodied life 
experience stripped of irrelevant elements. This embodiment of truth518 
circumvented an otherwise rationalized world.519 

 
So the choreographic autonomy had to do with letting go of using movement to represent 

reality. The dancer could demonstrate the body’s liberating potentials by accessing the 

body’s experiential reality and finding truth in the embodied experience itself.  Both 

modernism and psychoanalysis sought to examine the reality obscured by rationalizations 

and hidden through repression of the body and sexuality. While psychoanalysis gave 

language to bodily truth, in dance modernism used physicality devoid of embellishments 

to articulate socially repressed somatic memories. This transformative purpose created a 

discordance between these two fields and psychiatric diagnosis, which sought to eradicate 

the pathologized phenomena. Nevertheless, the very notion of hysterical, motoric, or 

expressive symptom was linked in its initial stages within classical psychiatry to the 

empirical objectivity of the psychiatric diagnosis. What psychoanalysis and artistic 

modernism (mainly, in this study, modernist dance and surrealism from the first half of 
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the twentieth century) have in common is that both disciplines approach the symptom as 

an idea from the unconscious and upend the view of the psychosomatic symptom as a 

physical, health-related anomaly. In order to point out the complex history underlying the 

artistic staging of symptoms in choreographic scenes, I consult the ways in which the 

critical theorists engaged the concept and manifestations of symptoms.  

Symptoms of Hysteria 

The theoretical readings on the notion of symptom to which I refer revolve around 

assigning meaning to symptomatic, somatic expression and the role that knowledge 

formations play in psychiatry (Michel Foucault, 1963), psychoanalysis, and politics 

(Slavoj Žižek, 1992, and Jacques Alain-Miller, 2013). Based on the case descriptions 

from Freud and Breuer and contemporary theoretical re-readings of psychoanalysis by 

Samo Tomšič (2015), Jacques Alain-Miller, and Peggy Phelan (2005), I propose that an 

approach which accounts for dissonance within subjective experience offers alternative to 

psychiatric separation of troubling instances from the healthy state. 

The two notions of symptom, medical (psychiatric) and psychoanalytic (critical), 

are intertwined within the discourse on hysteria. The second, especially in the theoretical 

articulation, comments upon the first. In The Capitalist Unconscious, Samo Tomšič 

writes: “While the medical notion of the symptom does not presuppose any subject, its 

critical signification does.”520 Historically, psychiatry and neurology aspired to objective 

knowledge of disease through the observation of symptoms. In this, they excluded the 

subject’s psychological life and focused on the abstract, scientific notion of disease, 

which presupposed a pathological condition characterized by a number of specific 
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symptoms. Without an interest in a human subject who expresses the symptom, a 

symptom on its own cannot become communicative in a social sense. Consequently, if 

certain tendencies within aesthetic of modernism were perceived by doctors as 

symptomatic when happening in a psychiatric space (as a study by Louis A. Sass, 1992, 

shows), their politico-critical dimension remained hidden from public attention. When the 

symptoms are associated with pathology, patients’ purposeful simulation challenges 

medical verity. The medical symptoms, in contrast to the psychoanalytic ones, are not of 

a subject. Rather, they indicate a generalized conceptualization of a composite condition 

— disease. In the case of psychiatry, the disease is a mental one, and thus related to 

thoughts and emotions, which cannot be seen if they are not expressed. The work of 

Michel Foucault explores the historical layers of medical perception that shape the 

psychiatric view on visible symptoms. In The Birth of the Clinic: An Archaeology of 

Medical Perception, Foucault defines symptom in relation to diagnosis within the field of 

professional medicine. 

The symptom — hence its uniquely privileged position — is the form in 
which the disease is presented: of all that is visible, it is closest to the 
essential; it is the first transcription of the inaccessible nature of the 
disease.521 
 

From Foucault’s definition one learns that the classical medical knowledge of different 

diseases relied on determining the importance of perceptible alterations in body’s 

rhythms and appearance. In the developing medical field in the modern age, the symptom 

was privileged because it offered empirical access to the problem of the disease; in the 

case of hysteria this disease was seen as a mental disorder with somatic symptoms. 

Foucault showed that the professionalization of psychiatry was linked to the ideal of 

objective observation of outwardly perceptible bodily symptoms. As shown in the chapter 
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2, symptoms were “performed” as evidence of pathology. L’Iconographie de la 

Salpêtrière (1878), a book authored by a younger colleague of Charcot, Désiré-Magloire 

Bourneville, and the visual artist Paul Regnard, consists of a chronological listing and 

descriptions, photographs, and sketches of the symptoms of hystero-epilepsy. However, 

rather than confirming the objective existence of the symptoms of mental illness, 

L’Iconographie testifies to the theatricality of hysterical symptoms. This theatricality of 

the fin-de-siècle hysterical symptoms constitutes a starting point to future investigation of 

bodily meanings in social context on two levels: first, in asking how the real-life patients’ 

histories manifested through the embodied, traumatic memory, and second, as an inquiry 

into how medical witnessing and sexual dynamics shaped the particular symptomatic 

occurrence. While the surfacing of trauma in the form of a somatic symptom or delirious 

state brought about inquiry into family lives and employment of patients, the public 

exposure in medical showings and nightlife simulations of nervous illness brought 

attention to the role physicalized gender domination played in hysteria. Following 

controversies within he neurological and psychiatric circles, the late nineteenth-century 

Viennese psychoanalysts relocated the investigation of the symptoms of hysteria to the 

privacy of a middle-class, psychoanalytic session. The patients treated by Joseph Breuer 

and Sigmund Freud were relatively well-to-do women from the bourgeois backgrounds. 

However, these female patients possessed the intellectual aspirations and imaginative 

capacities which were ill-suited to their position as materially and socially dependent 

subjects. When describing his cases, Freud underscored the real-life situations in which 

his patients found themselves.522 Samo Tomšič explains the critical importance of 

Freud’s approach:  
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Freud never simply avoids political issues. Instead, he proposes a new 
form of addressing them, through distortions and displacements, a form 
that corresponds to the psychoanalytic method and to the nature of its 
object.523 
 

So even though in the late nineteenth century Freud remained focused on psychosomatic, 

medically provable symptoms and the scientific theories on curing hysteria, from the 

outset, he took into account socio-political circumstances and everyday events that 

shaped the lives of his patients. Later in the twentieth century, Lacan developed the 

theoretical aspect of symptom. Lacan used the concept of symptom to speak about that 

which is repressed (that is, outside normal consciousness) without imposing on it an 

external order. Lacan theorizes symptom as a metaphor “in which flesh or function is 

taken as a signifying element.”524 The American interpreter of Lacan Bruce Fink offers 

the examples “of a facial tic, a spider phobia, a limp” and explains that analysis works 

“not so much in the realm of meaning (s) as in that of nonmeaning—namely, by working 

with the nonsensical, nonmeaningful facet of the signifier (S).”525 In “Reflections on the 

Formal Envelope of the Symptom,”526 Lacanian psychoanalyst Jacques-Alain Miller 

points out how symptom generates a new order, and he speaks of symptom’s relationship 

to art, taking as his starting point Lacan’s work on the relationship between symptom and 

creation. Alain-Miller points out the dilemma one encounters when symptoms appear 

dialectically related to artistic creation. He asks: “How are we to articulate the 

backtracking of the symptom and the effects of creation, the symptom, which seems to be 

a debased state of the subject, and creation, which seems to be a sublime state?” He 

points out that for psychoanalysis symptom is “basic, truly elementary.”527 The medical 

perspective looks into “the notion of harmony, of what fits right together, of what is 

consonant.”528 In this context “the symptom appears as what troubles the said harmony, 
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disturbs it, destroys it.”529 Miller explains that the psychoanalytic consciousness alters 

this view by relating the symptom and its medical connotation to a distinct order of 

disharmony.530  

The condition is that somewhere the subject knows that the Other does not 
exist. But why not admit that the symptom is also an act of creation, of 
creation of meaning? And this is what allows for its homology to the 
metaphor. The symptom operates in creation — hence the psychoanalysts 
have always been tempted to psychoanalyze creators.531 
 

This approach counters methods that aim to correct or eliminate dissonance from patients’ 

discourse, and is thus related to introspective work within artistic modernism and 

transformative ideas of the surrealists (Lacan’s chosen example is James Joyce’s writing). 

A symptom, which is seen as generative of a new order of structuring the psychic 

material, allows for repressed psychic areas to be explored on their own terms. The 

Lacanian psychoanalyst and philosopher Žižek focuses in particular on the relationship 

between the hysterical subject, whose symptom is precluding the subject’s self-

recognition, the observing authority, and the Other who represents the truth for the 

subject. In the case of dance, the example of the hysterical symptom is especially telling, 

since dance is a performative art and is realized in front of the witness, while in the case 

of modernist writing the witnessing usually takes place post factum. As noted above, 

Nijinsky’s solo performance at St. Moritz clearly shows how witnessing and symptomatic 

interpretation were part of his dancing performance (the descriptions indicate that on this 

occasion Nijinsky was changing what he was doing based on the audience’s visible 

reactions, while his references to God indicate that he was aware of the role the big Other 

played for him). 
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For Žižek the symptom is a coded message.532 It needs to be deciphered by the 

other who possesses knowledge of its true nature. “In its very constitution, the symptom 

implies the field of the big Other as consistent, complete because its very formation is an 

appeal to the Other which contains its meaning,” writes Žižek.533 Žižek’s definition 

explains the symptom in relationship to the “big Other,” who for the analysand presents 

an unambiguous truth behind the symptomatic occurrence.  

Peggy Phelan examines the performative dimension of symptoms, that is acting 

out, which is constitutive of public performance of symptoms. In “Dance and the History 

of Hysteria,” Phelan points out the theatrical aspects of hysterical symptoms that emerged 

during the psychoanalytic sessions in the late nineteenth century. Phelan notes: “The 

psychoanalytic session… involved the acting out, the performative elaboration, of the 

symptom.”534 Phelan is referring to sessions which Freud and Breuer conducted where 

the hysterical patients reenacted trauma. In “Preliminary Communication” from 1893 

Freud and Breuer explain that in hysteria “the psychical trauma—or more precisely the 

memory of trauma—acts like a foreign body which long after its entry must continue to 

be regarded as an agent that is still at work.”535 The original contexts in which the initial 

trauma occurred were evoked by means of memory work. Phelan recounts that Breuer 

and Freud’s patient Anna O. loved dancing, but stopped once her body became almost 

fully paralyzed in reaction to her father’s death.536 The symptom was interpreted by 

psychoanalysts as a sign of repressed desire to dance. This interpretation links the 

symptomatic behavior (cough) to the artistic expression (dancing). 

The symptom in the psychoanalytic sense, allows the troubling moments to 

speak for themselves and participate in the affirmation of alternative truths for the 
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subjects. The transformation happens when paying attention to that which is out of the 

ordinary or difficult. These psychoanalytically based theories can be applied to both the 

symptoms of hysteria and expression in modernism. Through theoretical lenses the 

abstraction, asymmetry, atonality, and randomness that characterize modernist aesthetics 

can be seen as contributing to a critical understanding of social repression. In this way, 

these qualities of modernism point to the unconscious as an important source for social 

transformation. Out of the artistic movements and tendencies within modernism, the 

surrealist movement demonstrated the most pronounced interest in the unconscious. I will 

examine the surrealists’ anti-psychiatric activity, which applied ideas from 

psychoanalysis to artistic creation.  

Surrealism’s and Dance Modernism’s Transformation of Symptoms from the 
Unconscious 

While psychoanalysis found in the patients’ involuntary movements a direct access to 

unconscious processes, within the modern arts the surrealists explored hidden aspects of 

psychic life. The surrealists integrated psychoanalytic concepts into their work. When 

creatively engaged, the psychoanalytic concepts — the unconscious, the ego, the id, the 

superego, and the Oedipus complex — acted as a conceptual impetus to explore, in an 

embodied way, the socially repressed part of psychic life. The unconscious presented a 

challenge to the dominance of the rational mind. The ego structure posited the conscious 

self in relationship to the more instinctual id and hyper-conscious superego.537 The 

Oedipus complex explained early childhood repression, through positing the existence of 

an illicit, incestuous desire; here, the libido served as a driving force for the ego.538 When 

the surrealists creatively re-investigated psychoanalytic concepts and symptoms in their 
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works, they hoped to transform society by challenging conventional perspectives on the 

self, psychological health, life, and art. In the 1930s, by applying the paranoiac-critical 

method, Salvador Dalí purposefully provoked paranoia and generated an imaginative re-

interpretation of Jean-François Millet’s painting Angelus (1857-1859). This method of 

working is an example of how an artist associated with surrealism implemented the signs 

of repressed sexuality into an idyllic image of peasant life. A praying couple, looking 

down at a basket with fruit after a day of hard work, appears menacing in Dalí’s re-

making.539 Like the other surrealists, Dalí searched for ways of transforming the 

symptoms of mental malady into a healing expressive force. In particular, the symptoms 

of hysteria were re-invented by the founders of surrealism as “the greatest poetic 

discovery of the nineteenth century.”540 This process is described by Maurice Nadeau in 

his 1944 study of the relationship between the politics and aesthetics of surrealism, The 

History of Surrealism. In this book, Nadeau traces the transformation of psychiatric 

symptoms into an empowering form of expression. Nadeau writes: “The surrealists were 

able to annex it [hysteria] as a manifestation of infinitely disturbing ‘emotional attitudes,’ 

release it from the pathological domain in which it had been confined in order to make it 

a supreme means of expression.”541 The theatrical symptoms of hysteria, which were 

enacted during the “grand attacks”  directed by Charcot already contained the elements of 

comedy (clownism), tragedy (delirious sadness, anger, and ecstatic love), and circus 

(acrobatics). In the surrealists’ re-creations, the elaborate individual symptoms extended 

into the social body as magical attributes of repressed femininity. These aestheticized 

symptomatic expressions seen in the surrealist art acted as a counter force to psychiatric 

reduction of hysteria to a medical condition. In The Haunted Self: Surrealism, 
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Psychoanalysis and Subjectivity (2000), David Lomas points out that the surrealists’ 

disapproving view of psychiatry was the main reason for their early favoring of 

psychoanalysis: “The bigoted attitudes of the medical establishment could have served 

only to galvanise the surrealists’ opinion in favor of Freud, encouraging them to think of 

psychoanalysis as an instrument with which to oppose institutional psychiatry, their 

eternal bête noire.”542 By taking the hysterical attitudes out of the domain of pathology, 

the surrealists were joining psychoanalytic ideas with overt criticism of the psychiatric 

knowledge.543 In contrast to Dalí, André Breton chose automatism and hysteria over 

paranoia and delirium of interpretation.544 While Freud explained that paranoia 

decomposes and “hysteria condenses,”545 Breton proposed that the hysterical symptom 

can be taken as the supreme form of expression.546 The condensation of the unconscious 

into embodied symptoms accounts for hysteria’s expressive potential. Breton was able to 

discover the poetic beauty in hysterics’ excessive expressivity, cataleptic cessation of 

movement, and erotic gestures and poses. These re-conceptualizations of the troubling 

behavior of the mentally ill show that the pioneers of surrealism found in hysteria a way 

for modern society to face the embodied residues of technologically induced flux and 

urban violence. In addition, dance modernists brought to the foreground changes in the 

coordination and body imaging brought about by new technologies, used in transportation, 

mass commodity production and visual and audio recording.  

Although the term surrealism is most often linked to the visual art and poetry of 

the 1920s in France, Mark Franko points out that in 1941 John Martin described the style 

of Martha Graham’s Letter to the World as “a kind of surrealist theatre.”547 Here, like in 

hysteria, but informed by the dancer’s creative presence as a choreographer, the body 
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itself could be seen as the gate to the unconscious. The movements of the body which 

could not be explained functionally or through the character’s emotional motivation that 

would lead to a narrative coherence emerged from both: the work with the unconscious, 

in a psychoanalytic sense of uncovering the repressed psychosomatic associations, and 

formal choreographic experimentation. The latter appeared in the Ballet Russes, when the 

choreographers pushed the boundaries of classical aesthetics. This involved 

interdisciplinary collaborations with the avant-garde composers and visual artists 

associated with surrealism and cubism. The dance scholar Susan Jones explains why 

Parade (1916-1917) — a ballet based on an idea by Jean Cocteau, with choreography by 

Léonide Massine, music by Éric Satie, and sets by Pablo Picasso, can be associated not 

only with futurism and cubism of the mise-en-scène, but also with surrealism:  

He [Massine] was completely at home in the realm of bizarre and 
dreamlike conjunctions, the representation of the dream-narrative, the 
exploration of the unconscious, and the anarchic and apparently arbitrary 
juxtapositions associated with the [surrealist] school.548  
 

Susan Jones points out the surrealist aspects of choreography: its dream-like quality and 

the effect of collage achieved through “apparently arbitrary juxtapositions.” Cocteau’s 

scenario centered on a group of popular entertainers trying to bring the audience to view 

their show. The musical score to which the dancers moved contained “noise-making” 

devices such as a typewriter and pistol. The setting brought up associations with street 

life and popular entertainment, which at the time were both still kept outside the high-

culture world of ballet. Cocteau seems to have intended to recreate the succès de 

scandale of Le Sacre du Printemps from 1913. This awareness of how a spectacle can 

explode the social unconscious, that is, the audience’s polite reception of the new work, 

shows that Parade indeed can be closely associated with surrealist experimentations.  
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Dance modernism, starting with The Rite of Spring (1913), and surrealism — a 

movement within modernism which came to existence in the second decade of the 

twentieth century — both engaged the problematic of the unconscious by means of 

artistic practice. The problematic of the division between the unconscious and the 

conscious was born out of psychoanalytic practice, in particular Freud’s work with 

hysteria as an embodiment of the unconscious. As therapy examined the perceptible 

reality which a hysterical symptom embodied, it could come close to the artistic, 

intentional exploration of mental and corporeal realities that challenged the social sense 

of the real. The surrealist creative engagement with repressed and marginalized 

psychosomatic material aimed towards social transformation which involved political 

criticism of middle-class lifestyles and pathologization. In this way, the Pina Bausch 

version of The Rite of Spring from 1975 appears as an extension of the early twentieth-

century surrealists’ approach to art making and social transformation. 

Bausch’s re-making of The Rite of Spring elucidates how artistic expression can 

present a response to the aesthetic, commercial anesthesia that came into being in post-

Second World War Western consumerist societies. Here gender, that is, differing 

behaviors and appearances considered desirable for men and women, plays a major part. 

Bausch’s choreography allows for a critical focus on the socially constructed scene of 

female sacrifice. The dancing body of a female victim is staged as exceedingly expressive 

and capable of generating communal ecstasy. The hyper-expressivity occurs when the 

dancer playing the victim articulates gesturally, and with her entire body, unconscious 

impulses in the presence of gendered others. The 1975 choreography is structured so that 

the sacrifice becomes open to spectators’ reflection. 
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Re-working The Rite of Spring (1975)549 

Bausch’s Rite of Spring, set to Stravinsky’s 1913 score, premiered in December 1975 at 

the Wuppertal Opera House as the third part of an evening of the same title. It was soon 

performed worldwide without the first two parts, Wind from the West and The Second 

Spring. Like all the famous works by Bausch, it interrogates the depths of human 

longings and motivations (Norbert Servos emphasizes that her choreography takes 

“people’s essential emotions as its starting point — their fears and needs, wishes and 

desires”).550 However, these primal impulses and core emotions are explored through 

references to the history of gender violence. In choreography, hyper-masculine, bare-

chested young men interrupt the innocent, sensual play of women, who play on the 

ground, which is covered in dirt, dressed in revealing, transparent, flimsy slip-like attires. 

The men impose an almost militaristic but sexually charged ritual, in which men and 

women are united, occasionally even moving in unison. The women are suddenly lifted 

by the men, thus giving up their control. Ritual leads to the choice of a sacrificial 

victim—a crescendo accentuated by thunder-like drumming. The chosen woman puts on 

a crimson dress that was previously passed among the women. When faced with the male 

priest figure, before she begins her explosive final dance, she freezes in a moment of utter 

terror. The surrounding men and women are joined in a state of ecstatic expectation. In 

regard to these intense gender dynamics staged by means of choreographically 

referencing an archaic ritual from the mythic past, Ramsay Burt (1995) notes:  

Women… were evidently subordinate to, and in fear of the men; in 
Bausch’s Sacre the men harassed them until one of them gave up and 
became the sacrificial victim.… The whole community, then, witnessed 
her symbolic suicide.551 
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Burt’s interpretation emphasizes women’s submission to male action. Later in the article 

he underscores that the men appear unemotional, while the hyper-expressivity of the 

women depends on their intuition that one of them will be sacrificed. So on the one hand 

men do not have easy access to their emotional lives, and on the other women are in a 

state of emotional anxiety, as they do not have power to decide on how male/female 

relationships will develop. In partnering, they are taken by surprise, which generates a 

fluidity of expression on their part.  

Drawing on Burt’s account of gender dynamics in the 1975 Rite of Spring and 

Järvinen’s historical analysis of the racial stereotypes that informed the critical reception 

of Nijinsky’s choreography, I propose that stereotyping,552 which gave birth to the 

twentieth-century aesthetic ideals of warrior-like, archaic masculinity and eroticized, 

somewhat exotic, submissive femininity, gives impetus to this choreographic tour de 

force in a dystopian, quasi-primitive milieu in which patches of clean theater floor show 

through under the thin layer of spattered soil. In Bausch’s critical commentary on the 

cultural residues of the masculine ideal of Spartan austerity and the inescapabilty of the 

sexual drive, modern performers are moved by a tightly structured choreographed 

phantasy. I propose that these re-arranged residues of stereotypes invite a consideration 

of the ways in which the mythic and historical identities linked to gender and 

racial/ethnic stereotypes inform the construction of body-based meaning in dance. 

Apropos the second aspect — racial/ethnic stereotypes — on the one hand Stravinsky’s 

Le Sacre refers to a made-up Slavic ritual, and on the other hand the reception of 

Bausch’s re-imagining of the 1913 choreography points to the connection between 
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postwar Germany and residues of and left-wing reactions to the violence of Third Reich 

(for the international audience her works spoke of uniquely German trauma).  

The questioning of preconceived notions and bodily representations appears as 

one of the focal points for postmodern553 critical thought and artistic experimentation 

with the problem of the relationship between pathologized psychosomatic symptom and 

dance expression. In contrast to the well-grounded criticisms of moral relativism which 

often accompanies postmodernism, the feminist art historian Janet Wolff perceives in 

postmodernism within the arts potentials for radical social change. As Wolff writes, 

postmodern dance investigates “the construction of the body in culture.”554 Since in 

postmodernism (in the arts starting circa 1950) the body is not perceived as isolated from 

its social context, its expression is interpreted as political. On the relationship of modern 

and classical dance to the postmodern critical stance Wolff writes:  

The body itself may be the theme of the dance, and a good deal of 
postmodern dance is concerned with gender and sexual politics (Yvonne 
Rainer in the United States, DV8 in Britain). The repertoires, the style, the 
ideologies, and the illusion of transparency of the medium of both 
classical and modern dance have been overturned by postmodern dance. In 
such a practice, the body can indeed provide a site for a radical cultural 
politics.555 
 

From a critical perspective, Pina Bausch’s Rite of Spring can be seen as a comment upon 

the primitivism attributed to the earlier version choreographed by Nijinsky. The dancers 

performing onstage are both contemporary gendered people and skilled, trained dancers. 

The pedestrian hesitancies, pauses in the midst of a restructured, modernized ritual, the 

individualized facial expressions and sensual gestures indicate that the performers bring 

their everyday life experiences into their stage performance. The performers that worked 

with Bausch on The Rite of Spring appear to have shared an understanding on how to use 
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their bodies in order to express through movement the embodied remnants of a violent, 

political past. However, the recent national history is not present in an overt way; rather, 

the choreography presents a metaphor of individuals’ encounters with a shared past. The 

viewer is the one with the task of historical interpretation, while Bausch offers a visceral 

evocation of violence and ritual using the music and basic plot from 1913. The program 

notes refer to the 1913 libretto and staging. “Here one sees the original libretto from afar: 

the adoration of the earth, the veneration of the forces of nature, the glorification of life at 

the beginning of spring; the group which needs, searches, and finds its sacrificial 

victim.”556 In the midst of complex repetitions of moments of sensual longing when the 

female dancers spread the arms, undulate with gentle tremor, and engage in playful 

exchanges of spatial positioning and masculine conquering of space through angular 

gestures, unison running, and jumps, Bausch preserves references to the libretto by Igor 

Stravinsky and images generated by the painter, writer, and set-designer of the original 

Le Sacre, Nicholas Roerich. A mythical past in which sacred law protected the rule of 

disciplined masculinity over femininity and the communal right to yearly sacrifice 

motivates the expression of instinctual drives. The choreography indirectly comments on 

national history from thirty-five years ago.   

The dance and performance studies scholar Brigitte Gauthier (2008)557 suggested 

a connection between the repressed memories of the ritualized violence of the Third 

Reich and Bausch’s choreography.558 Gauthier explains how troubled historical 

memories and critical insights born out of them come to life onstage when Bausch 

“universalizes her political thinking by refocusing it on the issues that are visible before 

our eyes.”559A powerful example of embodying the psychological meaning of 
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victimization within a totalitarian social organization (in the case of Bausch’s Rite of 

Spring an imaginary tribal community, which in order to achieve collective ecstasy has to 

select and pursue the public murder of the chosen victim) is presented by an 

instantaneously frozen, maltreated feminine body. The chosen one lifts her elbows 

towards her upper ribs, tenses her shoulders, and stops motion. By suddenly pausing and 

remaining immovable, the dancer indicates fear linked to virginal sexual innocence. The 

mythic loss of this purity is suggested through the dirtying of the skin and costumes with 

soil and the exposure of the bare thighs and breasts. A brutality of a sexual act is 

insinuated in the male-female lifts and wide positions of the legs of the female dancers. 

The most evocative movement patterns are interconnected in a way that simulates a chain 

reaction when a dancer leaves unison movement and shows an overflow of feeling by 

leaning off balance and reaching into the open space outside the group formation in a 

spiraling twirl. A moment later another dancer follows, taking on the quality of the 

previous one, but not reproducing the exact movement. These escapes from group 

formation indicate a complex relationship to narrative development. Although The Rite of 

Spring eventually follows the original libretto and ends with the death of the Chosen One, 

before the Chosen One puts the dress on, the audience faces an unpredictable interspersal 

of the group sacrificial drive with moments of embodied desire. Once the men enter, the 

audience is faced with the seemingly incessant repetition of mythic identifications which 

stimulate choreography that reproduces instinctual responses to terror. The gesture of 

lifting of the skirt, the descent all the way to the ground as if prostrating, and the sudden 

explosive opening of the front body, wide squats, sensuous head rolls preceding violent 

rhythmical patterns in which the entire body is moved off balance show on the one hand 
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the performers’ skill in responding to a complex musical score and on the other 

physically reproduced excitation belonging to a communal sacrificial ritual. The way in 

which the intense kinetic moments and dramatic pauses come back during the piece is 

reminiscent of the recurring traumatic recollection of a hysteric. The choreography 

groups and regroups dancers into tight formations and fleeting solos and duets. There are 

no long-term relationships between dancers in these formations. It is as if the shadow of 

an unmotivated sacrifice is looming behind any interaction taking place prior to the 

moment when the sacrificial virgin is chosen. For the women, the brief group formations 

allow time for tender physical contact characterized by playfulness and gentle touch, 

while for the men being together means staying in disciplined unison and performing 

with vigor and strength. The flow of these gender-determined ways of being is broken 

during the fierce heterosexual encounters. These are characterized by sudden elevations 

and abrupt pauses. The most expressive moments happen when the individual dancers 

perform idiosyncratic gestures. The individuals’ idiosyncratic motifs include taps on the 

chest with the hand, squats which display openness of the female pelvic structure, one 

arm holding the other as in a hysterical contraction, lifts of the skirt to reveal the naked 

lower body, reaching for an invisible support beyond the group formation with one arm, 

and collapsing into a state of passive immobility, which is followed by an explosion into 

spasmodic movement. The most symptomatic of gestures is the one in which the dancer 

pushes her elbow into her stomach. This gesture comes up again and again, accentuating 

the individual’s drive to continue dancing beyond the experiences of pain and exhaustion. 

The sense of isolation of the soloists is never complete, since the entire group consists of 

the highly individual performers. The image of a coherent group emerges only when the 
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choreography is motivated by the rhythm provided by Stravinsky’s score. It appears that 

the movement of the bodies from one location to another, rather than linear 

choreographic development, motivates the group to begin a collectively driven pattern 

anew. When the Chosen One is finally recognized among the women, the male dancer 

who takes on the role of the Eldest from the original production prostrates on the ground. 

This scene is analogous to the opening scene in which a female dancer lies on the 

stage.560 However, in contrast to the sensual undulation of the female dancer, the male’s 

dancer’s relationship to the earth is ritualistically symbolic and unyielding, that is, 

without any extraneous movements. Not only in this scene but throughout the piece, the 

men appear to take control over the space by moving in strict unison and with clear sense 

of direction. They alter the women’s play between unison and solo expression, first by 

forward moving strides and then by decisive changes in group dynamics that they initiate 

by dancing with the women. Since there is no sensual prolonging or tentative tenderness 

in the way men touch women or come in contact with the earth, they seem to be the ones 

concerned with the continuation of the communal law, despite all the psychosomatic 

subtleties that the choreography reveals between the symbolic acts.  

The Rite of Spring invites a multilayered critical reading of the meanings and 

histories of embodied artistic expression. The motives of a group ritual dance, gender 

separation, and communally prepared mysterious sacrifice are instigated through highly 

physical choreography and purposeful revealing of theatrical illusion. For example, the 

stage is covered with soil, but the theater floor underneath shows through. Scenes from 

contemporary life together with their unresolved psychological dynamics are suggested 

through a re-enactment of an intense gendered ritual. The mystery of group obedience to 
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the irrational and cruel ritual points to the twentieth century’s fascination with a mystified, 

symbolic law, which can propel a public display of sadomasochistic drives. I propose that 

Freud’s hysteria, as an embodiment of the unconscious, should be taken as a relevant 

source for understanding the choreography of The Rite of Spring in relation to the world 

outside theater, and to the historical residues of the diagnosis of nervous illness in women.  

Hystericization 

Mark Franko applies the concept of hystericization to the way Pina Bausch’s Rite of 

Spring stages sacrifice.561 In this case, the victim dies from exhaustion from dancing. The 

climactic end — the death of the chosen one — appears as a symptom of communal 

disturbance. For Lacan, symptom is a metaphor.562 The behavior of a gendered 

community of spectators can be interpreted psychoanalytically as a metaphor for 

repressed sexual desire, whose expression is contingent on the symbolic rules of the death 

ritual. The victim enters a trance state in which she appears to be moved by an 

unconscious compulsion. Her destabilized body responds in a kinetically irregular, only 

briefly rhythmical, impulsive ways to the musical (Stravinsky’s modernist score) and 

spatial (choreographic) structures. Female sensual desire is implicated from the beginning 

of the piece. For instance, dancers come in contact with the earth spread on the ground. 

The light color of the transparent slips and the organic texture of the earth create a stark 

contrast. This contrast between the delicate fabric and dirt suggests an urge to experience 

the environment physically. The female dancers relate through the expressions of affect 

and sensuality to the ground, fabric, and each other. The seemingly erratic impulses 

leading to change of location onstage disturb the sensuality of feminine dancing, while 

the upper body gestures such as pushing one’s abdomen with an elbow foretell the 
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resolution of the communal conflict through sacrifice. Franko writes: “Dance becomes a 

hysterical symptom in a scenario about the subject or subjects in which bodies are the 

material, but in which the articulation of corporeality and meaning — body and language 

— resists symbolization.”563 The kinetic and pantomimic elements in Bausch’s Rite of 

Spring appear outside the symbolic order. That is, the choreographer avoids meaningful 

sequencing that would invite the translation of movements into unambiguously 

interpretable cultural symbols. Unlike in classical theater, the times when the dancers 

pause or appear tentative when next to each other are not used for narrative development. 

These are empty pauses, which invite an audience member to contemplate what already 

took place. There is no intermediary, no narrator to tell what motivates the performers in 

their actions. Rather, choreographic pauses invite the audience’s own reflection on the 

reproduction of automatisms, affect, and pain. Through skillful execution of Bausch’s 

choreography, the disturbing affects and symptomatic gestures that are reminiscent in 

their intensity of early twentieth century art historian Aby Warburg’s pathos formulas564 

become accessible to the spectators’ reflection. The moments of terror and ecstasy escape 

rationalizations based on the creation of a linear plot and single character development. 

“In as much as the cause of the sacrifice is ambiguous the plot is hystericized.”565 The 

narrative used by Stravinsky, Roerich, and Nijinsky, loosely inspired by a Slavic myth, 

reappears but in a fragmented form. This fragmentation serves a theatrical purpose. By 

staging a dream-like interspersed phantasm of a sacrifice from a mythical past, Bausch 

creates an entry point into the unconscious for the audience. Since Bausch creates the 

phantasm rather than a real-life ritual, the sacrifice in her work is hystericized. Although 

we are reminded of the 1913 libretto, which motivated action through reference to an 
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ancient spring ritual, the 1975 version speaks directly to the irrationality of desire and 

desire’s relationship to the symbolic realm of rules and dividing laws.  

When Franko proposes “consider[ing] processes of hystericization,”566 he 

replaces the idea of reading stage action through symbols with a reading based on scenes. 

“[H]ystericization functions through setting of the scene such that the choreography’s 

formal structure is apprehended as symptomatic,”567 writes Franko. The symptoms occur 

in the relationship between gendered bodies and between bodies and objects: moments 

when the women are touched, lifts, holding on to the male partner, undulation of the scarf, 

lifting of the skirts, pelvic contractions, and sensual bending of the upper body. 

According to Franko’s reading, the sacrifice of the Chosen One in Bausch’s Rite of 

Spring is actualized “as the presentification (Darstellung) of the symptom.”568 As noted 

above, Franko points out that the cause of the sacrifice is unclear. One is faced with the 

displacement of the tradition of victimization of virgins during a transitional (liminal) 

phase in the life of a community. Franko remarks on “[t]he blurring of the personal and 

social representation at the level of interpretable action.”569 The choreographic approach 

of mixing what appears to be intimate and individual with what is communally sharable 

allows the audience to act as “a collective witness” of the sacrifice. Initially, when 

watching, one is not sure if the sacrifice is mysteriously predestined, that is, imposed by a 

power not seen on the stage, or if it merely expresses the repressed desires of the 

participants. The presence of the symbolic law is accentuated through the choreography 

for men, which through its physicality shows a sense of purposefulness and determination 

that does not offer any rationale for the cruel act about to happen. In contrast to the strong, 

directional male behavior, the expression of female desire appears threatening. It is as if 
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female desire is positioned in relationship to the laws of patriarchy that have historically 

determined its meanings. By physically directing the flow of female dancing, the male 

dancers remove the threat of unregulated female desire. At the outset of the piece, the 

women’s childlike, sensual movements without the male counterparts challenge the order 

that men seek to reaffirm by means of a sacrificial ritual.  

In the world outside the theater, the fear of female desire can be traced back to 

fin-de-siècle hysterical embodiment and the discourses it provoked. The hysterical scenes 

performed by women in the presence of medical witnesses led to visible intensification of 

physical symptoms. In the fin-de-siècle medical milieus the hysterical scenes were 

sexualized. They involved a female patient and a male doctor who had the license to use 

hypnotic suggestion to stimulate the patient’s childhood phantasies, thus causing somatic 

reactions to surface. The feminist scholar Elisabeth Bronfen analyzes the early 

psychoanalytic interpretations of hysterical scenes. Bronfen examines the embodiment of 

phantasy in light of “side effects of a rationalist imperative.”570 Bronfen explains that 

Freud “believed he could ultimately uncover ‘real’ phantasy scenes (Urszenen), 

unconscious schemata that not only lie behind but also structure all belated articulations 

of traumatic impact.”571 For Freud, the scene of parental intercourse gives rise to 

disturbing fictions, which are subsequently condensed into the primal phantasy. Based on 

Roland Barthes’s poststructuralist re-reading of the significance of the primal scene, 

Bronfen points out how the articulation of phantasy invites the excluded embodied 

subject back into the social discourse through a psychoanalytic formula that revolves 

around that phantasy. The subject was excluded by a rational tendency to structure the 

past as a coherent system of causes and effects and to remove his/her felt experience from 
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the acceptable narrative organization. “The notion of a primal phantasy, one might say, 

works with the same duplicity in articulation that leads Barthes to call history hysterical, 

arguing that narratives convert the certainty of the past, which excludes the subject, into a 

story fabricated according to conventional formulas.”572 In a similar fashion, by 

hystericizing the fragmented elements of the mythic plot of The Rite of Spring, Bausch’s 

choreography evokes and then defies conventional formulas. In my reading, she brings 

back into the theatrical frame two embodied subjects, that is, the dancer who is aware of 

the role she plays in a social ritual and the thinking viewer who can rediscover his/her 

feeling, embodied subjectivity when faced with the dancers’ expressivity. Bronfen’s 

open-ended question “What is the origin of my body’s vulnerable and mutable 

anatomy?”573 which psychoanalysis answers with the formula of “original phantasy,” 

offers an entry point for a reflection on one’s experience as a witness of hysterical scenes. 

In The Rite of Spring Bausch stages scenes in which female sexual desire seems 

permeated with the fear of imaginary law. This unpronounced law evokes a repressed 

image of an archaic, patriarchal society governed by the repeated performance of a ritual 

sacrifice. Franko’s analysis of the role of setting up of scenes in choreography and 

Elisabeth Bronfen’s focus on the element of phantasy in hysterical embodiment suggest a 

relationship between the structural elements of society and the emotional expression of a 

displaced female subject. This relationship is physicalized onstage by the presentation of 

the dispersed elements of an archaic myth. Amongst the female dancers who all for a 

moment have the read dress, one woman is chosen to die. Then she is separated from the 

others and encouraged by a man (the priest figure) to kill herself in an unstoppable final 

dance. The choreography prevents a continuous experience for the viewer by 
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interpolating unexpected freezes of action. It appears as if the dancer is frozen in a 

gestural expression under the spell of a traumatic memory. This is a powerful metaphor 

for deadly terror. When the freezing of action happens, the viewer is almost forced to 

face the pain of the other. The poetic flow of a dancing body is purposefully broken. This 

sense of discontinuity and the psychosomatic dependence of dancers on the drive of the 

choreographic structure engender the effect of hystericization, that is, the staging of the 

hysterical scenes which leads to visibility of the excesses of affect. Thus, hystericization 

presents a choreographic method for connecting the symptom and expression in a way 

that communicates the piece’s problematic and links it to the world beyond the 

performance space. The issues of madness, violence, sexual desire, and political power 

are implicated but not illustrated.  

Conclusion 

By taking into account the theatrical setting of hystericized performance and the impact 

of witnessing and writing on how one understands the relationship between expression 

and symptom, I examined how art, and in particular choreography, addresses the hidden 

aspects of hysterical histrionics, that is, both what was performed in medical 

amphitheaters and theatres and what went on in the semi-privacy of everyday encounters. 

Franko (1995) posits “a formative role for spectatorship”574 and points to “political 

dimension of ‘expressive action’”575 In the 1970s Bausch carefully wove into 

choreography the presence of the viewing other, who witnesses the externalization of 

expression. She re-visited aesthetic questions from the first decades of the twentieth 

century, which revolve around the expression of the unconscious and its de-

pathologization. 
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By movement innovation and exploring psychic processes that are out of the 

ordinary, dance modernism and surrealism both challenged the psychiatric understanding 

of madness as a mental illness. According to Louis A. Sass, whose study of modernism 

and madness was quoted on the introductory section of this chapter, the modernist artists 

confronted viewers’ ordinary perception by experimenting on their own bodies and minds 

when making art. Based on Sass’s investigation, when this ordinary perception is at least 

partially deconstructed, a viewer can gain a personal understanding of why certain forms 

of bodily expressivity became aligned with the symptoms of pathology within the 

psychiatric field. From the perspective of dance modernism, in Le Sacre from 1913 

Nijinsky reduced dancers’ expression to a formal simplicity. He challenged the 

conventional balletic and social movement lexicons, and thus provoked the audience’s 

fascination and outrage. As Hanna Järvinen (2014) shows, the interpretation of Nijinsky 

as a mad genius and his choreography as primitive adds a socio-political layer to the 

reception of his work. Both indicate that Nijinsky through his dance modernism was 

addressing the question of repression of bodily feelings.  

The surrealists also attempted to de-pathologize both artists and the mentally ill in 

the 1920s and 1930s. In the aftermath of the tragedies of the First World War, the 

proponents of surrealism explored the unconscious not only as a source for aesthetic 

innovation but also when searching for modes of political transformation. They aimed to 

reintegrate into everyday reality the physical and mental expression of the victims of war 

trauma and psychiatric incarceration. 

In the 1970s Tanztheater the hysterical symptom is staged by choreographing 

scenes that invite a critical reflection on the topic of gender violence. Here, the hysterical 
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scenes become a source for accessing meanings historically assigned to the female body 

and its expression. Based on my experience as a viewer and the critical accounts cited in 

this chapter, I propose that the transformative power of Bausch’s staging of hysterical 

scenes in The Rite of Spring comes from unleashing the expressive potential of stored 

memory in relationship to the formal organization and committed execution of the 

choreographed movement. Bausch’s artistic exploration of the unconscious left behind 

the one-dimensional symbolism of early psychoanalysis by staging symptom as metaphor. 

The re-emergence of artistic expression out of an embodied performance of hysterical 

symptoms suggests an alternative to the rational decoding of the unconscious desires and 

excessive drives, as it allows for the presence of the body which is not translatable into 

instrumental action but rather condenses and expresses traumatic memory linked to 

sexuality. Bausch choreographs symptom as an artistic expression in a poetic, surrealist 

sense and shows that the hysterical symptom was historically constructed in the 

male/female encounters during gendered scenes. Bausch’s mode of using both personal 

and social memory choreographically suggests a nearness (but not necessarily agreement) 

between her work and the psychoanalytic and feminist re-reading of the representations 

of hysteria and femininity. Both Bausch’s theatrical practice and psychoanalytic and 

critical theories discussed in this chapter affirm the presence of the powerful imprints of 

memory in the psychosomatic selves. This theme is extended in chapter 4 to include the 

choreographic and psychoanalytic approaches to trauma that were born in the aftermath 

of the Second World War. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE INFLUENCE OF PSYCHOANALYSIS ON CREATION AND 
INTERPRETATION OF CONTEMPORARY EUROPEAN DANCE 

Although Pina Bausch’s Tanztheater has had a strong international resonance and cannot 

be pinned down to her country of origin, I propose that she contributed in a unique way to 

the work of mourning, which her compatriots — West German artists from the 1960s 

through the 1980s — took on themselves when faced with the cultural residues of Nazi 

ideology and the Third Reich’s political control. The psychoanalytic study of mourning 

in the post-Second World War German film culture by the scholar of Germanic studies 

and literature Eric Santner (1990)576 parallels Pina Bausch’s approach to the recognition, 

recollection, and the transformation of trauma in three works: Bluebeard — While 

Listening to a Recording of Bela Bartók’s Opera “Duke Bluebeard’s Castle” (1977), 

Café Müller (1978), and Arien (1979). Santer’s book Stranded Objects: Mourning, 

Memory, and Film in Postwar Germany starts with the premise that in order for a culture 

or an individual to be able to perform what Freud called Trauerabeit (the “work of 

mourning”), one of its central tasks is to allow the integration of “damage, loss, 

decentredness” into “a transformed structure of identity.” 577 Santner’s study presents an 

invaluable source establishing a relationship between the psychoanalytic and historical 

insights in the aftermath of the Second World War. While Santner uses the language of 

critical theory to address the problems of repressed violence, traumatic memory, and 

media representation, Bausch stages them in a deeply personal way. Like Santner, 

Bausch examines how the denial of historical violence leads to individual repression, but 

she does explain events taking place onstage while Santner’s applies psychoanalytic 
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concepts to his film examples. However, both choreographer and critical theorist show 

that when trauma emerges in the midst of civilized society, it threatens the smooth 

continuation of society, which was stabilized after the crisis by means of the repression of 

unbearable memories from the war. At the same time, the emergence of trauma in artistic 

works indicates a possibility for a reflective response to the residues of past. 

This chapter proposes that when Bausch returned to her country of origin in 

1962,578 she was a mature artist ready to confront complexities from recent history, and 

that the time she spent in New York City as a dance student at Julliard and performer 

with Antony Tudor, Studio for Dance, and Paul Taylor have left mark on her later work 

as a choreographer. Her Tanztheater like the works of the post-Second World War New 

York choreographers is permeated with psychoanalytic ideas. Following her return to 

Essen, West Germany, upon the invitation of her teacher Kurt Jooss, she started 

choreographing in the early 1970s. I propose that she was choreographically responding 

to both the national and international trauma of the Second World War. Bausch engaged 

with psychoanalytic problems, mainly sexual repression, in postwar society. However, 

her work fearlessly confronted the dark recesses of the human psyche and explored 

intimacy in emotionally threatening, even chaotic situations. Bausch clearly avoided 

normative, conservative solutions that some socially influential post-Second World War 

psychoanalysis disseminated. A salient example of the conservative use of 

psychoanalysis appears in the work of the psychoanalyst and demographer Georges 

Mauco (1899-1988), whose ideas on ethnic desirability were applied to France’s postwar 

demographic policies. Although he was not opposed to the public use of psychodrama, he 

warned against the social and psychic chaos associated with the proliferation of “deeply 
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undesirable characteristics” of certain ethnicities. Psychoanalytically, Mauco proposed 

returning to the authority of the paternal image.579 Despite this example of the more 

socially conservative use of psychoanalytic therapy, postwar psychoanalysis was more 

often than not a liberating force for left political movements.580 As the historian of 

psychoanalysis Eli Zaretsky posits in Political Freud (2015), “second-wave feminism 

translated Freud’s intrapsychic theory into a theory of societal oppression” and 

transformed Dora — Freud’s hysterical patient who rejected psychoanalytic treatment — 

into “a feminist icon.”581 Tanztheater did not reject the psychoanalytic approach, but 

neither did it suppress hysterical expressivity or struggle for freedom from the traditional 

authority of paternal law, which the 1968 sexual revolution demanded, and which was 

epitomized for many second-wave feminists by the paradigmatic case of Dora. Rather, 

the works of Tanztheater in the 1970s respond to the generalized psychoanalytic culture 

of the post-Second World War urban middle classes, and gave theatrical, embodied form 

to the problems raised by psychoanalytic treatment of female hysteria. By staging them 

within scenes, Bausch shows that these symptoms are the byproducts of oppressive 

relationships and that as such they signify the expressive power of historically dominated 

groups. Thus, the resonances with the hysterical symptoms in Bausch’s choreography 

exceed codification as signs of individuals’ pathology.  

The works by Pina Bausch from the late 1970s seamlessly intertwine individual 

memory and cultural and political histories. I position Pina Bausch’s work with the 

psyche as a personal and intellectual response to the trauma of Second World War 

Nazism. Her response is centered on human encounters and ways in which a shared 

national trauma manifests in the unconscious relationships between gendered individuals. 
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The choreographers whose art influenced the young Bausch while she was a student in 

New York City from 1958 to 1962582 — Antony Tudor, Martha Graham, and Donya 

Feuer and Paul Sanasardo — made works in postwar New York, where psychoanalysis 

was one of the chief cultural influences. Zaretsky describes the transformation of both 

culture and psychoanalytic practice in New York in the aftermath of the Second World 

War. “Rooted in the Puritan revolution, remade by modernism, populated by Jewish 

Americans and ex-Communists, the New York intellectual culture that promoted 

psychoanalysis in the 1950s placed the highest value on irony, complexity, and ambiguity, 

while despising the “simple,” “reductionist” materialism of the story-book Marxism.”583 

The nuances of the psychological life of characters (mainly seen in ballets of Antony 

Tudor), psychodrama (Martha Graham’s Voyage), and expression of madness in 

everyday life (in the work of Studio for Dance) served as choreographic entry points into 

experiences which reflected “irony, complexity and ambiguity.” The most ostentatious 

examples of how these unsettling feelings were unapologetically expressed onstage are 

two works from 1960 by Feuer and Sanasardo, Three Phases of Madness (in which 

Bausch danced) and Laughter after All (1960). It was Antony Tudor who introduced the 

young Pina Bausch to these two avant-garde New York City choreographers,584 whose 

work explored themes prominent in psychoanalysis, but who confronted the normalizing 

aspect of the psychoanalytic treatment of human problems.  

Out of the three choreographic influences on Bausch that I examine in this 

dissertation — Tudor, Graham, and Feuer and Sanasardo — only Tudor was a ballet 

choreographer. Pina Bausch studied with him at the Julliard School and later danced for 

him while he was engaged at the Metropolitan Opera Ballet Company.585 Tudor’s works 
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such as Lilac Garden — Le Jardin aux Lilas (1936) and Pillar of Fire (1942) show 

psychological “complexity,” which surfaces when sexual desire is met with rigid social 

conventions, while Les Mains Gauches (1951) resorts to “irony” when depicting a 

triangular relationship between one man and two women. Tudor examined with great 

nuance what lay hidden behind the polite manners and representational skills of the old-

world bourgeois society. In his psychological ballets, he brought attention to sexual 

power and showed how small gestures reveal socially resistant meanings. 

Psychological Ballet of Antony Tudor 

The dance historian Judith Chazin-Bennahum praises Antony Tudor for his use of the 

language of ballet for “understanding characters” and “deeper realities of human 

relationships.”586 By emphasizing particular qualities and nuances of expression, Tudor 

invites the viewer to read the motivations and instinctual drives of the characters. Tudor 

choreographs irruptions of the unspoken inner life without interrupting the flow of the 

established social rituals in which the characters find themselves. As an audience member 

one is first faced with the outward appearances and idiosyncratic gestures which happen 

in the interludes between major events and from which psychological depth emerges. For 

example, in Le Jardin aux Lilas the unfinished, half-frozen gestures indicate the main 

heroine’s (Caroline) continuous longing for her Lover. The sustained longing is 

contrasted with the dynamic dancing scenes. When, at the end, the Lover turns away 

from the audience and lowers his head, the gesture suggests that his social duty demands 

that he overcomes his sadness. In contrast, Caroline fiancé’s almost comical perseverance 

during the pre-marital social ritual is communicated through the stiffness of the upper 

body. The psychological subtlety hints at Tudor’s main thematic focus: the relationship 
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between sexual and social power. Chazin-Bennahum remarks on this major theme in 

Tudor’s work: 

Generally, the stories in Tudor’s more serious works revolve around 
individuals struggling with vicissitudes and difficult events. One of the 
most pervasive of his themes, Freudian in inspiration, emphasizes the 
notion that sex is power and that the person who controls sex has the 
power.587  
 

So, in Tudor’s ballets sexuality is not only an object of social repression; it also acts as a 

major physical force which governs how the characters exercise power over each other. 

The focus on male-female sexual dynamics and power manipulations in the small group 

configurations (duos, trios, and quartets) thematically, and in terms of subtlety of 

emotional register, links two of the Tudor’s ballets, Le Jardin aux Lilas and Les Mains 

Gauches (an example of a triangular relationship), to the works by Pina Bausch from 

1977 and 1978 — Bluebeard and Café Müller. Pina Bausch danced the leading female 

role in Le Jardin aux Lilas while living in New York, and again in 1962 in Essen, where 

Tudor recreated it for Folkwang Ballet.588 The dance and literary scholar Susan Jones 

explains the meanings behind the role of Caroline that Bausch danced twice, one that 

seems to have left a mark on her choreography in the 1970s: “…Caroline (the only 

named character), embodies the nostalgia for and impossibility of ever reaching the 

fulfillment of the romance closure at a time when middle- and upper-class female 

experience was still limited by the economic and social exigency of the ‘good 

marriage.’”589 The fulfillment which Caroline longs for is blocked by the social forces 

which appear to direct her life’s narrative. These unseen forces are embodied by multiple 

entrances and exits that abruptly interrupt the mood of intimacy and which the main 

protagonist seems to have little control over. Susan Jones points out an autobiographical 
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element from Tudor’s life: “Tudor’s relationship with Hugh Laing, who danced the part 

of ‘Her Lover’ in the ballet, was an ‘open secret.’”590 Implicitly, Tudor criticized the 

silence imposed in the polite but insincere social circles. The post-Freudian emphasis on 

repressed sexual power rather than internalized moral imperatives links Tudor’s 

psychological ballet with works of dance modernists such as Martha Graham. As already 

seen from an early example of dance modernism, Nijinsky’s Rite of Spring, modernists 

were less concerned with aesthetic perfection than choreographers working with classical 

dance vocabulary. As Chazin-Bennahum emphasizes, although a ballet choreographer, 

Tudor investigated people and their pasts, rather than virtuosic potentials of ballet 

technique.591 Tudor even briefly studied German expressionistic dance (with a student of 

Mary Wigman) and was familiar with the work of Pina Bausch’s teacher Kurt Jooss.592 

Thus, Tudor’s choreographic understanding of human relationships links modern dance’s 

emphasis on raw, sexual power and elements of ballet decorum. At least partially, his 

unique contribution to the dance field can be traced back to his passion for reading, and 

consequently his keen awareness of the subtleties of psychic life. Susan Jones describes 

Tudor’s process as “Proustian experiments in dance, where he focuses on the interior life 

of the protagonist.”593 Jones proposes that “Tudor matches the early twentieth-century 

literary radicalism.” Thus, like the literary modernists Tudor opens up an examination of 

the complex inner worlds of the characters. Tudor shows the input of the impressions 

from the external environment on inner turmoil, and choreographically confirms the 

presence of memory in the relationships he stages. From Tudor’s ballets emerges the 

contrast between the raw physical power of the full-body dancing and the hand gestures 

and facial expressions which show fine shifts in thoughts and feelings. This contrast 
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between large and minimal movements appears also as a choreographic motif in Bausch’s 

choreographies, such as Bluebeard, Café Müller, and Two Cigarettes in the Dark (1985). 

Bausch recounts that being a dancer in Tudor’s works required “very special sensitivity” 

in order to meet the choreographer’s “fineness of feeling, accuracy, and humor.”594 Tudor 

came from a working-class background (his father was a butcher in the East End of 

London) but early on had a propensity towards the arts and humanities; before turning to 

dance professionally, he studied philosophy and New Testament Greek, and he was an 

avid reader. Tudor was already twenty when he began ballet classes with Marie 

Rambert.595 In 1931 Tudor decided that he would pursue choreography as a vocation.596 

He intended to stage a ballet with themes from Italian art and Shakespeare.597 This is 

especially relevant, since literature and visual art remained for Tudor sources of 

inspiration for the rest of his career. On the one hand, as a choreographer Tudor 

communicated meaning by staging accentuated, animated gestures. This technique is 

reminiscent of Aby Warburg’s pathos formulas. One gesture condenses a powerful affect 

of the scene, for example, the flow of Venus’ hair in Botticelli’s Birth of Venus (1483-

1485) or the main heroine’s final, lightly wavering arm gesture in the direction of her 

Lover in Tudor’s Le Jardin aux Lilas. On the other hand, the nuance in execution that 

Tudor required from the performers links his choreography to literature. The modern 

literature (Marcel Proust, Elizabeth Bowen, E.M Forester, etc.)598 which inspired Tudor’s 

mature work examines the subjective responses to historical change.  

The two ballets by Tudor I discuss in this chapter, Le Jardin aux Lilas and Les 

Mains Gauches, revolve around complexities in personal encounters while portraying the 

artifice of the upper classes. The choreography depicts felt social tension and repressed 
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memories of sexual attachments through specific gestural vocabulary, emotional attitudes 

reflected in the physical bearing of the performers, and careful spatial arrangements. The 

setting is a lilac garden in the Edwardian period.599 Caroline is to be married to a man she 

does not have feelings for, Man She Must Marry. The formality of their costumes adds 

tension to the anxious physical closeness of the couple to be wed. Their gestures towards 

each other are restrained but well-mannered. The situation suddenly changes when 

Caroline’s Lover enters. At first, she appears scared. With her fiancé (Man She Must 

Marry), she starts walking away, but then pauses tentatively. Her subtle hand gesture 

indicates that she cannot listen to her heart. She has to leave to avoid a scandal. When she 

reappears, she encounters her fiancé’s former mistress — An Episode in His Past. Only 

after a moment of awkwardness, Caroline reconnects with her Lover. She holds on to him 

as if she cannot let go of him. They move together filled with the intensity of 

accumulated, restrained emotion. Soon, Man She Must Marry steps onstage accompanied 

by his former mistress, and they begin to dance: the woman runs across the stage and 

jumps into the man’s hands; however, when the guests approach, he pretends not to 

recognize her. The two women. who know Caroline’s secret, dance with the Lover. They 

gesture towards a falling star. The fall of the star signifies that this intense love has to end. 

When Caroline’s fiancé and his mistress appear again in the garden, Caroline and the 

Lover run away together. Man She Must Marry lets go of his mistress, catches Caroline, 

and lifts her up with newfound ease. When the guests re-enter, Man She Must Marry 

bends down to kiss Caroline’s hand, but she falls back. When her fiancé disappears, 

Caroline catches a moment to kiss her Lover with ardor. He offers her a lilac branch. 

Soon, Man She Must Marry approaches and covers Caroline shoulders with a cloak, as if 
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he was sealing their contract. For the last time, Caroline gestures towards her Lover, but 

the fiancé gently pushes her hand down. They walk away, while the Lover stays alone 

facing the back of the stage. In Le Jardin aux Lilas the poetic dancing scenes emphasize 

the aestheticized emotional repression of the higher classes, while gestural language 

clearly communicates the negotiations between the inner emotional life and social 

conventions.  

The ideal of romantic love remains far in the horizon, almost impossible, because 

of the social and economic pressures on the main heroine. The grotesque depictions of 

male emotional tension, the heroine’s longing for romantic connection, and the 

emergence of memory and daydreaming in public situations are explored in Pina 

Bausch’s choreography in the late 1970s, but to the point of climactic release, such as the 

explosive dance of the Chosen One in Rite of Spring and the couple’s crashing into chairs 

or running into the wall in Café Müller. In these choreographies, the repetition of a 

traumatic incident accelerates to a point of cathartic release. In distinction to Tudor’s 

emphasis on plot development through gestural vocabulary, Bausch evokes literary 

narratives in a non-linear way, placing emphasis on moments where the affect exceeds 

characters’ stories. Although faithful to the plot, Tudor interprets in a modernist way. 

Like a modernist writer, he disturbs classical hierarchies by challenging the precedence 

of the events that move the plot forward over those that evoke memories and impressions, 

and by drawing viewers’ focus to the changing emotions of the protagonist rather than the 

social reality of the world in which that person is situated.  

Les Mains Gauches is more satirical and inter-relational than Le Jardin aux Lilas. 

Because the work intentionally lacks a stable moral ground it opens up the question of 
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how representation and ideas of normality impact intimacy. The plot of Les Mains 

Gauches600 revolves around the problem of lack of emotional trust. This problem is 

explored in a play of cultural signifiers taking place within an interrupted romantic 

relationship. The piece is a trio between one man and two women, in which hidden 

projections in the couple’s relationship surface once the second woman enters. As an 

experienced choreographer, Tudor has “shaped the work” of Donya Feuer and Paul 

Sanasardo.601 Mark Franko’s description of dynamics of the trio in Excursion for 

Miracles (1961) can be applied to Les Mains Gauches, since the latter is a love triangle. 

Franko points out the psychological implication of staging trios in dance. Although 

working with the ballet idiom, Tudor like Feuer and Sanasardo knew how to keep the 

choreographic focus on the claustrophobic dynamics of intimate relationships. 

In the three-way relationships one person is always in control, until all the 
relationships are dissolved. Throughout Excursion for Miracles the trio 
destroys the ideality of the heterosexual couple. The trio was proposed as 
a new way to organize relationships — or rather to do away with them 
altogether. Trios are characterized by a libidinal conflict because one 
person is always displaced or left out, and this serves to underline the role 
of vanity in relationships.602 

 
Franko underscores what the presence of the third person brings about. Trios reveal 

problems with desiring to realize “the ideality of the heterosexual couple” in a society 

governed by representational prerogatives. In a trio, vanity is externalized, because one 

person is excluded but still present on the stage.  

The question of emerging narcissism and hurt vanity within trio configurations is 

addressed in the choreography for Les Mains Gauches. The heterosexual couple shows 

off their dancing ability, but there is no enthusiasm or joy in the way they partner with 

each other. The female dancer is elegant and concerned with appearance, but does not 
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even look at her partner. He presents a physical support for her dancing, but seems to lack 

enthusiasm. However, they persevere with their dance, till the dancer playing Fate 

appears. She transforms the situation. Fate positions herself in between the man and the 

woman and interrupts the flow of the duet. In her dancing she shadows the woman, while 

the woman seems to lose connection to her previously graceful movements. When the 

man starts dancing with Fate, she leads. For an instant, he regains control and returns to 

his first partner. When the couple attempts to reconnect in an embrace, the previous 

superficial visual harmony is broken. As if in reaction, the woman suddenly executes a 

non-balletic, emotionally charged movement. This newfound upper body mobility leads 

her away from her partner. She even falls to the ground, thus bringing the audience’s 

attention to herself by simulating emotional collapse. This moment indicates that the 

entrance of Fate has left the woman feeling lonely and excluded.  

In the beginning of the piece, the couple did not hide their narcissistic 

involvement with how they appear while dancing. The woman was supported by the man, 

showing off her side extensions and bourrées.603 The choreographic focus was on the 

representation of love, rather that love itself, which as an ideal remained obscured by 

representational concerns. Nevertheless, before Fate entered, the couple was relatively 

graceful in their display of courtship, intended for the viewing other. Once Fate appears, 

the choreographic focus shifts to the question of control. The final displacement belongs 

to the male hero, who alone faces his fear of death. This ending is foreshadowed by the 

reception of two signifying objects. The woman gets a rose, representing love, and the 

man receives a noose, representing death. As the trio progresses and the couple makes 

increasingly dramatic attempts to dance together again, Fate is able to overpower them 
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both through her quick footwork and confident spatial maneuvering. Eventually, Fate 

puts the woman on the man’s back. Thus, his former partner is transformed into a literal 

burden. Judith Chazin-Bennahum explains the meaning: “In an ironical ending she 

discovers that he is not her love, and he realizes that she was not his death.”604 The 

ending refers back to the two signifying objects — the rose and noose, which signify 

desire for love and fear of death.  

The criminologist Cesare Lombroso’s 1903 pronouncement on left-handedness 

exemplifies the early twentieth century bias against physical and mental difference: 

“What is sure,” he wrote, “is, that criminals are more often left-handed than honest men, 

and lunatics are more sensitively left-sided than either of the other two.”605 This quote 

from Lombroso shows that medicine has historically occasionally given authority to the 

otherwise unscientific cultural beliefs. Les Mains Gauches offers an ironic look at 

customs, prejudice, and social fear of awkwardness. The title itself insinuates a distrust of 

the left hand. This distrust has origins in folklore and orally transmitted beliefs, but 

gained rationalizations through nineteenth-century psychiatry. Accordingly, Tudor’s trio 

revolves around the power of an outsider over a couple who is all too easily overtaken by 

superstition. Paradoxically, the woman playing the role of Fate, after destabilizing the 

duet, leads the couple outside the labyrinthine inner worlds filled with hope for love, 

represented by the rose, and fear of death, represented by the noose. While Le Jardin aux 

Lilas took a profound, thoughtful look into the relationship between individuals within a 

highly controlled social environment, Les Mains Gauches comments on romantic 

relationships wittily and sarcastically. Both pieces accentuate how socially accepted rules 

and ideas shape and manipulate couples’ emotions. Pina Bausch will extend this 
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choreographic investigation to increasingly less coherent social situations, where the 

symbolic aspect of social life expands and becomes threatening because the rules that 

move the characters in advanced societies can be menacing but are rarely fully 

interpretable. In Bausch’s works from a few decades later, the dancers’ psychic interior 

that Tudor so accurately depicts is embodied, but also challenged. For Bausch, political 

violence is linked to sexual desire, and thus the victims and victimizers cannot detach 

themselves from their roles without acting them out. By contrast, in a Tudor ballet one 

can still sense an aspiration for contemplation in the midst of social struggle.  

The work of Martha Graham of the 1950s also examines the human psyche in 

relationship to imperatives arising from a changing capitalist society. Pina Bausch did not 

dance for Graham, but according to her Graham was one of the major influences on her 

choreographic development.606 In the 1950s, Graham’s focus was women’s psyche. In 

1951 she began psychoanalysis with Frances Gillespy Wickes.607 This brought to her 

work a new understanding of unconscious projections in the context of her role as a 

publicly visible female personality. The question of how subjectivity and body-based 

expression are influenced by media representations re-emerges in the 1970s and early 

1980s in Tanztheater. Graham’s Voyage, which premiered on May 17, 1953 in New York 

City,608 addressed these topics in the historical period around the end of the Second 

World War. The analysis of Voyage in Mark Franko’s Martha Graham in Love and War: 

The Life in the Work (2012) can aid an understanding of what elements of psychoanalytic 

thinking young Bausch might have absorbed as a performer/student in New York City, 

and how Graham’s process indirectly impacted Bausch’s choreographic response to the 

war traumas, which in the 1960s and 1970s still affected psyche and culture. Franko 
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points out that “Donya Feuer, then an apprentice in the Graham company, was captivated 

by Voyage,”609 and that “Bausch must have heard of Voyage since she worked with 

Sanasardo-Feuer several years later, and it prefigured some aspects of Tanztheater.”610 

Donya was very fond of this piece611 and talked about it to her dancers. Franko shows 

that in Voyage Graham approached the intensity of emotion in relationship to the 

imago.612 Thus, Voyage reflects a new direction for Graham, an experimental 

psychodramatic approach to choreography, which was triggered by her separation from 

Eric Hawkins.613 Bausch’s choreographic themes — repressed memories, projections, 

and sexual tension in social gatherings — correspond to Graham’s staging of her inner 

crisis, this time free of mythical elements.  

Psychodrama in Graham’s Voyage and Individual and Political Trauma 

Voyage (1953) foreshadows Tanztheater’s choreographic approach by leaving behind the 

archetype of the feminine from Graham’s earlier “mythographic thinking” and focusing 

on “a woman’s experience as a woman.”614 Taking as their starting points the experience 

of being a woman, both Graham and Bausch examine the difficulties in romantic 

relationships with the historical shadow of Nazi/Fascist ideology as their background.615 

In their works psychological difficulties appear linked to political violence. I propose that 

although in Voyage Graham evoked experiences from her private life that she was 

addressing in psychoanalysis, she was simultaneously dealing with political trauma, 

which affected her life in the form of sexual anxiety and emotional insecurity.  

Trauma linked to nationalist violence and the vulnerability of human body led to 

new approaches within the international psychoanalytic field during the Cold War era. In 
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Germany “the experience of fascism and militarism produced self-reflection to which 

analytic thought contributed,”616 while in the United States, although it was mostly 

“absorbed into the cold war welfare state, it retained its link to its charismatic, anti-

institutional origins, partly through its relation to art and religious experience, but 

especially through its associations with sexual love,” explains Eli Zaretsky.617 Like 

psychoanalysts, as a dance maker Martha Graham was also responding to shifting 

political, ideological, and economic conditions in her own country. Franko points out that 

“[t]he historical context of Graham’s choreographic flowering was the global crisis of 

Fascism, the conflict of World War II, and the postwar years that ushered in the Cold 

War.”618 In the Cold War era West Germany was an ally of United States. In both 

countries any totalitarian ideology was perceived as antagonistic to democratic ideals. 

However, the Second World War provided unique experiences of war violence and 

Nazism for both cultures. Bausch’s early life shows that in her childhood she had to face 

wounded national pride and losses in her own country. Bausch’s birth town (Solingen, 

North Rhine-Westphalia) was bombed by the Allies in 1944, and she grew up in the 

western, democratic part of the by then divided Germany. Bausch studied under Kurt 

Jooss, who was a pacifist and was vehemently opposed to Nazi ideology both as an artist 

and as a human being. When Adolph Hitler came to power, Jooss had to leave his 

country.619 Until 1949, when he returned to Essen to teach, Jooss was based in Dartington 

Hall in Devon, England.620 Jooss’s choreography must have influenced Bausch’s sense of 

the political grotesque. However, Graham was the one who, prior to Bausch, openly 

considered the female experience in the world governed by political conflicts. Thus, 

coming to United States and being exposed to Graham’s dance technique and, indirectly 
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through her work with Donya Feuer, Graham’s psychodramatic approach to crisis must 

have left a strong impression on Bausch. While a foreign student, Bausch could take this 

famous, female American choreographer as a role model, as Graham found a way to 

work through a difficult psycho-political problematic in the dance studio, without 

disconnecting from her body. Both Graham’s and Bausch’s artistic oeuvre suggests that 

an ideology which rules through fear and violence can be confronted on an individual 

level, re-experienced in the form of embodied memory, and even overcome through the 

encounters with the psychic projections.621 Graham often deals with overcoming a 

“creature of fear,” while Bausch examines the relationship between narcissism and loss 

of power. However, neither of the two artists is naively utopian. Both Graham and 

Bausch become deeply involved with the perception of the other, incapacitating terror, 

desire for physical connection, and yearning for love which could save one from the peril 

of hatred.  

In this work, Graham gave a choreographic form to the problem of encountering 

the other as a specular reflection. “Each character is the victim of the imago of the other 

and of the image of the self as seen by the other,” writes Mark Franko.622 So the 

characters have lost their own interior. A visible but emotionally distant other does not 

seem to have an intuitive hold on one’s inner reality, which the displaced self longs to 

restore. That is, the other is reduced to the image of the aspect of a disintegrated self. 

Franko explains Graham’s process of unraveling this problematic relationship to the other:  

Each character exists only as an image for the other, an image that also 
functions as a kind of distorting mirror determining the beholder’s own 
personality. Hence, the reversal of the phrase in Graham’s Notebooks, “To 
love is to contemplate the Images,” which she reconsidered and corrected: 
“no — to contemplate the images is to love.”623 Love is the phenomenon 
of seeing oneself in the distorted mirror of the eyes of the other.”624  
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Thus, in this situation when the other is reduced to a mirror reflection, love becomes a 

process which begins with seeing the other as he/she appears. In Voyage, Graham not 

only established the connection between her private psychoanalysis and choreographic 

process; she also employed psychodramatic techniques.625 Franko proposes that Graham 

might have encountered the work of the founder of psychodrama Jakob Levy Moreno 

(1889-1974) while preparing for Voyage.626 Psychodrama is defined by the New Oxford 

American Dictionary as “a form of psychotherapy in which patients act out events from 

their past.”627 Both the psychoanalytic community and dance critics in the 1950s, when 

Voyage was created, were resistant to exposing private problems in public.628 Therefore, 

the experimentation Graham took on in Voyage presented a challenge for middle-class 

dance audiences. Franko describes how in Graham’s process, psychoanalytic exploration 

became a social, interactive event.629 He points out that at the time Graham 

“experimented during the rehearsal process with relinquishing choreographic control by 

becoming part of a shared psychodramatic improvisation.”630 Graham used the material 

originating in dreams to choreographically address how personal relationships are shaped 

by alienating representations.  

Graham danced a female heroine who confronted three men after a dinner party. 

She envisioned a supper scene taking place in a quiet space in a remote villa.631 The 

description of the tense atmosphere from the beginning of the piece is found in her 

notebooks (vol. 3).632 The middle-class veneer obscures the feelings of loneliness linked 

to the characters’ past and the potential risk of unrestrained, raw physicality. “Between 

the sense of solitary desolation and the façade of polite society lurked the danger of 

madness and self-abandon,” writes Mark Franko.633 Graham developed a uniquely 
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feminine modern expression, which becomes prominent in relation to the intrusion of 

gender stereotypes into the female psyche when she takes on a public role.634 As already 

noted, at the time in her private life, Martha Graham explored the unconscious within the 

framework of psychoanalytic sessions. In 1951, following her separation from Erick 

Hawkins, she underwent therapy with the Jungian analyst Frances Gillespy Wickes.635 

This seems to have caused a shift in her artistic approach. Previously, Graham’s work 

expressed a strong inclination towards myth. Although Graham continued to work with 

Greek myths in the postwar era, in Voyage she departed from the mythical thinking 

inspired by the mythologist Joseph Campbell. Franko writes that “the coexistence of a 

visible and invisible is no longer properly mythical in Voyage: instead, it is more strictly 

analytical.”636 Franko underscores the “abjuration of mythological roles.”637 This change 

is important, as it marks a transition from “heroic personification”638 to the analysis of 

alienating relationships. What appears on the stage is the self-image reflecting the 

dancer’s awareness as she becomes the object of others’ perception. Let me summarize 

why Voyage was an important piece in regard to the relationship between embodied, 

politically engaged performance and psychoanalysis: Like Bausch’s choreography from 

the 1970s, Voyage is analytical in regard to the individual psyches and publicly 

manifested relations. Voyage enters the realm of “psychic projections,” but avoids the 

unambiguous interpretations belonging to heroic myths. In Voyage Graham brought an 

analytic awareness from her private analysis to a shared choreographic process.  

In the same period when Voyage was made, Studio for Dance explored the social 

dimension of performers’ psychological exposure. Franko’s writing (2005) in Excursions 

for Miracles: Paul Sanasardo, Donya Feuer, and Studio for Dance (1955-1964) 
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demonstrates the crucial role the notion of everyday life had in New York avant-garde’s 

experimentation. In particular, Three Phases of Madness (1960) and Laughter after All 

(1960) point to the anti-normalizing effect that featuring instances of madness within 

concert dance could have on the audience. Franko shows that Sanasardo and Feuer used 

the background of everyday life to counter the sense of loss of individual freedom.639 The 

social criticism of the era considered the loss of individual freedom as an acute issue for 

humanity. In particular, Franko points out the critical works by Henri Lefebvre, Michel 

de Certeau, and Herbert Marcuse.640 In Eros and Civilization (1955), Marcuse warned 

“of a growing threat to individuality and autonomous personality in ‘transformation of 

‘free’ into organized capitalism.’”641 In words of choreographer Paul Sanasardo: “In the 

nineteenth century, society created capitalism. But today capitalism has created us.”642 

Clearly, personal alienation due to commercialization of lifestyles in the post-Second 

World War everyday in advanced capitalist society was a concern for both critical theory 

and the avant-garde work of Studio for Dance (1955-1964). The connection between 

critical insights into culture and dance performance extends from the 1950s and 1960s to 

the 1970s, the time when Bausch became choreographically active in Wuppertal, and is 

therefore relevant for an interpretation of critical meanings that emerge from Tanztheater. 

Franko emphasizes that Feuer and Sanasardo’s work, “like that of Bausch, was intricately 

autobiographical and surrealistic.”643 Like surrealism in the post-First World War era, 

choreography by Sanasardo and Feuer, and later Bausch, demonstrated that consumerism 

permeated social existence, and that the details of psychic life, though subject to change 

due to the increased presence of media in popular culture and everyday life, needed 

special attention in the process of social transformation.  
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Everyday Life in Studio for Dance and Resistance to Social Alienation through 
Staging Madness  

 
Paul Sanasardo, Donya Feuer, and Paul Taylor shared concerts in New York City 

between 1954 and 1957.644 In these concerts they explored “everyday life” and the 

pedestrian movement as potential sources of freedom from social control within 

advanced industrialized societies. In this postwar period, the aspect of psychoanalytic 

thought which was absorbed into ego psychology “functioned as a form of social control,” 

explains Eli Zaretsky.645 He writes: “Freudian ego psychology, with its stress on the 

power that the ego has to guide and control unconscious processes was institutionalized 

in the epoch of the postwar welfare state.”646 The work from Studio for Dance 

transgressed the institutionalized normalization of psyche in which, as Zaretsky describes 

it, postwar psychoanalysis participated. They accepted, even invited, madness into 

choreography. For example, in Three Phases of Madness “Sanasardo, Feuer, and Bausch 

came to their understanding of madness through personal encounters.” They 

choreographed madness within everyday life, “not as a clinical condition” but as an 

expression of the political resistance to corporatization and professionalization of the 

post-World War democratic, capitalist countries.647 The work was a collaboration 

between the three. Franko describes it:  

In Phases of Madness, Feuer, Bausch, and Sanasardo each performed one 
of madness’s phases, the totality of which lay beyond any one individual. 
Madness existed in the encounter. They understood madness both as a 
condition of contemporary society and as a possibility of their work.648 
 

As Mark Franko’s writing suggests, these artists offered an alternative to the medical 

pathologization of madness, which turned it into individual instances of mental illness 

with no relation to a politico-economical system. Rather than relying on a clearly 
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delineated psychiatric model, which isolates an individual from her/his social 

environment, the piece depicted “a dialectic between madness and freedom.”649 Laugher 

After All continues this examination of irrationality, control and freedom.  In this piece a 

Celebrity is portrayed as an “exceptional” being. He encounters One Man, an 

“unexceptional” being who becomes a mad doctor and treats “innocents” (dancers).650 

One Man, pretends to be concerned with mental patients, but really performs his role for 

the spectators.651 The piece points to psychiatry’s controlling role in consumerist society. 

Pina Bausch’s early works in Wuppertal, such as Rite of Spring, Café Müller, and 

Bluebeard, delve into the problem of repressed madness. That madness explodes during 

sexual encounters taking place in voyeuristic social milieus. These works from the 1970s 

indicate that her study in New York left an indelible aesthetic and political mark on her 

artistic process. While in New York Bausch could learn from Feuer and Sanasardo about 

choreographing, but more importantly about how an artist can cope with increased 

corporatism.652 Bausch described the time she spent with Paul Sanasardo and Donya 

Feuer Bausch: “They took care of me. I never went home. It was kind of like family.”653 

Rather than being utilized as a vehicle for the realization of a successful theatrical 

production, Pina Bausch felt invited into the creative world of Feuer and Sanasardo. 

Franko explains the unique way in which Paul Sanasardo and Donya Feuer used the city 

to develop their practice. “The sites at which resistant practices operate are outside any 

coherent order for Sanasardo and Feuer, so they develop the idea of a city within the city, 

which is located ‘outside’ itself in that this ‘hidden’ city is miraculous.”654 Bausch found 

the city she discovered as a dance student conducive to her inner search as an artist. 

Describing her impressions of the city, Bausch said: “New York is like a jungle, but at 
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the same time it gives you a feeling of total freedom. In these two years I have found 

myself.”655  

The externalized interior of the city allowed Bausch to experience the existential 

freedom of an open, urban space and discover herself beyond the confinement of an 

organized system. The everyday life in New York City offered opportunities for an artist 

to directly face what it means to resist, at the level of social interactions, the dominant 

modes of commodification of culture. Franko explains what “everyday life” meant for the 

choreographers:  

The everyday is a pivotal notion in art, dance, and performance of the 
period: as artists began to work with everyday materials, the question 
arose as to whether everyday life was an already colonized or still 
disalienating realm. That is, could the everyday be a way to freedom and 
“madness,” or was it already too compromised by organization?656 
 

Since while living and moving in the city there was no way of avoiding encounters 

between different classes of people and types of commodities, city life brought to the 

surface the repressed antagonisms of alienated subjects. An artist living in New York 

City had to face the complexities of the shared experience of everyday life, and discover 

from the inside the modes of moving through this urban jungle. Franko describes a 

unique relationship between the subtlety of the artistic perception, and the city’s everyday 

life: 

Artistic life is secreted away within everyday life, embedded deeply 
within the everyday so as almost to escape perception. In this sense, what 
is hidden within is also outside.657  
 

Paul Taylor and Studio for Dance staged situations in which a spectator could notice the 

ordinary gestures, details of street clothing, subtle shifts in posture, stillness, private 

attitudes, inefficient transitions, and surprising meetings of pedestrians with the iconic 
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elements of popular culture. In particular, Paul Sanasardo and Donya Feuer found a way 

to respond to the domination of the city’s inner life by rationalizing systems of 

organization of labor. In their work they generated a charged atmosphere by exposing the 

intensity of human encounters in an alienated society.658 For this dimension of Feuer and 

Sanasardo’s works, the piece Laughter after All is especially relevant. Franko writes: 

“Laughter after All unmasks the myth of modern dance as unalienated labor.”659 This 

work, using theatricality, “communicates in dance fascination with commodities.”660 Five 

Women in High Heels unapologetically present their bodies as commodities within the 

capitalist system of exchange. The laughter in the piece is recorded. Franko describes it: 

“It is all hysterical abandon, until we hear the end of its breathed cycle and perceive its 

mechanical program of self-repetition.”661 Hysterical and mechanical laugher is a motif 

to which Bausch returns in Arien (1979). The idea of the permanent exposure of postwar 

societies permeates Laughter after All, as well as Bausch’s works from the late 1970s and 

early 1980s. The psychoanalytic categories of trauma and hysterical symptom are 

transformed in postwar Western society into mediated events. Thus, the disciplines of 

psychoanalysis and modern dance, which used introspection as one of their main 

reference points, had to confront rather than ignore alienation, which was contingent on 

historical forgetting and idealization of the market. 

In light of this problematic, my examination proceeds to the challenge faced by 

the West German artists, intellectuals, and students at approximately the same time when 

Pina Bausch was making her first pieces in Wuppertal (1970s to 1980s). Starting with the 

revolutionary year of 1968, West German intellectuals, artists, and students searched for 

ways of understanding the previous generations’ experience of violence, suffering, and 
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political complacency with the far right. These remained hidden from ordinary citizens in 

the immediate aftermath of the war. On the one hand, there was a problem of postwar 

devastation due to the Allied bombing and the division of country. On the other, going 

further into the culture’s past, one had to deal with the repercussions of the legalization of 

the organized death camps and the loss of national pride when the Reich’s leaders were 

condemned by the international justice system. The West German artists of the 1960s and 

1970s still had to grapple with the political, moral, and aesthetic residues of the 

realization of the ultra-nationalist myth under the rule of the National Socialist Party 

(1933-1945), especially since aesthetics and successful performance played a major part 

in the Third Reich.662  

Bausch’s artistic activity upon her return from the United States involved 

psychoanalytic topics. In The Rite of Spring (1975) and Bluebeard (1977) she dealt with 

the embodiment of the unconscious through the evocation of group hysteria, while in 

Café Müller (1978) and Arien (1979) she examined ways of encountering trauma, 

without following the normalizing tendency of Western postwar psychoanalysis. In 

contrast to this normalizing tendency, Bausch delved deeply into memories of political 

violence, and did not shun staging scenes of shared madness. For an understanding of 

what moved Bausch and her fellow West German artists (e.g. the choreographers 

Reinhild Hoffmann and Susanne Linke, the directors Edgar Reitz, Rainer Werner 

Fassbinder, and Helma Sanders Brahms, and the writer Günter Wilhelm Grass)663 to 

address with great honesty and intellectual vigor human reactions to the extreme systems 

of control. I refer to Eric Santner’s (1990) writing on the ways art and psychoanalysis 

addressed the repression of memory in the postwar Germany. Especially relevant for a 
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historical understanding of the layers of meaning in Tanztheater choreography is 

Santner’s focus on the individual problems arising from canonical history’s avoidance of 

the ambiguous and difficult identities born out of Germany’s defeat. His writing centers 

on mourning and traumatic memory in postwar German culture.  

War Trauma in West Germany and the Analysis of “Task of Mourning” after 
Nazism  

In Stranded Objects: Mourning, Memory, and Film in Postwar Germany Eric Santner 

studies the West German filmmakers from the 1960s to 1980s who confronted what they 

experienced as the silencing of trauma after the defeat of the Third Reich and division of 

Germany into the democratic West and communist East.664 In the preface to the book 

Santner points out that for the artists “the task of mourning involves the labor of 

recollecting the stranded objects of a cultural inheritance fragmented and poisoned by an 

unspeakable horror.”665 For the Germans, this task of mourning was especially difficult, 

as they had to grapple with the material and spiritual losses caused by both defeat and 

internal politics during the war. The ideology that had seemed to protect and exalt the 

German nation (National Socialism) led to the destruction of moral grounding for 

“normal” citizens, and to an intergenerational blame for the horrors enacted during the 

war. 

In the late 1960s a new generation of Germans was struggling with the legacies of 

the horrifying past in which they had no say, as they were two young to have actively 

shaped it. Like Pina Bausch, filmmakers666 and writers667 born in the early 1940s had to 

make sense of childhood memories that did not fit into the representational account of 

history. At first, these memories excluded from the official accounts the ambiguities in 
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the citizens’ relationship to the Nazi Party and ignored the shadow of the Holocaust and 

external criticism of the crimes committed in the name of the fatherland.668 In West 

Germany, the generational conflict of the revolutionary year 1968 was colored by the 

acute presence of this unresolved personal and political history in the lives of younger 

generation’s parents and educators.669 In 1995, a Bonn high school history teacher, Heinz 

Wilms Bonn, told a New York Times journalist about one of the obstacles to proper 

historical education in the aftermath of the fall of the Reich: “In West Germany during 

the first postwar decades history books were written by Nazi-era teachers, and the urge to 

repress the past was widespread.”670 This statement indicates that in the 1960s — the 

years when the student demonstrations happened in both Europe and the United States, it 

seems likely that the German university students who did not engage in extracurricular 

learning would face unprepared both family stories from the Nazi past, and the judgment 

of country’s national history by foreign powers. However, in 1968 West German left-

wing and anarchist students rebelled against their parents’ generation’s active or merely 

obedient support of the Third Reich as well as against the model of social recovery by 

means of the capitalist exploitation of natural resources.671 In a 2009 review for the 

Guardian of Utopia or Auschwitz? Germany’s 1968 Generation and the Holocaust by 

Hans Kudnani, Ben Hutchison points out the complexities of the struggle of 1968 for 

German students:  

If West Germany was burdened by the unique historical guilt of the 
Holocaust, then its postwar generation drew differing conclusions from it. 
Some, such as the colourful but ruthless Baader-Meinhof672 gang, came to 
see violence as justified in their struggle against capitalism and American 
imperialism. Others decided that pacifism was the only valid response to 
the legacy of German history. 673  
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Both left-wing terrorist actions in the 1970s and the extremes of pacifism of other student 

groups can be understood in relationship to the family structure and everyday life in  

postwar West Germany. In Tanztheater, these opposing reactions to postwar trauma 

appear in scenes from everyday life, such as couple dancing and social gatherings. The 

generation of 1968 rebelled against psychologically claustrophobic situations in the 

households where they were brought up. In Bausch’s work this problematic comes up 

within staged scenes that are on the one hand intimate and on the other part of the 

representational strategies of postwar consumerist society. Santner explains the family 

problematic with its historical underpinnings:  

[T]he family became the primary site where a damaged self could be 
refurbished, could be respecularized under the mirroring gazes of spouse 
and offspring. That is, the family was used as a sort of looking glass that 
would magically make one whole again, give oneself back to oneself, if 
only in an image. In this way the second generation was blackmailed into 
complicity with the parents’ inability to mourn.674 
 

Santner takes on a psychoanalytic view of post-Second World War German cultural 

reintegration. He emphasizes the importance of self-imaging for a German citizen 

recovering from the loss of national pride. This emphasis is in line with the work of the 

theorist of fascism Robert Griffin, who has explained the appeal of fascist ideology and 

aesthetics for ordinary citizens. Since aesthetics within a mediated spectacle plays a 

prominent role in Bausch’s critical staging of ritualistic violence, taken together Griffin’s 

and Santner’s historical analyses are of critical import for accessing the meanings of 

1970s Tanztheater. In the introduction, “German Fascism in Power 1933-1945” (in 

Fascism, 1995), Griffin points out several ideological motives in the context of the early 

Third Reich: the idealization of home, national destiny, and a visionary perspective on 

national future.675 Griffin underscores that from the point of view of external politics, the 
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Nazi leadership in 1935/1936 had an immediate success by rescinding the Versailles 

Treaty from 1919.676 This treaty, which was signed following  World War One, punished 

Germany by taking away some of its previous territories. With their government’s 

resolute rejection of an important international treaty, ordinary German citizens were 

assured that their national interest would be protected by the new government. Within 

internal politics, the authoritarian government under Hitler’s leadership was able to 

almost abolish unemployment.677 At the same time, the government openly threatened 

anyone who was deemed “anti- or un-German” and condemned any sentimentality 

towards those who did not fit into the plans for an empire inhabited by the members of a 

purified, Aryan race.678 Based on Griffin’s account, documents from the Nazi era which 

to today’s readers might appear to merely reflect an individual “psychopathology” of its 

leaders show how mythic structures within a modern, aestheticized politics can engender 

fanaticism within a civilian population.679 In her works from 1970s (Rite of Spring from 

1975, and  Bluebeard and Come Dance With Me from 1977), Pina Bausch addressed the 

role of mythical structures and familiar tales by creating the states of intense, group 

euphoria.  

When analyzing the ideological component of German fascism (in “German 

Fascism in Power 1933-1945”) Griffin brings attention to the “mythopoeic” dimension of 

charisma,680 while Bausch’s Tanztheater engages the trauma that emerged following the 

fall of cultural idols and reveals sexual anxiety once nationalism lost its embodied power 

(in particular in Bluebeard). The myth of national rebirth (paligenetic myth) favored by 

the Nazis remained resilient in the face of the threat of defeat and destruction.681 Griffin 

attributes the resiliency of the ultra-nationalist myth to its “perverse power to wrest 
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meaning out of the jaws of nihilism.”682 The parents of the 1968 rebels in Germany were 

enmeshed in their youth in an ideology that promoted national rebirth. The intensity of 

the identification with this ideology was contingent on two factors: there was no free time 

to reflect on losses, and mystical communal solidarity was based on the exclusion of non-

Aryans. In the works from the 1970s, Bausch creates scenes through which the audience 

can analyze the inner logic of these two factors. She depicts states of intensely 

concentrated activity in which the characters are deeply involved with the task at hand or 

obsessively repeating a ritualistic act, as if hoping for climactic release. In both cases, 

they are so intent on what they are doing that they do cannot pay attention to the social 

situation Bausch stages (e.g. Café Müller, Arien). In Rite of Spring and Bluebeard, 

alienated individuals connect viscerally in a ritual-like behavior, where the fulfilment of 

utopian communal connection depends on intense psychical involvement and the 

exclusion and subsequent sacrifice of the chosen victims. In Rite of Spring, the sacrifice 

produces a moment of utopian connection between the members of the group. As a 

choreographer, Bausch avoids any idealization of communal sentiment, and opens up 

questions about the displaced identities of individual members. Santner offers a 

historically based explanation of how the utopia Hitler promised Germans in 1933 

affected the sense of identity in the postwar era:  

A respecularization of identity, that is, the simulation of a pure, specular 
reciprocity between self and other was achieved by finding those one 
could blame for having disturbed the utopian exchange of gazes. In such a 
utopia, needless to say, a mature self could never really develop. The 
paradoxical task faced by the postwar population was thus to mourn for 
losses incurred in the name of a society that was in turn founded on a 
fundamental denial of mourning in its (self)-constituting capacities. 
Germans had to mourn as Germans for those whom they had excluded and 
exterminated in their mad effort to produce their “Germanness.”683 
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Postwar psychoanalysis offered tools for dealing with these internal paradoxes that young 

and old Germans faced in the period between 1960 and 1980. Santner points out the shift 

of emphasis among neo-Freudian psychoanalytic practitioners in the second half of the 

twentieth century.684 The problems linked to unresolved narcissism took center stage in 

post-Second World War therapy.685 This new focus had to do with the ways in which the 

child integrates loss into his/her psychic life and comes to terms with wounded 

narcissism. Santner points out that already in Freud’s psychoanalysis there were 

“indications of the importance of the intersubjective context for the mourning 

process.”686 He explains that the victim of trauma who returns to the site of shock in a 

dream state gets locked into “repetition compulsion.”687 In Bluebeard and Café Müller, 

Bausch investigates in detail the motivating forces behind the characters’ cyclical 

behavior. The anxiety seeks to expresses itself in the unconscious state, because it was 

excluded at the time of the initial shock. “It was Freud’s thought that the absence of 

appropriate affect—anxiety—is what leads to traumatization rather than loss per se,”688 

writes Santner. In the aftermath of the Second World War, mainstream representations of 

culture in democratic West Germany ignored the loss of national self-confidence a rising 

from the recent defeat. The silencing led to trauma, which following the revolutionary 

year 1968 became a major motif for the West German avant-garde. Within the dance 

field, Tanztheater made a major contribution to undoing this repression.  

Two aspects of healing trauma that are indicated by Santner — the intersubjective 

context of recollection and the expression of affect — are both explored performatively 

by Bausch. In Bluebeard (1977) Bausch specifically addresses reoccurring compulsion in 

relationship to pain and violence. She stages repetitive dreamlike the encounters between 
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a male character and his wives, in a way that allows the audience to witness the subtle 

details of the couples’ obsessive repetition. The viewer’s attention is turned to the role 

gazes, gestures, moments of passivity, and turning on and off the same musical melody 

(on a tape recorder seen onstage) have in triggering the traumatic memories. The 

aesthetic experience of the entire staged event is initially rich in suggestions and gloomy, 

with no development in sight. A viewer has to accept the state of not knowing what the 

characters want or intend to do. However, the repetitive structure of the choreographic 

scene asks for a reconsideration of individual performers’ behavior in relationship to the 

gendered other, and directs one’s curiosity to the protagonists’ motivating forces. Thus, 

in a manner that is reminiscent of Graham’s Voyage, in which the spectator needed to 

unravel the role of others’ projection and stereotypes on the individual’s behavior, the 

main portion of the psychoanalytic work is left to the audience. As a witness, one begins 

to discover how the victim and the perpetuator are entangled in a repetitive theatrical 

dynamic. Bausch gives the witness time to feel sorry for the female victim, but at the 

same stages a situation in which the actions of the despondent male villain and passive 

woman appear open to change rather than pre-destined or entirely psychologically 

motivated. The violence does not appear inevitable. As a viewer, one sees how the 

atmospheric effect is created through staging. The male dancer interrupts the emotional 

flow of the duet in order to stop and play the same melody on the tape recorder. The 

melody seems to cause a repetition of an uneven emotional dynamic between the two. By 

acting in this way, instead as obedient virtuosic instruments, and by pausing, the dancers 

indicate an awareness of the impact of theatrical representation on political relationships. 

The expression of affect disturbs a dream of impeccable physical precision suggested 
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through faithful reproduction of gestural movement vocabulary, and reminds the 

audience that this spectacle involves humans made of flesh and blood struggling with 

their sexuality and their emotions. The fragmented choreographic structure challenges the 

possibility of a simple ideological solution or escape into a mythical utopian past 

characterized by unison and symmetry. Rather, it points to the patience necessary to work 

through the process of recognition and differentiation when bringing back traumatic 

recollections within a community. Like Santner’s study, Bausch encourages a self-

understanding in which one takes time to mourn and develops an acceptance of 

difference in place of a narcissistic demand for sameness. 

In Bluebeard, Bausch externalizes repressed sexual violence and opens up painful 

recollections. This 1977 Tanztheater piece relies on an understanding that the memories 

of political violence are preserved in the body. In Bluebeard, Bausch found a 

choreographic way to express through movement and affect the aspects of the past which 

were excluded from the official representation of national history. She allowed these 

memory fragments to take on unique forms in dancers’ individual interpretations of the 

troubling scenes.  

Violence and Pain in Tanztheater in the 1970s 

 Bluebeard — While Listening to a Recording of Bela Bartók’s Opera “Duke Bluebeard’s 

Castle” 689 and Café Müller (1978) both premiered at Opernhaus Wuppertal, the first on 

January 8, 1977, and the second on May 20, 1978.690 In these two works Pina Bausch’s 

choreography evoked the unsettling logic of familiar but broken dreams. In the first, she 

used two sources: Charles Perrault’s seventeenth-century fairy tale691 and a recording of 
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Béla Bartók’s 1911 modernist opera,692 while in the second Bausch drew on a childhood 

memory from her parents’ restaurant and re-invented it set to baroque music by Henry 

Purcell. Bluebeard deals with human cruelty in a raw way, with a focus on the sadism of 

an isolated male villain, while Café Müller explores the manipulative structures that 

shape the actions of a victimized couple. In these nonlinear investigations the 

unconscious memories of painful incidents emerge as the embodied expression of 

traumatized individuals. The two choreographies initiate a sharing of cultural trauma, 

which exceeds and challenges the mainstream narratives about cultural history and 

individual psychopathology. In a way similar to the 1975 Rite of Spring (discussed in 

view of Mark Franko’s analysis of hystericization in chapter 3), the choreography uses 

“bodies as the material,” but “the articulation of corporeality and meaning… resists 

symbolization.”693 That is, the embodied memory of pain is revealed through 

choreographic scenes in which the subjective dimension of spectatorship plays a crucial 

role in activating the repressed memories. In Bluebeard and Café Müller, Bausch 

stimulates an inquiry into how psychic pain alters and is altered by somatic expression. 

She opens this inquiry by staging violent encounters between men and women, and 

through intensification of the pedestrian, marginalized gestural vocabulary through the 

exaggerations of subtle shifts and expressive responses. Both the encounters and the 

intensification point to the repression that precedes hystericization.  

The two pieces engage the vulnerability of the body through physicalizing the 

subtle instances of the loss of physical and emotional grounding. For this aspect, the wall 

presents a prominent choreographic reference. In both pieces, the wall acts is a dominant, 

element in dancers’ environment, a dramatic presence limiting and accentuating the 
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dancers’ movement, and the double-sided metaphor representing threatening confinement 

and a childlike need for psychological support. Framed by spare but realistic sets, the 

choreography portrays the distorted but obdurate will of the aggressor and the puppet-like, 

mechanistic docility of the victims of violence, who have repressed their instinct to 

defend themselves.  In Bluebeard the dancer playing the villain’s wife694 (in the original 

production Marlis Alt) folds her limbs placidly when he (the first Bluebeard was 

performed by Jan Minarik) forcefully moves and lifts her, while the couple in Café 

Müller695 runs into the chairs repeatedly as if in a state of blind despair. Both pieces 

thematically focus on the intensity of the heterosexual encounters. Because Bluebeard 

accentuates minimalist techniques such as the repetition of a musical motive and 

reduction of emotionally charged movement vocabulary, its impact is starker. By 

interrupting the flow of the dancing, this work highlights the relationship between the 

unresolved somatic experience and emotional suffering. The famous fairy tale, and 

Bartók’s opera which re-interprets the tale by centering on Bluebeard’s psychological 

suffering, opens up moral and psychological questions which Bausch later explored in 

philosophical and psychoanalytic terms: male/female violence, guilt, and punishment. 

The fairy tale’s plot reveals the previously unnoticed areas of psychic life causing inner 

conflict. The child psychologist Bruno Bettelheim (1975) explains the value of fairy tales 

for achieving psychological maturity: “The fairy tale is therapeutic because the patient 

finds his own solutions, through contemplating what the story seems to imply about him 

and his inner conflicts at this moment in his life.”696 For Bettelheim, the fairy tale invites 

the patient to engage with what presents itself to him, no matter how incomprehensible it 

appears at first sight. The choreographic use of fairy tale in Bausch’s Bluebeard 
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underscores two seemingly peripheral motives. The first, already pointed out, is the wall 

which links the female bodies to confinement (a locked room) and death.697 The second 

is the repetition of phrases (in the choreography gestures appear instead of words). In the 

tale the repetition of language takes place when the wife asks her sister the same question 

four times while hoping that her brothers will appear and rush to rescue her from death by 

her husband’s hand.698 Bruno Bettelheim points out: “Bluebeard’s wife does not choose 

what would seem the most obvious course of action: to run for safety, or hide, or disguise 

herself.”699 She repeats the same call for help till the rescuers arrive. Two important 

psychological qualities surface: having to wait for someone’s return, and repeated calls 

for help from someone who is far away. Implicitly, her agency and ideas are too 

dangerous, and so after momentary curiosity she acquiesces to enacting patterns of 

behavior that the audience can predict. In contrast to the seventeenth-century fairy tale, 

which warns against both female curiosity and male vanity, Bausch avoids moral 

judgments when portraying a troubled relationship. Rather, she broadens the perspective 

by re-staging an ancient situation of psycho-physical abuse, and examines from the inside 

the mythic horror that emerges from the collective unconscious. In doing this, she does 

not follow the plot but rather, explores psychological nuances triggered by the mutual 

projections of guilt, and belief in inevitability of punishment.  

In Le Langage choréographique de Pina Bausch art theorist Brigitte Gauthier700 

points out historical and universal meanings of the scenes Bausch stages. Gauthier 

explains that:  

love and hatred are linked to the history of post-war Germany. Even if 
Pina does not devote all of her work to the impact of the Nazi period on 
her own generation, this theme is enmeshed beneath the surface of many 
of her major works, especially in those whose very titles announce that 
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they evoke the universal theme of guilt, as for example Bluebeard.… She 
universalizes her political reflection by refocusing it on the stakes that she 
makes visible. She shows us direct interactions between the men and 
women, caught up in a spiral of attraction, love and violence beyond time 
periods and borders.701 
 

By exposing and giving form to the psychological violence which corresponds to the 

strict hierarchies and fear generated in the Nazi period, Bausch stirs viewers’ emotions 

beyond the ordinary postwar experience. At the same time, Bausch’s choreography 

interrupts the unmediated identification with the characters’ actions. Bausch freezes the 

plot development by repeating the intense moments of the close contact between the 

partners and their abrupt separations. The interrupted flow prevents the viewer from 

escaping into the experience of heightened emotionality, in spite of the fact that the 

performers’ committed execution instigates an aesthetic thrill bordering on terror. Bausch 

meticulously constructs a situation in which the physical and emotional flows are 

interfered with through pauses in the midst of a dramatic action and reoccurring 

movement motives. Bluebeard, in line with Bertolt Brecht’s alienation effect which 

prevents sentimental identification with characters, suggests a need for viewers’ active 

presence in decoding the logic of aestheticized repetitive abuse. Ciane Fernandes’s 

psychoanalytic interpretation links Bausch’s portrayal of relationships in Bluebeard to the 

dynamics of social domination and psychological displacement. Fernandes writes: 

Bausch’s choice of Bluebeard reveals her interest in the many levels of 
human relationships. The tale portrays a conflict in a psychoanalytical, 
interpersonal, and theatrical dimensions. The image of Bluebeard’s castle 
evokes his socially constructed narcissistic personality. This identity is 
constituted by the other in refusals/murders of itself. The latest wife goes 
in search of that past, which is, in fact, her future. Characters are 
fragmented and alienated within social gender roles.702  
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As Fernandes’s analysis shows, the relationship between the male aggressor and female 

victim in Bausch’s Bluebeard is linked to psychological and physical problems of a 

patriarchal society haunted by violence linked to the Second World War.  

Based on viewing the video recording703 and the analyses of scholars Brigitte 

Gauthier and Ciane Fernandes, I distinguish in Bluebeard the two major motives that 

haunt the characters’ sexual relationship: painful memories and projection onto the other 

— a motive that Graham investigated in Voyage while working with her female identity 

in psychoanalysis. In Bausch’s Bluebeard, the wounded villain hides the painful 

memories of his previous, murdered wives, while the wife discovers his memories’ power 

to potentially shape her future. He seems to need to keep painful memories repressed.  

However, they cannot be eradicated. For her, these repressed memories are a source of 

childish sexual curiosity and trepidation arising from the lack of moral prohibitions in her 

past. In Bausch’s choreography, the female desire for sexual pleasure appears 

traumatically linked to the excitement caused by imagining a possibility of experiencing 

one’s own death (the complete annihilation of the control of sensations exercised by the 

ego). This opens up the contested question of the relationship between the political 

violence and sexual experience. The piece ends with Bluebeard dragging his by now 

corpse-like, passive wife, while the rest of the cast moves obediently to the rhythm of his 

clapping. The troublesome ending brings up the question of pleasure, pain, and the 

behavior of already emotionally unresponsive, dead members of the society. On the one 

hand, the couple seems to be enacting an aftermath of a climax, possibly orgasm — petite 

mort704 — and on the other, they both face the return of repressed behavior within the 

group (the rest of the cast). I propose that in Bluebeard Bausch explores violence and 
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sexual relationships in a way that is akin to Georges Bataille’s study of the eroticism and 

death (1957). According to Bataille, “sexual violence causes a wound that rarely heals of 

its own accord; it has to be closed, and will not remain closed without constant attention 

based on anguish.”705 Bataille further proposes that “[p]rimary anguish bound up with 

sexual disturbance signifies death.”706 Bausch choreographically exposed the feeling 

linked to extreme pleasure on the one hand and inescapable torment on the other, which 

are for a brief moment consuming enough to silence the laws and inhibitions on the 

physical movement and experiences of the flesh. According to Bataille, pleasure is 

heightened in the moment that is near to blackout. This experience is associated with 

mortal anguish. The desire for undisturbed pleasure and domination over flesh act as 

motivating forces of the main characters’ behavior. The passive/active dichotomy in 

choreography expresses the desire for unmediated experience of the ecstasy that could 

bypass social taboos. The loss of fear of death effects the major taboos. If Bluebeard’s 

wife is not scared of death and is not trying to escape her murderous husband because of 

the fear of death, is she willingly participating in her own forthcoming murder? Bausch 

opens up the theme of women’s complicity in victimization for philosophical reflection. 

By facing their traumatic memories of ecstatic identification, fear of death, and denial of 

otherness, the characters move outside the control of the rational will.  

The second motive is the projection onto the sexual other whose behavior, 

although causing distrust and psychological remoteness, is paradoxically fully 

complementary and thus indispensable for the persistence of the painful sexual 

relationship. When the male protagonist manipulates the musical recording as if desiring 

to recreate an experience through perpetually evoking the same mood (“Stimmung”), a 
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woman waits for him lying on the ground covered with leaves. It could seem that she is 

experiencing a mild catalepsy, as she appears slightly stiff and immovable. Her arms are 

extending up, as if she was suspended while waiting to receive her partner. When he joins 

her by throwing himself onto her body, he first hides his face in her bosom. Her upper 

body becomes animated, expressing jittery excitation by moving from side to side. She 

slides on the ground with his full body weight released onto her. Simultaneously, she is 

propelling two of them forward by intermittently pushing her feet into the ground, as if 

she were shifting her weight while walking. Bluebeard707 interrupts this odd joint 

locomotion by running to adjust the music (he always returns to a specific musical 

moment in the taped recording of Bartók’s opera). “Selected recorded fragments of the 

past become innumerable present moments,” writes Ciane Fernandes in her analysis of 

transformation of painful emotional memory into perceptible movement.708 Eventually, as 

if taking the burden of their relived memories with them on a shared but frequently 

interrupted journey, they reach the edge of the stage. When they meet the spatial boundary, 

they have to switch direction of locomotion. As the female dancer moves backward, 

Bluebeard changes his placement on her body. Now his back is on her stomach, and 

viewers can catch a glimpse of his mask-like, stern face. These two prolonged scenes of 

contact between the leading couple, one with the man’s face hiding in woman’s chest and 

the other where the man reclines backward while the woman supports him in a prone 

position, are shattered by the abrupt actions of the male dancer. The scene’s poetic mood 

is disturbed.  

Aggression is disclosed in the man’s goal-oriented actions. The man’s strong, 

purposeful gestures break up the sustained flow of movements done together. As the scene 
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progresses, Bluebeard becomes more vigilant, and his decisions lend dynamics to the 

piece. The woman responds by allowing the impulses to animate her body. This new way 

of moving seems to generate a lyrical expressive response in her upper body, while she 

compliantly follows her partner’s lead in the way she positions her entire body in space. 

As the viewers start to detect the elements of the familiar plot about a tyrant who killed his 

wives, the two traditional morals from Perrault’s tale — one regarding female curiosity 

and disobedience, and the other about a patriarch’s wounded narcissism — are 

choreographically re-imagined through the actions of the dancers’ bodies. In the tale the 

first moral showed that in the distant past (prior to seventeenth century, when the tale was 

written) women’s curiosity might cost them their life. The second moral concerned the 

rich male aristocrat who was considered unattractive because of his strange beard. This 

second moral showed that a cruel, ill-tempered man could lose all the benefits of his 

wealth and influence because of his unrestrained pride and lack of social consideration. In 

Bausch’s choreography a new interpretative frame is revealed. It appears that Bluebeard 

was at first just testing his female counterpart’s patience. Once he recognizes her desires 

by secretly observing her, he lifts her and manipulates her body into a seated position. 

When Bluebeard puts her in his lap, he pushes her head down. Her neck remains loose, her 

head hanging like the head of a rag doll. Soon, she starts falling laterally towards his 

extended right arm. As she falls her upper body almost touches his hand, but he does not 

move. She falls all the way to the ground, lifts herself up, and falls again. He looks 

forward in the direction of the audience without reacting, but also without moving away. 

Now he becomes one who appears passive, puppet-like, quietly waiting. Like the main 

character from Bartók’s opera, Bausch’s male hero is melancholic, propelled into 
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mechanical action as if he had to obey the unwritten law of a misogynistic community. 

His sudden decisions to let his wife fall to the ground, catch her, or lift her are instigators 

of a dynamic change, but are not enacted as fully volitional. As pointed out above, several 

times in this scene sharp manipulative movements by Bluebeard undercut the 

impassiveness of the duet. These moments when the male character shows that he is 

physically stronger and in charge accentuate a sense of prolonged duration linked to 

female anticipation of an encounter that is controlled by the other. In its blunt expression 

of psychic pain emerging from a wounded relationship of two people who were intimate 

with each other, this couple scene introduces the theme of manipulation that was 

developed a year later in Café Müller, in the hug between the two somnambulistic lovers 

in that performance, which ends with the male dancer letting the female dancer fall from 

his arms. However, in contrast to Bluebeard, in Café Müller there is a visible third 

character who manipulates the couple. In the scene from Café Müller, the domination of 

the symbolic rules over the couple’s emotions becomes externalized by the presence of a 

representative of social order. Both the man and the woman in the embrace scene in Café 

Müller appear as direct victims of manipulation. In contrast, in Bluebeard, the antagonism 

between the male and the female characters appears motivated by the repressed angst of 

the man, who through physically powerful, acts like a victim of alienation and a reluctant 

but not easily reformed villain. One is reminded of Santner’s observation that in postwar 

Germany the family served as a place where participants in the war attempted to restore 

their wounded narcissism. Bluebeard in Bausch’s choreography attempts to inhibit a 

resurgence of the painful, uncontrolled memory but, once caught in an intimate duet, 

cannot escape the surfacing of physicalized reminders of the violence that had already 
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happened (here a reference to the story offers a clue: he has already killed his other wives, 

who in Bausch’s version mime emotional identification and physical passion, and for a 

moment even burst into artificial laughter). In the choreography, the couple’s sexual 

relationship shows remnants of empathic identifications with both victims and 

perpetuators of the violence. At the same time, the couple’s escape into a physical 

intimacy reflects a desire to forget the social norms of middle-class society, that is, the 

norms of postwar society that aimed to repress the incomprehensible horrors from recent 

history. 

In Café Müller the setting is closer to the choreographer’s social reality. The piece 

presents an evocation of a traumatic scene from Bausch’s childhood, which takes place in 

an abandoned restaurant. As in Bluebeard, the main characters inhabit a psychic realm 

that is both poetic and terrifying. However, in Café Müller the dancers’ imaginary 

identifications are sharply contrasted with hints at everyday, regulated reality, to which 

they respond through withdrawal and hysterical fits. The often contrasting physical 

responses of the five dancers (the original cast: Pina Bausch, Malou Airado, Dominique 

Mercy, Jan Minarik, and Jean Laurent Sasportes) imply the haunting presence of 

psychological suffering, and allow for the somatic releases through which the characters 

interact with each other and the objects in the space in an imaginative way. While in 

Bluebeard Bausch developed her choreographic study of violence and pain by referring 

to a terrifying theme from a well-known fairy tale, in Café Müller (1978) politico-critical 

meanings emerge from a specific childhood memory of the choreographer’s. 
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Childhood Memory and Subjectivization in Café Müller709  

Café Müller premiered in 1978 at Opera House Wuppertal, when the choreographers 

Bausch, Gerhard Bohner, Gigi Gheorghe Caciuléanu, and Hans Pop shared this venue’s 

first guest production since the 1974/1975 season.710 The four choreographers based the 

evening on a few common elements: the café setting, darkness, quiet, waiting, a person 

falling and being picked up, and the appearance of a redheaded woman.711 For her section 

of the evening, Bausch used the music of the seventeenth-century English composer 

Henry Purcell. The score consisted of excerpts from two compositions in a semi-operatic 

form: The Fairy Queen, based on Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream, and the 

chamber opera Dido and Aeneas. During the piece, the score was interrupted by the loud 

sound of chairs crashing, which disturbed the dreamlike atmosphere. In my analysis of 

Café Müller (1978) I refer to recently written responses to this work (from the 1990s to 

the 2000s) to show how the subjective and political aspects of the choreography in 

tandem serve to connect the viewer to a repressed traumatic past. 

In an interview712 with Leonetta Bentivoglio, Bausch said that growing up in a 

restaurant owned by her parents meant seeing many people and experiencing “many 

strange things.”713 When talking about her process for Café Müller, she spoke about how 

“[s]he liked to hide herself under the restaurant’s table, to be forgotten by her parents and 

to stay some hours more.”714 These early childhood memories of daydreaming in a world 

inhabited by adults inspired Bausch to create an environment in which the concreteness 

of material objects—restaurant chairs, walls, and a revolving glass door — literally 

clashed with the delirious fantasies of the main dance protagonists. The three figures in 

nightgowns (in the original production Dominque Mercy, Malou Airado, and Pina 
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Bausch) move as if led by the controlling others or forces from their own unconscious. 

Throughout most of the piece Bausch herself remains near the wall, in front of the 

revolving door. She appears to physically echo the events that take place center stage. 

Bausch’s introverted lyricism creates a stark contrast to the social drama involving 

conflict between the figures of order represented by the two men in suits, and the sexually 

charged madness of the male-female couple (Dominique Mercy and Malou Airado). As 

in Martha Graham’s Voyage (1953),715 the female choreographer dances the projections 

of others onto a lonely, publicly exposed woman. However, unlike Graham in Voyage, 

till the very end of the piece when Bausch walks out towards the center of the stage and 

follows the steps of the woman in the high heels, Bausch in Café Müller marginalizes her 

own position on the stage. As a marginal, childlike character, she acts as a witness, who 

instead of relying on eyesight to follow the events taking place center stage, uses her 

visceral reactions and subliminal imitation to sense the activity downstage. In a 2009 

paper, I described how Bausch’s dancing embodies the subjective dimension of the 

piece:716 

Pina Bausch appears as a ghostly figure in a white nightgown. She 
shadows the movement patterns of the dark-haired dancer, Malou Airado, 
who enters the maze of chairs as if she were blind. Pina’s head, neck, and 
arms move fluidly through what appears to be a complex pattern of 
reaching and retreating; her legs adjust in space to accommodate the 
expressiveness of her torso. The wall behind her acts both as the support 
for and the obstacle to the seemingly endless pattern of breath and 
movement. The meaningful stillness is filled with the presence of the 
unseen. The invisible boundaries separate her from the fragmented 
narrative in her peripheral vision.717 

 
In this thesis I proposed that unconventional solos in postmodern choreography create a 

space for nuanced reflection on meanings held in the body, and thus challenge the 

consumerist perspective on dancers’ bodily appearances: “When the spectator meets the 
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solo dancer, she re-discovers her momentary reality through the multiple processes of 

recognition, differentiation, and subjective interpretation of the dancer’s shifting 

identity.”718 My aim in this paper was to bring attention to the ways dancer’s fluidity and 

surprising transitions from recognizable dancing forms to more amorphous ones invite 

acute perceptions and affectively charged responses from the spectator.  

Café Müller has been frequently analyzed by dance writers. These responses, 

which range from critical to personal and politically engaged, indicate the lived 

relationship between the shared political past and the embodied unconscious. A relevant 

example of a psychologically nuanced interpersonal interpretation of Bausch’s dancing in 

Café Müller is the article “Pornography of Pain: Dancer Pina Bausch’s Turbulent Career” 

(2008) by the dance critic and writer Zoë Anderson. Anderson writes: “In Café Müller, 

Bausch casts herself as an anguished sleepwalker, unable to negotiate the furniture 

around her.”719 Anderson describes how she became so involved with the dancer’s 

troubling  state that she had to look away, unable to take in the woman’s repeated 

bumping into the glass door.720 However, when the writer glanced again at Pina Bausch, 

she found her endowed with what she describes as an “air of sacrificial 

mysteriousness.”721 These subtle observations in Anderson’s text involve an analysis of 

the effect on the viewer of the scene Bausch created out of her embodied memories. In a 

way, Anderson seems to be responding to Bausch’s implicit artistic invitation to find an 

individual solution to witnessing the resurgence of a traumatic memory. The critic 

succeeds in avoiding a convention that leads to the repression of a visceral, empathic 

response due to a social impasse (the two women are separated by the fourth wall). When 

Anderson communicates her fear for the dancer who is repeating a pain-provoking act, 
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she lets the reader participate in her empathy for the dancer, but she does not attempt to 

offer a reason for the dancer’s actions and distraught appearance. Thus, the writer points 

towards the human ability to sympathize kinetically, rather than rationally, with the 

vulnerable other without having to fully understand what is going on with the character. 

At the same time, by describing her own experience, Anderson shows how the 

preconceived knowledge of bodily pain and the memory of seen images of human 

suffering shape the way one perceives movement. From one’s long-term memory, one 

can intuitively sense that bumping into a hard object causes pain. The bumping into hard 

surfaces that seems to be done of one’s own will indicates mental and emotional distress. 

Anderson reminds the reader that one tends to predict what will follow from what one has 

already seen or experienced. The moment of release, when the dancer leaves her self-

harming pattern and appears mysteriously calm, suggests an empathetic recognition 

between the witness and the performer. The reactions to the work suggest that this 

recognition has as its background the embodied understanding of traumatic memory. The 

dance theorist Susan Leigh Foster emphasizes this kinesthetic dimension of empathy: 

“The fact that the experience of empathy needs to be qualified with the adjective 

‘kinesthetic’ belies the pervasive assumption that emotional and physical experiences are 

separate.”722 By insisting that a change in one’s physical being is constitutive of an 

emotional experience, Tanztheater practice and postmodern dance theory allow viewers 

to join their subjective experience with spectatorship. Rather than avoiding identification 

with the seen body or admiring its beauty and ascetic athleticism from the outside, the 

viewer can feel kinesthetically for the dancer who looks like she is inflicting the pain on 
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her own body. By writing about her attempt to avoid seeing the repetition of pain, 

Anderson connects readers to their own fears and intuitive reactions.  

Ramsay Burt’s analysis of the same piece723 links the problematic related to the 

embodiment of trauma and unconscious memory to everyday relationships in 

contemporary society. The society Burt evokes when analyzing Bausch’s choreography is 

haunted by difficult individual and political histories. Burt writes: “Café Müller used 

reactive situations and shadow movements to offer viewers new insights into sublimated 

and hidden social processes.”724 In particular, Burt brings attention to the role of Jan 

Minarik (from the original cast) in altering the relationship between Dominique Mercy 

and Malou Airado. Burt links this man’s attempts to correct the behavior of the couple 

with the empty formality of a bureaucratic apparatus. Instead of interpreting Minarik’s 

role as one of “a fascistic policeman who frustrated this couple’s natural expression of 

desire,”725 Burt explains that Minarik’s actions are those of a bureaucrat. Burt writes: 

“Like a clerk issuing a tax demand rather that the government minister who sets the taxes, 

he was not the originator of the violating imposition of power and not its controller but 

someone whose role was to teach the couple to behave in a way that acknowledged their 

subordination.”726 The three dreamy dancers in Café Müller — the marginalized, 

childlike figure danced by Pina Bausch and the passion-driven couple, Dominique Mercy 

and Malou Airado — exhibit puppet-like reactivity to both their own unconscious 

impulses and the physical manipulations of the two men in suits. These three figures in 

white seem to let their behaviors be shaped by the forces they do not attempt to 

understand rationally. Since they seem not to look where they are going, they literally 

oppose the ideal of rational behavior which links the real with the objectives available 
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through visual observations.727 They feel each other beyond eyesight, react to each 

other’s emotional tensions, and shadow each other’s movements. The two clerk-like 

characters (originally danced by Jan Minarik and Jean Laurent Sasportes) repetitively 

attempt to change the course of the embodied somnambulistic fantasies of the three 

characters in white, while the woman in high heels (danced by Meryl Tankard) remains 

busy and avoids interaction with both the figures of law and internally focused dancers. 

Concerned with appearance, Tankard successfully separates herself from the expression 

of the unleashed unconscious and escapes the control of the two followers of the external 

law. Her role shows an ability to survive the resurgence of trauma. The woman in high 

heels demonstrates that she can remain engaged with superficial elements of her female 

social identity: red hair, preserving balance and grace on high heels, and angular but 

elegant movement vocabulary. She avoids being hailed as a mad subject out of control, 

and thus seems to experience ennui due to a lack of any real development in the space. 

She avoids the drama of physical loss and manipulation by remaining physically busy, 

although alone. Tankard appears excluded from the transformation of the social trauma 

into individual drama. However, her avoidance of direct physical contact with both the 

figures of order and masochistic lovers turns the viewers’ attention to the way social 

relationships and roles are reproduced. When moved by the threat of the materialized 

ideological imperatives, this individual physically takes on the role that least threatens 

her existential freedom. Implicit in the choreography is an analysis of social politics. The 

rest of the cast acts as either the active subjects already shaping relationships in society 

(the two figures of order) or in a way that implies that social order is external to them till 

they are called upon by that order (the couple and the childlike Bausch). By means of 
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physical enactment the alienated individuals become the classed society they cannot 

consciously account for. In regard to taking on roles in society, Burt refers to Louis 

Althusser’s elucidation of how ideologies interpellate individuals.728 Althusser illustrates 

his theory by an example:  

I shall suggest that ideology ‘acts’ or ‘functions’ in such a way that it 
‘recruits’ subjects among the individuals (it recruits them all), or 
‘transforms’ the individuals into subjects (it transforms them all) by the 
very precise operation which I have called interpellation or hailing, and 
which can be imagined along the lines of the most commonplace every 
day police (or other) hailing: “Hey, you there!”729 
 

Thus, once he/she is hailed by a policeman, the individual recognizes his/her identity as 

an ideologically determined subject within society.730 At this point, the individual loses 

his/her sense of existential freedom due to a direct recognition of the ideological 

apparatus. Café Müller renders conscious the otherwise unconscious “subjection to 

ideological norms,” which gives structure to the traumatic memories of the childlike 

Bausch and the lovers. The unseen force of bureaucratic rule is delegated to the two men 

in suits, who direct the spatial pathways and contact between the two lovers. Burt 

explains how repetition allows for the repressed tension of the encounters between the 

desiring, blind lovers, and rules of society to re-surface. He gives an example of the 

choreographic use of repetition:  

Three times… Airado and Mercy embraced each other and then seemed 
compelled to reprise the dysfunctional lifting sequence that Minarik had 
taught them; but, now, it ended in each instance after one repetition when 
both collapsed on the floor curled up together in a foetal embrace. Here 
repetition suggested a staging of something repressed: what returns are 
symptoms of something that could not be remembered but was 
nevertheless relived through a performative substitute for the 
psychologically violating event.731  
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Following Burt’s philosophically informed reading of Café Müller, I propose that the 

relationship between the desires of performers and witnesses and the traumatic repetition 

of scenes of manipulation point to the role of social rules in shaping subjects and 

excluding their past from normative ideas about the present. In Café Müller, the ghost of 

a powerful, totalitarian ideology from four decades before the creation of this piece adds 

a historical dimension to the claustrophobic expressions of repressed passion in a 

provincial café. Although Bausch in Café Müller stays consistently focused on the 

individuals’ experiences and their clashes with social and physical boundaries, she leaves 

space for a reading informed by a historical understanding of the context of her 

choreography. By this I mean that Bausch starts with a psychoanalytic understanding of 

trauma, but rather than participating in its normalizing efforts in postwar middle class 

society, she responds to this kind of generalized apolitical analysis by directly engaging 

pain, sexual anxiety, and a sense of futility from a childhood memory. These difficult 

experiences are not seen in the piece as the result of some fatal flaw in the characters, but 

rather are portrayed as originating in the alienating socio-political relationships between 

genders and classes. From the point of view of the spectator, rather than being a tragic, 

even pessimistic piece of choreography as its atmosphere might initially suggest, Café 

Müller subtly invites the public to “solve” the individuals’ problems through reflection on 

re-played trauma. The technique of psychodrama that Graham explored in the 1950s 

when choreographing Voyage comes about in Café Müller by placing focus on the 

conditions for reflection on the dark areas of psyche. These are seen as dependent on 

socio-historical processes and as materially present in social situations. For a viewer, the 

key moments are the encounter with hysterical expression and grotesque behavior of the 
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performing others and the recognition of one’s desires and the social forces that shape 

them in relationship to the events unfolding onstage. 

One year after Café Müller, Bausch choreographed Arien. In this spectacular 

work, the desires and romantic encounters are exposed as mediated. The influence of the 

post-Second World War commodity culture on how desire manifests itself in society 

takes center stage. While the dancers enact an irrepressible urge for a felt experience in 

reaction to middle-class impasses, the mismatched meetings of disparate realities call 

upon humor and the acceptance of social awkwardness.  

The Meeting of Disparate Realities in Arien732 

Arien premiered in May 1979 in Opernhaus Wuppertal. In contrast to the almost 

claustrophobic intimacy of Café Müller, this new work featured an international cast of 

twenty-two dancers. In Arien Bausch relied on two interconnected motives: meetings of 

disparate realities and situations generating laughter, humor and jokes. These motives 

render Arien’s daring exploration of the social unconscious inseparable from scenarios in 

the commercial culture’s representations of love, fun, and leisure time. The piece is 

strongly surrealist and cinematic. It uses the technique of the cinematic cut to underscore 

the interruptions and unexpected connections. The affinity with the ideas and images 

circulated by the surrealists and Dadaists in the late 1920s, in the aftermath of the First 

World War, extends beyond the visual resemblance to these artists’ explorations and 

challenges of the psychoanalytic realm. Bausch presents a collage of associations and 

exposes the representational technics that hierarchize images which the market circulates. 

In Arien Bausch communicates the discrepancies of commodity culture through engaging 
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in the play of surfaces. Like the surrealists in the 1920s, Bausch in Arien shows the 

effects of commodity and entertainment culture on the human psyche. Rather than 

rejecting the superficiality of the identifications that arise with the interference of the 

representational apparatus in the private sphere of her dancers (e.g. the presence of a 

camera), Bausch’s choreographic structuring of the performers’ psychic lives involves 

working in an embodied way through the paradoxes generated by postwar consumerism. 

In Arien, dancers act like their “real-life” selves outside theater, but accommodate to the 

changing social and physical environments in which they “find themselves” onstage. The 

dancers encounter and invent imaginative solutions733 such as a stage covered with six 

inches of water, a life-size replica of a hippopotamus, numerous costuming options, a 

dinner party, attempts to create a dominant event through loud speech and unexpected 

change, running on and off stage, and childhood games that the dancers don’t seem to 

have control over but in which they readily participate. They act like the lively but 

misplaced characters in a collage of dramatic scenes from popular movies. I propose that 

the behavior of the characters of Arien suggests a mock version of a hysterical fit from 

fin-de-siècle night life.734 However, the hystericization that was in The Rite of Spring 

(1975) and Bluebeard (1977), linked to the cruel rituals from the mythic past, in Arien 

arises from the daily rituals of a consumerist society. These encompass the visual coming 

together of disparate scenic realities. The setting departs from the starkness of the earlier 

pieces from the 1970s and offers a cinematic collage of pleasurable sites: a beach, party, 

hair salon, and ballroom. The sound enlivens the scenic realities. The soundscape 

includes advertising for choices of ways to spend the leisure time. Through sound and 

image, the audience gets a glimpse into the pleasures of ballroom dancing, witnesses 
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sunbathing in sets for a movie rather than on a beach, and is invited to enjoy moments of 

exuberance from lavish summer parties and extravagant operatic displays. For the last, 

Bausch uses recordings of arias, sung by Beniamino Gigli. The dancers enact and re-

envision the famous roles from theater such as Gretchen in Goethe’s Faust and repeat the 

recitations from school performances. The humor arises from the turbulence caused by 

overlapping performances and seemingly unplanned simultaneities that disrupt the 

harmony of the event.  

Sigmund Freud’s writing on humor (1912) elucidates how Arien’s choreography 

unleashes repressed memories and resolves unconscious projections that color 

relationships. Freud accounts for humor’s power to connect one to a felt experience. In 

place of a strict focus on the content of the experience, humor leads to the relaxation of 

emotional tension. Freud distinguishes comedy, which happens to an outsider who sees a 

comic situation but does not feel the emotions of those participating, from humor, in 

which those present are affectively moved. In Arien, Bausch gets the witnesses to 

empathize with the difficulties that the performers encounter. Freud explains how this 

kind of humor works by addressing the question of pain and displeasure in relationships 

to the possibility of transforming a difficult experience. The following analysis by Freud 

is relevant for Bausch’s Arien, as in this piece the games and entertainment rituals present 

an affective response to social violence and infliction of emotional pain.  

Once some unintentional movement does harm, some stupidity leads to 
disaster, some disappointment causes pain, there is an end to the 
possibility of a comic effect, at least for the person who is vulnerable to 
such unpleasure, is stricken by it himself or has to share in it, whereas the 
behavior of someone uninvolved shows that the situation concerned 
contains everything needed to make a comic effect. Now humour is a 
means of obtaining pleasure in spite of the distressing affects that disturb it; 
it acts as a substitute for this emergence of affect, it takes its place. The 
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condition for it is given if there is a situation in which we are tempted to 
follow our habitual behavior and give vent to the distressing affect, and if 
we are then influenced by certain motives to suppress this affect in statu 
nascendi. In the cases just described, the person affected by the harm, pain, 
etc., might be able to obtain the pleasure of humour, whereas someone 
uninvolved will laugh the laugh of comedy. The pleasure of humour 
arises—there is no other way of putting it—at the cost of this release of 
affect that did not happen.735 
  

In Arien, is given time to analyze the theatrical effects arising with the release of affect. 

Arien’s humor revolves around the social ritual of telling jokes. However, what causes 

release is not the joke but the ambiguous result of attempting to relax a tense situation by 

publicly telling a joke. The dancer Sylvia Kesselheim repeats her joke twice: at the 

beginning and at the end of the piece. “‘Berlin’ — A passenger asks a taxi driver, ‘do you 

know how to get to the philharmonic?’ ‘Of course,’ the taxi driver responds, ‘that’s easy. 

Practice, practice, practice.’”736 In this case a long-term understanding of what it means 

to get to the philharmonic, that is, become a classical musician, leaves the passenger’s 

inquiry about the route to the actual building without an answer. The irony arises in the 

juxtaposition of the speakers’ differing contextual frames. Bausch uses contextual 

misplacement to explore a sense of disturbance in one’s felt experience when one is 

misunderstood. The characters are fully involved with their stories and memories. 

However, the interruptions of one event by the other preclude self-involvement, which 

takes place when an individual has established an internalized, immutable sense of the 

real. The loud laughter as a conventional somatic effect of jokes interrupts the 

psychosomatic sensations produced through felt experience of humor. The theatrical 

problem that laughter in Arien stages involves the question of madness within a 

bourgeois culture haunted by unresolved histories. The madness Bausch’s dancers enact 

has to do with an attempt to reconstruct the authenticity of experience while evoking the 
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power of media representation to shape that same experience. As Eric Santner suggests, 

post-Second World War Culture in West Germany rejected mourning.737 Arien parodies 

popular advice for relieving pain and anxiety such as moving on with life and finding the 

bright side of everything. Still, the performers in Arien do not appear to inhabit the world 

of dark projections like in Rite of Spring, Bluebeard, and Café Müller. Rather, the 

performers dance to popular music, go to the beach, prepare meals, engage with each 

other in fanciful, physically challenging ways, check their appearance in the mirror, 

change costumes, find games to play (such as musical chairs),738 and begin glamorous 

love affairs reminiscent of the images on posters for Hollywood movies. Evocative 

performative motives conceptually bridge the quotidian use of leisure time and 

accompanying middle-class ennui with the extremes of affect and phantasy from a 

pleasant, or vice versa nightmarish, cinematic hallucination. For instance, the dancers get 

onto a rubber raft and float on a stage covered with water. Absurd, humorous moments 

like this one create gaps in meaning and space for heartfelt laughter. However, Bausch 

already stages laughter, so that the spontaneous laughter, if it happens, appears as the 

echo of what was already woven into the theatrical production. In Arien, the 

theatricalized motif of laughter adds a hysterical dimension to the variety of settings and 

situations. In regard to a piece by Feuer and Sanasardo from 1960, Laughter after All, 

Mark Franko posited that “[t]he psychological action of laughter, its expulsion of air and 

sound via energetic ejection from the oral cavity, has a highly ambiguous negativity.”739 

This proposition suggests that laughter challenges affirmative performative statements. 

According to Franko, “laughter contains the seed of alienation as it confronts organic 

with mechanical.”740 Thus, in Sanasardo and Feuer piece laughter invites audiences to 
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reflect on the utilization of organic body’s expressivity in the production of consumerist 

cultural products. In Bausch’s Arien the laughter becomes a crucial element in 

constructing the hysterical scenes which interrupt the smoothness of representations.  

The first time when laughter is a key element is the makeup scene, set to a well-

known melody by Mozart (Eine Kleine Nachtmusik, 1787). In this scene, men arrange 

women’s hair, do their makeup, and adorn them with colorful and beautifying objects 

ranging from feathers to balloon-like artificial breasts. The dancer Jan Minarik asks each 

woman to say “Ha” into a microphone.741 The women passively repeat “ha,” till the 

sound of laughter becomes a continuous backdrop to the scene. Then the dancer Silvia 

Kesselheim starts reading the newspaper aloud. The story Kesselheim reads describes an 

injured Danish contortionist who dislocated his hips but continued to perform despite his 

doctor’s advice.742 Kesselheim continues to read about torturous daily beauty rituals, 

which include surgical procedures. Next comes a story about a beauty pageant in 

Wiesbaden.743 As Kesselheim reads, the sound “HA” becomes louder. The sound 

sonically evokes the association with repressed negativity described by Mark Franko in 

regard to Feuer and Sanasardo’s performative comment on the commodification of 

mechanized laughter in Laughter after All. In Arien, during the scene of loud laughter the 

audience is faced with women enacting a hyperbole of the discipline required to fulfill an 

aesthetic ideal. The women’s exaggerated doll-like passivity causes the nervous 

hyperactivity from the men, who busy themselves by attempting to make the women look 

more attractive. The theatricalized passivity of the women who were taken as beauty 

objects is interrupted when they begin to laugh. The laughter transforms them into vocal 

subjects. While female dancers’ initial stillness contains suggestions of a multiplicity of 
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withheld emotions and states — sadness, tenacity, irony, narcissism, even openness to 

hypnotic suggestion — the stories read by Sylvia Kesselheim and the sound of stylized 

laughter accentuate the preverbal displeasure linked to the loss of a stable sense of self 

for the manipulated, alienated subjects. Both men and women appear alienated, but while 

the women seem to accept the roles assigned to them, the men are active in their attempt 

to change the situation by adjusting the appearance. The women’s rebellion remains 

emotional and ironic, while men express their discontent by objectifying and fixing the 

women. Raimond Hoghe recounts that the scene was created on a day when the women 

were sad. The idea of doing their makeup came about as a way to cheer them up.744 

Hoghe notes that “[a]t first it didn’t have anything to do with men treating the women 

like puppets.”745 Bausch’s female cast in Arien mimes the docility of Salpêtrière hysterics 

in the face of hypnotic suggestions from male doctors. Her choreography creates a quasi-

hysterical situation, which dissolves role play through an explosion of verbal and gestural 

humor. Before Kesselheim’s voice is heard, the women on whom the aesthetic 

“experiments” are performed are wordless while they enact symptomatic signs of mental 

pathology which was historically ascribed to female patients. These include immobility, 

passive resistance, absentmindedness, and remoteness despite the men’s active attempts 

to correct them. At the beginning of the makeup scene, as an audience member, one can 

only guess what these immobile women feel while they are being dressed up and 

manipulated. However, following the anecdote about the contortionist, the women 

become animated. The laughter becomes increasingly powerful, transforming into an 

audible rebellion against the muteness of the beauty ritual. As Ciane Fernandes points out, 

Bausch’s choreography acts as “a critique of the social concept of beauty, and of the 
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individual’s sacrifice within theatrical and social relationships to achieve such an 

ideal.”746 The inexplicable noise produced by the laughter indicates the absurdity of this 

sacrifice.  

The second scene where laughter dominates the stage involves a dressed-up 

woman, performed by Josephine Ann Endicott. She stands next to a replica of a 

hippopotamus while hosting a party. She responds affectionately to the peaceful animal’s 

approach. Shortly afterward, she is left alone with the hippo. In between her exchanges 

with the hippo, Endicott bursts into laughter. Her laughter is nervous and disturbing, but 

also liberating. It appears hysterical because it contains opposing elements within it. At 

moments it sounds like sobbing, and at other moments it seems to be ironically 

commenting upon itself, as if imitating and exaggerating one’s own intimate reactions to 

produce a reaction in the other. 

In addition to laughter, the grotesque juxtapositions of disparate material and 

psychic realities account for humor in Arien. The appearance of a male yogi alludes to 

both the modern, ascetic gymnastics of the spiritual practitioners and to the clownish 

roles given to contortionists in social situations. The dancer Jacob Andersen insists on 

putting his leg behind the head, while getting wet from the water that is flooding his 

private space. As the scene of the wet yogi illustrates, in Arien, the bodily experiences 

from everyday life are staged in a grotesque manner. Relaxation takes plays in unusual 

settings, such as a social gathering in a puddle. The group meals are delayed because of 

the excessive greetings, and prolonged physical interactions between the guests, the 

hostess, and an animal. The performers in Arien appear to be contemporary middle-class 

subjects. However, in their leisure time they relax in ways that disturb well-bred, middle-
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class codes of behavior. Their sentiments are inappropriate.  The hippopotamus in Arien 

signifies a radical departure from an expected object of romantic idealization. Josephine 

Endicott’s coquetry with a huge animal brings attention to both human and animal bodies 

as physical realities. Through details of choreography, the audience becomes aware of the 

bodies’ weight, sensitivity to touch, and how feelings towards others change through 

visceral contact. Apart from the hippopotamus as the object of human affection, the sets 

by Rolf Borzik establish the surreal atmosphere. The otherworldly landscape includes not 

only water but also incongruent furniture, picnic props, and reflecting surfaces. Like the 

chance meeting of the sewing machine and umbrella on a dissecting table747 that for the 

surrealists epitomized the coming together of disparate entities on the same plane, in 

Arien, the different social realities — a beauty ritual, leisurely swim, couple dancing, 

family photo shoot, sport practice, shared meal, and escape from a flood happen in 

overlapping places and times and are not choreographically synchronized. As if on 

command, dancers change their rhythm when the music and physical environment change. 

They quickly begin and end their activities: couple dancing, running, making love, and 

moving furniture.748 At one point, the entire cast is dressed in black. The water surges 

onto the stage and rises to a depth of six inches.749 One of the dancers takes the outer 

layer of his clothes off and escapes to a secluded dry area. He aims to remain 

inconspicuous in an attempt to avoid getting wet, but a birthday suit that he wears 

beneath the black clothes brings everyone’s attention to him. Bausch uses this kind of 

grotesque contrast between the exhibitionistic theatricality expected from the performers 

and humorous problem solving to address obstacles in relationships. The visual 

incongruity arises when the dancers struggle to physically unravel the problems related to 
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romantic love. Bausch couples a very short dancer and a tall man (Beatrice Libonati and 

Lutz Forster). Because of the difference in height, the female dancer cannot reach the 

ground while they are partnering. In order to kiss her the man has to lift her. Their lips 

remain touching in a prolonged kiss. Eventually, Libonati slides down Forster’s body. 

She descends into the water, but remains close to her partner. Using this scene as an 

example Raymond Hoghe points out: “The pieces don’t shy away from the difficulty of 

desperately trying to sustain a connection, and often shows incompatible couples clinging 

together.”750 In Arien, the unconventional resolutions and romantic desires are 

interwoven. The dancers’ desires become physicalized in relation to the multiplicity of 

incongruous desirable objects. When the performers are seen in their most private 

moments, the audience can sense their longing for love. Yet what the dancers expose is 

the uninhibited desire for immediate physical connection, props presented onstage, the 

experience of beauty, flow while dancing, virtuosity, amusement, spectacle, and glamour.  

Inge Baxmann’s article from 1990751 proposes that in dance theater “so called 

‘private-intimate’ desire is seen as completely influenced by society.”752 Baxmann draws 

attention to the relationship between the experiential absurdity of daily routines and the 

irrationality of sudden, instinctually driven actions. “Dance theater sniffs out the breaks 

in an image-riddled daily life by sabotaging rituals that repeat the image of an image, 

through sudden outbreaks of alien needs.”753 Baxmann’s observations correspond to the 

Arien dancers’ reaction to the onstage appearance of a busy cameraman. He initiates 

series of modeling scenes, which are performed in great haste. The dancers enter the view 

of the camera lens but soon escape its framing by means of impulsive, kinesthetic 

expressive movements. While Baxmann interprets these choreographed behaviors as a 
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critique of a culture that favors image-based representations of the ideal life over the 

unpredictability of bodily needs, Ciane Fernandes brings attention to embodied 

experience. With popularized medical knowledge in mind, Ciane Fernandes applies 

Michel Foucault’s analysis of the clinical discourse to expose the forces generating 

critical corporeality at work in Arien.754 In regard to a scene from Arien in which the 

dancers make repetitive absurd statements about their body parts, Fernandes writes:  

Descriptions [of body parts] contradict visual experience. As they 
approach the audience and become more visible, the dancers refer to the 
disappearance and invisibility of their bodies (“I can’t see my stomach… 
Have you seen my stomach?” “I can’t see my nose… Have you seen my 
nose?”). Unlike clinical descriptions, these are unable to provide insight 
into both internal and external body parts. What is visible parallels what is 
not, dissociating visibility from reality.755  
 

As Fernandes shows, the dancers in Arien do not provide accurate anatomical references. 

The audience cannot see from their seats how the dancers relate to their “real” bodies. 

Rather, the audience faces two realities, one engendered through the play on language, 

based on the concept of the body as a collection of body fragments, and the other 

presented by the dancers’ physical resistance to bodily fragmentation. The dancers 

verbally claim that they are separated from their fragmented bodies. They talk about 

looking for these lost fragments. However, their moving bodies do not reflect confusion 

and fragmentation in a perceptible way. In this case, a grotesque meeting of the two 

disparate realities — the abstract medical descriptions and dancing experience — alludes 

to how the anatomical mapping of the body forces dancers to think about their 

performing selves as collections of visible fragments (arches of the feet, hips, abdomens, 

necks, backs, knees, even coccyx) that each need to be perfected. The specificity of the 

anatomical references, contrasted to the movements dancers perform, generates humor. 
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The reference to the imaginary, missing parts of anatomy affects the unconscious of both 

performers and viewers. The scene humorously comments upon late twentieth-century 

health culture and the popularization of medical knowledge in health clubs, beauty 

magazines, and exercise videos. By ironically referring to their bodies as collections of 

misplaced body parts, the dancers question a bodily culture that erases individuals’ 

embodied memory, that is, their emotions and traumas as well as their unseen labor, by 

focusing on specific anatomy. The work with the embodied unconscious in Arien brings 

attention to the new-media-produced identities which challenge the methods of early 

psychoanalysis, because of new problems arising with the culture’s fixation on a person’s 

body image. The psychoanalytic aspect of Arien is interpersonal and entrenched in the 

effects of media culture. The complexity arises from the play of representation and 

impossibility of separating individuals’ dreams from the cultural products found in 

popular entertainment, tourism, self-help manuals, and films. In Arien and later in 

Waltzer (1982) the myths, fairy tales, and raw traumatic memories which played a major 

role in early psychoanalysis are present only in hints. These focal topics from the cultural 

unconscious are placed in the context of consumerist society and transformed into 

paradoxical situations generating humor. In Arien, humor is featured as the main way of 

dealing with trauma. On an obvious level, Arien is very different from the other two 

works discussed in this chapter, primarily because of its emphasis on humor. However, 

like the other two works it also deals with the unconscious residues of the repressed past 

and the need to mourn the loss. Arien confronts postwar losses by expanding, rather than 

reducing and analyzing human consciousness. Bausch changes the angles of the 

perception and modifies the settings in which the action takes place. Bausch embraces 
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unexpected dénouements of dancers’ narratives, and produces changes in the visual 

environment that disturb the repetitions and unsettle boredom. Both dénouements and 

changes in the environment have a deus ex machina756 effect. They allow for 

psychological and physical room in which spontaneous, unconventional ways of 

mourning can take place. In Arien sadness, paradoxically, calls for its apparent 

opposite—laughter, the element discussed in relationship to the makeup scene (Arien) 

and Mark Franko’s conceptualization of its meaning in Laughter after All (Feuer and 

Sanasardo). Based on historical analysis by the scholar of classical performance Lada 

Stevanović, I would now like to highlight a way in which laughter and mourning appear 

interrelated in Arien. Stevanović underscores the role of laughter in mourning rituals of 

antiquity: 757  

One of the main characteristics of laughter is that it is flexible and elastic 
and exactly these qualities make it appropriate and the only possible 
antidote to something so definite, inexorable, merciless and painful as 
death. It succeeds, at least for the moment in challenging this 
unchangeable and irrefutable reality that participants of the ritual are 
confronted with. Laughter bears enormous subversive potential to 
overthrow the “throne” of dominance not only by ridiculing it; it is also an 
important consolidating factor that increases power among those who 
laugh.758  
 

Following, Stevanović’s elucidation of laughter in mourning rituals in antiquity and Eric 

Santner’s analysis of the problem of mourning in post-Second World War German 

culture, I propose that laughter and humor in Arien respond to cultural repression of 

negativity by juxtaposing disparate realities and paradoxical meanings. It interrupts the 

longing for wounded narcissism that Santner refers to. Stevanović posits laughter in 

mourning ritual as both subversive and empowering. This theorization, when applied to 

Arien, suggests that when laughing in a group, one does not have to deny the 
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irreparability of one’s losses, but at the same one can allow it to interrupt shared feelings 

of melancholy and helplessness. 

In her earlier works (Rite of Spring, Bluebeard, Café Müller) Bausch already 

staged repressed identifications from the unconscious by choreographing scenes of the 

ritualistic, social violence. The rituals in Arien are everyday rituals — bathing, looking in 

the mirror, exercising, preparing a meal, changing costumes, going for a walk with a 

partner. The dancers expose their traumas but are diverted from staying with deep 

experiences by the presence of the representational apparatus, which like the laughter 

destabilizes the sense of identity but also empowers them to transform emotional pain. In 

distinction from the earlier works, in Arien the media-constructed identities openly affect 

the internal realities of the dancers. Everybody is trying to be good in front of the camera. 

The men attempt to heal the women’s depression through fixing their hair. In a moment 

of loneliness, a melancholic hostess of a delayed dinner seduces and then falls in love 

with a hippopotamus. The gathered lovers express mutual passion for the eye of the 

camera. Bausch stages repeated disappointments of earnest expectations, while at the 

same time exposing desire for love and connection even when the situations feel fully 

staged, and even fake. Through these humorous but haunting scenes, Bausch examines a 

postwar culture which deals with the emotional loss through the overproduction and 

incessant consumption. Susan Manning encapsulates this aspect of Bausch’s later works. 

She writes that they “epitomize the gross consumption of the postindustrial era.”759 

Although humorous, the disparate cinematic, dreamlike realities of Arien are also 

empowering, as they explore the unique modes of preserving one’s humanity in view of 
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the dominance of the representational apparatus which encourages meaningless 

consumption. 

Conclusion 

Pina Bausch’s work with the psyche can be read as an artistic and intellectual response to 

the trauma of Nazism. More than that, in its engagement with hysterical symptom, 

despite the fact Bausch was not a proclaimed feminist, her work parallels second-wave 

feminism’s linking of the psyche and politics.760 My inquiry aimed to open up the 

question of how an artistic work can participate in, at one end of the spectrum, coming to 

terms with contemporary, mediated political reality and, at the other, a repressed, difficult 

past. In post-Second World War Western capitalist society, in which both political and 

individual traumas were increasingly mediated and fictionalized, avant-garde artists and 

critical theorists took on somewhat parallel roles. The critical theorists and philosophers 

writing in the aftermath of the Second World War shared with their contemporaries their 

social and political observations on commodity culture. These writings invite the readers 

to make connections between the historico-political conditions and everyday life. I 

proposed to view and reflect on the choreographies discussed in this chapter in tandem 

with critical theory. The unstable compositional configurations such as trios from Antony 

Tudor’s Les Mains Gauches (1951) and Pina Bausch’s Café Müller (1978) and Mark 

Franko dance scholarship in Excursion for Miracles (2005) accentuate the ways everyday 

experiences are structured spatially and psychosomatically. These accounts offer the 

viewer modes of reflecting on the manipulation of romantic couples by a bureaucratic 

other, acts of violence and control in sexual relationships, and projections from childhood 

that impact adults’ social interactions.  
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By exposing and analyzing the moving human body and its desires and at the 

same time engaging with popular representations of both, Tanztheater choreography 

engaged in an embodied manner the ways in which consumerist society shapes 

individuals’ behaviors and the understanding of the past. In particular, Bausch’s 

choreographic structuring of the scenes invites the audiences to reflect on what in 

contemporary everyday reality motivates the physical actions and acts of mimesis such as 

entrances, exits, choosing and leaving partners, violent interactions, simulated hysterical 

fits, narcissistic body involvements, bursts of laughter, and incoherent speech.  

Bausch’s mature works show how as a young artist she allowed the 

psychoanalytically inspired approach of choreographers who lived and worked in New 

York City to inform her artistry. I propose that dancing in and seeing works such as 

Jardin aux Lilas (Tudor), Voyage (Graham), and Phases of Madness (Feuer and 

Sanasardo) allowed Bausch to develop her unique way of setting up scenes where the 

unconscious surfaces in the relationships between women and men, victims and 

perpetuators, exhibitionists and voyeurs, performers and witnesses. Bausch’s ability to 

understand the ways human beings hold on to and hide their pasts and at the same time 

yearn to relate to each other in an earnest way allowed her to seamlessly integrate 

thematic and formal influences from New York choreographers who also explored 

psyche and relationships. She used these influences in combination with the 

improvisations of her dancers to articulate a politicized artistic response to historical 

trauma and rapid changes in postwar consumerist society. The two themes—traumatic 

memory of war-generated violence and the cultural overproduction that engenders a form 

of intellectual and emotional anesthesia by means of consumerist excess—are in Pina 
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Bausch’s oeuvre presented in a dialectical relationship to each other. If a viewer gets the 

impression that Bausch’s dancers are often in a rush to fulfill tasks and cannot participate 

fully in a communicative exchange except by becoming hysterically over-expressive, 

Bausch adds to this impression a sense that there are larger political structures affecting 

dancers’ timing and the experience of belonging. Like traditional psychoanalysis, Bausch 

exposes repressed painful memories. However, in Tanztheater the stage is not a space 

belonging exclusively to two individuals engaged in a normalizing psychoanalytic 

encounter. One’s confession of traumatic memory influences the behaviors of others 

onstage. In Bluebeard and Café Müller, the sense of disorienting loss which spreads like 

a collective madness arises after a character projects fragments from the unsetting past 

onto the other with whom he/she seeks to connect. Because the pasts of the others are de-

contextualized and seen from the lens of one’s own desires, these unprocessed pasts 

account for misunderstandings, which are multiplied by the interruptions of the excluded 

others. The audience which is acting as the witnesses can realize how these 

misunderstandings could be potentially dissolved through communication. Nevertheless, 

in these two early works by Bausch, there are continuous obstacles to truthful 

communication with the other. The characters’ actions (the dancers in these pieces appear 

somewhat like Brecht’s theater characters, distinguished by their signature gestures) are 

shaped by the social forces. As Ramsay Burt points out in reference to Café Müller, the 

choreography offers “insights into sublimated and hidden social processes.”761 In Arien 

(1979), this opening up of unconscious processes for the audience to reflect upon is 

brought to a state of repeated culmination. The opening becomes a spectacle in itself, 

creating a release that was absent from the earlier pieces. Both performers and witnesses 
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can see themselves reflected in the representational apparatus. The traumatic aspect of 

human relationships is transformed into an event akin to social hysteria, not unlike the 

surrealists’ waking dream. This transformation is emphasized through nervous laughter 

and humorous juxtapositions. One is not sure if the performers are laughing at their 

everyday selves hidden under the performative veneer, their doubling as the star-

protagonists, the popular images that they recreate, or the very witnesses who are trying 

to give narrative coherency to the collage of fragmented scenes. The collage-like 

structure of Arien enacts a comment upon TV culture in which documentary forms, 

advertisements, and fiction are mixed, in a way that creates a source of nonstop 

entertainment out of diverse material. Following the critical writing of dance theorists 

Inge Baxmann and Susan Manning,762 one can recognize in Arien an invitation to reflect 

on affect, violence, and the unresolved past and understand how these are manipulated by 

the expansion of media culture. This reflection is presented in a way that links the drastic 

presence of violence and raw expressivity in the media (e.g. TV, films, newspapers) with 

the everyday, middle-class modes of repressing memories from political history. In Arien, 

in distinction to Bausch’s earlier works (1975-1978), the mythographic phase of Martha 

Graham (1940s-1950s),763 and the early psychoanalysis, the problem of narcissism, rather 

than primary drives and archetypes, takes center stage. The trauma shared by the 

performers and viewers is accentuated and distorted by an intense involvement with the 

self’s mirror image. In Arien, the mourning for the losses of the war, which Eric Santner 

writes about, is not completed as a desirable end point of a psychoanalytic path. The 

nervous laughter and rude jokes appear as a reaction of the younger generations to the 

confusion produced in the gap between the official versions of history and morality and 
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the quick solutions offered by the global consumerist culture.764 Through the internalized 

humor the performers embody the paradox of peaceful existence in a world where 

material wealth, attractiveness, and outward success remain the major concerns for those 

growing up as the members of the middle class, but which is continually disturbed by the 

media’s coverage of the new wars and haunted by the repressed histories of class and 

gender oppression. Unlike in Bluebeard and Café Müller, the dancers in Arien do not 

remain involved in a single painful situation for a prolonged period of time. Rather, they 

quickly invent solutions and seek connections. On the one hand, this later work shows 

that it becomes increasingly harder in a media-dominated culture to distinguish between 

reality and phantasy. That is, the dancers use phantasy to alter their psychosomatic 

experience and establish associations with the others. On the other hand, like its 

predecessors Bluebeard and Café Müller, Arien engenders situations in which the 

performers expose the contradictions between their longing for connection and love and 

the social situations in which they find themselves. What Bausch shows onstage 

corresponds to Karl Marx’s famous pronouncement from 1852. Human subjects cannot 

invent their realities based purely on their free will; that is, “Men make their own history, 

but they do not make it as they please, they do not make it under self-selected 

circumstances, but under circumstances existing already, given and transmitted from the 

past.”765 The way in which Bausch exposes the alienating representational techniques that 

cover up histories preserved in the bodies of the dancers invites both a compassionate and 

an analytic reflection on the relationship between intimate aspects of the psychosomatic 

life, society, and politics. 
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The pieces discussed in this chapter, Antony Tudor’s psychological ballet, Martha 

Graham’s Voyage, Donya Feuer and Paul Sanasardo’s Three Phases of Madness and 

Laughter after All, and the works of Bausch’s Tanztheater, show that the neglected parts 

of one’s mental life — the dreams, projections, free-associations and repressed memory, 

and physical expression of the unconscious—can inform one’s otherwise incomplete 

understanding of the potentials for the transformative action within a political reality. 

These works, in a manner similar to 1920s-1930s surrealism, suggest the transformational, 

performative potentials of aspects of psychoanalytic theory, which remain fairly 

independent from both consumerism and domineering, normalizing goals. I propose that 

these works depart from conventional postwar psychoanalytic practice766 when they 

expose the repressed zones of historical memory without creating supporting systems of 

ego rationalization. These choreographic works show how one’s unconscious is 

structured in the relationship to others and to unseen social processes.  
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CONCLUSION  

This dissertation revolved around a proposition that performative hysteria, and 

psychoanalytic and feminist discourses on mental illness invite a reflection on the socio-

political relationships underlying psychosomatic symptoms. This proposition holds 

special import in examining potentials for developing a critical understanding of the 

relationship between the images of the body, psychological life, and perceptible residues 

of the past. Two broad questions that arose from the research of the topics at hand point 

to the direction for future research. The first of the two questions interrogates social 

repression, body’s spontaneous expression, and staged traumatic scenes. How can 

choreography access troubling aspects of human history that are preserved in the bodies 

themselves, and that, in most cases, do not enter canonical versions of history? The 

second question asks about the place of psychoanalysis in exposing psychosomatic 

trauma, and then applying insights gained from witnessing in the emancipatory politics. 

Can the understanding of the embodiment of the unconscious from the twentieth century 

psychoanalysis be integrated into dance spectatorship in a way that not only turns the 

attention to the lived conditions of expressive symptoms, but also reveals political agency 

inherent to dance labor? Taking these two questions as a point of departure, I intend to 

focus future research on the role of both dance labor and kinetics of everyday 

embodiment in revealing intertwined memories, and illuminating subtle dynamics of 

human interactions. 

In the post-Second World War consumerist culture, which abandoned with the 

images of fetishized bodies and stereotypical gender scenes, psychoanalytic, cultural and 
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feminist theories invited critical subjectivity into performance spectatorship. In particular, 

these theories demonstrated that theory of sexual repression, the late nineteenth century 

bodily experimentations in medicine and theater, and discourses that situate corporeal 

expression within social practices and social imagination of the late modernity, not only 

belong to the struggles of the bygone eras, but also, impact emancipatory potentials 

within today’s dance-theater. I chose performances of Pina Bausch and Mats Ek as the 

main performative examples, because they show that dance labor, choreographic 

explorations of psychosomatics, and staged trauma, can speak through dance about social 

relationships that are haunted by repressed drives. The choreographies discussed in the 

dissertation show how dance performances already participated in the twentieth century 

de-pathologization of femininity, sexuality, body, and kinetic expression. Mainly, the 

examples tell how, and why hysterical symptoms arose within sexually charged scenes 

characterized by the uneven distribution of power. These choreographed scenes still 

invite the viewers to reflect on the meanings of bodily expression in the everyday, 

theatrical, and historical contexts, and to relate it to the productive, reproductive, and 

legal forces in the society. 

On the one hand, the dissertation enters current scholarly discourses on 

confinement of hysterics as mental patients, embodied memory, and dance expression by 

proposing a dynamic relationship between, theoretical, therapeutic and political accounts 

of the unconscious. On the other, it joins the analysis of visual, visceral, and 

psychological dimensions of performance. The twentieth and twenty first century’s 

writings of dance scholars Mark Franko, Felicia McCarren, Lucia Ruprecht, Alexandra 

Kolb, Ciane Fernandes, Hanna Järvinnen, Ramsay Burt, Peggy Phelan, and other authors 
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cited point to possibilities for juxtaposing direct experience in the theater with the critico-

political readings of expression and motion in the society. The dissertation argues that 

placing choreographic examples in the dialogue with both dance and interdisciplinary 

scholarship can open up allies for socio-historically informed modes of spectatorship. 

This kind of spectatorship would take into account the unique conditions of dance 

expression’s development, and at the same time, examine the intersections between 

medical theories, political violence, and bodies’ visibility on stage. Accordingly, the 

concept of hystericization within Tanztheater would be understood as a way of 

transforming visible, publicly performed symptoms into poetic expression that allows for 

a reflection on the relationship between implicit and explicit laws, imagination, and 

bodily resistance. As a process, hystericization invites a historico-political performance 

analysis that includes performers’ and witnesses’ psychosomatic memories, and 

emphasizes an interpersonal dimension of performed hysterical symptoms.  
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